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ABSTRACT OP THESIS ON 
THE RELATION OP MUSIC AND POETRY AS REFLECTED IN THE 
WORKS OP TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO.
A consideration of this relation involved an analysis 
of eighteenth and early nineteenth century conceptions of the 
general function of art, in so far as these determined the 
comparative evaluation of
a) music and poetry,
h) the two aspects of poetry: sound, which links it 
with music, and logical content, which 
distinguishes it from muAio.
Tieck, Wackenroder and Brentano present the Romantic 
conception that the main functions of art are to link man and
■r
God in a sacred d^te, and to link man and man by communication 
of emotion. An analysis of their theoretical utterances 
showed that, whereas Tieck and Brentano considered music and 
poetry almost equally potent as a means of fulfilling these 
functions, Wackenroder held that music surpasses poetry in both 
the religious and emotional spheres. It was possible to trace 
this difference of view to the fact that Tieck and Brentano 
were primarily impressed by the musical aspect of words, their 
transitory nature, and their specifically musical use in poetry, 
whereas Wackenroder stressed their non-musical, i.e. 
intellectual aspect.
A consideration of these views led to a careful 
examination of the creative works of all three authors, with 
a view to discovering whether there was evidence in their own 
literary practice of the influence of their theoretical 
assumptions. This scrutiny of content, structure and 
composition of their works, and of their use of the poetic 
medium, does in fact reveal an infiltration of musical methods 
into poetry, and also a variation in the use of these methods 
by the three writers. The analysis concentrates on the formal 
value of words and rhythms, and the thematic structure of 
individual works. The significance of this study becomes 
more fully apparent in view of the indissoluble union of 
music and poeÿry which fulfils itself during the nineteenth 
century in the composite art form.
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I N T R O D U C T O R Y .
The nature of each art and the relationship of one 
art to another are primarily determined by the artistic medium. 
Music and poetry^are both patterned in sound along the 
dimension of time, and are incomplete until the last note or 
word is reached. Thus they have points in common, which 
distinguish them from the visual arts, existing in immediate 
completeness in space. On the other hand, the dissimilarity 
between mtslc and poetry also springs from the difference in 
the basic material: musical sounds and words. Musical sound 
in melody and harmony means nothing outside itself. Groups 
of notes may, it is true, be selected to imitate natural 
sounds, and music may be written to express a definite programme 
but there is no necessary and inevitable connection between 
any series of notes and anything in the world of nature.
Music cannot be divided into form and content. Words, however, 
have in addition to their sound an intellectual significance. 
They are used as a normal means of communication without 
reference to their sensuous value. As a result, poetry has
T D I n  the following pages the word poetry is not restricted 
to the forms of verse, but is used in a broad sense 
equivalent to the German Dichtung.
two aspects: sound,,which links it with music, and logical 
content, which distinguishes it from music.
The conception of the relationship of music and 
poetry at any particular period depends mainly on the 
relative importance attached to these two aspects of words. 
This in its turn depends on the conception of the general aim 
of poetry. When rational ideas are regarded as the stuff of 
poetry, the rational aspect of words is naturally emphasized, 
and verbal music is to some extent disregarded: music and 
poetry seem to present a contrast, and music may even be 
despised as a comparatively unsatisfactory form of art. When 
poets aim at the expression of vague feelings or longings, the 
%h music of words is recognized and exploited, the affinities 
of poetry with music are stressed, and if a contrast is drawn, 
it is at the expense of poetry, on the ground of its 
limitation by logical coherence.
C H A P T E R  I.
THE CONCEPTION OP MUSIC AND POETRY AND THEIR RELATION 
AS INDICATED IN WRITINGS ON ART IN THE EIGHTEENTH AND EARLY
NINETEENTH CENTURIES.
1. THE EFFECT OF CHANGING VIEWS OF THE FUNCTION OF ART ON 
THE COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF MUSIC AND POETRY.
In the first half of the eighteenth century in Germany, 
most utterances on music and poetry are dominated by the tenet 
that art should present an/ imitation of reality. Gottsched 
undertakes to prove in his Versuch einer crltischen Dichtkunst 
(1730) "dass das innere Wesen der Poesie in einer Nachahmung 
der Natur bestehe." Here he states clearly that the poet 
should attempt to evoke a complete illusion of reality by the 
exactness of his reproduction. Besides this, Gottsched 
attributes to poetry (and to art in general) a second important 
function: to impart moral teaching; as a result, his view of 
the type of reality to be imitated is limited by considerations
of morality and propriety. This interpretation of the functions
of art clearly sets music at a disadvantage in comparison with
poetry. Poetry is well fitted to fulfil these two aims, by
virtue of its logical content and its appeal to man^s reason.
Music, on the other hand, cannot set a replica of nature before
us; still less can it effect moral improvement by rational
means. At best, Gottsched maintains, it can serve as a pleasant
relaxation from the serious business of life. At worst it may
even have an evil influence. By its voluptuous appeal, it may
easily enervate man, and distract him from the virile exercise
of reason. "Das macht Manner zu Weibern und erwachsene Leute
(1)  ^
zu Kindern." In his discussion of opera, Gottseed maintains
that even if the genre did not violate any of the principles
of morality and good sense, the very music would prevent it
from imparting moral instruction: "O so wtirde doch die einzige
Musik, als welche der wesentliche Theil desselben 1st, den
(l)BeytrSge zur Critischen HTstorle der deutschen Sprache, 
Poesie Beredsamkeit, herausgegeben von Êinigen 
Mitgliederh der Deutschen Gesellschaft in Leipzig» 1752-44., 
[referred to in the following^ pages as Oritische BeytrSg^, 
StÜck X, vol. iii, p@ 306. [Views expressed in anonymous 
articles in the Beytrâge which clearly agree with generally 
accepted Gottschedian conceptions are assumed to have been 
sponsored even if not actually written by himj 
Of. Versuch einer Critischen Dichtkunst vor die Deutschen. 
~%thTeditlon, Leipzig, 17B1, pp. Ÿ41f, [referred to in the 
following pages as Oritische Dichtkunst.1
(1)
lehrenden Endzweck verhindern." He draws a clear contrast 
between music and poetry: music appeals only to the senses and 
poetry to reason; thus he places music far below poetry in the 
hierarchy of the arts.
As soon as a rigidly didactic interpretation of art 
is tempered by the view that art should equally afford pleasure, 
music begins to be recognized as a legitimate aesthetic means.
As early as 1708, Berthold Feind suggested briefly in his 
Gedancken von der Opera that art should impart useful teaching
:-------------- : J^ )
by means of pleasure, but his utterances carried little weight, 
and the idea was first developed more fully by J* E* Schlegel.
He weighs up the relative importance of pleasure and moral 
instruction as aesthetic aims, and concludes: "We^nn wir aber 
fragen, welches von beyden der Hauptzweck sejr: so mBgen die 
strengsten Sittenlehrer sauer sehen , wie sie wollen, ich muss 
£6£tehen^ da£s_das_Vergnügen_dem__Unterrichten vorgjehe. " He
is far in advance of his age in realizing that art need have no
0 f
obvious didactic aim in ^rder to exert an ennobling influence;
that it teaches "wie ein Mensch, der durch seinen Umgang
(1)Oritische BeytrUgeV viii, vol. ii. p. 654.
(2)Deutsche Gedichte.... sammt einer Vorrede von dem Temperament 
und Gemühts-Be schaffenheit eines Poeten und Gedancken von der 
Opera. Staïïê"/1708 p. 102.------------------------------------  ^
(3)Johann Elias Schlegels Aesthetische und Dramaturgische Schrifte 
edo Johann von Antoniewicz, Heilbronn, 1887. Deutsche  ^
Literaturdenkmale des 18. und 19. Jahrhunderts, 26, p. 135.
or. pp. i30f.------------------------------------
6unterrichtet und der sich hütet, jemals zu erkennen zu geben,
(1)
dass dieses seine Absicht sey." Lessing tot maintains that
pleasure and moral instruction are both afforded by great
(2 )
drama, and one cannot be separated from the other. The idea
that, although art need have no direct moral aim, it must
inevitably have an ennobling effect on the percipe^nt, is also
(3)
expressed by Herder in Adrastea. Such a conception is 
fundamental to Schiller*s aesthetic theory, and later, as we
shall see, it forms a natural corollary to the Romantic writers»
(4)
conviction that art is of divine origin. Once moral 
improvement is regarded as an inevitable result and not as a 
prime function of art, however, it ceases to affect the eeaee 
conception of the relative value of music and poetry.
The emphasis on aesthetic pleasure tends to direct 
attention away from rigid concentration on the content of the 
work of art towards the effect it has on the percipient. In 
this connection too, J, E. Schlegel*s attitude is very- 
different from Gottsched's. Whereas Gottsched demands an 
11)Ibid., p. 205.
(2)” ....es 1st grosser Vortheil fiir den dramatischen Dichter, 
dass er weder nützlich, noch angenehm, eines ohne das 
andere seyn kann." SSmtliche Schriften, ed. K. Lachmann,
3rd edition, revised by P. Muncker, Stuttgart, 1886-1924, 
xvii, p. 67.
(3)Sâmmtliche Werke. ed. B. Suphan, Berlin, 1877-1913, xxiii,
, p. 061.
(4)v. infra. pp-St-ff-
audience well-versed in the theory of art, Schlegel lays no 
stress on learning; in his view, a receptive audience can 
appreciate simply through sensuous feeling, without any 
knowledge of the rules of art. At the same time, he widens 
the conception of art as an imitation of nature by his argument 
that the artiaii should not aim at producing an exact replica 
of reality, but only at imitating it in certain respects, and 
as far as his chosen medium allows. Olearly this aesthetic 
theory leaves more room for imaginative power in creation and 
for sensuous appreciation. It is less hide-bound by rationalism 
and so less inimical to the more ethereal non- representative 
art of music. The time of uncompromising contempt for music 
is over. But as long as art is expected to appeal primarily 
to man* s reason, music is still denied the right to 
independent existence, because it seems too vague and 
irrational to fulfil the main function of/ art. It is accepted, 
but only as a servant to poetry. Lessing, for instance, writes:
"Ja, ihrer ersten Bestimmung nach soli sie eigentlich nur der |
P (1) !
poesie zur Untersttitzung dienen."; and Moses Mendelssohn
condemns pure instrumental music as a senseless jingle,
incapable of pursuing the true aims of art: "man hat sich
T D samtliche Schrif ten, ed. cit., xiv/p, 56Ô. footnote.
8bemilht, den Sinnen zu gefalien, ohne den Verstand auTzuklftren,
ohne das Herz zu hessern, ohne die Absicht zu haben, uns
(1)
glückseliger zu ma chen. "
The Sturm und Drang writers have a very different 
conception of the purpose of art, and hence also of the 
relative value of music and poetry. In their view, the prime 
function of# art is not to provide pleasure or moral instruction, 
but to express the whole exuberant personality of the creative 
genius, and to make a vigorous appeal to the whole being of the 
percipient. Since the emphasis is oh feeling rather than 
reason, the indistinct non-rational nature of musical 
representation is no longer regarded as a disadvantage. On the 
contrary, music even has, according to Herder, a unique 
advantage, because it is in itself mysteriously connected with 
the very essence of emotion. Wherever emotion is expressed,
"in Gedanken und Bildern, in Sprache und Parben, da ist sie
(2)
musikalischer Natur; da ist sie von der entlehnt."
Thus music is considered not as a subservient accompaniment to
poetry but as an active partner. Both Herder and Heinse feel
T D &esammelte Schrlften, ëd. G. B. Mendelssoto. Leioxig." 1843-45, 
iv(l), p. VO.
(2)Sflmmtliche Werke, ed., cit., iv, p« 161.
9that, just as po^ry provides the exact meaning that music
lacks, so music can achieve in the expression and arousing of
emotion something that is beyond the scope of poetry. "Bey
Leidenschaften. . o .. ist die Musik an ihrer rechter Stelle,*
besonders bey heftigen, wo man nicht me hr an/ Worte denkt,
(1)
sondern von den Sachen selbst durchdrungen wird." They also
càaim that music excels in the expression of the ethereal and
non-concrete, - "was die Sprache oft nur rauh und eckicht
(2)
andeuten kann."- Yet even in the age of the Stilrmer und
DrSnger, music is still regarded mainly as a complement to
poetry. The lack of appreciation for pure instrumental music
persists, although the reason for not esteemimg it so highly
has changed with the changing conception of the function of
art. Herder condemns instrumental music, not because it fails
to provide moral teaching or aesthetic pleasure or to present
an exact imitation ff nature, but because it seems to him to
(3)
lack the power of arousing strong and definite emotion.
Heinse too, though he delights in pure beauty of sound, is
chiefly interested in song and opera, and only grudgingly
(4)
allows music an existence independent of poetry. This
TljW. Heinse, S^^tliche W e r k e ed. C. Schiiddekopf, Leipzig. 
1903, V, p* 243. Of. Herder, S&mmtliche Werke, ed. cit., 
xxii, p. 185 0 .Heins^s novel Hildegard von Ho hen t ha 1 may 
be regarded as a forerunner of the Romantic KÜnstlerroman, 
and its hero, the composer Lockmann, may be compared with 
Wackenroder»s Joseph Berglinger, and with Kreisler in
E.T*A« Hoffmann»s novel Kater&Iurr.
(2) Heinse, SMmmtliche Werke, edo cit. , vi, p. 39.
(3)v. Sâmmtïiche Werke,"e37 cit., xxiii, p. 336; xviii, p* 27.
(4) S&mmtliche.Werke, ed. cit. , vi, p. 39.
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mistrust of instrumental music by literary critics and
(1)
writers is all the more surprising in view of the
unprecedented flowering of German instrumental music in the
(2)
second half of the eighteenth century.
(l)The inusiclaà, G* J’. D* Schubart, did not share this 
distrust of instrumental music, as may be seen in his
Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst,/written in 1784/5, _
edited by L. Schubart and published posthumously, Wien, 1806j
He stresses the magical effect of the union of music and 
poetry, (p. 9) but at the same time he attributes to muiœc 
the power of expressing in her own way and independently 
emotions and ideas that are beyond the reach of poetry, (p.13; 
In the chapter entitled Charakteristik der TBne  ^ (pp. 377ff./ 
he defines as exactly as possible the characteristic ^
emotional effect inherent in each musical key, major and 
minor: e. g. P major, )- "GefSlligkeit und Ruhe." D minor, - 
“ schwermiitige Liebe, die Spleen und DÜnste f> brütet<" and he 
concludes: "kurz, .der ^ U£ikalische Au£druck__ durch alle 
T6ne ist so genau bestlmmt^dass, ob es gleich 
philosophische Kritiker noch nicht genug geltend gemacht 
haben, er es doch an Genauigkeit dem poetischen und 
pittoresken Ausdruck welt zuvor thut."
(SjG.P.E. Bach was the pioneer in the development of sonata
form; his first sonatas were composed as early as 1732 and
the succeeding years. Haydn wrote his first string quartet 
(B*^major) in 1755. In 1760 he entered the service of Prince 
Paul of Esterhazy and between that date and 1766 he wrote 
about fifty symphonies and many concerti and divertimenti. 
Mozart wrote his first string quartet in 1770 (G major, K 80;, 
and this was followed by many other instrumental works in 
quick succession, e.g. 1773, six string quartets; 1775-6, 
six violin concerti; 1776, the Haffner serenade.
Under Maria Theresa, Leopold I and Joseph I, Vienna 
became an important musical centre. Almost all great 
Austrian nobles maintained their own private orchestra in 
emulation of the royal example.
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Eighteenth century aesthetic theory finds its
culmination ^ in the period of Weimar classicism. Ideas for
which Feind and Schlegel were groping, ideas formulated by
Mendelssohn and Lessi)ng, ideas flung out hastily and h b s
unsystematically by Herder and Heinse, are modified and merged
into a harmonious whole in the utterances of the mature
Goethe and Schiller. They see in art a perfect harmony and
an apparent freedom from constraint, resulting not from
lawlessness, but from a willing and natural submission to
limitations. The function of art is, in their view, the
attainment of this harmony in itself, and the fostering of a
corresponding state of harmonious poise in the percipient.
"Diese hohe Gleichmtitigkeit und Freiheit des Gestes, mit
Kraft und Hüstigkeit verbunden, ist die Stimmung in der uns
(1)
ein echtes Kunstwerk entlassen soli." In this balanced and
unified interpretation of art, there is no suggestion that
music is at a disadvantage, or can only exist effectively.in
connection with poetry, jmach art, Schiller states, has its
own particular sphere in which it excels, and for music this
sphere is the expression of emotion. He writes: "Es existiert
wirklich eine allgemein beliebte und wirksame Kunst, die kein
Tl)Schiller, Sâmtïïche Werke, Horen-Ausgabe, München. 1$10-È6. 
xi, p. 80.
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andere8 Objekt hat, als eben diese Form der Empfindungen.
(1) j.
Diese Kunst 1st die Musik." This conception of feeling iR,
however, very different from the violent passion that Herder
and Heinse required of music, since it is the means by which
music achieves and instils perfect harmony . üach art has,
in Schiller»s view, its own specific means of pursuing this
primary aesthetic aim; but at the very hlgh^est level, he
suggests, they draw near to one another and escape their
limitations to a certain extent: "Die Musik in ih^hBchsten
Veredlung muss Gestalt werden, und mit der ruhigen Macht der
An tike auf uns wirken; die bildefide Kunst in ihrer hBchsten
Vollendung muss Musik werden und uns durch unmittelbare
sinnliche Gegenwart rÜhren; die Poesie in ihrer vollkommensten
Ausbildung muss uns wie die Tonkunst,mMchtig fas sen, zugleich
(2)
aber, wie die Plastik, mit ruhiger Klarheit umgeben."
Schiller thus places music on an equal footing with poetry
as an independent art.
Goethe too recognizes|the greatness and power of
music; he places it high among the arts because it exalts and
(3)
ennobles all that ct expresses. Eckermann reports his saying:
(1)Sâmtllche Werke, ed. cite, xpr x, p. 251.
(2) Sâmtliche Werke, ed. cit., xi, p. 82. By drawing these 
parallels, Schiller illuminates the specific effect of each 
art; the expression of his idea foreshadows a similar use 
of parallelism by the Romantic writers to express their 
conception of a merging of the arts.
(/)Sflmmtliche Werke, Jubilâums-Ausgabe, Stuttgart und Berlin, 
i902-1907, XXXV, p„ 313.
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"Musik.... steht so hoch, dass kein Verstand ihr beykomraen
kann, und es geht von ihr eine Wirkung aus, die Allés beherrscht
(1;
und von der Niemand im Stande ist, sich Rechenschaft zu geben."
In Wilhelm Meisters Wander.lahre, he even envisages a whole
system of education based on music, for, he writes, "von ihr
(2)
laufen gleichgebahnte Wege nach alien Seiten." Yet in spite
of this, he personally finds it difficult to approach music
except with the help of the medium of words. Without this firm
(3)
basis, music often seems to him bewildering and inaccessible; 
unless he can discover some other clear avenue of approach.
In Bach» s fugues, for instance, the definite recurrence and 
interweaving of the musical pattern provides him with a solid 
foundation; and in some quartets, he distinguishes a conversation 
without words; "Man h8rt vier vernünftige Ldute sich untereinande^
(4 )
unterhalten." In Paganini »s music, on the other hand, there
is nothing concrete that he can grasp; it appears to him
shapeless and intangible, - "eine Plammen- und Wolkensâule,"
appealing neither to his reason nor his imagination; and he
complains to Eckermann; "Man kann solchen Sachen aus eigenem
I D Gesprâche mit Goethe, ed^ H. He Houben. Leipzig. 1925. n. 375, 
Mar., iSol).
(2)sammtliche Werke, ed. cito, xix, p» 177.
(3)Of. Wilhelm Meister » s words, Sflmmtliche Werke, ed. cit.. 
xvii, p. 145.   —  ---
(4)Letter to Zelter, 9. Nov., 1829, (Goethes Briefe, Weimar- 
Ausgabe, 1887- 1919, xlvi, p. 140, No. 139).
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(1)
Geist imd Herzen nichts mehr unterlegen." But Goethe does
not attribute this to any inferiority in music as an art, but
rather to his own particular inability to appreciate music
fully . He admits that he approaches it "mehr durch Nachdenken
(2)
als durch Genuss", thus suggesting that, of the two essential
elements of aesthetic appreciation: willing surrender and cool
detachment, he possessedfche latter to too high a degree in his
attitude to music. In a letter to Zdlter he expresses his
sense of loss: "Ich weiss recht gut, dass mir deshalb ein
(3)
Drittel des Lebens fehlt," - and at the same time implies that, 
like Schiller, he places music on a level of equality with 
poetry and visual art.
In the Romantic writers, the balance between the
two aspects of aesthetic appreciation is weighted on the
other side. Like Titus in Tieck*s story Der Jahrmarkt, they
tend to find the greatness ofl art in the fact "dass man sich
ganz in sie hineinstiirzt und das persttnliche Bewusstsein
(4)
darÜber einbüsst." -and the art most easily approached in this
way is music. The main reason for their interest and delight
Tl)ùesprâche mit Goethe, ^d. cit./ p# l5s {12^ Jan., 1827)
(2)Briefe, Weimarausgabe, xlx, p. 19, No. 19., 1805;
(3;'Brlefe', Weimar-Ausgabe, xxxlll, p. 10, No.,7.''(May 2. , 1820,
(4)Scbrirten, ed. G. Relmer, Berlin, 1828-1854, Freferred to 
tnroughout as 8g.hrlftei^ xx, p. 39.
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in music must, however be sought in their fundamental
aesthetic theory. In their view, the function of art is to
reflect the mystical oneness of all things, to express the
infinite in finite form, to capture an ultimate truth not to
be found on earth. This conception leads them into a realm
of vague transient shades of feeling, infinite longings and
fantastic imaginings. The idea that art should imitate
common-8 en se reality is furthest from their thougjits. This
is clearly demonstrated by their views on the nature of poetry.
According to Friedrich Schlegel»s famous definition, Romantic
poetry is "eine progressive Universalpoesie,"and he continues:
"Die romantische Dichtart ist noch im Werden; ja, das ist ihr
eigentliches Wesen, dass sie ewig nur werden, nie vollendet
(1)
seyn kann." A. W. Schlegel draws a contrast betv/een classical
and Romantic poetry: "Die Poesie der ®lten war die des Besitzes,
die unsrige ist die der Sehnsucht; jene steht fest auf dem
Boden der Gegenwart, diese wiegt sich zwischen Erinnerung und 
& (2)
Aiming ." Novalis considers that in all poetry there must be
A  (3)
an element of the fjjry-tale, and traces the origin of poetry
(1)Athenaeum, eine Zeitschrift von August Wilhelm Schlegel und 
Friedrich SohleJ^el 1798, 1, Stück 11, pp. 28f.
(2)Vorle3migeH überTKunat und Llteratur, ed. E. BScking, 
Leipzig, 1846, 1, p. 16.
(3)Schriften, ed, E. Hellhorn, Berlin, 1901, 11, p. 180: "Allés 
Poetlsche muss mârchenhaft seyn. Der Dichter hetet den 
Zufall an."
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to man’s desire to reveal within the world something that is
(1)
beyond it. Clearly the rational meaning of words cannot go
very far towards achieving such aims. The emphasis is no
longer on logical cogency, but on the production of Stimmung,
and, as Novalis says, "das Wort Stimmung deutet auf
musikalische Seelenverhâltnisse." This new conception of the
function of music and poetry brings with it a corresponding
change in the comparative evaluation of these two arts. The
very aspects of music which led Gottsched to despise it, - its
ethereal, irrational, non-representative nature, - make it in
the eyes of the Romanticists, the most perfect of ali^arts.
Pure music, without the added burden of words, at last comes
into its own ; "Sonaten, Symphonieen, Pugen, Variationen, das
(2)
ist eigentliche Musik." The Romantic poets come to envy the
more insubstantial, fluid means used by the composer, and
consider that poetry can only reach similar heights if it
emulates music, if the poet recognizes and exploits the
possibilities of the sound of words as a means of expression,
and realizes that music and poetry are naturally and
13)
inevitably linked in ultimate unity.
TljVo Novalis, Schriften, ed. cite, i, p. 120. Cf. ii, p# V9: 
"Durch Poesie entsteht die hbchste Sympathie und Goaktivitât, 
die innigste Gemeinschaft des Endlichen und Unendlichen."
(2)Novalis, Schriften, ed. cit., ii, p. 379. Novalis 
reiterates this view p. 353.
(3)v. Friedrich Schlegel, Sâmmtliche Werke, Vienna, 1846,
V, p. 104.
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VIEWS ON THE MEDIA OP MUSIC AND POETRY 
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP.
Eighteenth-century aesthetic theory shows an 
increasing interest inj^  the medium of art, and an increasing 
realization that this is the very basis of the specific nature 
of each art, and that, where language is concerned, it 
constitutes a particularly complex problem because of the 
two-fold nature of words.
Gottsched pays very little attention to the question 
of the medium of poetry. One of his reasons for condemning 
the union of music and poetry in song and opera is that the 
two arts are so very different ; but he does not attempt to 
this difference to its origin. He implies, howler, that it 
lies in the contrast between the rational cogency of language 
and the empty vagueness of musical sound. Yet evwn Gottsched^ 
for all his emphasis on the sense of words, cannot entirely 
disregard their second aspect; the first part of his Oritische 
Dichtkunst has a final cliapter headed: Von dem Wohlklange der 
poetischen Schreibart, in which he defines Wohlklang as "die
18
Abwechselung langer und kurzer Sylben, den Abschnitt, die
Schlusspunkte in den Strophen, die Reime, und wo sonst noch
etwas die Ohren kiitzeln und dadurch das Gemüth des Lesers
(1)
Oder Zuhôrers belustigen kann." The choice of the words 
L
kÜtzeln and belustigen. to describe the effect on the percipient
shows how little real importance Gottsched attaches to verbal
music. His fear is that it may steal into mens* hearts, and
deaden their powers of reasoning by its subtle appeal to the
senses. He complains: "Oftg^ ials werden die ZuhBrer einer so
harmonischen Rede dadurch mehr, als durch die besten Gründe
(2)
geriihrèt und eingenommen. " He is especially suspicious of
rhyme, for it seems to him a means of bewitching the percipient
and preventing him from realizing that what he is hearing or
(3)
reading is really rubbish. Yet when he analyses the various 
metres of poetry, even Gottsched warms to his subject. He 
still condemns poetry that is softly musical, but we feel that 
he cannot resist the roll of a majestic line, especially in 
Latin verse. Of the spondee he writes; "Sie geht, gleich 
einem Spanier, mit lauter majestâtischen Schritten einher, und
(1)Oritische Dichtkunst, p. 377. —
(2)1MT .----------------
( 3 ) ,  p. 405.
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(1)
füllet das Ohr mit eitel vollklingenden Tttnen.'* One of the
few things that he Is unable to ûe reduce to rule of thumb is
the use of the caesura In poetry, and this, he admits, can
only be left to the poètes own conception of v/hat sounds
(2)
pleasant. Pleasant sound Is, however, all he requires; his
continual use of the word angenehm In this connection betrays
the rationalistic limitations of his views. It never enters
his mind thatjthe sound of words In poetry can add to the
meaning, that It Is one of the poet* s means of expression and
may have an Intimate connection with the sense. In his view,
verbal music Is simply an external ornament, quite separate
from the logical content, even perhaps Inimical to It.
J. Aa Schelbe was the musical authority of the
Gottsched circle and In many respects still hide-bound by
(3)
rationalistic aesthetic theory; but his views of on the
relation of music and poetry and their media seem far In
advance of Gottsched*s. He realizes that these two arts are
linked by a common factor: their appeal to the ear; and he
stresses the significance of the musical Inflection of the
(4)
voice. Still more Interesting Is his comparison of the use 
of rhythm In music and poetry, especially the statement that
ri)lbld., po 3Ô1.
(2)T5Td., p* 412.
(3)v. Crltlscher Musikus, 2te Auflage, Hamburg, 1745, p. 54.
(4) TblcTTT pp':~535"," ?36f:
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in both arts a change of rhythm should not be merely external
but should have a real significance. Referring to poetry, he
says: "Elne solche merkliche^und dem Gehttre empfindliche
VerSnderung muss auf eine ganz sonderbare und sehr nachdrückliciî<
Art geschehen, entweder um et was Neues und Merkwiirdiges zu
sagen, Oder auch eine neue Aufmerksamkeit zu erwecken.”(1)
Thus, unlike Gottsched, Schelbe shows a clear realization of jt,
the Interdependence of sound and sense In poetry. His
following suggestion that the poet should finally return to
the original metrical scheme, reminds us that he speaks as
an expert In musical matters, for here he seems to be
applying ào poetic form a principle of musical composition,
and so to be foreshadowing far later developments. His
statement hass die Dlchtkunst aus der Muslk selbst entstanden
(2)
1st" also strikes a new note, which was to echo through the 
century.
J. E* Schlegel, Mendelssohn, and more especially 
Lessing, subject the artistic medium to a far closer and
more systematic scrutiny, for In their view. It Is a primary
1
factor, determining the particular field of each art. They
are, however, chiefly concerned with poetry, drama and visual
iDIhid., p. 625.----------------- - --- - ----------------------
(2)T5Tïï., p. 235.
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art, and their views on music are only revealed by
tantalizing hints. Schlegel hardly mentions music, except
to vindicate the use of song as a medium; but he shows a real
(1)
delight in the melody of verse,\ the "Harmonie der Sylben", 
as he calls it. He finds that "ein gewisser Schwung" can
(2)
transform a group of ordinary, everyday words into poetry, 
and that it is the sound of words that makef them live in 
our memory*. At the same time he stresses that verbal music 
should not be an end in itself but should derive its value 
from its correspondence with the content: "es 1st kein 
nBthigerer Kunstgriff in der Schreibart als dieser, den
(3)
Ausdruck nach der Materie aï^^richten. " Thus, even if Schlegel 
only touches the very fringe of the subject, his judgments 
are clear and well-balanced.
Lessing purposely left music on one side, promising 
to deal with it fully in a continuation of Laokoon, a promise 
that remained unfulfilled,except for a few fragments in the 
Entwiirfe. Here he draws a brief but definite comparison 
between the media of music and poetry. First he points out 
that both consist of a succession of sounds in time; then,
XI)Johann Ellas Schlegels Aesthetische und dramaturgische




passing quickly over this similarity, he emphasizes the
difference: music uses natural signs^ which have no definite
meaning in themselves, whereas poetry uses arbitrary signs,
to which a clear logical significance is attached.
Mendelssohn too stresses the difference between the natural
signs of music and the arbitrary signs of poetry, and, as we
have already seen in considering general conceptions of the
function of art, both M  he and Lessing find that this places
music at a disadvantage, by limiting its field. Whereas
poetry can extend over the whole range of human experience
and can express anything of which we have a clear conception,
music is restricted to/ the sphere of emotion and cannot
(2)
depict anything concrete. Even in the realm of emotion,
Lessing argues, music can only produce a vague and indefinite
impression; "sie lâsst uns in Ungewissheit und Verwirrung; wir
empfinden, ohne eine richtige Polge unserer Empfindungen
(3)
wahrzunehmen; wir empfinden, wie im Traume." Not satisfied
with the mere expressing or arousing of emotion^ Lessing wants
to know how and why we feel; he wants to know the reason for
TÏ)Sâmtllche Schriften, ed* cit.ÿ xiv, p. 432: "Die elnzeln 
Tttne in der Muslk sind keine Zeichen, sie bedeuten nichts 
und drucken nichts aus; sondern ihre Zeichen sinldie Polgen 
der Tfine, welche Leidenschaft erregen und bedeuten kttnnen. 
Die willktihr lichen Zeichen der Worte hinge gen bedeuten vor 
sich selbst etwas."
(2)Mendelssohn instances a rose or a poplar tree as subjects 
beyond the sphere of music. (Gesammelte Schriften, ed. cit., 
i, p. 292. ;-------  —  ---
(5)samtllche Sohrlften. ed. clt.. ±x, p. 296.Tcf. Mendelssohn'ë
similar statement: "unsere iSmpfindung 1st dunkel, allgemein, 
Und auf keinen einzelnen Gegenstand eingeschranku. 
(Gesammelte Schriften. ed. clt.. 1, p. 301)J
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a change in mood during a musical work, - in fact, he seeks
in music a logical coherence which is foreign to this art.
He concludes with words that have almost a Gottschedian ring:
"...alle diese unordentliche Empfindungegu sind mehr ahmattend
(1)
als ergtttzend." In poetry, on the other hand, he finds that
there is always a rational thread to lead us through the maze
of emotion: "hier wissen wir nicht allein, was wir empfinden
(2)
sollen, sondern auch, warum wir es empfinden sollen." It is
not surprising that Lessing, who took such delight in the use
of words as an intellectual weapon for the clear-cut and
forcible expression of ideas, should consider musical sound
a comparatively pnnderous and unsatisfactory medium. He writes :
"Ein einziger Laut als willkührliches Zeichen kann so viel
ausdrücken, als die Musik nicht andera als in einer langen
(3)
Polge von TBnen empfindlich machen kann." This statement 
shows clearly how his search for rational cogency in music 
blinds him to its peculiar power to by-pass reason and appeal 
to man with an immediacy that is unsurpassed by any other art*
TITïBld.------------------------------------------------- ------- -----------
(2)T ^ .
(5)~Slmtliche Schriften, ed. cit., xiv, p* 452.
(4)This aspect of “music is stressed by Wackenroder. 4v. Werke 
und Briefe, ed. P. von der Leyen, Jena, 1910,[referred to 
throughout as von der Leyenj, i, pp. 188ff ) .
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Similarly, Lessing seems almost impervious to, verbal
(1) ...............
music. For him the worth of poetry lies in its truth, and
he tends to disregard its sensuous qualities, - in theory
at least. Mendelssohn, on the - other hand^pays a little more
attention to this aspect, though he would never think of
emphasizing it at the expense of the sense. He maintains that,
although the-poet’s main medium is the word used as an
arbitrary sign, he can also make use of natural signs, - for
instance, action on the stage and verbal melody in poetry.
He can select word-sounds or rhythms which support the logical
meaning, - but, Mendelssohn adds, he should remember that he is
(2J
on foreign ground and step warily. Here Mendelssohn stops
short, and it seems probable that he had in mind only a
somewhat obvious use of onomatopoeia and metrical pattern,
rather than a complete interdependence of form and content.
Tl)A remark in the 5lst titeraturbrlef suggests that Lessing 
is not quite oblivious of the music of words. -Hei^he states 
that very harmonious verse is not necessarily suitable 
for setting to music, for its own melody will either come 
into collision with the musical melody or be drowned by it* 
(S&mtliche Schriften, ed. cit., viii, pp. 142f).
(2)Gesammelte Schriften, ed.ocit*, i , p* 295; iv(l), p. 92.
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(1)
The incantatory aspect of poetry comes into full
prominence in the works of Klopstock and the Stttrmer und
DrSnger. Again and again in literarv criticism, Klopstock
( 2 )
is r e f e r r e d  to as a. musical.poet, and indeed the unbroken
flow of his free verse patterns has clear affinities with the
sweeping curve of a musical phrase. His theoretical writings
too show his keen awareness that there is much more in poetry
than its mere rational content, and that the music of words
and rhythms is not an external ornamentation, but an integral
(3) u
part of the expression of the idea. "Uberhaupt wandelt das
Wortlose in einem guten Gedicht umher, wie in Homers Schlachten
(4)
die nur von wenigen gesehenen Gfitter." This statement of
Klopstock*s would have baffled Gottsched and Lessing; probably
even Schlegel would have found it difficult to conceive of
Das Wortlose in poetry. It is a conception that foreshadows
the views of Romantic writers around the turn of the century.
(ijFor an evaluation of this aspect, Uf. L. Abercrombie,
The Idea of Great Poetry, London, 1926, pp. 18ff.
(2)v7~ Schiller , ââmtliche Werke, ed. cit., xii, p« 100; also 
Herder, Sâmmtliche Werke, ed. cit. , xxiii, p* 568; and
‘ Novalis, Gcbriften, edo cit., 11, p» 292.
(3)v. S^tliche Werke, Leipzig, 1823-30, xvi, p. 10: "Der
Wohlklang, und noch mehr das bedeutende Sylbenmass ....
haben viel Ausdruck, wenn sie zu dem Inhalte passen."
(4;Ibid., p. 11.
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The period of the Sturm und Drang was a time of ' 
intense and exuberant activity, when new and startling 
thoughts came crowding too fast for full development. Many 
ideas which were to come to fruition in the Romantic period, 
can be traced back to their origin in the vmi^ks of Herder ,
(1)
and less frequently, of Heinse. Here, as we havw already seen,
music is no longer crowded into the background; on the
contrary, there is a new realizatîoÿfri of the directness of its
emotional appeal. This immediacy is attributed to the nature
of the musical medium, which, because it has no meaning
outside itself, speaks more directly to the human heart than
other artistic media. Herder writes;: "So Tbne; ihr Klang und
Gang und Rhytbmus bedeuten nicht nur sondern _sind Schwingungen
des Mediums sowohl als unsrer Empfindungen; daher ihre
(2)
innigere Wahrheit, ihre tiefere Wirkung." Thus arises a
(3)
notion that was to be more fully developed by Romantic writers: 
that there exists a mysterious and ultimately unaccountable 
sympathy between musical sound and the human soul; in Herder * s 
words: "...die Musik spielt in uns eiWciavichord, das unsre
Tljy. supra, pp. 8f.
(2) Sâmmtliche Werke, ed. cit*, xxii, p. 326, Cf.
Goethe, Sâmmtliche Werke, ed. cit., xxxv, p. 313&
(3)v. infra;— ------------- -----
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(1)
eigne innigste Natur ist."
At the same time^ and for the same reason, a new 
importance is attached to the melody of words, for this too 
appeals directly through the faculty of hearing, which is,
according to Herder, "der innigste, der tiefste der Sinne,
( 2 /
• o.. der Smpfindung am nâchsten." Herder* s theory of the 
origin of language places the musical aspect of words in the
, foreground. He suggests that speech originated in the
$
instinctive vocal expression of emotion; its first beginnings
(5)
were essentially musical, - "man sang also, indem man sprach", -
and it has never quite lost its musical power, though this has
become somewhat dimmed by the addition of logical significance
and by continual prosaic usage. Hence there is, in Herder’s
view, no need to seek the origin of music in bird-song, (as
the rationalists did), in fact there is no need to seek its
origin as a separate phenomenon at all; - it was inherent in
the musical genius of language from the beginning. This
"singende Rede" developed naturally into the melodies both of
d ) Slmmtliche Werke, ed. cit., xxii, p. 68. Cf. p. 179 and iv, 
pp. 102f. Further, Heinse*s similar statement in a letter 
to Jacobi, 22. Nov., 1780: "Keine Kunst trifft doch so 
unmittelbar die Seele wie die Musik, und es ist als ob der 
Ton mit ihr von gleichem Wesen wMre. so augenblicklich und 
ganz vereinigt er sich mit ihr." (SSramtliche Werke, ed. cit.,
X. p. 74).   —  ---
(2)satoliche Werke, ed. c ^ . , iv, p. lll.[d. xxii, p. 179.
This view/ recurs Tn the w writings of the Romantic period, 
e.g. Friedrich Schlegel, Slmmtliche Werke, ed. cit.. xv. Poll97.
(5)Ibid., p. 115.   —  ---
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(1)
song and of lyric poetry. Herder writes; "Da jede Sprache
nun, 8chon ihrer Natur nach Musik ist: so war, auch ohne Lyra
und Cither, dem Menschen mit ihr das Werkzeug einer ly£i£chen
(2)
po£sie gegehen." Thus he considers lyrical poetry and music
as sister arts, sprung from the same root. In the primitive
poetry of various nations he finds support for his theory.
Greek" and Hebrew poetry, old folk-songs handed down from ^
generation to generation are still close to their musical
origin and so retain their incantatory effect. They are all
(3)
meant to be heard, not read, for their essence lies not in the 
logical content, - which is often very slight, - but in the 
sound, intUie "Form , Klang, Ton, Melodie, allés des Dunkeln,
Unnenhbaren, X  was uns mit dem Gesange stromweise in die
% (4 )
Seele flless^V These are the intangible elements that baffle 
the translator, - yet, Herder insists, if they are lost in 
translation, the soul of the poem is lost too. In his 
evaluation ff contemporary poetry ^  he again stresses the
I
Importance of the music of words. His praise of the works of
Tl)Ibid., pp. llbf; p. È22; xi, p. 447;xxvii. p. i V o .
(21sRmmtliche Werke, ed. clt., xxvii, p. 167.
(3^  SËmmtliche Werlœ, iïï.' cit., xxv, p. 333. Cf. xxiii, p. 277
^Das grlechische Epos war seinem Ursprtng nach nichts 
anders als eine ^©£^g£ne Sage/'
(4)Sâmmtliche Werke, ed* cit., v, p. 163.
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Ossian and Klopstock, for instance, is summed up in the
(1)
sentence: "Sie leben für die Musik in jedem Hauch. " Thus
Herder’s view is diametrically opposed^ to Gottsched’s.
Gottsched would have reduced song to the level of ordinary
speech; it seemed to him merely "ein angenehmes und
nachdrückliches Lesen eines Verses, welches also der Natur
(2)
und dem Inhalte desselben geraâss sein muss." But Herder 
raises poetry to the level of song:'So sind Worte Gesang, 
wenn sie gleich nicht gesungen warden; gnug, dass eine Mu£ik 
der Empf^dungen, der Bild£r, der Sprache^ ihr Kttrper und 
Geist ist."
On the other hand. Herder’s keen awareness of the
(4)
melody of speech does not blind him to its intellectual aspect.
He realizes that words cannot be divorced from their meaning,
and thus are limited in their order and speed of movement; they
(5)
lack the fluid ethereal nature of musical sound. "Tbne 
dürfen sich verfolgen und ttberjagen, einander widersprechen 
und widerholen; das Pliehen und Wiederkommen dieser
Tl)S^mmtliche Werke, ed. cit.. xxiii. n. 569.
(2TGritl3Che Dlchtkunst, p. 725.
(5) Mmmtllche Werke, e"3. dit., xxvii, p. 170.
(4)g&mmtllche Werke, iïï. cit. , xxii, p. 185: "Gedanken zu 
l)ezeichnen 1st uns’~3ie Rede gegeben."
^5)Here again Herder touches upon ideas that were later to be 
developed by the Romantic writers. V. infra, p p . (2_y ff.
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zauberischen Luftgeiater ist ebon das Wesen der Kunst, die
(1)
duroh Schwingung wirket." In this one sentence Herder sums
up the characteristics of musical form, - its dependence on
movement and the interweaving of voices, on repetition and
contrast of theme, - and he stresses the fact that words
cannot be used in the same way. He sees no value in a merely
pleasant tinkle of words, for this simply lulls the percipient 
(2)
to sleep; the aim of poetry, on the other hand, is to wake
(3)
men up and stir them to the depths of their being.
Herder’s delight in beauty of melody, and his
awareness of the mysterious nature of music lead him to scorn
all attempts to analyse musical sound scientifically;
mathematical and physical theory, he maintains/ have nothing
(4 )
to contribute to the "Philosophie des Tonartig Schënen."
The Romantic writers were later to agree that scientific 
analysis provides no explanation of the power and beauty of 
musical sound; but far from despising the scientific aspect 
for that reason, they include it in their philosophy of music 
as an added element of mystery. Novalis, more especially
Tl)Sâmmtllche Werke, ed. cit.. xxii, p* 185.
(2)v. sSmmtliehe Werke, ed. cit., viii, p« 421: "...gewiss 
3ass, wenn keine andere Seele, kein hoherer Geist weckt, 
der Reim einschlSgert und mit siissem Geklingel sanft 
betgubet.^ - -
(3)^. Sgmmtliche Werke, i . pp. 475f. Here Herder Imagines the 
existence of a type of poetry which should express the whole 
range of the human soul and at the same time, dynamically 
stir every passion, and he concludes: "Welch ein schBner 
Aufruhr."
(4)sSmmtliche Werke, ed. cit.. iv, p. 91. Of. p. 94; also 
Heinse ,^gmmtliche Werke. ed. cit. . i , pp. 2 3 4 f .
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invests the mathematical relationship of musical sounds with
an almost mystical significance; he writes: "In der Musik
erscheint siefdie MathematikJ fttrmlich als Offenbarung, als
(1)
schaffender Idealism." Goethe’s attitude to this question
is revealed in his controversy with the musician Zelter about 
the minor third. Zelter, in accordance with current theory, 
maintained that it was a man-made interval, because it could 
not be produced by a mathematical division of the length of 
the string. Goethe was always full of respect for the 
accurate knowledge of a specialist, but he could not feel that 
the minor third was at all unnatural, and he was convinced 
that man himself should be taken as the point of departure, 
and not the string of a musical instrument. "Der Mensch an 
sich selbst", he writes, "insofern er sich seiner gesunden 
Sinne bedient, ist der grBsste und genaueste physicalische
CL
Apparat den es geben kamn   Was ist denn eine S^ite und
(2)
alle mechanische Theilung desselben, gegen das Ohr des Musike^s?" 
Goethe neither despises nor idealizes the scientific aspect of 
the medium of music. He is prepared to accept the dictates 
of science, but only within their proper limitations. In his 
attitude to this comparatively unimportant problem, just as in 
more fundamental issues, the balanced judgment of a harmonious 
and mature personality is revealed, in contrast to the biassed
(i;sohrlften, ed. cit., 11, p, 223.
(2)Letter EF Zelter, 22. Juno, 1808, Briefe, Weimar-Ausgabe, 
XX, p, 90, Ho. 5548.
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or exaggerated views of both Stiirmer und DrSnger and
Romantic writers.
By the time Goethe and Schiller had reached mature 
years, the violence of the individualistic revolt in 
literature vms spent, and the importance of verbal music in 
poetry was no longer a new idea in the forefront of aesthetic 
theory, but a more generally accepted fact. Geothe says that 
music is the "true element from which all poetry springs"; 
and the musical perfection of his own lyric poems demonstrates
the validity of this principle even more conclusively than
(2)
Herder’s militant pronouncements. Schiller too recognizes 
the musical basis of poetry; he tells Kfirner that very often
when he writes a poem, he begins with a clear conception only
(3)
of the musical aspect, and the content emerges later. He 
finds Matthisson’s poems full of musical effects, and even
(1)Sâmi^liche Werlce, ed. cit., xxx, p. 186. Of. xxiv, p. 247.
(2)Goethe sometimes even wrote a poem especially to fit some 
melody that pleased him; Ich denke dein and SchSfers 
Klagelied both arose in this way. In a letter to Zelter
(26. Aug., 1799) he writes: "Wenn meine Lieder Sie zu 
Melodien veranlassten, so kann ich wohl sagen, dass Ihre 
Melodien mich zu mane hem Liede aufgeweckt haben." (Briefe, 
Weimarausgabe, xiv, p. 166, no. 4102).
(3)Letter to Kfirner, 25. May, 1792, (Sgmtliche Werke, ed. cit. 
ix, p. 440): "Das Musikalische eines Gedichts schwebt mir 
weit Bfter vor der Seele, wenn ish mich hinsetze es zu 
machen, als der klare Begriff von Inhalt, tiber den ich oft 
kaum mit mir einig bln." He is here referring particularly 




compares one of them, - Abendlandschaft - to a sonata.
This comparison suggests tliat he discovers music not only in
the sensuous qualities of the words and rhythm, but also in
the sequence and composition and general mood of the poem.
He continues, moreover: "Es ist die glückliche Zusammenstellung
der Bilder, die liebliche Stetigkeit in ihrer Sukzession; es
(2)
ist die Modulation und die schttne Haltung des Ganzen."
Here is a comparatively new conception ^of the music of poetry,
though one that bifiL occurred incidentally amidst the welter of
Herder’s ideas, - for instance, when he referred to "eine
C3)
Musik der Empf indung, der Bilder" in language^ as well as to 
pure verbal music. Usually, however, Herder did not 
differentiate between these tv/o aspects ; he was far/ too 
intent on vindicating the im^frtance of the musical element in 
general to pause and analyse it. Schiller’s views^ on the other 
hand^are clearly expressed. He maintains that, by virtue of 
its auditory medium, all poetry includes an element of musio; 
and the sound of words has always something to add to the 
logical content; "Kurz, wir verlangen, dass jede poetische
(1)samtliche Werke, ed* cit*, x* p. 257. He also writes of 
Matthiason’s poems Alpenreise and Alpenwanderer: "Man 
glaubt einen Tonkünstler zu hBren, der versuchen will, wie 
weit seine Macht tiber unsere Geftihle reicht."(p. 258).
(2)Ibid. p. 258.
(5)~sammtliche Werke, ed. cit. , xxi, p. 170.
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Komposition neben dem, was ihr Inhalt ausdrückt, zugleich
durch ihre Form Nachahmung und Ausdruck von Empfindungen sei
(1)
und als Musik auf uns wirke." In some poetry, however, 
Schiller finds a second link with music, - in poems which do 
not describe or imitate any particular object, but, like music 
induce a certain state of mind in the listener. This si is 
Schiller’s conception of specifically musical poetry: "Der 
letztere Ausdruck", he continues,, "besieht sich also nicht 
bloss auf dasjenige, was in der Poesie, wirklich und der 
Materie nach, Musik ist, sondern überhaupt auf alle diejenigen
Effekte derselben, die sie hervorzubringen vermag, ohne die
(2)
Einbildungskraft durch ein bestimmtes Objekt zu beschrSnken"
This is a conception of musical poetry that would
naturally appeal to the Romantic writers in their search for
a means of expressing insubstantial dreams and moods and
aspirations. They long to give form to the incorporeal, - to
(3)
air and light and "musical mood",- and to this end music, in
(4 )
itself so ethereal and mysterious, seems an ideal medium.
T D sâmtllche Werke, ed. cit*, , x, p. 25l.
(2)3âmtliche Werke, eïï. cit., xii, p* 101, footnote.
(3)y. A. W. Schlegel, Vorlesungen tiber dramatische Kunst und 
Literatur, ed* cit., ii, pp. 162 and 208.
(4)Novails defines musical sound as "Luftsubstanz, Luftseele". 
(Schriften, ed. cit., ii, p* 580)*
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In their view, words have two things in common with musical
sound: sensuous sound values, and the power of calling up
(1;
associations and stimulating the imargination, and these are 
the aspects of language that they emphasize. Novalis, like 
Herder, looks longingly back to the time when words were more 
musical; he would like to divest words of all that is solid and 
concrete, to find words so rich in associations that each is
almost a poem in itself. Language becomes for him ”ein
(2 )
musicalisches Ideen-Instrument", and even the most ordinary
(3/
words are magically transformed. A. W. Schlegel cites
Shakespeare’s songs as perfect examples of ethereal verbal
music, for there ks no substance in them: "..sie sind wie
(4y
schmelzende Seufser hingehauohet." This is the ideal, - not
(5)
just music, but "gedâmpfte Musik".
(1)ïbid., p. 181: ^Dle ganze Poesie beruht auf thMtiger 
Ideenassociation."
(2)Ibid., Po 456. Of. pp. 79f. and Friedrich Schlegel»s 
similar statemenTJ SSmmtliche Werke. ed. cit., v, p. 62.
(0)Schriften, i, p. 24: "Auch die gewBhnlichen Worte kommen 
in reitzenden Kl&ngen vor und berauschen die festgebannten 
ZuhBrer•"
(4) Vorlesungen tiber dramtlsche Kunst und Literatur. ed. clt». 
11, P» 196. of. po 209: "Man hBrt in fledanken eine Melodie 
dazu, w&hrenT"man sie bloss lieset." Schlegel’s own 
sensitive perception of verbal music is amply demonstrated 
by his Shakespeare translation.
(5)Friedrich Schlegel, Athenaeum, ed. cit», i, Stück ii, p» 45.
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The early Romantic writers find a second analogy 
with music ,r more fundamental than anything envisaged by 
Schiller, - in the rhythmical sequence of emotional mmods in 
poetry. In their view, musical rhythm is at the basis of the 
whole universe, and since ebb and flow of feeling, contrast
and similarity of thenm are part of the music of life, the%e
(1)
make a special appeal to the "acoumtic nature" of man’s soul.
A. W. Schlegel stresses the necessity of rhythmical movement
(2)
in dramatic composition and Novalis envisages a "musikalische
(3)
Behandlung der Schriftstellerel." True poetry, even if it is
written in prose, must, in their view, necessarily rest on
this all-pervading rhythm.
In their own works the Romantic writers, - and
perhaps especially T^ck, Novalis and Brentanù, - aim at
establishing this double link with music: music of words and
(4)
rhythm of structure. In practice as in theory, they eagerly
e
seize upon the elem/nts that words have in common with musical 
sound, for in their view, it is not the medium of muÈic that 
is limited by its vague and irrational nature,bu^t the medium 
of words that is confined in application by its logical content.
Tl)Novalls, àchriften, eàV clt., Ï1 pT 538. Cf. ]^. 155, 336.
(2)vorlesungen tiber Kunst und Literatur, ed. cit.. i . dd. 32f.
(3)^hrlfteg7"êaT citot:4i* P. Vl.  ~  ---
(4)Novalis complains ef^his own works thet are still "zu grell 
und zu hart gezeichnet, nichts als derbe 8triche und Umrisse, 
naokt und unausgeführt," - though to the reader they may 
seem to float in a musical haze. p.
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3. THE PROBLEM OP OPERA AS A COMPOSITE
FORM.
A. THE CONTROVERSY ABOUT THE LEGITIMACY OP OPERA 
AS A FORM OF ART.
The trend of speculation on art in the eighteenth
century is clearly reflected in the controversy about opera.
Of all artistic genres, this is perhaps the most obviously
remote from real life; hence Gottsched’s interpretation of
the general theory of imitation strikes at its very roots.
Gottsched’3 primary objection is naturally that the characters
use song and not speech, and that they use it not just at
moments of emotional stress, but as a normal means of
communication, even to express trivial things. "Sie sprechen
nicht mehr, wie es die Natur ihrer Kehle erfordert;...
(1)
Sie lachen und weinen, hustôn und sohnupfen nach No ten. " 
Gottsched’s rationalist mind cannot accept this blatant 
incongruity. Straightforward recitativeis, in his view, 
unnatural enough, - but in arias, the breaking of the sense 
and the continual repetition seem to him like delirious ravings, 
Tl)britische Dlchtkunst, p. 74b.
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esoeolally when the words repeated a i ^  not even particularly
(1) ' (2) 
important ones. Scheibe makes exactly the same complaints.
There is unquestionably some justification for this view,
since the form of opera from which Gottsc^d and Scheibe had
to judge, was the traditional Italian form, (as seen in the
works of Traetta, for instance,) and the German imitations
in the same style by composers such as Graun and Hasse. These
operarcontain florid and complicated music, designed to diplay
the skill of composer and singer, but their texts are usually
weak and unintere)|j;sting, and are in any case entirely
sacrificed to the music. Just as Gottsched is right in inslstl^
that mere versifying does not make poetry, so he is right in
maintaining that brilliant virtuosity of composer and singer
does not make an opera. But both he and Scheibe base this
argument on a false premise: that all art, including opera,
should conform entirely to the standards of everyday life,
(3 ) "
since "allés unnatürtiche 1st unordentlich und abgeschmackt
They even attempt to apply to opera the rigid rationalist
system of rules which they have drawn up for drama. If only
(l)Ibid., pp. Y2É, 725. Of. Critische BeytrSge. viii. vol. ii, 
pp. 654f.
(S)op. clt., P» 92. Sulzer makes the same objection as late 
as 1771-74 in his Allgemelne Theorie der schttnen Künste.
p. 843. --- -------------------------
(3)Scheibe, op. clt., p. 222.
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the unities of time and place were observed, they think, opera
might be less fantastic; but in its present form there is no
hope for it. Where, Gottscjfed asks, is its basis in reality?
"wo singet man denn in der Welt in allem Thun und Lassen? im
ISmste, wie im Scherze?" The only answer he can find is:
(1)
"Im Schlaraffenland", and with these words he intends to deny 
opera all right of esistence. He does not realize that, in this 
ironical remark, he comes near the truth. The land of opera 
is a Schlaraffenland. It has its own laws and its own reality 
and logic, and does not aim at convincing us by conformity to 
common-sense reality.
This was the very conclusion reached by Berthold
Peind as early as 1708. He did not deny that opera is unnatural,
(2)
- he called it "ein unnaturliches Ding und prâchtige Gauckeley,"- 
but he found this no reason to condemn it. Unlike Gottsched 
and the rationalists, he realized that part of the very essence 
of opera lies in its remoteness from reality, and that this 
is an important source of aer our delight in it. Opera is only 
unnatural in the same way that alia art must be unnatural, 
just because it does not aim at an exact reproduction of
(3)
ordinary life. "Man ahmet nur der Natur einiger massen nach."
(ijCritische feeytrage. x. vol. iii. p. 309.
(2)op. clt., p. 74.
(3)mdTT~P. 77.
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If we are seeking reality, we should look at the world around 
us, and not at the small world of the theatre. "Die
(1)
Wajifphelt wird In den Schau-Splelen dnroh Pictiones vorgestellet" 
Peind realized that opera cannot be judged by everyday 
standards, nor by the rules of any other art. He did not demand 
rigid application of the unities of time and place, in fact,
he et»B clearly stated that opera has its own rules, which
(2)
allow it greater freedom than dzuama; and that in any case,
(3)
rules are not laws and cannot make a poet. His conception of
the aria is also much juster ÿhan Gottsched*s: "Die Arien sind
fast in der Opera die h'rklMhrung des Récitatifs, das zierliehste
und kfinstlichste der Poesie, und der Geist und die Seele des
(4)
Schau-Spiels." Thus almost every page of his Gedanken von 
der Opera reveals him as far in advance of his age in the 
analysis of the nature of opera and of our pleasure in it.
j. E. Schlegel does not deal extensively with the 
problem of opera. He only mentions it by the way, when he is 
vindicating the artist's freedom in the choice of a medium; but 
this is ehough to show that he has escaped from the strait- 
jacket of rationalism, and is in agreement with Peind in
(1)Ibid..
(2)TtR., p. 87. Peind restricts dramatic action to a period 





justifying çpera as an artistic form. In his view, it is no
more unnatural to depict character and action through song,
than it is to use verse in drama, or to represent black, hairy
(1)
horses in smooth,white stone. Each art has its own conventions
and limitations, which are largely determined by the artistic
st
medium. "Einem MuaikmeiWer kann man nicht aufbilrden, dass 
er in ungebundnen Tfinen, und ohne Harmonie nachahmen soil,
Oder die dass die Helden, die er nachahmj, nur reden und nichts?
(2)
singen sollen." Thus, like Peind, Schlegel realizes that 
opera does not even aim at presenting a faithful replica of 
reality.
Prom this time onwards, the legitimacy of opera as a 
form of art is generally accepted. Moses Mendelssohn too 
claims wider freedom for opera than for drama, and far from 
a ^ ^ ^ n g  rigid conformity to common-sense standards, he 
tentatively suggests that opera may include the improbable. 
There is nothing tentative about Herder’s statements. He 
sets opera free from fhh. the bonds of normal actuality by
t
comparpng it to a dream existing in a world of its own, far
from reality and yet intensely real. Gottsched meant to
(Djoimnn Ellas Schlegel’s Aesthetisfhe und Dramatischê"^  
âchrlgtën. ed. cltT. pp. leiif.
(2)iHd;; p. im. —
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condemn opera, when he said it was more like magic than the 
world we know. Herder, on the other hand, dejfiinds that opera 
shall be magical. "Einmal in eine/ Welt gesetzt, in der Alle£ 
singt. Allés tanzet, entspreche auch die Welt_ringsum dieser 
Oemtih(tsart; sie bezaubre." Here Herder reaches the very crux 
of the problem: that the degree of faithfulness to reality 
is immaterial in opera, provided that within itself it is 
convincing and free from incongruity. Goethe too comes straight 
to this point, and stresses that inner coherence and not truth 
to nature is the essential in opera, -and indeed in every 
work of art. He immediately relates this particular 
controversy to its broader aesthetic background, and to the 
basic principle, that was completely foreign to Gottsched’s 
theory, and only gradually became accepted in the course of
the century: "dass das Eunstwahre und das Naturwahre vftllig
(2)
verschieden sei."
U ) Stimmtliche Werke, ed. clt.l xxlll, pp. ^34f.
(2)Goethe, 8&mmtliche~Werke, ed. cit.. xxxiii, p* 88.
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B. THE RELATION OP MUSIC AND POETRY IN OPERA.
As long as the very legitimacy of opera as an
aesthetic form was doubted, the question of the reàation of
music and poetry in opera remained a matter of only secondary
importance. Yet this problem was inextricably bound up with
the whole controversy, and with the general trend of
speculation on art in the eighteenth century.
We have already seen that music was long regarded
as a mere servant of poetry, and only late in the century
(1)
became accepted as a partner of equal standing. Gottsched*s 
attitude to the relative importance of the two arts in opera 
was entirely uncompromising. He complains that in contemporary 
operas and cantatas, the text is completely sacrificed to the 
music, with the result that "das Ohr zwar ein ewiges ha, ha,
ha, ho, ho, ho, hertrillem hBret; der Verstand aber gar nichts
(2)
m. denken bekBmmt." Clearly he is justified in condemning 
this divorce of music and poetry; Herder too condemns the
"Au Au- und Wau Wau-Arien." But Gottsched goes to the
Tl;y. supra, PP» 3-10.
(2) Cri tische Dichtkunsi:. p» 725. Cf. pp. 720f. where Gottsched 
condemns cantata for the same reason.
(3)sâmmtliChe Werke, ed. cit., xxiii, p# 337.
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opposite extreme, and, led astray by M s  delight in reason, 
he demands the complete subjection of the music to the words. 
The poet is to dictate to the composer. Music is, in M s  view, 
by far the less satisfactory of the two arts, and should %h 
therefore be reduced to a state of subservience. He is 
satisfied if it does not ruin the value of the words, and 
fails to realize that it may actively contribute to expression. 
One remark, however, seems more promising; he writes: " in 
der That 1st es gewiss, dass eine schBne Melodie doppelt
schSner wird, wenn der ZuhBrer auch den Text versteht, und
(1)
seine Uebereinstimmung mit der Melodie wahrnimmt. " T M s  is
only an isolated statement, and the emphasis is still on words 
rather than music; but it suggests that Gottsched was perhaps 
not so impervious to the artistic possibilités of the union 
of music and poetry as he claimed to be in M s  militant 
rationalistic campaign.
The views expressed by Gluck in M s  dedication of 
Alceste to the Grandduke of Toscana as late as 1769 show 
considerable similarity fo Gottsched's arguments, though 
naturally without M s  fundamental hostility towards opera.
Gluck writes: "Pensai de ri stringer la Mus ica al suo vero 
ufficio di servira alla Poesia per l’espressîone, e per le 
rij crltische Dichtkunst / p» 754.
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sîtuazionl della Pavola, senza înterromper l^Azîone, o 
raffreddarla côn degl* inutili superflul omamentî." In his 
conscious reaction against the florid and unmeaning brilliance 
of Italian operatic music, he too goes to the opposite extreme^ 
and maintains in theory that the function of music is to 
interpret and support poetry, and that the composer should 
therefore be prepared to make concessions. He further proclaiys
his resolve to eliminate all that runs counter to reason and
(1)
good sense. But his own practice belies his words, - or 
rather shows that his reason and good sense were far less 
dictatorial than Gottsched^s. In practice his music is far 
from being subordinate to the text. He simply avoids the 
abuses of the Italian manner, - the senseless splitting up of 
the words, exaggerated Repetition, and the display of 
virtuosity for its own sake in extended runs and cadenzas.
He uses the aria in Peind^s sense, as a unit of expression and
not as a mere musical tour de force, and thus achieves a 
balance and interdependence of the two arts, in which neither 
is subordinate to the other, but both serve a higher 
unified whole.
7l)In the sfione dedication (Vienna, 1769): *^ ..in somma ho
ceroato di sbandire tutti quegl ' abusi contro de * quali




Thl/s was the ideal foreseen long before by Peind, 
when he defined opera as a form, "worinnen die Poesie mit der 
Music, so wol Sing- als Spiel-Kunst in der hBclteten 
PÜrtreflichkeit pflegt angetroffen zu werden," and this the 
conception towards which writers on art gradually returned^ 
as artistic theory emerged from Gottsohed's enveloping influence. 
Scheibe, writing in 1737, insists that music and poetry should 
support each|)ther, and to this end, both poet and composer 
must make concessions. The composer's first care, he thinks, 
is to fit the music suitably to the content of the words.: "£in 
Komponist hat allemal den Inhalt jmd den Verstand der Worte am
ersten und vomehmsten zu beobachten, wenn er nachdrûcklich
(2)
und rûhrend setzen will." He should help the poet to depict
(3)
character and emotion, and should never lose sight of the fact
that the singer is not there to display his voice, but is
placed in a specific dramatic situation. On the other hand,
it is essential for the poet to realize "dass die Musik auch
der Dichtkunst Regeln vorschreiben kann, wenn diese letztere
(4)
der ersten zu gefalien ihre Krifte zeigen soil." For instance, 
he must keep his text sinqple and avoid long complex sentences, 
which are difficult to set to music. But Scheibe emphasizes
cit., p. *74.------------------------------------------
(2)^. cTE.. pp. 355f.
) P» 220: "...die Charaetere zu unterscheiden, die
Gemflthsbewegungen natürlich vorzustellen. "
(4)Ibid.. p. 233.
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that this does not mean that any hack-writer can produce a 
libretto, nor that the limitations imposed by the music 
preclude the production of true poet]^. On the contrary, he 
maintains that experience proves "dass man auch zur Muslk 
feurig und poetisch denken und schreiben kann. In his 
consideration of the role of the theatrical overture and ià 
intermezzo, Scheibe again stresses the interdependence of 
music and poetry; and the demands that he formulates 
correspond closely to the subsequent theory and practice of 
Gluck. The purpose of the overture is, in S@heibe's view, to 
sum up the mood of the whole work and prepare the audience for 
what is to come. If it exists as a separate entity, it does 
not fulfil its function, however fine it may be musically.
"Wie angenehm ist es aber auch nicht," Scheibe writes, "wenn ein 
Componist bereits durch die Symphonie den Inhalt des Singespiels
angezeiget hat, und wenn man den Hauptcharakter desselben schon
(Xi
aus der Einleitung erkennet."
In Stück 26 of the Hamburgische Dramaturgie > Lessing 
quotes Scheibe’s views on the overture at length. He approves 
of this bridging of the gap between music and poetry, for in 
his view, they are designed by nature to be linked in art,
Ibid., p# 234. Of. Kflrner, (Jber Charakterdar^tellxmg in der 
M u M k , in Die Horen, 1795, Stttck v, vol. ii, pV 103; "Der 
Gea^g fordert Worte, aber solche die des Singens werth sind"
(2)Ibid#, p. 607. Of. Gluck*s dedication of Alceste to the 
Grandduke of Toscana; "Ho imaginato che la Sinfonia debba 
provenir gli Spettatori doll* azione, che ha da rappresentarsj
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since both exist in sequence in time. He immedia-ftely proceeds 
however, to an enumeration of the difficulties that arise in 
spite of the basic similarity of the medium; and whereas 
Scheibe *3 expert knowledge of music led him to demand a simple 
straightforward libretto, Lessing*s argument brings him to 
exactly the opposite conclusion: since music seems to him to 
express things much more slowly than poetry, he makes the 
strange demand that the tempo of poetic expression should be
slackened by the use of long words, so that it conforms more
' ( 2 )
closely to the tempo of musical expression. Here the economy
and concentration, which Lessing certainly takes as the
hallmark of great poetry, are no advantage; and thus,-though
the text must reach a certain level of poetic excellence, —
regarded simply as poetry, it cannot^ in his view^ reach the
highest standard. But, - and here Lessing makes a distinction
(3) (4)
that was to be echoed by Tieck, and years later by Wagner, -
this poetry "soli auch nicht als blosse Poesie betrachtet
(5)
warden." On one occasion Lessing suggests the possibility of 
TI)v. supra, p.
(2)sMmtiiche Sctoiften, ed. cit., xiv, pp. 432f: "Hieraus 
entspringt die Re gel ,"?as8 die Poesie, welche mit Musik 
verbunden werden soil, nicht von der gedrungenenjArt seyn 
muss, dass es bey ihr keine SchBnheit ist, den besten 
Gedanken in so wenig als mBgliche Worte zu bringen, 
sondern dass sie vielmehr jed]^ Gedanken durch die ifingsten 
geschmeidigsten Worte so viel Ausdehnung geben muss als die 
Musik braucht, urn etwas Ahnliches hervorbringeh zu kBnnen."
(3)y. i M r a . p. (h o ,
(4}Mmfliche Schriften und Dichtungen, 6te Auflage, Leipzig.
, LI O 'I  iv, pp7 139fT vll,-p; lié.
(5)samtliche Schriften. ed. cit.. xiv, p. 433.
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an Ideal relationship, in which music and poetry would
(1)
contribute equally to the whole effect. Usually, however,
he stresses the difficulties in the way of such a union, and
maintains that ,in practice, one art, - dommonly poetry, - is
subordinate. Only occasionally in recitative does poetry
gain the upper hand; and then the result is an awkward
shifting of stress within the work. Mendelssohn makes a
somewhat similar distjrinction between decflamation, where
poetry is the ruling art/ (as in Greek drama), and opera,
(2)
where music is predominant. Like Lessing, he emphasizes the 
necessity of an attitude of forbearance in both poet and composer.
Goethe was keenly interested in the relation of the 
two arts in opera and operetta, and he himself wrote one
libretto after another in an attempt tp feform the German
(3)
Singspiel. His conception of the specific contribution of each 
( D ï b i d o, p .  4 S I .
(2)Aesammelte Sctoiften, i, pp. 300f.
(3)First doethe took as his model the French operetta, with 
its combination of song and spoken dialogue. In this style 
he wrote Erwin und Jfilmire, which was set to music by the 
Duchess Anna Amalia and later by Reichardt, Lila and Jery 
und B&tely, both composed by Freiherr von Seckendorf, ana 
M e  Fis cher in, with music by Corona Schrttter. None of them 
was very successful. In 1784 he wrote Scherz, List und 
Raohe in the style of Italian light opera, in which 
recitative replaces the spoken dialogue. Finally he saw all 
his aims surpassed by Mozart*s Entführung aus dem Serai1 
and ZauberflOte. The latter impressed him so deeply that
he planned to write the libretto for a second part in 
continuation.
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art Is quite clear. "Der poetlschen Rhythmlk stellt der
Tonkünstler Taktelntellung und Taktbewegung entgegen. Hier
zeigt sich aber bald die Herrschaft der Musik über die Poesie;
nnd der Poet wtirde sich gar bald vemichtet fühlen,
wttsste er nicht von seiner Seite durch lyrische Zartheit und
(1)
Kûhnheit dem Musiker Ehrfurcht einzuflBssen." It seems
strange that he should find a greater lyrical tenderness in
poetry than in music, but on the other hand, this demonstrateg
how far he is from the rationalist view, that the supreme
contribution of poetry is intellectual content. Like Lessing
and Mendelssohn, however, he considers that one of the two arts
must of necessity be subordinate; and in the case of opera,
it is for the librettist to accede to the composer's requirement*
He compares the libretto to the mere skeleton of a beautiful
(2)
body or to loosely woven canvas that leaves the composer
(g)
ample scope for his fine embroideries. But Goethe regards 
song-writing as a very different matter. Here the words form 
a perfect whole In themselves, and the Interest should
(4)
therefore not be deflected from them by a complicated settl^iA.
 __________________________
( D Sammtllche werke, ed. cit., xx, p# 8.
(2)v. letter to Frau von Stein, 29. Aug., 1784, (Brlefe, Welmar- 
Ausgabe, vl, p. 349, no. 1973): "je t * enverrai le texte,
[SallerJs Scuola de Gelosl7 11 t*amusera, quoique ce ne soit 
que le scelete d'un très beau corps."
(3)V. letter to Zelter, 19. May, 1812. (Brlefe. Welmar-
Ausgabe, xxlll, po 23, no. 6336): "..TSir Dlchter soil seine 
ümrlsse auf eln weltlâuftlg gewobenes Zeug aufreissen, daMt 
der Muslcus vollkommenen Raum habe seine Stlckerey mit 
grosser Frejrheît und mit starken oder felnen Fâden .... 
auszuführen."
S&mmtllche Werke. ed. cit., xxx, p# 70.
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This view explains Goethe*s lack of appreciation for
(1)
Schubert*3 and Beethoven*s song settings. He preferred the
pleasant but uninspired compositions of Zelter, the simple
folk-song form, with Its repetition of the same melody to each
strophe. "Die Musik nlmmt nur, wie eln elnstrfimendes Gas, den
(2)
Luftballon In die ÿ- HÔhe." This statement sume up GoetheÈs 
rather negative view of the rôle of music in song.
Herder and Helnse, on the contrary, find no obstacle
to the union of music and poetry on equal terms. This is a
natural corollary to their conception flf music and poetry as
sister arts, linked by fundamental affinities. They both hold
that there is no need for poet or composer to curb his genius
and accede to the requirements of the other# The two arts fit
(3)
together easily and naturaiyr. Helnse objects to Gluck*s
comparison of opera to a painting, in which the outlines are
provided by the poet, and the colour, light and shade by the 
( 4 ) %
composer. "Jedeyon den be^den Kûnsten", he maintains, "hat
Tl)Most of Goethe*s contemporaries also failed to appreciate 
the works of Sghubert and Beethoven; but l£ seems remarkable 
that Goethe, who was so far ahead of his contemporaries in 
many fields, should have been bound by his own ^ m e  where 
music is concerned.
(2)Letter to Zelter, 11. May, 1820 (Briefe, Weimar-A^^sgabe, 
xxxiii, p# 27, No. 17).
(3>v. Helnse, Sfl^tliche Werke, ed. cit», v, p# 315; "Die Musik 
macht in der Oper ein ü-anzes îlïr sich aus: die Worte 
vereinigen sich damit, nicht als etwas Premdes und 
Verschiedenes, sondern als etwas Gleichartiges in Melodie 
und Harmonie."
(4)Helnse is referring to Gluck*s statement in his dedication of 
Alceste to the Grandduke of Toscana: "...credei ch*ellajjLa 
Music^far dovesse quel che sopra un ben corretto. e ben 
disposto disegno la vivacita de* colori, e il contraste bene 
assorti to di * Luma e dellf ombre^ che servono ad anima r le 
figure senza alternarne i contorni."
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(1)
ihre Zeichnung, ihr Kolorit und Helldunkel." We have seen 
how in the course of the eighteenth century one writer after 
another tried to determine the specific contribution of musie 
and poetry in 4^ opera and the ^  relative importance of the 
two arts. Heinse leaves this question on one side as entirely
unnrofitable, since the arts are so similar in nature and so
(2)
inter-dependent when combined, and he concludes with a ir 
statement that points into the future : "Am besten wâr* es 
freylich, wenn Dichter und Tonkünstler, wie bey den Griechen, 
in einer Person vereinibt wâren: so in JSins mÛssen sie in einer
(3) ,
guten Oper zusammenstimmen* " Herder looks loningly back to
Greek dithyrambic art as the perfect union, not only of music
and poetry, but of the dance too, - "ein zusammengetragenes
(4)
Ideal aller Künste, das über die Hatur selbst hinausgeht."
In early times the three arts were inseparably united, and in
Herder’s view, they have only become separated since by an
artificial process in-the course of civilization. He longs 
to see them re-united naturally and inevitably in the new
(1)Sflmmtliche Werke, ed# citJI v, p# 3Ï4.
(2)ïbiàtt, po 234; "Was die Sprache der Musik, und die Musik 
der Sprache leistet, ist so schwer als geffihrlich zu 
beantworten und zu entscheiden#"
(3)Ibid., p# 320. Of. Infra, p.
(4)sâmmtliche Jterke, ed. citT, xxiiÿ, p» /93 .Of. Heinse * s view: 
^ïn dem ScMplel der Oper treten verschiedene Künste in 
einen freunaschaftlichen Bund.....Bald thut diese, bald jene 
mehr Wirkung; aber alle greifen so in einander ein, dass 
von Oberrang gar nicht die Rede seyn sollte, wenn jede
leistet, was sie vermag."
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artistic form of the future. Like Gottsched, he takes Nature
as his watchword, but with a very different meaning^ -Schiller
too suggests that a union of music, poetry, dance and
pictorial art, resembling the ancient Bacchic festivals but
raised to a higher level, might hold great possibilities.
The idea of a perfect union of all the arts appeals
intensely to the early Romantic writers. They are even more
firmly convinced than Herder that the boundaries between the
arts are artificial. Novalis writes: "Musik, Plastik und
(2)
Poesie sind Synonymen", and A. W. Schlegel: "..# so sollte
man die Künste einander nfihern und (Jebergânge aus einer in die
andre sue hen. Bildsâulen belebten sich vielleicht zu
GemShlden,.......Gem&hlden wilrden zu Gedichten, Gedichte zu
(3)
Musiken." The Romanticists delight in the cumulative effect
of such a uniont of the arts. They feel an ifresistible magic
in the very things that Gottsched abhorred, "in dem
schwelgerischen Wetteifer der Darstellungsmittel, in der
Verwirrung des Überflusses liegt gerade der phantastische
(4)
Zauber.' They speak of their ideal of the composite artistic
Tl)v. letter to Goethe, 29. Dee., 1797, (Samtllehe Werke. 9 dr~c 
Pit., xlli, P» 456.\ Of. Kftrner, tfeer Charakter^arstellvmg 
in der Musik, as aboyg, p. 101: "Ptir uns gibt es nicht metir 
solche Peste, wo die Kenschliche Natur in voiler Pracht 
erschien und zugleich für Aug, Chr und Phantasie alle ihre 
Schâtze erttfnete."
(2)Schriften. ed. cit., 11, p. 162. Of. p. 95.
(5)Athenaeum. e 3 . clt.. 11, pp. 49f.
(4)a . W. Schlegel, Vorlesungen tther dramatlsche Eunst und 
Llteratur. ed. clt.. 1. p. 68. flf. p. 36.
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form with an almost religious awe, for they see in it, not
just a collection of the various arts, but a mysterious and
mystic union, a perfect example of the absolute unity that
they seek in every sphere.
Thus by the turn of the century, the attitude towards
opera has completely changed. It is no longer regarded with
mistrust or contempt, as an artistic form involving almost
insuperable difficulties; on the contrary, it is approached
with an air of expectancy. One writer after another suggests
that it holds vast possibilities for future development.
Schiller thinks that under its mame the ideal might steal its
(1)
way into the theatre. Novalis sees in it the highest form of 
drama, and Herder writes prophetically: Der Portgang des
Jahrhunderts wird uns auf einen Mann fÜhren, der.... die 
Nothwendigkeit einer innigen Verknûpfung reinmenschlicher
Empfindung und der Pabel selbst mit seinen Tflnen einsah......
Er hat Nacheiferer; und vielleicht eifert ihm bald jemand vor. 
Dass er nâmlich die ganze Budejdes zerschnittenen und zerfetzten 
Opern-Kliâclangs umwerfe, und ein Odeum aufrichte, ein
zusammenhangend lyrisches Gebfiude, in welchem Poesie, Musik,
(3)
Action, Decoration Eins sind."
Tljv. letter to Goethe, 29. 1797, (SSmt11che Werke. ed. cit.. | 
xiii, p# 436): "in der Oper erlâsst man wirfelich Jehe servile 
Nachahmung, und obgleich nur unter dem Namen von Indulgenz,  ^
kftnnte sich auf diesem Wege das Ideale auf das Theater stehlen
(2) Schriften. ed. nUL., ii. p* 88: "Vollkommene Oper ist.... 
die hbchste Stufe des Dramas."
(3)sammtliche Schriften. ed. cit.. xxiii, p. 336.
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c h a p t e r  I I .
THE VIEWS OP TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO 
ON THE PONCTIONS OP ART.
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE AESTHETIC PROCESSES CONNECTED
WITH MUSIC AND POETRY.
1. . GENERAL VIEWS ON THE TWO MAIN FUNCTIONS OF ART.
One of the foundations of the German Romanticists’
philosophy of life is a firm conviction of the unity and
indivisibility of all^ things. In their view all
contradictions are only apparent, all conflicts can be
resolved, and all gaps bridged; life and death, the finite
and the infinite, dreaming and waking are merged in "the
(1)
eternal harmony of the universe." Like their contemporaries,
Tieck, Wackenroder and Brentano also find links and
relationships even between things that seem far apart, and
(Ijjj^rledrlch Sohlegel, Athenaeum, ed. cit., 11, p# 11: "Aber 
wer heisst auch so thBrïgt unterscheiden und die ewige 
Harmonie des Universums kindisch zerreissen und zerspalten 
wollen?" Cf. Ibid., p. 25: "Auch die Widersprtiche îBsen 
sich in Harmonie auf." Further, Athenaeum, i, Stück ii, p. 
15: "Bey den Neuern redet man immer von dieser und jener 
Welt, als ob es mehr als eine Welt gâbe." Ibld., p. 52: 
"Ehedem wurde unter uns die Natur, jetzt wird das Ideal 
ausschliessend gepredigt. Man vergisst zu oft , dass diese 
Dinge innig vereinbar sind..."
Sophie B o , Athenaeum, iii, p. 215: "Allé Widersprüche'sind 
nur scheinbar."
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strive to eliminate hard and fast divisions. Tieck insists
that apparent opposites must sooner or later be reconciled,
and concludes: "dann wirst du wahrscheinlich finden, dass es
(1)
gar keine Widersprüche gab."
All three writers consider art as a potent means
of bridging the gulf that seems at first sight impassable, -
the gulf between man and God, the finite and the infinite.
They are convinced of the divine origin of art; its realçi is
the land of faith, lying under the immediate protection of
God, and in all its widely differing manifestations, an
(2)
element of the divine can be detected# Brentano emphasizes 
the fact that this divine spark is often obscured in its 
contact with men’s earthly nature. His insistence on the
(1) Von der teyen, i, p. 2SS. tieck,"Schriften, v, p. 287. 
"Das meiste in der Welt gr&nzt weit mehr aneinander, als ^
Ihr es meint." Kritische Schriften, Leipzig, 1848 and 185g 
(referred to throughout as K.S.} i, p. 138; Gedichte, *
Berlin, 1841, p. 255, "So 1st im Leben
Das Gbttliche oft 
. Die ht am Gemeinen,
Geringen, Alltâglichen,
Nur sieht es nicht das blBde Auge."
(2) V. Brentano, Gesammelte Schriften,Frankfurt a/M, 1852-1855, 
(edition referred to through-out as G.S.) v, p. 421."Sie[die
Kunstjist frei und gBttlichen Ausflusses." Of# ii, 383;
Tieck, Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 258;^Von der Leyen, i, 
pp. 272, 3ÏÏÜ1 Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 47: "Er 
Lder allgemeine Vater] erblickt in jeglichem Werke der Kunst 
unter alien Zonen der Erde die Spur von dem himmlischen 
Funkep, der von Jhm ausgegangen.
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fragmentary state of art as it exists on earth, brings an nlpgiir-
elegiac note into his conception of it. He pictures men
striving to piece together scraps of lost perfection, and
inevitably distorting the divine in their efforts, until only
(1)
a dim hint of it remains. Art, he thinks, is in Purgatory on
earth, it can never reach perfection here, where it is
confined by mortal limitations; it is "eine Schule,.••..deren
(2)
Preiheit in dem ewigen Gott selbst liegt." Yet in spite of
its imperfections, it is a fitting thank-offering from man to
God, rising naturally to its original source. Tieck and
Wackenroder agree with this view, but they emphasize the
(3) /
divinity of the sacrifice, not its earthly admixture.
Par from thinking of art as an incomplete mosaic of collected
(1) V. G.È. iv, 434; letter to kunge, 1. Jan., 18lb, Q-.S. viii,
p. l39. ( vols, viii and ix have the sub-title Gesammelte 
Briefe.) Of.Molly Hodefield’s views in Godwi; the arts
seem to her "wie traurige Denksâulen verlorner GBttlichkeit."
Sâmtliche Werke, ed. G. Schüddekopf, München and Leipzig,
lyoy-1917, (referred to throughout as S.W.) v^ p. 90; 
further,the views of Moles in Romanzen vom Rosenkranz,
S.W. iv, pp. 214ff.
(2) ÏÏTÏÏ. V. p. 425.
($) V. Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 51; Tieck, ibid., p.257.
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fragments. Wackenroder depicts in a striking metaphor the
dynamic upward surge of the arts. Of music, painting and poetry
he writes: "Es ist rührend, zu sehen, wie diese drei Künste
die Himmelshurg von ganz verschiedenen Seiten bestürmen, und
mit kühnem Wetteifer unter einander kâmpfen, dem Throne Gottes
(1)
am nâchsten zu kommen."
Art thus returns full circle, and forms a double 
link between God and man. More important still, in the view of 
all three writers, art raises man with it, and bears him 
upwards towards God. It ennobles and exalts him, giving him
XQ)
new power and a fresh and vivid realization of himself. They
(3)
consider art to be the peak of human achievement, not from a 
purely aesthetic point of view, but because it brings into
Ow
direct contât with God all who participate in it. This is its ■ 
prime function, and is summed up by Brentano: "Das ist aber die
(1) Von der beyen, ly p. 1V3.
(2) V Tieck, ibid,p. 283; Wackenroder, ibid,p. 68; also p. 181: 
'"’die Kunst..... die uns vom Himmel herab die leuchtende 
Hand bietet, dass wir über dem wüsten Abgrunde in ktihner 
Stellung schweben, zwischen Himmel und Erde." and letter to 
Tieck, Dec^ 1792, lbidf;-p(yon der Leyen, ii, p. 13^; 
Brentano, letter to Runge, 21. Jan., 1810, (G.S. viii, p. 13 q); 
letter to Professor Windischmann, 1822, ("G.S. ix,p. 1Q/.
(3)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 69: "Die Kunst stellt uns 
die hBchste menschliche Vollendung dar."[Here Wackenroder is 
referring to visual art] Tieck, ibid., p. 257. Kunst,... 
das HBchste, was die menschliche Seele hervorbringen kann." 
Brentano, v. Lujo Brentano, Clemens Brentanos Liebesleben, 
Frankfurt a/M, 1921. p, 69.
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ATifgabe und der Sieg der Kunst, dass sie das HShere zum
Menschlichen macht, so steigen die CBtter zur Erde nieder, so
(1)
kBnnen wir sie liehen, so werden wir zum Himmel ermutbiget."
Tieck, Wackenroder and Brentano all find that art 
has a second aim, hardly less important thmn the first, -* that 
is, to express and arouse emotion, and so to bridge the gap 
that separates man from man# Whatever art they are discussing, 
they instinctively take its power to communicate emotion as a 
criterion of excellence. In their view, man’s innermost heart 
is the source of art; the creative artist pours his emotions
into his work, and t M s  gives it its unique power over the fee
(2)
feelings of the percipient. Wackenroder discovers the very
origin and essebce of the arts in man’s longing to
(3)
conmmnioate and give permanence to his emotion, and Tieok
and Brentano would agree with his statement: "Kunst ist die
(4)
Blume menschlicher Empfindung zu nennen#"
(1)jferste Vorsteliung des Pidelio von Beethoven, Anhang to 
^Ludwig ^ chlm von Arnim: Unbekannte Aufsâtze und Gedichte",
in Berliner Neudrucke. ed. L. Geiger, Berlin, 1892, Series 
iii, vol. 1, p. 132.
(2)Brentano, S.W., v, p. 218; Bettina von Arnim, Clemens 
Brentano ’ 3 Frtihlingskranz aus Jugendbriefen ihm geflochten, 
Berlin 1891, (referred to throughout as Fk.), p^ 86.
Tieck, Schriften, i, p. xi: K.S., iv, p. 41.
(3)Von der Leyen, i, p. 167: Zu dieser Aufbewahrung der
GefÜhle sind nun verschiedene schBne Erfindungen gemacht 
worden, und so sind alle schBnen Künste entstanden."
Of. ibid., pp. 50, 169.
(4)TBid., p. 46.
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Thus they regard art under a two-fold aspect: firstly,
as a religious rite, mediating between man and God, and
surrounding all who participate in it with an aura of holiness,
and secondly, as a means of communicating emotion, and leading
men to a fuller understanding of themselves and one another.
Each aesthetic process, - creation, interpretation and
appreciation, - is governed by these two aims. Tieck and
Wackenroder naturally each deal mainly with their own chosen
art, - Wackenroder with music, and Tieck with poetry and
(1)
especially drama. Brentano, on the other hand, avoids
aesthetic speculation whenever possible. He does not consider
art a fit subject for theorizing. "Die Kunst ist durch sich
selbst da," he writes, "und der speculirende Künstler mag
wohl ein eben so trauriger Komet der verlorenen Kunst sein, als
alle Philosophie tiberhaupt da anfangen dürfte, wo das Leben
(^2)
Abschied genommen." His views on art are sometimes revealed 
by utterances of his fictional characters, and by scattered 
hints throughout his works, but they are more clearly 
demonstrated by his own artistic practice.
Tl) V Wackenroder * s letter to Tieç^k, LÀpri:^ 17è2, (Von der 
Leyen, ii, p. 2) : "Er pernhardy Scheint sehr gern fiber 
Musik zu kritisieren und zu âsthetisieren; das ist mein 
Lieblingsobjekt auch." Also Tieck’s letter to Wackenroder, 
30. Nov., 1792, (ibid., p. 114.) "Genau genommen solltest 
Du Dich ganz allein mit der Musik und ich mich mit der 
Dichtkunst besch&ftigen."
(2) Letter to Runge, 21. Jan., 18È0. (G.S. viii. p. 145.)
Cf. Molly Hodefield’s statement in Godwi: Die beste
TEeorie der Kunst scheint mir immer antiquarisch und 
unzuverl^Sssigo" # 9  (S.W., v, p. 90.)
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a.. lÊr. THE CREATIVE PROCESS.
In a letter to Friedrich Schlegel, Tieck affirms
"dass eben niohts so dunkel ist, als der Trieb, weshalb wir
(1)
dichten," and similarly he writes to August Wilhelm Schlegel:
"..das, was dich begeistert, darfst du durchaus nicht verstehen,
denn sonst w&re der Urtrieb nur ein sehr bestimmter und
(2)
verst&ndiger." This keen awareness of the mysterious element
(3)
in artistic creation is shared by Wackenroder and Brentano.
They all three scorn any attempts at explanation of the initial
stimulus. Aesthetic inspiration must remain unfathomable even
to the poet or composer himself, because it is a divine gift,
(4)
and places him in immediate contact with God. It is the first
(5)
essential of true art, and the impulse it gives is imperative.
(6)
Tieck reiterates, that the poet has no choice but to obey.
(1)Letter of 03. April, 18ÔÏ, (H. Lüdeke, Tieck und die Brüder 
Schlegel. Frankfurt a/M., 1930, p. 71.)
(2)Letter or June, 1801, (Ibid., p. 82.) Of. Schriften, xvi, 
p. 280; xviii, p. 59.
(3)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, pp. 3f; Brentano, S.W., x, p.6: 
"Einsiedlerisch der Gott den Dichter stellte,
Geheimniss sey Empfangen und Gebâren."
(4)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 4; Tieck, Schriften, xviii, 
P# 206; Nachgelassene Schriften, Ed. R. Kttpke, Leipzig,
1855, (referred to throughout as N.S.) pp. 15f; Brentano, G.S.
iy, p. 180; V, p. 432; ii, p. 418; "Sa hat mi"5itL Gott ein Lied 
verliehn."
(5)Tieck, K.S.,ii, pp. 256f; Schriften, iv, p. 99; xi, p. xxi;
Of. xxviil, p. 30.
(6)TTeck, N.S.,li, p. 132: " Das Genie..... sein Kunsttrieb ist 
sein Gesetz und eben deswegen ist es Genie." Of.letter to a 
f^®atrical director, Dec. 31., 1832, (Letters of Ludwig Tieck, 
1792-1853. eds. E.H.Zeydel, P.Matenko“ ahd JK.H.Fife;
DKhm New York and London, 1937, p. 368. )
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M
Of M s  own work he writes: "Es kam )rlr nur darauf an, meinem
(1)
Trieh zu folgen," and Kttpke quotes M s  saying: "Hur seiner
( 2 )
Begeisterung kann der Dichter folgen," T M s  emphasis on
divine inspiration does not blind M m ,  however, to the basis
of reality and experience in art. He asks: "1st nicht allés
achte Componiren eine Wiederkehr und Belebujbg der Gegenwart
(3)
und Wirklichkeit?" Both he and Bremtano know from their own
experience, that a small, even trivial event may be the origin
of a literary work, and Wackenroder maintains that the composer
(4)
too finds his material close at hand. But this does not
seem to them to detract from the importance of inspiration in
any way; indeed, it is divine inspiration that enables the
poet or composer to transform everyday things into poetry or
(5)
music. He can only achieve this by divine aid, and he must
(1)N#S., il, p. 55. Gt. Brentano, i, p. lOâ.
(2)Ludwig Tieck. Erinnerungen aus dem Leben des Dichters, 
LeipzigVT5'bE,'“lT7 p. 2gë. df. ibii"., p. 1721
(3)Letter to his brother, Friedrich, 53, Oct., 1823, (Letters
of Ludwig Tieck, 1792-1853, ed. cit., p. 193.; Of. , iii,
p. lS7f Kbpke, op. cit., ii, p. lbO:"^Man muss es erlebt 
habeni^'war sein Losungswort. Er hatte erlebt, was er 
dichtete." Further, N.S., ii, p. 148: Of his idol, 
Shakespeare, he writes: Shakespeare ist ein Dichter, der
seine Poesie durchaus erlebt und nicht gemacht hat... Er 
hat nichts von Httrensagen, wie die meisten Poeten." Also, 
Sctolften, xviii, p. 43; xix, p. 258.
(4)EBpke traces several of Tieck* sjworks to small actual evenÿs, 
(V. op. cit. , i, p. 210 ”^ Der blonde Eckbert; pp. 348f.,
Liebeszauber , Der Pokal), and Tieck himself writes in a 
letter to his brother, Friedrich, [Sept. 1 8 2 ^  (Letters of 
Ludwig Tieck, 1792-1853, ed. cit., p. 200): Wenn ich
^ r ü c k  denke, so ist es sonderbar und wunderlich aus 
we1Chen Veranlassungen ich gerade immer das ausarbeitete, 
was von mir da ist. V. also Brentano, S.W., xii(2), p. 5;
^9 PP* 411, 399; letter to Savigny, July, 1801, i 
(W. Schellberg end F. Fuchs, Das unsterbliche Leben, Jena 
1939, T). 213); Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, pp. 168f.
(3;v^ Tieck* s letter to a theatrical director, 118322 (Letters 
of Ludwig Tieck, 1792-1853, ed. cit.. p. 367.)
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(1)
recognize his own impotence in ell humility. Thus,
according to all three witers, the creative process provides
a deep religious experience^and exalts the poet or composer
to a higher plane of spiritual service. His is a^calling,
comparable to that of the prophet, and he too is holy, by
(2)
virtue of participation in the holy rites of art. In
Wackenroder’s words: "Nur Schaffen bringt uns der Gottheit
(3)
n&her; und der Künstler, der Dichter ist SchBpfer ."
___________  q y_____________ ___________________________
(1) V. Joseph Berglln^er* s statement {Wackenroder, Von der Leyen,
T, p. 145): "Sind wir CKÜnstlerl denn nicht die eine 
H&lfte unsres Verdienstes der Gottlichkeit der Kunst, der 
ewigen Natur, und die andre Hâlfte dem gütigen SchBpfer, 
der uns diesen Schatz anzuwenden Pâhlgkeit gab, schuldig?"
(In the Vorerinnerung to Phantj^ien über die Kunst,
Wackenroder writes: "Seine ["Joseph Berglinger^ Gesinnungen 
von der Kunst stimmten mit den me ini gen gar wunderbar' 
zusammen, und durch Bftere gegenseitige Ergiessungen unsers 
Herzens befreundeten unsere GefÜhle sich immer inniger 
miteinander." This statement suggests that Joseph 
Berglinger* s views may almost certainly be considered 
identical ^ with Wackenroder*s own views, - a conclusion 
that is also supported by similarity in the circumstances 
of their lives, - for instance, both Wackenroder and Joseph 
Berglinger longed to devote their lives to music, and both 
had to face opposition from a stern father, who intended 
them to pursue a "useful" career. jCf. %(>(». 2 ^3 -f.)
(2)Tieck, K .S», ii, pp. 228f., 24o , 361: "Der grosse Dichter 
ist durch sich selbst sittlich." K.S., iii, p. 31; iv iv,
p. 213; Schriften, p. 274; Brentano, S.W., iv, pp. 380, 393;
G.8., i, pp. 17, 18, 26, 399; ii, p. 383:
"In des Himmels nSchsten Diensten 
Durft ich armer Dichter stehn."
(3)Ven-der-Leyen 7  Letter to Tieck, Dec., 1792, (Von der Leyen, 
ii, p. 139.) Cf. Von der Leyen, ii i, pp. 145, 149.
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The emotional aspect is of almost equal importance
in the view of all three authors. Whether writing of music
or poetry, they insist thatjthe creative artist pours his
innermost feelings into his work, and only his emotional
sincerity can make it live. They confirm this by referring
(1)
to their own wor#s as "Herzensergiessungen", "das Gesprâch
(2) (3)
des Innern," "die Geschichte meines Innern," "einen Ausbruch
(4 )
meiner eigenen individuellen Empfindung." At the same time,
they realize, that a mere outpouring of emotion in the raw,
( 5 )
does not constitute art. Tieck and Wackenroder both imagine 
the existence of an etymological relationship between the 
words dichten and dicht$and use this as evidence, that the 
essence of poetry is emotion in highly concentrated form; it 
is "das Verdichten der im wirklichen Leben verloren
(6)
herumirrende GefÜhle in mannigfaltige, feste Massen."
(1)v. ÿieck’s reference to his play Genoveva in a letter to
Solger, 21. Mar., 1814, (P. Matenko, Tieck and Solger, New
york and Berlin, 1933, p. 106;) and also the title of the 
collection of essays by Tieck and Wackenroder, 
Herzensergiessungen eines kunstliebenden Klosterbruders.
(2)îleck, Gedichte", ed.~cit.,“pT 309; cf. Schriften, ii, p. 76; 
iv, p. Ô7; xvl, p. 343; and N.S., ii, p. 44: "Der Dichter
will seine eigene Natur mittheilen."
(3)Brentano, letter to Runge, 21. Jan., 1810. (G.S., viii, p.136) 
Of# G.S., i, p. 18: "Und was mich ?uhrte, darf ich stolz 
auch slngen."
(4)Wackenroder, letter to Tieck,/(?) Dec.,J 1792, (Von der Leyen, 
ii, pp. 137f) Of. Von der Leyen, i , pp. 142, 149.
(5)Wackenroder, liTter to Tieck, 5 .Mar., 1793. (Von der Leyen, 
ii, p. 19^: "Wahrlich, eine Schreibart, wo der von 
Empfindungen, von Visionen der Phantasie überfliessende 
Dichter von einem Bilde zum andern überspringt,....ist nicht 
viel besser als ein Stil, in dem epigrammatische Laune 
herrschen soli, wo eine Witzelei das andre, ein Wortspiel 
das andre jagt."
(6)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 189. Of. Tieck, Schriften, 
xxi, pp. 81ff. —  ----------
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The composer and poet must enn;|oble or idealize their
momentary emotion, raising it above contingent circumstances,
(1)
and giving it universal significance. Unless they do this,
( 2 )
Tieck thinks, their work will be incomprehensible to ÿhe 
nercipWint, and will thus only partially fulfil its aim, which
(3)
is as we have seen, not merely to express, but also to arouse 
emotion.
From the very beginning, Wackenroder*s essays and letters
display his clear realization, that this aesthetic aim can
only be attained by studÿ and hard work; no great work can be
(4 )
produced without care and concentration. His emphasis on the
emotional aspect and the importance of inspiration is balanced
by a demand for perfect control of the medium, and careful
: (5)
attention to form in compos^ion. He depicts Joseph Berglingers 
rueful disillusionment on discovering that, before he can 
begin to express his feelings in music, he must learn "in dem
(1)Wackenroder]" Von der Leyen, 1, p. 16Ô": "Der Tonmeister..... 
wird von all dem jammervollen Hftnderingen so bewegt, dass
er den schBnen Schmerz daheim auf seinen TBnen nachgebSrdet, 
und mit Lust und Liebe die menschliche Betriibnis verschBnert 
und ausschmtickt." Cf. Brentano, Fk., p. 273. v. also Tieck, 
48^Schriften,vi, p. vTT xvi, pp. 269T. ; K.S. i, p. 83; letter 
to Wackenroder, 28^Dec., 1792, (Von der Leyen, ii, pp. 156 
and 159) ; Gedichtb^» 576: "VerschBnert tritt die Wahrheit
VerstBndlich auf in tBnenden Gedichten." 
Ibid. p. 376i and p. 569: "So Schmerz wie Lust wird süsser 
im GetBn der Leier."
(2)v. letter to Wackenroder, 28. Dec., 1792, (Von der Leyen, ii, 
pp. l59fo)
(3) V. supra, p. 5*7.
(4)v. letters to Tieck, ( Nov., 1792, (Von der Leyen, ii, 
p. 109), and (?) Be»:, 1793, (ibid., pp. 18If.)
(5)v. letters to Tieck, 5. May, (TPJuly, (?) Nov., 1792,
(ibid.. pp. 15, 91, 110); and K 5. Mar., 1793,
(ibid., p. 1Ô5; : . .Die Komposition der Erzâhlung, die
Anordnung der Kapitel und der einzelnen Hauptteile in 
denselben.... eine wichtige, sehr wichtige Sache."
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unbehllfllchen Gerüst tmd Kfifig der Kunstgrammatik herum zu
(1) (2)  
kletterni" Wackenroder himself wrote slowly and critically,
and he urged Tieck to devote more care and thought to his
(3)
writing. This high standard of perfection is in harmony
with his high conception of the artist * s calling. In a letter
to Tieck, he formulates his demands: "Im Grunde sollte jeder
Dichter und Künstler doch hèi jedem Werke wenigstens den
Vorsatz haben, es so zu vollenden, wie es seine Krâfte, in
(4)
ihrer Wirksamsten Tâtigkeit, nur immer erlaubten."
Brentano, too, ocmeë to an early realization of the
necessity of industry and discipline in art, though he only
rarely alludes to it. In connection with Godwi, he speaks of
art as "der Mühe errungenes Kind," and sets himself high
(1)Von der Leyen, 1, p. 14S. Joseph Berglinger finds this 
"eine mühselige Mechanik," - he has set some of his own 
poems to music before this, but only "auf seine kindisch- 
gefühlvolle Wei se, .... ohne die Regeln zu kennen'J (ibid.
Po 137.)
(8)Letter to Tieck, I ?j Jan., 1793, (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 174j( 
, "Du kennst meine Langsamkeit und Selbstkritik im Schreiben."
(3)Letter to Tieck, 29. Nov., 1792, (ibid.^  p. 128.) "Warum 
müssen doch Leute wie Du so schnell schreiben! Die Züge, 
die Du an 10 verschiedenen Orten unter ICC weniger schBnen 
hinwirfst, kBnnten, zusammengestellt, Meisterstucke geben! 
Wenn doch mehr vollkommene, wenigstens mehr ausgearbeitete 
Werke erschienen." Of. letter to Tieck, I Jan., 1793, 




aesthetic ideals. Though himself a brilliant improvisor,
he writes, (if we may trust Bettina*s account of his letter
(3)
to her,) "Wir erringen durch Pleiss die Kunst." And he
devoted himself more and more eagerly to the polishing and
(4 )
re-writing of his works.
Tieck spent the first years of his literary career
doing hurried hackwork for Rambach and Nicolai ; and he almost
( 5 )
always wrote with extraordinary speed and facility. At times
he was amazed himself, at the way in which his works came into
being. For instance, he writes of Genoveva: "sie hat sich,
(1)8.%.", V, p. 2lb. Cf. pp. 1 and 6; further, his letter" to 
hifl brother Georgï] 16. Jan., 1816, (G.S#, viii, p. 191.)
(2)v. Fk., p. 267Î "Nun sing* ich Dir hier noch ein Liedchen, 
was“ us den Saiten meiner Guitar re entschltipf te. "
(3)Ibid., p. 97. Of. S.W#, x, p. 9: "ich hab* gerungen."
(4)Fk., p. 41: "icETwill ja nur noch ein Weilchen mich sBJom^n 
und so manches Lied was ich der Gegend und der geschMftigen 
Natur in ihr abgelauscht habe, noch einmal durchgehen."
Letter to Reimer, 26. Feb., 1816, (G.S., viii, pp. 195ff.): 
"Niemand ist so überzeugt von seinen Schw&ahen als ich, und 
es ist mir eine angen&hme Aufgabe, an mir und meinen Arbeiten 
zu bessern. ....Zugleich die ersten Bogen einer etwas 
reineren Bearbeitung, die doch auch noch Feile bedarf."
[This refers to,# the introductory framework to his Mfirchenj 
Brentano wrote four versions of Die Gründung Frags , before 
he way satisfied with his work. (y. letter to Arnim, 28. Nov. 
1812, H. Steig, Achim von Arnim und Clemens Brentano,
Bâeüa, 1894, p."3"06T)  ^ '
(5)Thi8 is stressed by KBpke, op. cit., ^ ii, p. 154: "Allés 
Verbessern, Feilen und Putzen im Einzelnen war ihm 
verdriesslich. Seiten corrigirte er, noch selÿener entwarf 
er Concepts." Cf. N.S., i, p. viii; Schriften  ^ xi, pp. xvif; 
letter to A. V h r Schlegel, 23. Dec., [1797](Tieck und die
Brüder Schlegel. ed. cit.. p. 36.); letter to Beskow, 17.
NOV. 1836, (Lefters of Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit., p. 41^; 
letters to Solger, 1. April, 18lé and 24. March, 1817,
(Tieck and Solger, ed. cit., pp. 211 and 360)
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(1)
mBcht» ich sagen, selbst geschrieben." Yet as early as
1801. in his criticism of Godwi, he urged Brentano to
(2)
concentrate his powers and control his passion. In later
years, he bacame more and more firmly convinced of the
necessity of discipline in artistic creation, although this
was clearly foreign to his own nature. He emphasizes that
even a mighty genius such as Shakespeare only gradually
learned to write with conscious artistry. "Es war also nicht
bloss Ueberfiille eines ungez&hmten Genius, die ihn urn eine
ganze Kopfl&nge alle andere^zt liberragen liess, sondern zugleich
(3)
Ueberlegung, ruhige Betrachtung und Pleiss." Tieck insists 
that harmonious form is essential: the parts of a work must
(1)tetter to Solger, 21. Mar., 1814, (Tieck and Solger, ed. cit. 
p. 106). Of. letter to Solger, 13. bet., 1816, (IbTd. , p.288) 
"Haben Sie mal Laune, so mussen Sie mir sagen, was Sie
gegen die Genoveva haben.... Es interessirt mich sehr, weil
dies Gedicht  mich selbst wie überrascht hat, und gar
nicht gemacht sondern geworden ist." Of. also letter to 
A. W. Schlegel, (Apr. 180]], (Tieck und"^ie Brüder Schlegel, 
ed. cit., p. 68.); Schriften, xviii, pp.235 and 289; xix. p.
bbO;vi, p. xxiii: "Blaubart  Frucht jener trunken
poetischen Stimmung."
(2)Letter to Brentano,(>1801] (Letters of Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit., 
p. 44.) Of,. K.S., 1, p. ±18: "Nur ein ruhiges bemüt kann
dichten.""%In"%he essay on Die neuesten MusenaImanache und 
Taschenbücher, 1796-8J
(3)kVs., iii, p. 298. Gf. K.S., i, pp. 233 and 239; N.S., ii,
P# 130; Schriften, x, p." 298.
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(1)
be welded together into a higher poetic unity, and this can
only be attained by selection and an economical use of
material* The wisdom of a poet is revealed almost as much by
(2)
what he leaves out, as by what he puts into his work. True 
aesthetic freedom, Tieck considers, can be achieved only by 
a ready acceptance of limitations, and obedience to aesthetic
€ -f
laws. "Wer sich in Schranken be'yjgt, und diese kennt und achet, 
dessen Preiheit gewinnt durch die Hemmung und durch jenen 
Ztigel, den nicht Willktir Oder Zufall der Laune dem dichtenden
Triebe anlegen, sondern jenes Gesetz, das, in der Sntwicklung
)
der Phantasie, so alt 1st, als die Phantasie selber."
(1)N.S., 11, p. 98. (Tieck criticizes the Sturm und Drang 
writers, with the exception of Lenz, for their failure to 
recognize this.) Of. ibid., p. 130:"Shakespeare vereinigt 
Allés zu einem StoTf. Sein Reichtum liegt nicht darin, 
dass ihm vieles einfâllt, das er erhaben schildert, 
sondern dass er so vieles Mannichfaltige zu einer Einheit 
verbindet." Further, K.S., ii, pp. 101, 129.
(2)K.S., ill,pp. 5f. Of. Schriften, vi, pp.viiif; xi. p. Ixxv.
(3)K^., iv, p. 214. %.S., li,' p. 102: "Nur durch die 
Beschrinkung geht der Weg zur wahren Preiheit. Sctoiften, 
xxviii, p. 136; letter to Raumer, 2. May, Cl^5, (E. Zeydel 
and p. Matenko, Unpublished Tieck-Raumer Letters, Germanic 
Review, v, 1930, p. 25.}
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Tieck and Wackenôoder agree, however, that though
technical perfection and conscious control of the medium are
essential, the artistry should never he displayed. It should
never he obvious that the work has been carefully put together,
that the poet has expended great effort in his search for
striking rhymes, or that the composer has taken a delight in
overcoming difficulties just for their own sake. Wackenroder
considers that such works will have no more artistic valuer than
(2)
mere anatomical studies in the sphere of visual art. Aesthetic 
craft should be concealed. From this it becomes clear that, in 
the view of Tieck and Wackenroder, the creative artist * s most 
pressing problem is to attain a balance betwwen head and heart, ■ 
between intensity and restraint. His divine inspiration and 
emotional force must be counter-balanced by a calm remoteness, 
which, in Tieck*s eyes, is equally divine. Scattered hints in
(1)y. Wackenroder*s criticism of Tieck*s work, Adalbert^und 
Emma, (letter to Tieck,j29j Nov., 1792, Von der Leyen, ii,
p. 128): "Dann kommts mir so vor, als wenn nicht die einzelnen 
Umst&nde unter Deiner Hand sich Dir dargeboten, und sich zu 
Deinem Zwecke hingeneigt hâtten, sondern, als wenn Du sie 
immer selbst hottest zusammenholen und zum Ziele bringen 
mtissen. Ich meine, man sieht zu sehr immer das Bedtirfniss 
des Verfassers." Cf. Von der Leyen, i, p. 184; v. also 
Tieck^s praise of"The Minneéângers* art, (K.S., T, p. 204): 
"Sie ist gelernt, aber nicht urn gelehrt zu erscheinen, die 
Meisterschaft verbirgt sich in der Unschuld und Liebe./^^^ 
Tieck praises A. W. Schlegel* s Prometheus, lajit <M%%tsAne
". .doch bemerkt man das Ausgearbeitete
die errungene Vollendung nicht, sondern das Ganze scheint 
sich selbst erschaffen zu haben." (K.S., i , p. 108.)
Of. K.S.. ii, p. 212.
(2)Von der Leyen, i, p. 184.
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Brentano’s works suggest that he knows where his own weakness 
lies. He has inspiration and enthusiasm enough, but not always
\  -L /
the power to control it, to separate ïîis feelings from himself.
This must be what he means, when he admonishes himself to
strive towards greater objectivity, and criticizes his own
novel, Godwi, as a book "das nur zu sehr mehr von mir als sich
  (2)
selbst durchdrungen ist." On the other hand, he frequently
insists that there must be an element of fanaticism, even of
(3)
madness in poetic creation. Wackenroder illustrates the
problem in the character of Josef Berglinger, who lacks divine
calmness, and composes in a poetic paroxysm that consumes him.
He produces one great work, but only at the sacrifice of his
• *
life, and Wackenroder conclude# that he was probably better
fitted to appreciate art than to create it. In the novel
Dichterleben , Tieck draws a sharp contrast^between the two
writers, Marlowe and Greene, the former d^jptnated by
unrestrained passion, and the latter working with method and
perseverance. But Shakespeare is depicted as attaining ifcrhe
(IjSlW., V, p. T: "Ènthusiasmus ist in mir." Cf. ibid., p. 6; 
ÎT7, p. 273. “
(2)STW., V, p. 6. Gf# Brentano* s description of the ideal work 
that he would iTEe to write, (ibid., p. 218): "Rein wâre 
mein Werk, gross, von sich seitst durchdrungen und vom 
ganzen Leben th&tig begrânzt."
(3)V. ibid., pp. 122, 298; G.S., vii, p. 384; Briefwechsel 
zwisohen Clemens Brentano und Sophie Mereau, ed. H. Amelung, 
Leipzig, i 908, , p. 148; letter to , /«coj
VUnsterbliches Leben, p. 147) : "ich habe eine Hoffnung, es 
ist auf den unglttcklichen Bruder der Poesie, auf den 
Wahnsinn." Cf. Tieck, Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 164; Schriften, 
xviii, p. 557Ty, p. 427.
(4)Von der Leyen, i, p« 149: "Seine Seele war wie ein Kranker, 
der in einem wunderbaren Paroxismus grBssere St&rke als it 
ein ^esunder zeigt."
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ideal balance. He feels as deeply as Marlowe, and like him, he
works at great speed while in the grip of emotion; at the same
time, however, he has the power to stand outside his work and
(l)
view it dispassionately. Tieck poses the problem clearly in
one of his critical essays: "Muss der Dlchter, der sein Werk
erschafft, nicht tiefer und inniger ergriffen sein, als
irgendeiner seiner gertihrten Leser? Wenn er sich aber und
seine dichtende Kraft bei dieser und jener ergreifenden Stelle
verzehren wollte, so würde er immer nur eine schülerhafte
Arbeit eines Anfângers hervorbringen kBnnen. Indem das Ganze
mit allen seinen Theilen allgegenwârtig in seiner Seele lebt,
ist seine Begeisterung so gross und ûber das Einzelne erhaben,
dass sie jene gBttliche Ruhe nicht ausachliesst, die vom
schaffenden Peuer durchdrungen, einzig und allein hervorbringen
kann, da jene flatternde Unruhe, jene wilde einseitige
Erhitzung hBchstens nur zerstBren kann, indem sie sich selbst
(2)
vernichteto"
(1)Sc^iften, xviii, pp. bbff, 289, 529 et passim.
(2)K.S., Iv, p# 81. Of. Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, pp. 185f 
Wenn aber die guteTTatur die getrennten Kunstseelen in eine 
Htille vereinigt, wenn das Gefuhl des Hflrenden noch 
gltihender im Herzen des tiefgelehrten Kunstmeisters brannte, 
und er die tiefsinnige Wissenschaft in diesen Flammen 
schmelzt, daiut geht ein unnennbar-kBstliches Werk hervor, 
worin Geftthl und Wissenschaft so feat und unzertrennlich 
ineinander hangen, wie in einem SchmelzgemSlde Stein und 
Farben verkBrpert sind#"
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This "divine calm" is the main element in Tieck* s
conception of irony. He considers irony essential to artistic
creation, because it gives the artist supreme power over his
(1)
material. At first sight such detachment would seem the exact
opposite of creative fire, but Tieck sees in it "the sister of
(2) (3)
inspiration", indeed, the criterion of true inspiration.
Thus it links the creative artist with God, and at the same
time, enables him to make his feelings comprehensible to man.
(4)
"Es ist das Gfittlich-Menschliche in der Poesie."
(1)Kttpke, op. cit., il, pp. 23Ôf.
(2)K^., ii, p. 256. Of. iii, p. 39.
(5)V. Schriften, vi, p. xxviii. Here Tieck calls irony "die 
Uewâhr und den Hpchsten Beweis der âchten Begeisterung."
(4)KBpke, op. cit., ii, p. 238.
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3. THE PROCESS OP INTERPRETATION.
Tieck, Wackenroder and Bentano all have a high ideal
of the role of interpretation in the sacred process of art,
and they make correspondingly high demands on the
interpretative artist. They realize that in drama, music and
opera, the creative artist and the percipient are dependent on
the mediation of the actor, the singer or the instrumentalist.
The interpreter thus has a great responsibility: he may so
easily come between creator and percipient jii instead of linking
them; he may so easily falsify the poet * s or composer* s intent,
by striving to display his own art, or by pandering to the ^
(2)
applause of an undiseeming audience. Only a clear recognition 
of his high mission will preserve him from these pitfalls; it 
will engender in him such humility and devotion to his art as 
will automatically exclude insincerity and conscious striving 
for effect.
All three authors insist that truth and simplicity 
should be the ideals of the interpi^ative artist. All
(1)v. Joseph Berglinger*s complaint, (Wackenroder, Von der Leyen 
T, p. 144) : "Ein dreifaches Un glue k fiir die Musik, dass bei 
dieser Kunst grade so eine Menge Hflnde nBtig sind, damit das 
Werk nur existiert." Of. Tieck, Schriften, v, p. 297.
(2)Brentano, G.S., iv, pp. 436f. , 44i; Fk.~p. 277.
Tieck, K.S., iii, p. xvi; kBpke, op. cit., ii, p. 232;
H. Vvon Friesen, Ludwig Tieck, Erinnerungen aus den Jahren 
1825-1842, Wien, 1871, pp. 114fV"2B"4f.
(3) Tieck, Schriften, i, pp. ix, xiv; K.S., ii, p. 344; Gedichte, 
©d. cit., p. 692. Cf. Schriften, xvii, p. 314.
Wackenroder, letter to Tieck, 27. Nov., 1792, (Von der Leyen 
ii, p. 120).
Brentano, Erste Vorstellung des Fidelio von Beethoven, in 
Ludwig Achim von Arnim. Unbekannte Aufs&tze und Gedichte 
mit Qlnem K Anhang von Clemens Brentano, ed. cit., p.
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virtuosity for its own sake, all bombast, affectation,
(1)
exaggeration and caricature should^ be avoided. Tieck adds
that this does not imply that the opposite extreme, a
(2)
dead-alive naturalism^ is preferable. The ideal lies between 
the two: to remain true to nature, - and yet to rise above it 
to a higher plane. Tieck also notes that, what would seem 
unnatural in the work of an ordinary actor, may be permissible
(3) r
to genius. Among contemorary actors, he continually extols
(4)
Fleck and SchrBder as perfect examples of his ideal. Of the
latter he writes: "Und diese starke, edle Natur, diese
Einfachheit und Wahrheit ist es, was SchrBder charakterisirte,
dass er keine bestechende Manier sich zu eigen machte, niemals
in der Deklamation ohne Noth in Tfinen auf und ab stieg, niemals
e
dem Effekt bloss um ihn zu erregen nachstr^bte, nie im Schmerz
Oder der Rührung jene singende Klage anschlug, sondern immer
die natürliche Rede durch richtige Nuancen führte und nie
(5)
verliess."
(1)Tleek, K.S., H i ,  p. xvi; letter to Wackenroder, Ê8. Deo.. 
1792, (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 145); Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 593:
"Kein singend DeklamTren,
Kl(eh wild Gestikuliren,
Kein Springen, Rasen , Toben..." 
Further, letteri^ to F. von Raumer, 1828/9j (Germqnic 
Review, 1930. p. 34).
Wackenroder, letters to Tieck, [?] Nov., and 27. Nov., 1792,
(Von der Leyen, ii pp. 110 and 120); Brentano, G.S., iv, p436
(2)K.S., ii, pp. 343f.
(3)K.iS., iv, pp. 81, 88.
(4) k.S., iii, pp. 59ff; Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 59$.
G f . Wackenroder*s letter to Tieck, 27. Nov., 1792, (Von der 
Leyen, ii, pp. 119f.
(5)K.S., ii, p. 344^
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Tieck goes still further in his exaltation of the actor
and singer. He maintains that the great actor can go beyond his
primary function of interpreting the poet * s wùrk fully and
(1)
exactly; he can become a creative artist in his own right. By
miraculous intuition he is able to see the poetic conception
(2)
more clearly than the dramatist himself. He can reveal fresh
(3)
beauties even to someone who knows the play through and through.
(4)
He can even import value into a worthless play. As usual
Tieck instances Fleck as a perfect example of the creative actor
and he suggests that Schiller had just such an actor in mind,
when he wrote his Wallenstein trilogy, and left such wide scope
(5)
for a creative interpretation. Wackenroder agrees that the
(6)
great actor fills in the gaps left by the poet. A passage in
Musikalische Leiden und Freuden suggests that Tieck attributes
(7)
similar creative power to the singer, but there is no hint
(1)K.S., Ill, pp. 60," 18Ù, t32.
(2)^ d ., pp. 72, 167, 233; K.S., iv, pp. 35, 44, 123; 
df.~Schriften, v, p. 463.
(3)E7S., p. 72; iv. p. 346.
(4)K/S., iii, pp. 78, 167.
(5)Ibid., pp. 60f.
(6)Letter to Tieck, [?) Jan., 1793.(Von der Leyen, ii, p. 172).
(7)Schriften, ±vii, p. 339: "Einen tragischen Oder gfittlichen 
Enthuslaamus gibt es, der heraus klingend jeden Zuhorer von 
seiner menschlichen Beschrânktheit erlBst. 1st die Sângerin 
dieser Vision fâhig, so fühlt sie sich vom Sinn des Gomponisten, 
aber auch zugleich vom Sinn der ganzen Kunst durchdrungen, dass 
sie SchBpferin, Dichterin wird."[_These words are spoken by 
Julie * 3  father; but "deqLaie" agrees unreservedly, and he 
usually expresses Tieck*s own view: for instance, his conception 
of Mozart*s operas (ibid., p. 318) coincides with Tieck*s, 
(Schriften, xi, p. li); his views on Beethoven as a composer 
(Schriften, xvii, p. 317) are similar to those attributed to 
Tleek by KÔpke (op. cit., i , p. 357). This evidence is supported 
by the fact that the Layman*s early musical experiences ’ 
(Schriften, xvii, pp. 287ff, 313) correspond closely to Tieck*s 
owh “(v. Küÿbe, op. clt., i , pp.56f ; andÿf p. 305). We also know 
that Tieck regarded himself as a layman in the sphere of music,
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that he would make any such claim for the executant. The
playing of an instrument he seems to regard as a lower art,
depending merely on technical facility. It is thus not
surprising that Tieck and Wackenroder are filled with deep
reverence for the great actor and singer, who, in their view,
are inspired by the same divine power as poet and composer.
Tieck places Fleck and SchrBder on the same level as Schiller
(2)
and Shakespeare, and of the singer he writes: die Eingeweihte
darf.... sich wie ein Engel schwebend aus dem Grabe des
Zeitlichen erheben, und trlumphirend in lichter Glorie dem
(3)
Unsterblichen zufliegen." Brentano too proclaims his reverence
for the great actor: "So sehr  der schlechte Schauspieler
verSchtlich ist, so sehr soli man den grossen und wahren
(4)
Künstler ehren." He maintains that the man who plays noble
(5)
parts must himself be noble, and he depicts the singer,
IV
BiOdette, vying with the angels, as she sings to the glory of 
(6)
God. All this is in consonance with the conception of art as
iT"p."¥6'e m r .
(2)Letter to Solger, 16. Oct., 1814, (Tieck and Solger, ed. cit., 
P . 144)e
(5) Schriften, xvii, p. 339. (v. supra, p.")G , note 7).
(4) schriften, v, p. 421.
(o)Brentano states "dass ein Schauspieler, der das ganze Jahr 
edle Rollen spielt, nothwendig ein sehr edler Mann sein muss." 
(in the first version of a letter written [?jMar., 1814 for 
publication in Der dramaturgische Beobachter and afterwards 
discarded in favour of a second version; quoted by R. Steig 
in the introduction to his edition of the stage version of 
Ponce de Leon , entitled Valeria Oder Vaterlist, reprint 
Ln Deutsche Litter a turdenkmale des 18. und 19. Jahrhunderts, 
Neue Folge, no. bb-57, Berlin, 1901, p. xxviii).
(6)S#W., iv, pp. 27, 102.
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a sacred rite, which ennobles all who participate in it.
All three authors naturally also stress the human
aspect of the interpreter* s art. There is nothing unusual in
their view that the great actor or singer is one who expresses
emotion intensely and convincingly, and so arouses emotion An
(1)
the audience. Only Tieck, who had so much practical
experience in the training of actors, examines the question
more closely, to discover haw this communication of emotion is
achieved. He stresses the necessity of technical proficiency
(2)
and the cool confidence that results from it. In his view, 
this technical skill is rarely inborn; it can only be acquired
(3) ^
by careful thought, study and practice^ and once acqired, it
should be concealed, just as the artistry of the creative artist
should be concealed. Friesen tells us that Tieck detested the
term "denkende Künstler", for he felt that, if the thought
behind the interpretation is so obvious, then the illusion is
broken, and the artistic accomplishment only defeats its own
(4)
ends. On the contrary, the audience should be made to forget
II) Wackenroder, letters to "fleck, 27. Nov.^ 1792, [?] Jan, 17Ô3, 
(Von der Leyen, ii, pp. 119f., 173); Tieck, K.S., iii. pp.232f 
Ofo Kdpke, op. clt., ii, p. 228; Brentano,G.S., iv, p. 447.
(2)K.S., iv, p“ 25ïïr~
(3)K.S., iii, p. 179; iv, p. 33. Of. Friesen, op. cit., pp.ll3f 
PrTesen also reports that Tieck ïïTsapproved of the actor
who follows a momentary flash of inspiration under the 
stimulus of the actual performance; he insisted that the 
actor should think out his interpretation beforehand, even 
to the smallest detail, and should then make no alterations. 
I # - ( lbid.,p.ll5).
(4)FrTesen, op. cit., p. 168. Of. Kttpke, 0 £. cit., ii. p. 232.
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the actor's art, - even to forget the actor himself as an
(1)
Individual, - and anly to feel the emotion expressed. Tieck
realizes that the actor is faced by the same fundamental problem
as the poet, - that is, to maintàin a fine balance between
(2)
emotional intensity and artistic restraint. That is why he
demands of the actor such widely contrasting qualities; "..eine
eben so reiche als bewegliche Phantasie, ein tiefes Gefühl,
grosse Beobachtung und Selbstbeherrschung, so wie Enthusiasmus
"(3)
und nie ermtidende Begeisterung. Tieck devotes a whole essay 
to a question which also formed a subject of speculation in 
the eighteenth century, - "Soli der Schauspieler wShrend der 
Darstellung empfinden? soil er kalt bleiben?" and he concludes 
I1~)K.S.7 H i ,  pp. 181, 230.
(2)v. Friesen, op. cit.; p. 209. In Musikalische Leiden und 
Freuden,statements by Julie's father, the Count and the 
Layman suggest that Tieck held the saipe view with reference 
to the singer's art: the singer too should aim at the 
golden mean between the brittle brilliance of unfeeling 
technical skill and the over-emotional"Seelenmanier". 
(Schriften, xvii, pp. 338ff., 342). Brentano,too^ strongly 
criticizes the actor whose emotional display is out of all 
proportion to the demands of the dramatic situation, (y. G.S., 
iv, p. 436).
(3)K^., ii, p. 343.
(4)K.S., iv, pp. 79 ff. Lessing discusses this problem in the 
Hamburgische Dramaturgie, and comes to almost the same 
conclusion as Tieck. (Stuck iii and ±, Sâmtliche Schriften, 
ed. cit., ix, pp. 193 ff. and 203.) Of. Mendelssohn, 
Gesammelte Schriften, ed. cit., iv(l), pp. 26 ff.
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(1)
that the actor should do both at the same time. At first
sight this seems an impossible demand, but^ in the true
Romantic manner, Tieck proceeds to resolve the contradiction
that he has set up, and to maintain that for the great actor
there is no contradiction at all. "Die httchste Begeisterung,
der wahre Enthusiasmus sind zugleich die âchte Besonnenheit
und schaffende Klarheit.. •. • Auch hier stehen sich Kunst und
Natur, Besonnenheit und Peuer, Gefühl und Beobachtung so
wenig entgegen, dass vielmehr Eins ohne das Andere, genau
(2)
betrafihtet, in ein Nichts zerf&llt."
(1)K .8., iv, ppo V9 ff. Tieck frequently uses phrases such as 
"allés bedacht und empfunden", (K.S., iii, p» 190). "in der
heftigsten Empfindung besonnen"~ ÇK.Sa. iv, p. 44), "eine 
Kunst, die wohi studirt und gefuhlt sein will", (K.S., iii, 
p. 230), to express this combination of qualities.
Sim’itlarly, Brentano writes in praise of the first 
performance Ck_f Fidelio: "Allés ward verstanden und gefühlt." 
(Neudruek7-p. Berliner-Neudruekej-fas-abevej’ypF-iSSf.
(“2-)jKv^ ,-,- -iv-,- -pv“ -Bir.
(Erste Vorstellung des Fidelio von Beethoven in Berliner 
Neudrucke as above, n. l32).
(2)K.S. , Ï77 p. 81.
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4. THE PROCESS OP APPRECIATION.
Appreciation ifi often regarded as the easiest and
most subordinate of the aesthetic processes, since there is
such a large mass of percipients compared with the few
interpretative artis^ and the still fewer creative spirits.
But for Tieck, Wackentoder and Brentano, appreciation is a
process of high importance, and one that makes exacting
demands. Since they consider the arts of divine origin, thejr
naturally hold that an appreciation of the arts presupposes a
(1)
certain nobility of character to begin with. Moreover, contact
with the divine has in itself an exalting effect. Wackenroder
agrees emphatically with Tieck that the ennobling power of art
is extended to the percipient as well as to the creative and
interpretative artists, - "dass der Genuss des SchBnen in
alien schBnen Künsten £anz_unmitjbelbar das Herz veredelt und
(DWackenroder, letter to Tieck, 11. May, 17Ô2," (Von der Leyen, 
ii, pp. 27 f): "Du stiehlst meiner eigenen Werkstfitte von 
Ged#nken etwas, wenn Du mir die Bemerkung machst, dass, um 
das Grosse in den schBnen Künsten zu fassen, ein selbst 
gross und erhaben denkender Geist der Kritiker sein müsse." 
Tieck, letter to Wackenroder, 10. May, 1792, (Von der Leyen, 
ii, p. 22); Schriften, xvii, p. 140; xxiv, p. 133.
Brentano, S. W ., ixÇ2), pp. 366 f ; G.S., vii, p. 124.
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" (1)
die Seele erhebt. All three writers insist that the first
essential of aesthetic appreciation is the attitude of 
humility and devotion due to things of divine origin. The 
percipient should always be prepared to doubt the adequacy of
his own perceptive power rather than to criticize the work of
(2)
art. Wackenroder considers that men should enter an art-gallery
or a concert-hall with a sober reverence, as if they were
(3)
entering a church. He pictures Joseph Berglinger as an ideal
percipient, listening to music with rapt attention and
(4)
downcast eyes; and he even sees a close affinity between
(5)
aesthetic appreciation and prayer. Brentano too speaks of the 
"temple of art. Thus, in the view of these three authors, 
appreciation is a solemn religious rite, to be undertaken only 
in moments of special grace.
( 1 )Wackenroder, letter to "Tieck, f?]T3ec•, 1792, (Von der Leyen, 
ii, p. 135. Of. ^  Tieck, letter to Wackenroder, 12. June, 
1792, (Tbid., p. 68): "... insofern jede SchBnheit unsern 
Sinn für SchBnheit verfeinert und veredelt, insofern hat 
jede schBne Kunst auch unmiHeIbaren Einfluss auf unsern 
Charakter." Also Schriften, xviii, p. 54; Brentano, letter 
to Ringseis, [?] Feb., 1Ô16, (G.S., viii, pp. 183 f ; ; in anothei 
letter^ to an unidentified correspondent, 8. Feb., 1824,
(G.S., ix, p. 60) Brentano writes: "...lasse den Herrn über 
Dir walten und verstehe die Kunst."
(2)Tieck, K.S., ii. p. 176; Von der Leyen, i , p. 301. Cf. also 
Schriften, xvi, p. 66; xvii, p. 82; xxviii, p. 270.
(3)Von der Leyen, i. pp. 49, 79.
(4) Ibid., p. 132: "Wenn Joseph in einem^Konzert war, so setzte 
er sich ... in einen Winkel, und hBrte mit eben der Andacht 
zu, als wenn er in der Kirche wRre - eben so still und 
unbeweglich, und mit so vor sich auf den Boden sehenden 
Augen."
(5)l^id., p. 80.
(6)G.S., V, p. 421.
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We have seen that they consideifthe second great aim
of art to be the expressing and arousing of emotion; it follows
that they view emotion as the very basis of appreciation.
Reason and Imowledge can be dispensed with; it is only
(1)
necessary to feel one's way into the work of art. Tieck
holds that children are the best judges where feeling is
concerned, and the true percipient is thus he who retains this
chiId-like approach to art. He should draw near with an open
mind and ready wonderment, and should have a child's immediate
emotional response and unreasoning definiteness about its
(2)
likes and dislikes. The child does not weigh up good and bad 
points, does not analyse, nor assess value by means of 
comparison. Both Tieck and Wackenroder stress the danger that 
lies in comparing one work with another. Wackenroder writes
(1)Tieck maintains that "derjënige, der mit Sinn für diese 
hohen Dinge be^gabt ist, unmittelbar ergriffen wird und mit 
seinem ahnendem Gefühl waiter sieht und tèefer eindringt, 
als jene, die mehr Preude am RÜsonniren haben." (K.S., ii,
p. 346). Of. Letter to Wackenroder, 28. Dec., 1792, (Von der 
Leyen, ii, p. 145); Schriften, vi, p. xviii; xvii, p. 323;
N.S., ii, p. 99; Wackenroder expresses similar views; y. Von 
der Leyen, i, pp. 48, 50, 87, 184; letter to Tieck,(?] Jan., 
1793, Von der Leyen, ii, pp. 179 ff.
(2)Tieck, Gedichte ,, ed. cit., p. 341:
Ç _ ".... wie ich schon als Knabe
Ihn,iGoetheJ meinen lieben und grossen Meister, verehrt,
Und früher als andre ihn im Bewundern verstanden."
Cf. his letter to Wackenroder, 28. Dec., 1792, (Von der 
Leyen, ii, p. 146). Tieck frequently selects the word 
"Unbefangenheit" to express his ideal of appreciation; v. K.S. 
i, pp. 163, 169, 151; Schriften, xxi, p. 139, et passim.
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with conviction; "Vergleichung ist ein gefâhrlicher Peind des
(1)
Genusses", and Tieck maintains that, where feeling is predominant 
- (2) 
comparison and classification are superfluous. In their eyes,
true appreciation thus imp!J.ies a v/ide tolerance of all the m
manifold forms of art, a delight in all beauty, for its own
sake and as a divine emanation. They remind us that in God's
sight, all the various manifestations of art are one and
( 5 )
indivisible, and similarly, true feeling for art is all-embracing
All three themselves approach art in this way.
Brentano, for instance, knows immediately whether he likes a 
(4)
work or not. He does not theorize about art, because he has, -
( 5 )
so he says, - no views on it, only feelings. He accuses even
(G)
Tieck of being possessed by the Dimon der Kritik," but all the
evidence points to the reliability of Kttpke's statement about
Tieck*s aesthetic approach: "Die seine war die intuitive,
anschauende des Dichters, durch alle Umhüllungen suchte sie
geradeswegs in das Herz der grossen Erscheinung zu dringen.
(7)
Die Worte zâhlende Kritik machte ihn ungeduldig." As for 
Tl)Von der Leyen, 1, p.63.
(2)K.S.,i, p. 149; Von der Leyen, i, p. 300. Of. Schriften,
XVI, p. 358; Vittoria Accorombona, Breslau, 1841, i, p. 251.
(3)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, I", pp. 49, 170 f, 184; Tieck,
K.S., iv, p. 233; Von der Leyen, i, pp. 251 f ., 299.
(4)Letter to Runge, X ?}Jan., 1810, (G.S., viii, p. 144).
(5)Letter to an unnamed lady, Dec., 1S16, (ibid., p. 209).
(6)Letter to Runge,(?] Jan., 1810, (ibid., p. 144). Of. letter | 
to Sophie Mereau, 24. Sep., 1806^ [Briefwechsel zwisehen 
Clemens Brentano und Sophie Mereau,"Td. cit. rTT, p. 199). i
(7)KBpke, op. clt., lijp. 153. Of. ibid. , p. 169; also letter to 
Solger, Apr. 1. , 1816, (Tieclc and Solger, ed. cit., p. 209) .
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Wackenroder, he tells us himself that the music that he
happens to he listening to at the moment always seems to him
(1)
to he the highest.
Tieck and Wackenroder both stress the necessity of
complete surrender to the work of art and the emotiohn that
it expresses. In their view, "Hingebung In Liebe" is
(2)
essential to true aesthetic appreciation. But they do not
mean to imply an easy passive surrender; on the contrary, they
often find it a difficult and exhausting process, needing
(3)
great concentration. The percipient is not regarded as a pale
neutral. Thete must be something in him to which the poet and
composer can appeal. His soul must be tuned to the same key
(4)
as theirs. Moreover, as he enters their world, he should 
not only suspend his disbelief, but actively believe, for in
(1)Von der Leyen, i, p. 172.
(2) Tieck, K.S., ii, p. 176. Wackenroder * s letter to Tieck, 
May 5. , 1792, (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 11): "Nur die eine
Art des Genusses ist die wahre: sie besteht....... in der
vBlli^en Hingebung der Seele in diesen fortreissendefi'^Strom 
von Empfindungen."
(3)V. Wackenroder*s letters to Tieck, May 5., 1792 and Nov. 29., 
T792, (Von der Leyen, ii pp.11 and 122).
(4) Tieck, Schriften, x i , p. xlvl ; N.Sir 11, p. 132: "Jedes 
Stück Shakespeare^s 1st aus elner eigenen, schBnen poetischen 
Stlmmung entstanden, aus elner eigenen Ansicht der Welt. Wir 
p mils sen erst dem Di elite r mit einer ühnlichen Stimmung 
entgegenkommen, um ihn zu geniessen und zu verstehen.
Further, Von der Lqven, i, p. 301: "Sine gleiche Melodie 
spielt unser Geist‘7des Kiinstlers Seele." Of. Schriften, xxiv, 
p. 47; Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 187:~"Wie jedes 
einzelne Kunst werk nur durch dasselbe Gefiihi, von dem es 
hervorgebracht ward, erfasst und innerlich ergriffen werden 
kann, so kann auch das Gefiihi ilberhaupt nur vom Gefiihi erf asst 
und ergriffen werden."
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the world of art, as in religion, faith takes precedence over
(1)
reason. Thus the percipient should meet the creative artist
half-way, and make an offering d>f his own faith and feeling.
(2)
The process is reciprocal. In Tieck*s view, this is seen
especially clearly in the theatre. Here the dramatist depends
on the audience to take an active part, even a creative part
in the performance: "damit das Schauspiel ein wirkllches sei,
(3)
muss die Imagination des Zuschauers zur Hâlfte mitspielen."
The idea of complete surrender to the aesthetic
impression suggests a complete absorption in the work of art.
Acceding to all three authors, the true percipient penetrates
right inside the work, and becomes one with it. "Die Seele ist
(4)
im Kunstwerke elnheimisch." They lay especial emphasis on the
power of music to sever all bonds with reality and carry the
t1)Brentano,~G.S., iv, pp. 242, 420; Tieck, Von der Leyen, i , 
PP.299 ff ; "das stille Land des Glaubens. ... das eigentliche
Gebiet der Kunst  Das Gëttliche ist Ê so beschaffen,
dass der Mensch es erst glauben muss, ehe er es verstehen 
kann." Further;!» K.S., 1, p. 159; Schriften, xlii, p. 242; 
xvi, p. 335; xviii", p. 21.
(2)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i p. 82: "Siejwerke herrlicher 
KiinstlerJsind nicht darum da, dass das Auge sie sehe; 
sondern darum, dass man mit entgegenkommendenv Herzen in sie 
hineingehe und in ihnen lebe und atme." Of. ibid., p. 142; 
Tieck, Schriften, v, p. 339.
(3)K .S., iv, p. 86. Of. p. 41: "jene seltsame TSuschung,.....
die die Passivit&t^des ZuhBrers in so grosse Aktivitat 
verwandelt, dass es mit dem Dichter dichtet und fast eben 
so viel Geist als dieser hinzufügt, um wahrhaft das 
Kunstwerk hier und dort gleichsam zwischen beiden getheilt 
zu erschaffen." Further, Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 577:
"Doch müsst Ihr den Gesichten 
Des Herzens Kraft, ein eignes Dichten 
Wohlwollend froh entgegentragen."
(4)Tieck, Von der Leyen, i , p. 301. C£. pp. 306 f ; Schriften, 
vi, p. xii; xxviii, p. 270; Brentano, letter to his sister 
Gunda,L? June) 1801, (Unsterbliches Leben, ed. clt., p. 188; 
Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, 1, o. 6 2 .
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listener away. Wackenroder pictures Joseph Berglinger so
completely absorbed in the music that his soul seems to soar
upwards, and hover In the air "nicht anders als ein
(1)
Schmetterling in warmen Lüften." Tieck too finds that the
listener is irresistibly carried away by the sound of music,
(2)
as if caught up by a whirlpool. BOGS, (in the Wunderbaren
Geschichte von BOGS dem IJhrmacher, a joint work of Brentano 
[31
and GBrres), undergoes a similar experience, as he listens to
a Haydn Symphony. He is overwhelmed by the opening bars.
"Der Sturm einer Haydnischen Symphonie", he says, "griff in
meine dünnen Haare....... unter ging die Welt," - and then,
"Ich war auf dem Abgrund eines Meeres, alle Leute waren Pische,
(4)
ich selbst eine Art Hering." The imagery chosen by all three 
authors emphasizes the absence of any element of detachment in 
the process of appreciation; the aesthetic illusion is complete.
(1)Von der Leyen, i. p. l20.
(2)Ibid., p. 294: ",..so dass man in den Momenten dieses 
Genusses nichts mehr zu sagen weiss, nicht mehr trennt und 
sondert, wie unser Geist sonst Immer nur zu gern tut, 
sondern wie von einem Meerstrudel immer tiefer und tiefer 
hlnuntergeführt, immer mehr der obern Welt entrückt wird.
(3)y. Appendix, p.isR.
(4)G^., V, p. 339 f. Of. V, p. 49.
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In his writings on drama, however, Tieck makes it clear
that aesthetic illusion is quite different from what he terms
(1)
"eine verntinftige Illusion." By this he means that aesthetic
illusion is not an absolute identification of art with reality;
dramajrf does not aim at presenting a copy of nature that will
deceive the aud^nce by its exactness. This would be mere
(2)
triviality, and not art at all. Each art, he maintains, has
its own conventions, which must be recognized, - for instance,
we do not demand colour in sculpture, - anc^onsequently, each
art has its own aesthetic truth. It is by the full attainment
of this aesthetic truth that illusion is produced. Hence
changes of scene, or the spreading of the action over a long
period of time, do not break the illusion. We are prepared to
accept them although they are contrary to reality; indeed,
aesthetic pleasure lies partly in the comparison of art and
(3)
reality. This implies that appreciation always includes an 
element of detachment; in fact, Tieck demands quite
(4)
unambiguously: "Mein Bewusstsein der TÜuschung muss bleiben."
(1)Schriften, v, p. l7S.
(2)Tieck criticizes the contemporary stage, "auf welcher uns 
statt der Kunst Wirklichkeit, und statt der poetischen 
T&uschung ein gaukelndes Hintergehen als die Aufgabe der 
poesie erscheint." (K.S., i, o. 249). V. also N.S., ii, 
pp. 130, 142 f. ~
(3)N.S., ii, p* 130; K.S., ii, p. 193; iv, p. 12.
(4)K.S., iii, p. 168. p. 179: "Er [der Zuschauerl soil die 
Kunst sehen und fühlen#"
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Thus Tieck again seeks to resolve the conflict of two
apparent opposites: on the one hand, he demands from drama a
complete illusion, so complete that the audience feels as if
(1)
it were taking part in the play with the characters; and on 
the other hand, he insists that appreciation of drama should
include a consciousness of the difference from reality, of the
(2)
heightening of reality in art, "ich soil getSuscht werden,"
(3)
he concludes, "aher doch nur so wie es die E^nst vermag und dirf•
Ajconception of aesthetic appreciation naturally 
brings with it a corresponding conception of the function of 
the critic. Tieck, Brentano and Wackenroder all scorn the 0. 
attempts of learned critics to reduce art to a neat aesthetic 
system. In Wackenroder*s words: "Aberglaube ist besser als 
Syytemglaube." But this is not meant to imply that the 
percipient has no standards of value, and that criticism is
(1)K.S., iv, p. l6: "wir beflnden uns" selbst unmittelbar imter 
den handelnden und sprechenden Personen." Of. PP. 42 f .;
K.S., iii, pp. 48, 65, 131; letter to Wackenroder, 23. or 
"547 Jun., 1792, (Von der Leyeniga ii, p. 86).
(2)K.S., iii, po 168: "Von der Nachahmung geht die Kunst aus, 
sie muss aber sogleich das Unsichtbare, Geistige hinzufÜgen."
(3)Ibid.
(4)Von der Leyen, i, p. 50. Of. p. 186. In the Nachschrift to 
part 1 of Franz Sternbald ^  Wanderungen, (original version), 
Tieck writes of Wackenroder: "Er war besenders gegen die 
zergliedernde Kritik, die dem verehrenden Enthusiasmus 
entgegenstehto" (Deutsche Literatur. Sammlung literarischer 
Kunst- und Kulturïïêhkmüler in EntwTcklungsrelhen, [referred 
to throughout as D.L.J, Reihe Romantik, vi, ed., p. Kluckhohn, 
Leipzig, 1933, p.'T^O) . Of. also, Brentano, S ^ . , v, pp. 90, 
119; letter to an unname3Tlady, [?]1816, (G.S., viii, p. 209),
Wackenroder tolerantly admits that those who are unable to 
appreciate art intuitively by means of feeling', may be able 
to make some progress by the indirect method of logical 
reasoning. (Von der Leyen, i, p. 48).
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superfluous. The critic has a function, but it is certainly
not to test works of art by his own rigid preconceived rules,
nor to spy out flaws through a microscope. Since art is een
considered to be divind, this would be presumption, even
sacrilege. Tieck has clear-cut views on the subject of the
literary critic. In his view, each work of art develops in
accordance with its own inner necessity, creating its own laws,
and therefore the task of the critic is to look at the work as
(1)
a whole,and interpret what he finds. He has no right to set
himself up as a judge, but only to draw near humbly as a
sympathetic interpreter. Moreover, he cannot deal adequately
with works of divine origin unless he himself possesses a
divine spark of creative power. Tieck sums up his conception
of true criticism in these words: "Die âchte Kritik wird der
Poesie nie zu nahe treten, sie stârkt und krâftigt diese vielmehr.
aber sie selbst weiss es auch, dass ein jedes neues Werk des
Genies auch neue Regeln und Gesetze gebiert; diese sucht sie,
und ist wahrlich, wenn sie ihren Beruf erfüllt, ebenfalls von
(1)Tieck stresses this again and agàin; v. 5chriften, 1, p. ix; 
xi, p. xxi; K.S., i, p. 149; ii, pp. 176, 236; iii, p. 147; 
iv, pp. 233, 1S7; letter to Solger, 16. Dec., 1816: ..ich
komme auf meinen alten Satz zuruck, dass man jeden Autor nur 
aus sich selber kennen und kommentiren lernt, und dass jeder 
fremde Massstab daran gehalten, ein falscher ist. " (^Tieck and 




It is clear that, in the opinion of Tieck and
Wackenroder, the artistic critic and even the ordinary
percipient need rare and special gifts, of which the most
important are: creative power, extraordinary receptivity, and
(2)
an awareness of the sacred nature of art. Wackenroder speaks
of the gifts of creation and appreciation in the same breath,
(3)
as if they were equally divine and equally rare^ and Tieck 
agrees that'true appreciation of both music and poetry is 
limited to a chosen and specially blessed few. The hosts of 
Philistines ai^ excluded, for they lack both the reverence 
essential for participation in the holy rite of art, and the 
power of feeling their way into an artistic work. Of music
(1)K.S., ili, p. 247. Of. K.S., i, pl> '13Ô: "iJber Lichter ist 
es dir nur erlaubt zu dichten." Also letter to Braniss,
30. Oct., 1840, (Briefe an Ludwig Tieck. ed. Karl von Holtei, 
Breslau, 1864, i, p. 93): "Immer war es meine Ansicht und 
ftberzeugung. dass die fichte Rezension sich wiederum dem 
Kunstwerk nahern, selbst eins sein müsse....Ailes f was vom 
Enthusiasmus ausgeht, kann nur vom Enthusiasmus gefasst und 
verstanden werden." And letter to A. W. Schlegel, 23. Dec., 
1797, (Tieck und die Brüder Schlegel, ed. cit., p. 36).
Much Romantic literary criticism fulfils these demands, e.g. 
Friedrich Schlegel* s criticism of Goethe's Wilhelm Meister, 
(Athenaeum, ed. cit., i, Stück ii, pp. 147 f f .) In this view 
of the interpretative function of the critic, the Romantic 
writersvAre continuing in the tradition of Herder's criticism.
(2)Of. the statement of the Kapellmeister in Tieck*s Novelle 
Musikalische Leiden und Freuden, that to appreciate the 
works of Bach, one needs "Allgegenwart des GeisQes".-Gf-tee 
(Schriften. xvii, p. 313). Of. too, N#S». iipp. 57f;
Ko S ., ii, pp. 236 f.
(3)Von der Leyen, i, p. 49. Of. Tieck, K.S., ii, 185.
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Tieck writes:
"Keiner, der nicht zum Weihefest gelassen,
Kann den Sinn der dunkeln Kunst erfassen,
Keinem sprechen diese GeistertBne,
Keiner sieht den Glanz der schBnsten SchBne,
Dem im Innern nicht das Siegel brennt,
Welches ihn als Eingeweihten nennt,
(1)
Jene Flamme, die der TBne Geist erkennt."
(>; Gedichte, ed. clt., p. 4l7. üf. gchrlften, i", p. x: "Diese 
binge einfach, wahr und ungekCmstelt zu fühlen, sich 
anzueignen, und in jedem Werke das Werk zu erkennen, ist eine 
nicht gemeine Gabe; denn man kann, wenn man die Kunstgeschichte 
und seine Zeitgenossen kennt, dreist behaupten, dass ein wahrer 
Kunstsinn nur sehr selten angetroffen wird." Further, Schriften 
vi, p. xii: "Die allerwenigsten Menschen geraten nur auf den 
Wunsch, ganz in einem Werke der Kunst aufzugehen, oder es 
vollstândig in sich aufzunehmen."
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C H A P T E R  I I I .
THE VIEWS OP TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO 
ON THE RELATIVE POWERS OP MUSIC AND POETRY TO FULFIL THE
TWO GREAT FUNCTIONS OF ART.
Tieck, wackenroder and Brentano are In full accord 
about the two main functions of art: to exalt ^man and so 
bring him nearer to God; to communicate man's emotion and so 
bring him closer to other men. They judge the value of music 
and poetry as arts in the light of these two aims, and this is 
where their views differ. Wackenroder is convinced of the 
absolute supremacy of music over poetry. Tieck and Brentano^ 
on the other hand, draw a close parallel between the two arts 
and usually attribute similar qualities to both. Tieck 
occasionally pronounces in favour of music. Brentano praises 
now music, now poetry, and sometimes the union of both in 
song.
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le THiü RELIGIOUS COUGEPTION OP MUSIC AND POETRY.
în his essay on ^Das eigentümllohe innere We sen der
(1)
Tonkunst Wackenroder writes: ’ . die idealische, engelreine 
Kunst weiss in ihrer unschuld weder den ursprung noch das Ziel
ihrer Regungen, kennt nicht den Zusammenhang ihrer Gefühle mit
(2)
der wirklichen Welt.‘* This sentence strikes the key-note of 
his conception of music. The emphasis lies primarily on the 
unearthliness of music, on the completeness of its isolation 
from the world of reality. It has no counterpart in everyday 
life. It is a dream, a soap-bubble, the language of angels or 
the sound of God* s harp, -such are the images selected by 
Wackenroder to suggest not merely Itx unearthliness but its 
purely divine nature. At the same time the quotation suggests 
the existence of a link between music and the ordinary world of 
men. Since this link cannot be attributed to any earthly 
admixture in music, the implication is that music appeals to 
the divine element in man. Thus it is not surprising that 
Wackenroder is convinced that moral Improvement can be effected 
simply by contact with music. Even though music afes has in
itself no moral intent, it raises^an to its own heights. Both
( (3)
Wackenroder and his second self, Joseph Berglihger, experience
this spiritual exaltation as they listen. They seem to be
(1;von der Leyen, i , pp. 182-194.
(2)Ibid., p. 190
(3)V. supra, p. 63.
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freed from all earthly trials and can only express the re
(1)
resultant lightness of spirit by images of flight. Their
soul seems to soar upwards, and as they rise, their vision
becomes miraculously clear. They acquire a super-human power
of penetration, which resolves all tormenting doubts and fears,
and enables them to see order and harmony where befrre all
was chaos and discord. In this state of transfiguration,
they are given a god-like perception of the very essence of
(2)
people and things, as if they had created them. Thus music 
brings them both comfort and spiritual enrichment.
Tieck and Brentano see music in very much the same 
light as Wackenroder. For Tieck too, it is divine and without 
any basis in earthly life. He rejects the idea that natural 
sounds might form the origin of musio; the sounds of nature 
could never become music, howener much they were idealized, 
for the difference is one of kind, not of degree of perfection. 
Like Wackenroder, Tieck also emphasizes the miraculous power 
of music to free amn man from earthly limitations, healing 
his spirit and uplifting it; "... aie tritt unmittelbar mit
ihrer Engelsgegenwart in die Seele und haucht hlmmlischen
(3)
Odem aus.” In his essay ^Unmusikalische Toleranz. Tieck
(1)Von der Leyen, i, p» 130: "Da war es ihm/Joseph Berglinger] 
... als wenn er von einer dürren Heide aufgehoben wttrde, der 
trübe Wolkenvorhang vor den sterblichen Augen verschwânde, 
und er zum liohten Himmel emporschwebte#" Of. ibid., pp.
161f; 181. —  ----
(2)Ibld.,pp* 131, 164, 168, 179f.
(3) ibid., p# 284. Of. p. 290: "So 1st MusIk wie Bürge, 
Seelenton einer Sprache, die die Himmelsgeister reden."
Of. also p. 293.
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marvels at the way in which music resolves all conflicts and
fills amn man* s heart with love. ThAs, he claims, it is a
(1)
strong support to religion. He makes Franz Sternbald
experience at the sound pf music an exaltation very similar to
(2)
the ecstasy felt by Joseph Berglinger. But it is not only in 
these early works, written at a time when Tieck was in close 
collaboration with Wackenroder, that such ideas occur. They
are echoed years later in dialectical form in the Novelle
(3)
entitled Musikalische Leiden und F^euden. Brentano too
postulates the pure divinity of mui^c, and stresses especially
(4)
its resultant power to comfort and heal. He and Tieck both
suggest again and again that great solace may be found ^n
singing or in playing a musical instrument. Their works are
full of characters who sing or play purely for their own
consolation and delight. Werdb Senne in Brenàano*s Qodwi is
one of many who find in a musical instrument a faithfhla and
(5)
consoling friend.
)Ven-de Ibid., p. 265; Gedichte, ed. cit., p# 182.
(2)Schriften, xvi, p. 205: "ich fühle es jedesmal, wie 
Stuslk die Seele erhebt und die jauchzenden KlEnge wie 
Engel mit himmlischer Uhsehuld alle irdischen Begierden
und Wünsche abhalten." Of. pp. 256, 400f; Gedichte, ed. cit. 
p#^  430.
(3)v. for instance^the statement made by Julie*s father: "Eine 
Musik recht vorgetragen wiegt sich wie ein Sÿûck des 
Himmels und siefet aus dem reinen Âther in unser Herz, und 
zieht es hinauf." (Schriften, xvii, pp# 338f). Of. pp. 312, 
322, 439f; and also xxviii, p. 132.
(4fG.3>, ii, pp. 243, 498; S.W., x, p. 86; iv, p. 276; Erate 
Vorstellung des Fidello yon Beethoven. Berliner Neudrucke 
(as above) , p. 133; Lu jo Brentano, ojo. cit., p. 34.
(5)S.W., V, p. 67; "Er(Werdo Senne]lehnt seine Stirn an sie 
(aie Harfejwie auf den Arm eines trBstenden Freundes und 
^lagt ihr seine Leiden.’ cf. p. 38; Tieck, Schriften, i, 
p. 197;iv, pp. 321, 325; vT, pp. 288, 314; x i , p. 340 et pass
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Whereas Wackenroder praises music above all other
arts for its incomparable divine nature, Tieck and Brentano
(1)
take it for granted that poetry too is divine, and an
examination of thAer utterances reveals great similarity in
their conception of the two arts as a means of linking man and
God* Tieck attributes to poetry -as to music - a direct moral
influence. Poetry, he claims, can strengthen man, give him
(2;
courage and transform his hate into love. He asks: "Woaru
arbeitet dann/l der Dichter, wenn die Empfindung nicht
(3)
wlrklich veredelt wird?" He even postulates an affinity
between poetry and mysticism, just as he doew between music and 
(4/
mysticism. Brentano too finds that he himself experiences
(5V
spiritual exaltation as he reads H8ïderlin*s poem Die Nacht.
It is not always clear whether he means the word Lied to 
denote the close union of music and words in song, or a lyric
(1) v. Brentano * s letter to his brother Christian, 3. Dec.,
T817, (G»8*, viii, p* 238); Tieck*s letters to Wackenroder,
30, Nov., 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 114), and to
A. W. Schlegel, 23. Dec.,tl797l (Tieck und die Brflder Schlegel 
ed. clt., p. 37); futther, KBpke* s statement: '*ï>as war ihm 
[rTeok}^ die Aufgabe der Poesie, dass die wahre Begeisterung 
auch im Greringen das Ho he, im Irdischen das Ifeberirdi sche 
wiedererkenne, und Gott auch da sehe, wo das blBde Auge 
verschlossen bleibt...... Wie in der Jugend war ihm die
Poesie auch jetzt noch eine Offenbarung, welche das 
GBttliche in ihrer Weise aussprechen sollte." (sp- sit r
(2)v. Tieck*s letter to Hitzig, 18. Jun., 1815, (Letters of 
Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit., p* 140); further, Gedichte, ed. cit.. 
PÔ 266; K7g7, T7 pT78. Of. xvi, p. 165.
(3)Letter to Wackenroder, 10. May., 1792, (Von der Leyen, ii,p.23
(4)v. letters to Solger, 24. Mar., 1817, 10. Nov., 1818 (Tieck
Solger, ed. cit.. pp. 361, 477) ; and Von der Leyen, i, 
p. 302.
(5)V. letter to an unnamed lady, [?] 1816 (G.S., viii, p<> 206).
The poem referred to is to be found in Holderlin*s 
Gesammelte Werke, ed. W. BftHm, Jena, 1924, i, p. 6.
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poem; but It makes no difference to his views, - music, poetry
or song are all placed on the same level. He frequently
mentions prayer and song together, as if there were some
(l)
connection between them. This suggests that Johannes in the
Qhronika ainew Farenden Schttlers expresses Brentano*s own
idea, when he thinks of song and prayer as sisters that can
( 2)
never be wholly separatd. Connected with their religious
conception of poetry is the belief held by Tieck and Brentano
that poetry, like music, has a special power to raise man
(3)
above mortal trials and comfort him. Tieck finds that even 
works such as Faust and Hamlet have this power,- although their 
themes are by no means soothing, - for despair, fear and or 
horror are alleviated when they are expressed in great poetry. 
"Der grBsste, der heilendste Trost ist immer der, dass das 
tttdtendste Uebel dadurch schon gemildert wird, wenn der grosse
i, 26, 235; iv, 22,2i5; 3 ~ ¥ n  xii(lV, 25, 168; 
Valeria oder Vaterlist, ed. cit.. p. 30.
(2)D.L., Reihe Romantik, xvI7 p. 147: "Da habe ich oft tiber 
ôebet und Gesang nachgedacht und habe gefunden, dass Gebet 
und Gesang wo hi Schwestern sein m B gendie sich einander 
herzlich lieben und nie sich voneinander ganz trennen 
kônnen, nichts aber 1st mir dann herrlicher und entzückender 
vorgekommen, als wenn sich diese zwei Schwestern liebend 
umarmten... Wer diese zwei TBohter des Rimmels recht 
begreifen und anschauen will, der muss sie selbst im 
Herzen tragen und muss selbst beten und singen koünnen."
(3)Tieck, N.S., i, 18; ii, 273; Gedichte, ed. cit., pp.
168, 569; Sctoiften, x, 270:
In dlesem sel'gen Aufenthalte wird 
Er gleich von alien Uebeln sich erlBst 
Befinden, denn hier wohnt die Poesie.
Brentano, letter to Hannchen Kraus, 5. Oct., 1802, 
(Unsterbllches Leben, ed. cit., p. 273).
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(1)
Dichter nur das Wort gefunden und es ausgesprochen hat."
Tieck and Brentano do not mean to imply that great music or gma 
great poetry act as an anaesthetic. The comfort given by
both arts is positive and one with the exaltation; it is a
(2)
divine calm and a feeling of perfect fitness. Wackenroder
defines this feeling as "die echte Heiterkeit, welche das
(3)
schBnste Kleinod ist, das der Mensch erlangen kann." But
unlike Tieck and Brentano, he attributes this effect only to
music; it is a divine gift and comes only from the holiest of
(4)
the arts. He makes no similar claim for poetry. In this as 
in other respects, music s e ^ s  to him to come closer to the 
attainment of its supreme goal: the linking of God and a man.
He concludes: "Ich glaube aber wohl, dass die vernunftreiche 
Muse der Dichtkunst, und vorzüglich die stille und e m s t e
Muse der Malerei, ihre dritte Sqhwester fiir die allerdreisteste
(5)
und verwegenste im Lobe Gottes achten mBgen."
(1)K.S., ii, p. 163.
(2)Tieck, KéS*, iv, p^ 68; Von der Leyen, i, pp. 284f; letter 
to Solger, (no date) Tieck and Solger, ed. cit.. p« 522:
"Im Hamlet ist mehr Verzweifiung am Leben und an der Welt, 
eine tiefere Verachtung des Menschen und ein schrecklicherer 
Kampf gegen das Dasein, als alle diese Autoren/Scott,
ByronJ sich nur trâumen lassen... *und nun gegen Über diese 
Harmonie und Ruhe, diese gflttliche Kraft, die urn so 
himmlischer erscheint, je mehr wlr einen deutlichen Blick
in die Schrecken des Chaos gethan haben." Cf. Sgriften, 
xviii, 150. Brentano, G»S., ii, 499; Fk. 212: j^mhe, 
-fë^Friede, Glück." Also letter to an unnamed lady,/?] 1816, 
(G.S., viii, 217).
(3)Von der Leyen, i, p. 168.
(4)Ibid., p. 186: "...die tiefgegrtindete, unwandelbare 
ïïe^^gkeit, die dieser Kunst [Musik] vor alien anderen eigen
(5)Ibid., p. 173.
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. THE EMOTIONAL ASPECT OP MUSIC AND POETRY.
Wackenroder is equally uncompromising in his views
on the relative powers of music and poetry to attain the second
great aim of art, that is, to communicate emotion. In this
sphere too music seems to him unparalleled by any other art.
He states unhesitatingly: "Keine Kunst achildert die
Empfindungen auf eine so ktinstliche, kfthne, so dichterische...
(1)
Weise,*' and his choice of the adjective dichterisch suggests 
that he finds music more poetic than poetry itself, that is, -
according to his peculiar interpretation of an imagined
(2/
etymological connection between dichten and dieht - more
e
capable of expressing emotion in concentrated form. Music may
take its origin from one specific emotional situation, but by
its very nature it disti&s the essence of the emotion and
discards everything fortuitous, everything pertaining only to
this particular set of circumstances. For instance, the sight
of a man grieving for the death of his brother may provide the
initial stimulus, but what the musiciaÿ expresses in his work
(3)
is human grief in general. This is one reason for 
Wackenroder*s claim that music is the most wonderful means of
T i T i b ’ido, p r w : ------------------------------------------------------
(2)V.Vo supra, p. 64.
(3)v. Von der Leyen, i, p. 169. Of. 190f.
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expressing and arousing emotion. Music alone of the arts 
presents the very soul of aemotion, free from all earthly
w
bonds, only "das reine^formlos£ Wesen." Ihis power of intense
concentration and disembodiment of emotion is one of the
things that Wackenroder misses in poetry. He implies that pee
poetry is too full of the actual; its application is limited
in comparison with the sublime universality of music. Tieck
agrees that, to a certain extent, poetry is confined to the
individual emotional situation; even lyric poetry cannot
exist in the rarified atmosphere of pure emotion, - still
less can narrative and dramatic works. But he sees in this
no disadvantage. The individual aspect of emotion cannot be
eliminated, but it can and should be reduced to a minimum^and
idealized. Here as elsewhere, Tieck finds no difficulty in
reconciling two apparent opposites. He sees no incompatibility
in the combination ff the individual and the universal in
great poetry, and no reason why the presence of both elements
(2)
should mar the unity of the emotional mood.
TiyiMfl., p/”i9’o'.-----------------------------
(2)Cf. K»3., i, po 83; Schriften, iv, p. 372; letter to 
Wackenroder, 28. Dec., l7Ôè (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 159); 
undated tetter to Solger, (Tieck and Solger. ed. cit., 
p. 521;: "Wie die Poesie, so muss ja auch die Philosophie 
in ihrer gtiltigen Algemeinheit zugleich der Ausdruck des 
Individuellsten sein."
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Wackenroder marvels at the wide range of emotion
expressed in music. He considers this aspect of such
significance, that he devotes to it a large section of his
essayBa Das eigentfimliche innere Wesen der Tonkunst. In
telling words, which have the power of conjuring up concrete
musical illustrations, he enumerates some of the widely
contrasting emotions that music can portray: "Die hüpfende,
tanzende, kurzatmende FrBhlichkeit, . .. die sanfte,
felsenfeste Zufriedenheit, ••••• die mfinnliche, jauchzende
Freude, ... das stisse, sehnstichtige Schmachten der Liehe,..."
He realizes, however, that the human heart is rarely filled
with one unmixed and easily defined feeling. Most often the
emotions are in a state of flux, so that one imperceptibly
merges into another. In bis view, the particular triumph of
music lies in the expression of such mixed emotions and fine
(2;
transitional shades of feeling. He implies that poetry^ on the 
other hand^ often achieves no more than a mere enumeration or 
description of separate sentiments; it deprives them of their 
warmth and life. He admits that, at its best, - for example 
in Schiller*s odes, - poetry can capture true passion; but 
even so, it cannot compare with music. It cannot present, as
music does, a complete reflection of all the emotional
(4)
complexities of the human soul.
Tl)Von der Leyen, i, pp. l9o f. Cfô the Sescription of Joseph 
Berglinger*s final work, "mit ihren .*». alle Schmerzen des 
Leiden3 in sich fassenden Melodieen." (ibid., p, 149).
^^jèmpïTndun* tausendfMltige Über gang der
(3)Ibid., ppo 18877
(4)TBI3. . p. 189.
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It Is clear from scattered remarks in the works of
Tieck and Brentano^ that they too are fully aware that music is
capable of expressing a wide range of emotion. Phrases such
(1)
as the following: "Hflr*, es klagt die PlBte wieder", "die
(2)
Schwermut der Posaunen", "TBne..., berilhrt von zarten
(à)
Pingern lachen", imply that, without thinking, they accept
emotion as an integral part of musical expression. But unlike
Wackenroder, they take it for granted that poetry too can
(4) (5)
express all kinds of emotion, and so can song. In his
(6)
essay Symphonieen, Tieck places music higher than drama as a
means of emotional expression* On the other hand, it is
interesting to notice that he often makes the same claims fir
poetry as Wackenroder does for music. For instance,
(7)
Wackenroder states that music mirrors the human soul; similarly
(1)brentano, G»S», ii, p. 243.
(2)Brentano, S.W,, iv, p* 389. C^. ix(2), p. 99; G.S., ii,
pp. 8, 422; vii, 275.
(3)Tieck, Gedichte, ed. cit., p* 411. Of. Von der Leyen, i, 
pp. 284, 2Ô6, è96; Schriften, xvi, p® 413; xvii, p. 312.
(4)Tieck, Gedichte, ed. cit.. pp. 389, 308, 360; also Franz 
Sternbald* s words: "ich fuhle es jetzt, wie die Dichter 
entstanden sind. Du vermagst das Wesen, was Dein innerstes 
Herz bewegt, nicht anders auszusprechen." (Schriften, xvi, 
p. 78). Brentano, letter to an unnamed young lady, 21. Jan., 
1838, (G.S®, ix, p. 370).
(5) Tieck, (iedichte, ed. cit., pp# 278f. Brentano, G.S., ii, p. 
422; S.WT, p; 66.----  ---
(6)Von der Leyen, i, pp. 299-310.
(7)Ibid., p* 189: In dem Spiegel der TBne lernt das menschliche 
Herz sich aelber kennen."
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Tieck writes of Shakespeare*s plays: "Alle sind treue Spiegel
(1)
der Seele des Dichters." and he praises A. W. Schlegel*s
(2)
Tristan for the same reason. He echoes Wackenroder*s view
-------- (3)
that music is capable of expressing mixed emotion, and again
suggests that poetry can do the same. The refrain of a
(4)
mediaeval lyric seems to him to laugh and weep at the same time, 
and in Much Ado about Nothing, he finds the a simi&Or compound 
of merriment and sorrow. Ip a statement on tragedy, he goes 
still further, and implies that this intermingling of opposite
emotions is fundamental to the genre, because it is
(6)
fundamental to »an4 man*s deepest emotional life.
Wackenroder feils in music an uncanny ambiguity for 
which again he seems to find no parallel in peetry. the more 
reasonable art of poetry. For him, music is without a doubt
(1)K.S., i , p T  W .  ^
(2)"e s 1st etwas durchaus GBttliches, und nicht ein Theil 
deines Gemttths, sondern deine ganze Seele spricht in jeder 
Zeile." (Letter to A. W. Schlegel,((Nov. 180lJ Tieck und die 
Briider Schlegel. ed. cit.. p. 108). '
(3)Von der Leyen, i, p. 293: "Jammer und Glück, ü^ntzücken und 
Trftnen, allés in eins verwandelt und durch gegenseitigen 
Abglanz verschBnt." Of. p. 193; Schriften. viii. p. 48.
(4)K.S., i, p* 203.
(5)Gedichte, ed. cit., p# 574. Of. Schriften, v, p# 478; 
xxl, p. 1177
(6)K.S., ill, p. 73: "... es gibt gewisse ürschtitterungen, die 
die Seele so tief in ihrer Wurzel erfassen, dass auch selbst 
die TBne der Freude von dem ewigen Schmerz nachklingen.
und dass wir dies flihlen und verstehen 1st die Aufgabe einer 
je den 'l*ragBdie."
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the most inexplicable of the arts ; it is surrounded by the
CJ
mystery of an oracle. He Writes: "Ja, jeden Augenblick
schwankt unser Herz bel dense^lben fBnen, ob die tBnende Seele
ktthn alle Eitelkeiten der Walt verachtet, und mit edlem Stolz
zum Himmel hin^ufstrebt, - Oder, ob sie alle Himmel und Gfltter
verachtet und mit frechem Streben nur einer einzigen, irdischen
(1)
Seligkeit entgegendringt." This suggestion that music can
express evil as well as good seems at first sight to be at
variance with Wackenroder*s conception of music as the holiest
and most innocent of the arts; but a clue to this apparent
(2)
contradiction is given in the same essay, in his contention 
that, although there is no ev^l inherent in music, man's 
earthly nature can import evil into it, his earthly thoughts 
can batten on it. 'Thus music possesses "frevelhafte Unschuld". 
It is an art involving contradictions, capable of expressing 
many things at once, and so eminently fitted to mirror the 
human heart with its paradoxical mixture of good and evil 
emotions.
(1)Von der Leyen, 1, pp. l937.
(2)Das eigentiimllche iimere Wesen der Tonkunst, ibid. , p* 186.
(5)v. ibig., p. 154: ^'Und eben diese freveïhafte Un^cüul.d_,
diese furchtbare, orakelmfissig-zweîdêutigè Dunkelheit, 
macht die Tonkunst recht eigentlich jsu einer Gottheit fûr 
mensctriche Herzen." pp. 278f.[lt is doubtful whether
Tieclc or"l7aclcenroder is the author of this essay, v. p. 274, 
f ootnotel.]
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Brentano and Tieck agree that, although music is 
intrinsically holy, it can he used by the wicked for their own 
ends; it can then express evil emotions, which appeal to the
evil in man's heart and lead him astray. Tieck exemplifies
(1)
this in the luring Venusberg music, the siren songs of the
(2)
sorceress Jiphebe, and the voluptuous piano music played by
(3)
Louise Blainville to draw William Lovell into her clutches.
The evil spirit Apo, in Brentano's Romanaen vom Rosenkranz,
even places music on the same level as the love potÈon, and
(4/
deals with both subjects in one lecture. Both Tieck and 
Brentano were occasionally assailed in their own lives by the 
fear that poetry too has this paradoxical power for evil.
In a letter to Friedrich Schlegel in 1803, Tieck tells how he 
suddenly became convincedjthat his literary gifts and his love 
of poetry were leading him astray. "In dieser Zeit konnte ich 
unmëglich die Hand an etwas anlegen, denn allés erschien mir 
als die bflseste Sûnde, als eine unglükselige, bëse Magie, die 
ihre aerstfirende und hBllisohe Kraft auf mich selbst
(1;Schriften, iv, p» 182.
(2)H.S., 1, p* 22.
(3)gcliriften. vi, p. 94. Cf. viii, p. 144; xiii, p. 206.
(4)5.W., Tv, p. 25. Of. pp. 88, 326, 330.
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(1)
zurückwerfen müste." In Tieck* s life this was only a passing
phase,and is not refected in his works. Brentano was a prey
(2)
to such fears from 1817 onwards. He condemned his own
(3)
youthful works , and came to the conclusion that all but sacred
art possesses power for eviljLs well as good: “Sie^ie Kunst^
liegt».... zwischen Himmel und HBlle, und Bffnet beiden
(4)
die Thore."
The approach of all three authors to music and poetry 
is determined to a large extent by their deep interest in the 
emotional aspect. If a work moves them , they consider it a 
great work, and they tend to disregard any other aspect. 
Wackenroder unhesitatingly places music above poetry for its 
supreme power of arousing our 4 emotions, even of educating 
us emotionally. "Siejdie TBneJsind es, wodurch wir das
(1)Letter to brledrich Schlegel, 16. Dec., 1803, (tieck und 
die Brüder Schlegel, ed. cit., p. 147). "VorzïïgîTch 
fingstigte'mlch allés, was mir bis dahin das Liebste gewesen 
war: meine Liebe zur Poesie, mein Talent schienen mir 
recht eigentlich das BBseste in mir."
(2)This was ÿhe date of his return to the Catholic Church.
(3)V.letters to unnamed friends, 8. Feb., 1824, (G.S#, ix, pp. 
ïï5f), 3. July, 1826, (p. 141), 5. Feb., 1827, 176f) ,
15# Jan., 1837 (p.353) , 13. Nov., 1839, (p. 376).*
(4)Letter to an unnamed lady, 8. Dec., 1818, (G*S., viii, p. 330) 
and-f-Deev-;-181ëT-tPT-2Gë Cf. letter probably to the same 




Gefühl fühlen lernen." Music awakens in us feelings that we
had forgotten we possessed, and at the same timé arouses
(2) ' 
hitherto unexperienced emotion. Wackenroder attributes this
miraculous power to a strange sympathy that exists between
(3)
music and the human heart, so that they vibrate in consonance.
It is perhaps significant that he hardly ever refers to
individual musical works; he speaks of music in general, thus
implying that all music has this direct appeaj. In the realm
of literature on the other hand, he finds it necessary to
distinguish between one work and another. Schiller's odes,
(4;
Kabale und Liebe, some of Diderot's plays for instance, are 
capable of arousing emotion in him. But he finds that, all too 
often, the percipient is kept outside the work, and compelled
to think rather than to feel. The odes of Ramier and Horace,
(5)
and many French literary works seem cold and forbidding.
There is then nothing in the very essence of poetry to 
compare with the immediate and inevitable emotional effect of 
music#
Tl)Von der Leyen / 1, p# 1090
(2)Ibid.,
(3)^ 1 3 ., p. 188: "...einer jeden der Melodieen zittern andre 
Pibern unsers Herzens antgegen."
(4)Letters to Tieck, 18. Jun., 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, p. BOt; 
20. Jul., 1792 (ibid., p# 94) ;pDec. 1792](ibid#, p# 136)#
(5)letter to TieckJ|Eec. 1792J (ibid., p. 13617
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Tieck and Brentano make no such clear-cut distinction
between music and poetry. They attribute to both arts a
but
magical power of arousing emotion, and like Wackenroder they
base their aesthetic judgments primarily on the emotional
effect of a work. Brentano writes of Schiller's Jungfrau von
(1)   -------
Orleans; "Mich hat sie gar nicht gerührt", and t W a  implies
that the 4 work has no further interest for him. Similarly
Tieck condemns Klopstock's Messias because it leaves him unmoved,
"ohne Erregung des Mitleids , Schrecks, des Hasses Oder der
(2)
Liebe." He condemns some music too, on exactly the aak same 
grounds: "Das Quinkeliren und Paukenschlagen, - ach, es geht
zum einen Ohr hinein und zum andern hinaus und das Herz weiss
(3)
nichts davon. On the other hand, he and Brentano agree
that most music and poetry is capable of arousing intense
feeling. It does not merely skim the surface of man's
emotions, but plumbs their very depths. As we should expect,
Wackenroder differs from the other two in attributing this
forceful and irresistible effect onlÿ to music. For him
music is a language "die jeden bis in die innerwten Nerven
(4) (5)
ergreift," and! chords can be "herazerknirschend". Tieck too
(1)Letter to 5avigny,)l4. Dec., ISOl] (Ünsterbliches Leben, ed. 
cit., pp. 249f.J
(2)Letter to Solger, 17. Dec., 1818 (Tieck and Solger, ed. cit#, 
p. 493).  ^  —  ---
(3)Letter to Wackenroder, 28. Dec., 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, 
p* 151). Of. Brentano's description of some music as
"booksteifTT G»S®, v, p. 436.
(4)Von der Leyen, i, p* 169.
(5)Ibid., p# 177#
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writes of the magical power of song in one of his sonnets
(1)
from Alma;
Woher, du süsser Ton mit deinem Klingen?
Bear
Der wie ein Zauher hlitzend in mich schliget,
Dass furchtsam sich das Herz nur zitternd reget,
Vor Sehnsucht, Lust, vom Auge Thrânen rinnen?
Here the metaphor of the lightning flash emphasizes the
immediacy and penetrating force of the musical effect* In
his criticism of the first performance of Beethoven's Fidelio,
Brentano tries to find-w express the same thing, when he says
(2)
that the audience was moved as if by the Archangel Michael.
Both Wackenroder and Brentano use the word Taumel to suggest
this overwhelmingly forceful effect of music, and it is
interesting to find that Tieck selects a similar image, -
(4)
"poetischen Rausch", - to denote the emotional state induced 
by poetry. This phrase and his repeated use of the verb 
erschttttern imply that, in his view, poetry, like music,
provides an aesthetic experience that is deep and exciting
(5)
and affects the whole soul. He ascribes the greatness of
(i;Gedichte, ed. clt., p# 356. Cf. K.S., i , p® 62.
(2)Ersbe Vorstellung des Fidelio von^Beethoven, Berliner 
Neudrucke as above, p. 152. Cf. S.W., ivj p. 102; G.S#, vii 
P» l99.
(3)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 131. Brentano, S.W., 
ix(2), p. 28o
(4)K.S., i, p. 78.
, iii, pp. 49, 58, 68, 82, 254; letter to A. W. Schlegel, 
C? kov. 1801](Tieck und die Bruder Schlegel, ed. cite, p. 107)
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Kleist's plays to their power "unser Herz bis auf den tiefsten
(1)
Grund zu erschiittem. ", and — he takes Shakespeare as 
the supreme example of thyis as of other poetic excellences:
"Er   erschüttert durch kühne Schlâge seinesbenies inAig
(2)
und bis zum Erschrecken. " Er schrecken he suggests, forms
part of this aesthetic experience at its highest intensity;
( 3  )
Homer, like Shakespeare, fills him with ke terror. It is the
(4)
final stage of this violent emotional disturbance.
Thus Tieck and Brentano ascribe the power of 
spiritual and emotional enrichment to both music and poetry, 
whereas Wackenroder unhesitatingly gives precedence to musio 
in both the religious and the emotional spheres. This 
difference of opinion suggests that there must be a 




(3)Letter to Friedrich Schlegel,Mar* I8 O1J(Tieck vmd die 
Brûder Schlegel, ed. cit., 65.; Cf.Schriften, iv, p« 427.
(4)cy.. the terror felt by Johanne9 (.iSnBrentano ' s’ Chronikg
eines farenden Schttlers,) at his first glimpse of the minster : 
"Besonder8 aber hat mein Herz der hohe Mtinsterttrm
erschüttert,  ailes Menschenwerk hat etwas
JSrschreckendes." (D.L. Reihe Romantik, xvi, p. 120;j 
further, S.W., v, p. S55; Wackenroder, letter to Tieck,
Dee., 1792j(Von der Leyen, ii, p. 136)»
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C H A P T E R  I V
THE MEDIUM IN MUSIC AND POETRY.
AN ANALYSIS OP THE VIEWS OF TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO.
In the Phantaslen tiber die Kunst Tieck and
Wackenroder insist on the unique position of music among the
arts. In their view, music is the one art that is pure
expression in itself. Tieck contrasts it with sculpture and
painting; these are representative arts which Imitate or
idealize what already exists. Music, on the other hand, is
(1)
free from this dominance of ^outward things; it does not
mediate between man and the outside world. "Der Geist kann
sie nicht mehr als Mittel, als Organ brauchen, sondern sie ist
(2) , '
Sache selbst." Tieck and Wackenroder attribute this to the
peculiar character of the medium of music, to the fact that
musical sounds exist in their own right and have no connection
with everyday life. So music too exists in a world apart,
"well sie eine Sprache redet, die wir im ordentlichen Leben
(3)
nicht kennen# " The choice of the words Sprache and reden 
immediately suggests a comparison with the medium of poetry.
(1)Tieck, Von der Leyen, 1, p. 2ÔS: "Sie[die TëneJ ahmen nicht 
nach, sie verschBnern nicht."
(2)Ibid. p. 268.
(3)Wackenroder, ibid., p# 168. Of. Tieck's statement: "Sie 
[diese TBneJsind eine abgesonderte Welt für sich selbst."
(ibid., p. 295).
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Clearly musical sounds speak in a unique way, for they have no
meaning in the ordinary sense, - nothing to compare with the
logical content that makes words of vital importance as a means
of communication. At the same time, Tieck and Wackenroder
realize that there is aqjknalogy between musical sounds and the
musical aspect of words, that poetry, like music, consists of
(2)
sounds succeeding one another in time. Brentano likewise
realizes that words have a two-fold nature, for in the
Chronika eines farenden Schülers, he makes Ritter Veltlin
(3)
distinguish clearly between soundand content.
It is in the relative emphasis laid on these two 
aspects of words as an artistic medium that the three authors 
differ, and that their views on the relation of music and 
poetry are chiefly revealed.
(1)ïn Tieck*s novel Franz SternbaldsWanderûngen, Rudolph,
in conversation with artists, compares visual art and music: 
"Bedeutung im gewBhnlichen Sinne 1st leider eine Bedingung 
Eurer Kunst."(Sctoiften, xvi, p. 302.) Cf. Wackenroder*s 
Question: "Was wolien sie, die saghaften und zweifelnden 
Vernünftier, die jedes der hundert und hundert Tonstticke in 
W/torten erkl&rt verlangen, und sich darin nicht darin finden 
kflnnen, dass nicht jedes eine nennbare Bedeutung hat, wie 
ein Gemfilde?" (Von der Leyen, i, p. 188/.
(2)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p# 189; letter to Tieck,
[? Dec.j, 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, p« 130).
(3;D.L., Reihe Romantik, xvi, p. 151: "Rede. .... deren
Ewlgkeit besteht in der Heiligkeit und Wurde des Inhalts, 
die in den lebendigen Boden der zuhBrenden Seele fallen 
und Gates entztinden in §lle Kwigkeit. Ihre Sterblichkeit 
aber ist der Klang des Worts, das da schallt und verstummt^ 
damit ein andres folge."
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1. THE TRANSITORY NATURE OP THE MEDIA OP
MUSIC AND POETRY.
Wackenroder is deeply impressed by the transitory
nature of music, which results from the character Af its
medium. Musical sounds emerge from silence, live for a brief
moment, and then die away into silence again. However b
brilliant they may seem, they have no substance, and "mit ein
paar leisen Seufzern zerspringt die ganze lauttBnende,
lebenvolle Welt, gleich einer glinzenden Lufterscheinung, ins
(1)
unsichtbare Nichts." Wackenroder makes no reference, however,
to the transience of poetry; this already suggests that he is
more conscious of verbal logic than of verbal music. Tieck
and Brentano on the contrary stress the trarâtory and
Evanescent nature of poetry almost as frequently and consistently
as that of music. Tieck speaks of "das.... verhallende
(2) (3)
Gesprflch" and "verklingende TBne", and makes a fictional
character compare the word to the twittering of swallows in
(4)
the desert, - a small indeterminate sound lost in empty space. 
II;Von der Leyen, 1, p* 1Ô3#
(2)Gedichte, ed, cit., p# 325.Gf. Sotoiften. viii, p* 144.
(3)Schriften, xxvi, p. 534. Of. p# 567; Vlttorla Accorombona, ^ 
ed. cito7 P* 89; Von der Leyen, i, p. 272: "Gedichte verklinge
(4)Maze! in Per Aufruhr in den Cevennen. ^ Schriften, xxvi, p# 208); 
"Was liegt wohl in einem Wort? 0 du arme Laut, wie 
Schwalbenzwitschern scheinst du in der WÜste zu verballen".
[He contrasts this with the power of the logical contentJ
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Brentano too uses the verbs verhallen, verklingen. verschallen 
and verstummen with reference to both musio and poetry, and 
most frequently to describe the Liéd, which he considers as thw 
most intimate union of these two arts, and hence particularly
i (2)
^insubstantial. For instance, he imagines his songs floating
(3)
through the roses and up to the moon, or begs echo to capture
(4)
them before they die away. Thus it seems probable that
Tieck and Brentano appreciate poetry in the same way as music,
(5)
that is, as a sequence of sounds fading away in turn.
To express the evanescence inherent in the auditory
medium of music a or poetry, all three authors draw parallels
with transient and insubstantial phenomena from other sense
spheres. Visual images, especially comparisons with light,
express at the same time the transience of musical sound aed
(1;G.5., 11,~p# 234: "Worte irren und verklingen.
p. 92: "Stumm 1st die Lippe, verballÿ der Ton."
(2)He himself often composed music and words simultaneously.as 
a unified whole according to the statements of Frau von 
Ahlefeld. (quoted by H. Uardauns, Die M&rchen Clemens 
Brentanos, KÜÏn, 1895^ pp. 94ffj.
(5)S.W. , f^2) , p. 367. Of. V, p* 117; G.S., ii, p® 124;
44} "Versmllet auch
Mancn Lied so rein,
Ich singe cndre dir!"
(4)G.8., ii, p. 123. Of. p# 348.
(5)Cf, Bansen's statement in Franz Sternbalds Wanderungen , 
(rTeck, Schriften, xvi, p# TSTJl "Denn was ist Poesie und
Musik, die so fïÜchtig voriiber rauschen und uns kaum 
anrühren? Jetzt vernehme ich die Tflne und dann sind sie 
vergessen, - sie waren und sie waren auch nicht; Klânge, 
Worte, von denen ich niemals recht weiss, was sie mir sollen" 
CHe is speaking from the artist's point of view.jj
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and the contrast between its momentary brilliance and the
silence that follows. The sound that dies vanishes as
completely as the light that goes out. For example, Tieck
writes: "Die TBne versanken, wie der Mond hinter einem
schwarzen Tannenhain untergeht; sie verloschen, wie ein femes
Licht in der Sturmnacht dem Wanderer auf sumpfiger Heide
(1) (2) 
erlischt." The likening of music to a shining vision or
(3)
to rainbow colouts emphasizes both its lack of substance and 
its impermanence. It is also often compared to swiftly
(41
moving or flickering light, - a flame that burns itself out,
( p HVà.ô ii, p# S. of. p# 25; p. 44: "Der Gesang erloseh. " 
âcËrlften,iv, p« SÜS*: "Wie ein blauer Lichtstrom versank 
der Ton.^ Most^ of these images refer to miksic or song, but 
occasiohally light imagery is used to express the transience 
of poetry too, e.g. Brentano*s lines:
"Willkomm, leb* wohl!
So spricht ein liebend GrÜssen
Zu Lichtern, die den Scheideblick versüsses,
Wenn Dichter unsre ewigwn Gedanken 
Vermâhlen in des Augenblickes Schranken."
(G.S., ii, p. 526).
Images of light are also sometimes used to express the force 
of penetration of words, e.g. "Sein Wort ein Blitzstrahi 
mir ins Innere f%llt." (Brentano, x, p# 185;.
(2)IWackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 193.
(3)Tieck, Sctoiften, v, p. 307: "So erfftllt jetzt der 
sohmeicEeIn3[i~îôn der Musik die Luft, ... und doch darf nur 
der finger innehalten, so verstummen alle diese beredten 
Geister, so fSllt das glânzenden Gebftude zusammen und keine 
Spur aller der Krista lie und funkelnden Regenbogen bleibt 
zur^ck."
(4)Brentano, S.W., iv, p« 105: »Alle TBne
Scbneller, jubilnder und neI1er
Bis zu einer wilden Flamme,
Die sich wieder selbst verzehrte,
Bis zur stillen, glühen Asche."
Cf. G ^ . , ii, p. 353: "Lass* das Lied
Nicht so alleine,
Ach, der helle Schimmer 
Bald verglüht."
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or lightning flashes. Brentano writes:
"Von unsren Pfeifen lust'ge Lieder,
(1)
Wie Blitze durch das Dunkel fliehn."
Images such as this express the dynamic movement of music as
well as its transience, and include the idea of flight. Tieck
(2)
thinks of both words and musical sounds as winged and fleeting;
Hence it is not surprising that poetic ideas (whiah are formed
(3)
of words) seem to him to flutter past, so that the reader's
(4)
mind must be nimble to catch them in flight. Brentano uses 
the verbs fliehen, fliegen and hinwegschweben in similar 
contexts; he writes: "Die TBne singen Liebe dir und fliehen"^
(1)Ô.à#, ii, pV 333. Uf. 8#W®. V, p. 252. “
(2)Gedichte, ed. clt., p. 584; "Dem Wort erwachsen Schwingen." 
Purther] pp. 308, 313, 432; K.S., iii, p# 39: "geflügelte 
Worte", and i, p. 201: "die beflugelten Laute"; Schriften, 
xviii, p. 300: "Diese fliegenden TBne", (also with reference 
to words); xi, p. 252: "Die TBne verfliegen", and p. 341: 
"Wie derjTon über die Felsen hinfliegt." - (with reference to 
musical sound;.
(3;K.g. , i, p. 78; Of. Vittoria* s words: "Freilich die Fabel 
rïlegt fort mit ScEmetterlingen, Schwalben und Nachtigallen. 
Wir kommen immer an das letzte Wort auch des schBnsten 
Gedichtes." (Vittorla Accorombona. ed. cit., i, p. 20).
(4)K^. , i, p* 3: "den Genus s..... den wir beim Le sen nur im 
Piuge ha 8 chen. "
(5)S.W. , V, p. 217. (^. p. 38. Here Ottilie speaks of her 




and speaks of the folksongs that he Is see^ng^ as a collection
of "vorüberfliegendey deutscher Poesieen." His images of
wind and water have the same effect; words and music seem to fe
(2)
him 3 0  ethereal that they float or are wafted away.
Wackenroder too suggests that musical sounds are as
(3)
insubstantial as air or clouds, and similarly Tieck terms the
(4) and
poet's song "ein Luftbild".Comparisons with mist# smoke also
(5)
occur, and all three authArjfs draw analogies between sound and
(6)
scent.
11 ) Letter to Goethe, &  J Feb., 1809. (Goethe und die RomantTk, 
II, p. 79, in Schriften der Goethe-Gesellschaft. xiv. ed.
C . Schüddekopf and Ô. Walzel, Weimar,1899/.
( 2 ) G ^ . , ii, p. 348: "Süsse Lieder
Ohne Echo hingeflossen,
Kehren nimmer wiederl"
Po 353: "All die fBne, all die Li/eder 
In der kühlen Nacht verwehen." 
p. 499: "Wenn die Tfine in der Nacht verrauschen."
S.W., ix^, p# 454: "die Worte tr&gt der Wind dahin."
GTT iv, pp. 48, 105:; G.S., vii, p. 234.
(3T7on der Leyen, i, p. Vo7z "...goldne Wolk^en luftiger
Harmonieen."; p. 165: "...luftige TBne,.... luftige, schBne 
Wolkengestalten."
(4)Schriften, x, p. 252.
(5)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 163; Tieck, Schriften, 
viii, p. 144; letter to Solger, 30. Jan., 1817 (Tieck and 
Solger, ed. cit., p.335). Of. Brentano, S.W., iv, p. 247.
(6)Wackenro3er, Von der Leyen, i, p. 178: "sTeTdie Spieler] 
füllten die ganze Luft mit den lieblichen Duften ihres 
Klanges an." Tieck, Sch?iften, xxiii, p. 67: "... in den 
zart duftendon Liedern des Spée." Tieck also speaks of the 
fragrance of Calderon's works (Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 436) 
and of Kleist's KStchen von Heilbro^ (K.S., ii, p. 40).
Cf. too Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 503, 197. Brentano 
wEimsicalïy imagines that the flowers exhale a De Profundis 
at Gallina's funeral. (S.W., xii(2) p# 60).
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Thus the most elusive and ethereal things are selected to
suggest the impermanence of both music and poetry. In Per
junge Tischlermeister Tleck gather# together imagery of light
and flight and air into an extended simile to express the fragile
evanescence of Shakespeare's 'l*welfth Night; ”..so viel
dichterischer üiigensinn, Tollheit, Weisheit.... dass das Poem
wie ein grosser, vielfarbiger Schmetterling durch reine, blaue
Luft flattert, der Sonne und den bunten Blumen seinen goldenen
wer
Glanz entgegen spiegelt, und nur ihn haschen will, urn ihn 
nâher zu betrachten, hüte sioh nur vom leichten Duft des 
zarteaten Blüte^taubes etwas abzustreifen, weil der kleinste
(1>
Verlust die wie in Luft hingehauchte SchBnheit schon verdirbt. " 
The natural inevitability of the transience of music and
(2)
poetry is emphasized by the use of the verbs sterben, ersterben
13)
and by comparison with the brief span of human life, the
(1)gcfoiften, xxviil, pp* This image is placed in the 
mouth of a fictional character, Jtamnrich, who, however, 
consistently puts forward Tieck's own views on drama; e.g. 
views on stage architecture, pp. 264f. (Cf. K»S#, i, pp. 175f, 
ill, pp. 173ff), on theatrical costume, pp. 297f. (Gf. K.S., 
iiijXviii; iv, pp. 9-15) and on A. W. SchSbegel's translation 
of Shakespeare, p. 260 (Of. K.S., 1, p. 146).
(2)Tieck, Schrifteny. viii, p. l44; "Per letzte sterbende Klang 
der FlBte” , and v, p. 370; Brentano, G.S,, ii, p. 924 354:
"Alle TBne stumra ersterben." 
and p. 92: "Ewig sterben und schweigen die Lieder".
Pd^her, 3.W., v, p* 57: "...ersterbende Akkorde."
(3)WackenrOder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 163.
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(1) (2)  
changing seasons, or the withering of leaves and flowers.
Tieck and Brentano sometimes suggest the swift passage of both
music and poetry by placing these in proximity or parallelism
with other transient things, as for instance ihn in Brentano*s
lines: "Wenn die Rosen nicht mehr glühen,
(3)
CJnd die TBne stumm werden/*
and in Tieck's: "Aus der Perne tBnten durch den Duft der
(4)
blühenden B&ume die ChBre der Jünglinge und M&dchen."
Tieck alone of the three writers uses musical imagery
to express the impermanence of other things, - for example,
the swift fading of beauty, j[8ie flieht wie der Friihling, wie
» ( 5)
der Gesang, wie die Liebe",]^ or of joy, 4-Wie 
"Wie Lautenton vortiberhallt,
(6)
j&ntflieht des Lebens schBnste Lust."
He places similar images in the mouth of fictional characters
too; Omar in the tale Abdallah compares the world to a song
---------------------  (7)
in which each sound is swiftly engulfed by the next, and
(1)fleck, Schriften, X, p. 45.
(2)Tieck, Gedichte7 ed. clt., p. 373.
(3)G.8., ii, po 476.
(4)Schriften, xi, p. 277. Gf. xxiii, p. 102: "Poesie und 
zarte Wundertr&ume"; xxviii, p# 275; Brentano, S.W., ix(2), 
p. 45.
(5)Schriften, xvi, p. 252.
(6)Schrlften, iv, p. 318.
(7)Schriftenq;i viii, p. 5: "Die Welt ist ein Gesang, wo ein 
Ton den andern verschlingt und vom nfichsten verschlungen 
wird#"
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Abdallah, wishing that he could capture the emotions that pass
s
fleetingly through his heart, exclaimf: "Ach, dass der Gesang
(1)
durch die Laute rauscht und nachher verstummt." This choice 
of musical images to suggest evanescence in general , implies 
that Tieck finds in music or song, even more than in poetry, 
the very essence of impermanence*
A remark of Hanswurst's, whom Tieck ironically depicts 
as the most sensible and perspicacious character ihj^erbino, 
suggests that he considered the poetic image itself to be one 
of the most transient of things, and that therefore all this 
imagery perhaps seemed to him a particularly apt means of 
expressing impermanence. Hanswurst says: "Das Leben eines 
solchen poetischen Bildes ist ein armes, sehr kurzes Leben, mit 
dem man etwas mehr Mitleid haben sollte: es entsteht und vergeht 
ohne gewûrdigt, ja fast ohne bemerkt zu werden*"
Since words and musical sounds have such a brief life, 
it follows that the art of the actor and singer ar executant 
too is transient, and concentrated within the passing moment. 
Tieck has a clear realization of this as one of the main
problems of the actor* Unlike the creative artist, he cannot
(3)
work slowly and in solitude, nor, having achieved an artistic
tl;ibld*, p. 4^; the choice o? the lute to depict impermanence 
of sound seems particularly apt, since the lute-player has 
no me^ns of sustaining the notes.
(2)Schriften, x, 29f*
(3)&*8., Tv, p. 45: "...weil er das im Augenblick hervorzaubern 
soil, wozu sich Dichter, Musi^er und Maler wenigstens mehr 
Zeit und Einsamkeit gBnnen."
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(1)
performance, can he preserve it. All that remains afterwards
is an inadequate memory in the minds of the audience. Tieck
does not mention thde the parallel case of the singer or ^
executant, but this is natural in view of his preoccupation
with the stage and the training of actors. Brentano on the
other hand implies a momentary comparison between the two,
when he maintains that it is impossible to argue about either
acting or musical execution afterwards, - as impossible as it
(3)
would be to argue about cloud shapes after they have passed.
There is naturally an elegiac note of regret in this
awareness of transience in music and poetry, - a feeling of
(4)
irretrievable loss, In the eighth of his Romanzen vom
Rosenkranz, Brentano depicts the grief of the audience at
(5)
parting from a great singer, for her art goes with her, and as
Wackenroder says, music provides only "eine rûhrend kurze
(6)
Freude.’ Only Tieck suggests that its very transience may add
to our delight: "Ach, das bin ichi klagt die Seele in die TBne,
U (7)
Um so kürzer euer Leben, um so mehr nur hold und schBneV
UiK.s., iii7"p“ 75".------------- :------:--------------
(2)K»So, iv, p. 339: "Freilich geht ihr der [BiihnenkunstI]
Eredx^is auch selbst wieder spurlos, wie ein Sohatten^ vorüber, 
und ein ungenügendes Andenken an die gros sen Momenta des _ 
Genus se 8 und der Entztickung erfiillt uns mit Wehmut."
(3)Valeria Oder Vaterlist. ed. cii*, p. xxvii. (Letter intended 
for publication in the Dramaturgischen BeobachterirîMar. 1814)
(4) Brentano, G»S., ii, p. 3Î8T
( 5 ) ^ . ,  iv, ppT 94ff.
(6)Von deé Leyen, i, p# 163.
(7)Gediohte, ed. cit., 196.
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Although they are so keenly aware of the transitory
nature of the poetic medium, Tieck and Brentano also recognize ,
in agreement with Wackenroder, that poetry may be preserved in ’
writing and so gain permanence. Brentano makes remarkably few
(1)
references to this aspect of poetry however, and an examination 
of the utterances of Tieck and Wackenroder reveals in this as 
in other respects, a difference of conception of the medium of 
words. Wackenroder emphasises the preservation of content in 
writing; he poinÿs out that the eyes of posterity were 
directed towards the artist Francesco Francia by the poets who 
wove his praises into their works, he places ancient tomes
and lasting works of art visual art on the same level, as means
(3)
of preserving the memory of past ages. Tieck on the contrary 
still thinks of the sound of words, even when dealing with this 
more permanent aspect of poetry. Since he finds that his own
/oLfjtLy OH Its
enjoyment of the foetry of past ages, he wonders whether future
^ (4/
generations may enjoy his works in the sann way. It is the
K. (5)
sound that he ^opes may survive; and fictional characters in his
works show the same interest in sound rather than sense. For
example, Ohristoforo gmya in Tod des Dichters says of Camoens:
(6)
"Sein Nachruf and die Welt ertBnt fûr allé Zeiten." Marlowe in
7i;cf. t)*L., Reifee Romantik, xvi, p. 152; G.8., iv, p. 20.
(2)Wn Leyen, i, p. 13. ---
(3)Ibid,, p. 63. Of. p. 70.
(4)D.L., Reihe Romantik, vl, p. 144.
(5)CfT Qedichte, ed. clt., p. )Ë/ 367: "Alma, dein Name tfin 
Tn fernen Zeiten."
(6)8ohriften, xv xix, p. 362.
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pichterleben, is exalted by the thoughtjthat his works will
sound on meris lips long after St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey
have disappeared. Simiioirly Tieck writes of his own poems
yet to be written: "Vieles vergeht nicht was ich dann will singer
Was mir ins Herz die Liebe selbst geschrieben,
(2)
Und was austBnen goIdbeschwingte Reime,"
The repetition #of the verb tBnen and its compounds in all
these instances is symptomatic of Tieck*s interest in the
verbal music of poetry, rather than in its logeai significance.
Just as Tieck and Brentano have some appreciation of
the means by which the permanence of poetry can be assured, so
Wackenroder realizes the possibilities of permanence inherent
in music as well as its transience. Like Marlowe in Tieck*s
Dichterleben, Joseph Berglinger is comforted by the thought that
(3)
his works may long outlive him. Wackenroder maintains that
music, like other arts, is ta means of preserving ^ emotion
(4)
which so soon fades from the human heart. All three writers, 
however, express their conviction of the transience of music 
and poetry more forcibly, and with more vivid and striking 
imagery^ than their appreciation of its possible permanence.
TljSctolften, xviii, ife- pp. é5ff.
(2)gediohte, ed. cit., p. 368.
(3)Von der Leyen, i, pp. 143f.
(4)Ibid., pp. 149, 167ff.
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2. THE QUESTION OP THE POWER OP MUSIC AND POETRY
TO EXPRESS CONTINUITY.
Wackenroder lays great emphasis on the fluid nature of
the musical medium, on its sustained continuity and gentle
transitions. He draws a clear contrast between the flow of
musical sounds and the isolation /of words, and on this he
bases his statement that music is much apter than words to
express emotion, which is also in a continual state of flux.
The image of a stream naturally comes tp his mind as an
(1)
illustration. No words, he thinks, can convey the ever-
changing unbroken movement of a stream; and similarly, no words
can depict the ebb and flow of human feeling. Words can only
split the emotion into isolated particles and translate it
laboriously into another medium, - a foreign medium that can
only des(^be and defind, that is, that depends on logical
meaning; but musical sound can correspond closely to the
(2i
changing emotional mood and become identified with it.
Tl)Von der Leyen, 1, p. 1ÔÔ: ebenso ist es mit dem
geheimnisvollen Strome in den Tiefen des menschlichen 
Gemütes beschaffen, die Sprache zfihlt und nennt und 
beschreibt seine Vervi^dlungen, in fremdem Stoff ; - die 
Tonkunst strBmt ihn uns selber vor."
(2)Ibid. pp. 188f.
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Yet Wackenroder seeks an approximation to this fluid
outpouring o^ emotion in poetry too, and praises highly
anything that seems to him to approach it, - for example,
(1)
Schiller* s odes and some of Stollberg*s poems. He formulates
his conception of the ideal ode in a letter to Tieck; "..es
ist der feurige Strom der Leidenschaft, der wie die Lava vom
Aetna strBmt, wo nicht die Prage iat, warum diese Welle auf
jene folgt, warum jene grBssere alle kleineren vor sich ve-
(2)
verschlingt." But according to his own statements, this is
exactly what words cannot achieve, or at least can only half
achieve in comparison with music. It would have been interesting
to examine from this point of view his own attempts at the
writing of odes, but unfortunately these are not available.
We can only conclude from the discussion in Tieck*s letter of
(3)
Deo. 28., 1792, that Wackenroder aimed at a planless
(4)
outpouring of emotion in fluid rhythms, and that the result
was chaotic and difficult to understand. Tieck writes: "Es ist
ein Peuer, das kein andrer versteht, es ist bloss für Dich
(5)
gediohtet." Here Tieck seems to agree that words are not
(if? Leo.. 17923iVon der Leyen, ii, p. 1^6). Of, Wackenroder*s 
praise of Tieck*s Abschled, because it is "allés aus dem 
Strom der Empfindung eines vollen Herzens." Jan., 1793, 
ibid., p. 188).
(^IZfTfec., 1792j(Ibid. , p. 136.)
(3) Ibid., pp. 15ÜIT7 .
(4)6f. Wackenroder*s letter to Tieck,L?JNov., 1792 (Ven-der 
(Ibid., p. Ill): "Es ist mir gar auffallend, dass, sobald ich
  mit Dir mûndlich in das Feld der Poesie hineinschweife,
mein Blut sich erwârmt und ich meine lebhaften Empfindungen 
in Khythmen daher strBmen zu lassen versucht werde."
(5)Ibid,. p. 156. Tieck had indeed misunderstood the whole 
situation depicted by Wackenroder in his ode. tCf. ibid., p. 
17b). —  ----
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an adequate medium for the expression of intense individual
feeling, and, like Wackenroder, he attributes this to the
unceasing ebb and fSiow of human emotions: "eine wMlzt sich über
die andre, keine bleibt stehend und fest, und das erregt den
sonderbarejs Zustand, den Du unmoglich in Verse bringen kannst.S
The hero of his Novelle Abdallah echoes this view: "Es gibt
keine Worte, keine Sprache, in der ich allés so lebendig, so
lauter hingiessen kBnnte, wie es hier in meinem Herzen strBmt
(2)
und lebt," and the choice of imagery verbs indicates that
again it is the fluidity of feeling that baffles expression in
words. Tieck speaks of the melody of the emotional stream
within the poet’s soul, thus suggesting that it has greater
affinities with music than with words; but at the same time,
he implies that this stream in aL 1 its barely perceptible
(3)
fluctuations is the source of the poet’s works. Words may
(4)
be inadequate, but they are the only medium ÿhe poet has;
and Tieck’s consistent use of water imagery to describe poetry
(1)Letter to Wackenroder, È8. bee., 1792 (ibid., p. 160).
(2^ Schriften, viii, p# 54.
(3)Schriften, xvi, pp. 64f: "Besenders ist der Geist des Dichteij 
ein ewig bewegter Strom, dessen murmelnde Melodie in
keinem Augenblicke schweigt, jeder Hauch rtthrt ihn an und  ^
lâsst eine Spur zurück, jeder Lichtstrahi spiegelt sich ab, 
er beda^f der ifistigen Materie am wenigsten und hMngt am 
meisten von sich selber ab."
(4)Of. Albrecht’s words in Franz SternbaldA/^ Wanderungen .
ibid., p. 114]!
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as well as music suggests that he does not after all consider 
them so far inferior to musical sounds as a means of 
expressing continuity.
These images of water assume a variety of forms.
Tieck compares both music and poetry to a gentle stream
(1)
rivulet, and to indicate the uninterrupted dynamic force of
(2)
Goethes Faust he uses the image of a cataract. The verbs
strBmen and fliessen alternate with the less usual ones giessert,
rieseln, schwimmen and rauschen to express the liquid progress
of both arts, e.g. "Die Musik der Messe strBmte und wogte / in
()) _
voller/en Accorden," and " lEsl1st allés rund mit Poesie
(4) • .
timgossen"; the image of waves suggests fluctuations of
(5)
intensity. The terza rima with its intertwining of lines by
means of rhyme is, in Tieck’s blew, a particularly fluid
(1; ibid. V  po~^45; "Lass doch der unschuldigen t^oesie ihr en 
Gang, wenn der stille Bach sich einmal ergiesst." Also 
Von der Leyen, i, p. 296: "Die MusiktBne gleichen oft einem 
feinen flilssigen Elements, einem klaren, spiegelhellen 
Bache." Of. also Schrifèèn, iv, p. 304.
(2)Gedichte, ed. clt. , p. SsS. Gf. p. 38V.
(5)Schrifben, xxiii, p. 347. i
(4)Von der Leyen, i, p. 317. Of. Schriften, ix, p. 204 (rieseln)' 
Gediohte, ed. cit.p. 289(rauschen;; D .L .. Reihe Romantik, vi,
p 0 122 (%ïrBmen von TBnen"); Von der Leyen, i, p« 296 
(fliessen); p. 306 (Schwimmen). Of. also Wackenroder,
Von der Leyen, i, p. 160: "eine schwimmende Welt von TBnen".
(5)K»S., i, p* 201: "das Rieseln eines muntern Baches, dessen 
Wellen freudig zusammenklingen." (Here Tieck is referring to 
poetry.] Gf. Gediohte, ed. cit. , p. 168; Von der Leyen, 1, 
p. 286: ""Alle Wellen des musikalischen Meeres."
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measure; of A* Wé Schlegel’s Prometheus (written in this form;,
he says: "Wie ein ernster Strom rauscht ohne Absata und Pause
(1)
das Gedicht uns voriiber."
Brentano too uses water imagery to describe both poetry
and music, thus suggesting a simikar musical flow in both; to
select only two examples, he speaks of "die Wellen sanfter
(2 )
lamben" , and of the sound of a flute in Wellen himmelblauer
(3)
Heiterkeit." Like Wackenroder, he perceives a correspondence
between the mysteriuus river of music and the mysterious flow
of human emotion, - but from the point of view of the percipient
(4)
rather than'of the creative artist. Both Tieck and
Brentano emphasize the fluid nature of song, as the union of
music and poetry. Tieck writes: "Der Gesang zog wie mit Wogen
(5)
durch die Kirche", and Brentano carries the image still
(6)
further and imagines the listener drinking the stream of song.
(1)K#3#, i, 108. 6f. pv Von der Leyen, i, p. 244; "Dante singt 
in prophetischen wunderbar verschlungenen Terzinen seine 
Dichtung, nirgena ein Stillstand, nirgend wo die Pracht der 
gewaltigen Verse aufhBrte."
( 2 ) 8 ^ . , V, p. 358.
(3)S.W., ix(2), p# 451. Gf. iv, p. 104; p. 103: "Rauschet, 
strBme t , Tone swe 1 len.
(4)S.W, iv , p. 30: "ihr zum Herzen hingedrungen,
Sind die Pluten des Gesanges;
Ihr im Busen ist entsprungen 
Eine Quelle des Verlangens,
Und der Tfcr&nen Fluth wird suchen 
Stets die FltLthen deXs Gesanges 
Bis sie einst durch Gottes Wunder 
Selig ineinander fliessen.^fallen."
(5)Schriften, xvi, p# 65.
(6)S»W., lxT2) , p. 45. Of. iv, p. 30.
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Thus it seems that all three authors seek a musical
fluidity in poetry, but whereas Tieck and Brentano find it,
and stress the affinity of poetry and music resulting from .
the fact that both arts use an auditory medium, Wackenroder,
on the contrary, dnaws a contrast between the two arts, and
emphasizes the logical, non-musical aspect of words. Yet he
was not oblivious to their musical value; pis interest in old
German literature was stimulated by his delight in the melody
(1)
of the East Pranttonian dialect; and his criticism of Tieck’s
early work Rosstrapp is based on a musical view of language,
for he maintains that if Tieck had only read the work aloud,
(2)
he would have surely recognized ±ts mediocrity. He claims that
(3)
he knows more than Tieck about versification, rhythm and euphony^
but does not consider these factors of prime importance to the
(4)
muse of poetry, which is so dependen^t on logical ideas.
Poetry seems to him much less ethereal than music, mufth more 
firmly anchored to the ground, both by the logic of its content 
and the comparative solidity of its medium.
(1)letter to Tieck, Dec., 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 130).
(2)Letter to Tieck,%  Jan., 1793 (ibid., p. 183).
(3)Letter to Tieck, M 5. Mar. . IVPgHTbid., p. 198).
(4(Von der Leyen, i, p. 173; die vernunftreiche Muse der 
Dichtkunsto"
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3. THE DELIGHT OP TIECK AND BRENTANO IN VERBAL 
MUSIC: THEIR CORRESPONDING TENDENCY TO
DISREGARD THE LOGICAL CONTENT OP WORDS.
Tieck’s définitioh of song as "erhtthte Deklamation
(1)
und Rede" suggests emphasis on the similarity of the media
of music and poetry. In his view, words tend to become music
as soon as they are raised above the level of everyday life,
as soon as they are fraught with emotional associations for the
listener, and no longer used as a mere means of communication.
For example, the words of one beloved may sound like the notes
(2) (3)
of a flute, and the utterances of a poet like an Easter hymn,
even though the actual logical consent is insignificant.
Hence Tieck concludes that there is music in all expression of
emotion, by whatever means: "Jede menschliohe Sprache, jeder
Ausdruck der Empfindung sollte Musik in einem mindern Grade
(4)
sein." For Brentano on the other hand, poetry is the 
universal art; it is the soul of A olII the others, and at the
same time includes something of the others within itself.
(1)von der Leyen, i, p. 5051 "
(2)Schriften, iiy p. 74. Cf. le Brentano’s letter to Sophie 
Mereau, 20. Nov., 1804 (Briefwechsel zwischen Clemens 
Brentano und Sophie Mereau, ed, cit., ii, p. 13o)1
(3)5chrlften, xix, p. 364.
(4)von der Leyen, i, p. 305.
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It Is "Gesang deijParbe, Formen-Harmonie, Gestalt des Tons."
Both Brentano and Tieok suggest that words in poetry consist
(2)
of musical sound and colour; only occasionally do they add
(3)
logical content as a third component. The phrase "Parb^e
und Ton", or "Klang und Parbe" is used to describe words in
much the same way as one might speak of the tone-colour of a
musical instrument. In view of this, it is not surprising to
find that Brentano actually compares languages th musical 4
instruments, thus suggesting that each has its own inimitable
(4)
timbre. He and Tieck seek verbal music in language, and take 
this as their one criterion of its excellence. Other factors, 
such as wealth of vocabulary or accuracy of expression, are 
not taken into account. They agree that Italian is particularly 
apt as a poetic medium. Tieck even considers it so melodious, 
that it is pure poetry in itself without effort on the part of
(1)8eW., V, p. 2l7. Gf. p. 94. Here Molly Èodefield (in Godwi) 
maintains: "Die Poesie ist und bleibt die Seele des Drangs 
zu bilden, und sie sind Mahler, Sânger und Tonkünstler 
geworden durch die grBssere Macht eines einzelnen Organs in 
ihnen. " Of. also Tieck’s description of the gaden of poetry 
in Prlnz|Zer5ino; "Die Parbe klingt, die Form ertont....
SicbTParbe, Duft , Gesang Geschwister nennet. 
Umschlungen all sind alle,nur Ein Pi^ind,
In sel’ger Poesie so fest verbündet,
Dass jeder in dem Freund sich selber findet."
(Schriften, x, p. 25l)
(2)Brentano, 8#W., v, pp. 97f: "Das Wort hat Parbe und Ton." ‘
Gf. G#8,, vlTi. p. 222. Tieck, Schriften, x, p# 251; 1, p.vii: 
""Parbe und Ton" ; xxii, p. 277: " Klang und Parbe". Cf. also 
Tieck’s use of the word Goldton to describe Shakespeare’s 
Love’s Labours Lost, (xviii, p. 239)#
(3)V. Brentano, G#S#, Viii, p. 222: "Ton, Parbe und Inhalt."
(4)S*W,, V, p. 26èT "Jede Sprache.... gleicht einem 
ëlgent#ümlichen Instrument." Gf. Pk. 68, where Brentano 




the poet; he thus almost equates it with the "Sache selbst
(2)
of musical expression. But he maintains that German tto is so
melodious that the very sound of it woutd make anyone long to
(3)
be a poet. Mediacral German with its rich endings and
changeful vowels seems to him still more flexible and
(4)
harmonious as a medium. On the other hand, he makes Martin in
the Novelle Wunderlichkeiten condemn Portuguese for its
(5)
harshness; and similarly Brentano complains of the unmelodlous
(6)
nature of Latin. In each case the sound is considered of 
primary importance.
(1)Gedlchte, ed. cit., pp. 23 Of : "Gltickseliger Dichter,
Der du nur die schwache Peder
In den Wohllaut der süssesten Sprache(i.e.Italian 
Nachl&ssig tauchen darfst.
Wozu noch Bilder, Gedanken, Gefühle,
Wenn dein Mutterton sefeen-fttr-d4eh-d4ektet 
Schon ftir dich dichtet und die Herzen bewegt."
Of. Sctoiften, xviii, p. 182: "Wie schwimmt in diesem 
Sfïïrom des Wohllauts der dichtende Schwan und spielt im 
klaren Gewftsser, in diesen lautern Sprachwellen, die schon 
seit Petrarka so süss und'berauschend rieseln."(This view 
is placed in the mouth of the fictional character Smith.]
Of. also Brentano, S.W#, v, pp. 261f.
(2)V7 supra, p. 112.
(3)Qedichte, ed. cit., p. 440: "Wer mBchte nicht ein Dichter sein
Wenn ihm von Wohllauts Zungen 
Der deutsche Laut erklungen."
(4)K#8#, i, p. 197.
(5)ScEriften, xxv, p. 277: "So verschluckt der Portugiese fast 
allés, und spricht und seufzt mehr innerlich, als dass er 
Mund und Lippen die Sylben austBnen l&sst. Die meiste 
Beschâftigung hat noch die Na,se, weit mehr als selbst im 
PranzBsischen. Das klingt frëJLich wie Perkel und
Saugeschweinchen." [Martin shares Tieck’s delight in the 
Spanish language, and it therefore seems probable that this 
may be Tieck’s own conception of Portuguese too; but I 
have been unable to find references to support thisJ
(6)Letter to Sophie Mereau, 6. Nov., 1803 (Brlefwechsel 
zwischen Clemens Bret#ano and Sophie Mereau, ed. cit., ii, 
p. 83;; Pk. 11. ------ ------------------------
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Brentano’3 sheer delight in verbal music, - in 
rhythm, rhyme, assonance, refrain, vowel and consonant values 
and every musical device at the writer’s disposal, - is most 
apparent in his own practice. Tieck on the other hand is not 
averse to abstract discussion of art, and so gunple evidence of
his musical appreciation of poetry can be derived from
/
theoretical utterances as well as from his actual practice.
He depicts the Isuid of poetry as a magic realm echoing with
(1)
music, and maintains that, since the poet uses a musical
medium, he must himself be a musician; the gift of poetry is
first and foremost a gift of melody. Addressing the poet, he
says: "Du hast von seliger Musik getrunken,
Dem e ' (2)
Den ewgen Rausch dem goldndn Kelch entnommen."
(3)
He depicts the poet as a harp-player, - and the choice of
instrument is significant both for its peculiarly unearthly
music and its rich associations. Each poet, Tieck thinks, haa
his own "Tonweise", his distinctive musical phraseology, and
a great poet such as Shakespeare can ring the changes on all
(4)
the melodious possibilities his rich instrument affUords.
Thus music and poetry are j^eparably connected bby their
(3 )
medium, and the essence of poetry lies in its harmony and
T U Qchriften, x, pp. 653, É57. v. also the description of
Qloriana’s poetic kingdom in Das alte Buch. (xxiv, p. 118).
(2 )Gediohte, ed. clt., p. 164.
(3llbid., p#"?88; Schriften, xvi, p. 65.
(4)Scbrlften, xviiiT"ppT"532, 239.
(5)SchrifteQ, xiv, p. 147.
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(1)
its power to bewitch the ear. Tieck praises the mediaeval
poets especially for their art of making the subiect "prfichtig
(2)
und auffallend ftir das Ohr", and, like Herder, he insists
(3)
that all poets must sing and ^all poetry must be heard.
He instinctively uses the verbs tBnen kllngen and their 
comp (yds whenever he speaks of poetry. Symtomatic of this 
emphasis olL the musical aspect of words is the fact that both 
Tieck himsàlf and the characters he creates almost always 
speak first of the sound of a literary work, and only secondly 
of its content. In his article on Schiller’s Wallenstein 
trilogy, for instance, Tieck writea: "Der Deutsche vernahm 
wieder, was seine herrliche Sprache vermo^e, welchen mtichtigen
Klang, welche Gesinnungen, welch© Gestalten ein tiohter Dichter
(5)
wieder heraufgerufen habe. Her© we see too that verbal music
(1)3chrlften, ii, p. 74; ii, p# 379: "... diese Magie
3as Ùhr zu fesseln."
(2)v. supra, p* 28.
(3)Letter to Wackenroder, 28. Dec., 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, 
p. 1561. Gf. Schriften, xxiv, p. 121.
(4)Gedichte , ed. clt., p. 573: "...dwig klingen die Heroenlieder 
and p* 576:"^.... verschBnert tritt die Wahrheit
Verstftndlich auf in tBnenden Gedichten#"
K»S#, ill, p# 152, Tieck describes the verse in Iphigenie 
and Tasso as "so vollendet und schBn, wie ihn die deutsche 
Zung© nur austBnen kann." Further, K.S., ill, pp. 41, 44; 
Schriften, xxiii, p. 44; Vittoria Accorombona, ed. cit.,
T l , pp. 32f. et passim.
(5)k #So , ill, p »*39. of. Schriften, xxvii, p. 254.
Tieck» 3 comment on Luther» s translation of the Bible is
a notable exception to this precedence of sound over sense: 
"Mehr als zwei Jahrhunderte p w a f ^  seit^der poetischen 
Vollendung der deutschen Sprache verlaugen, als Luther sich 
ihrer annahm, und vorztiglich durch seine Bibel^tibersetzung 
ihren tiefen Sinn, ihren vollen Wohlklang und ihre 
Mannigfaltigkeit dem Volk© wieder deutlich machte." (K.S.2 
i, Po 329.)
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does not necessarily imply gentle sweetness; the sound of the
(l)
words can be strong and forceful. But it does imply the
12 /
avoidance of angular phrases, of "rauhe Sprache und Versbau".
Rhythm is clearly an important link between music
and poetry, and it not surprising that Tieck considers the
choice of metrical pattern of prime importance. In his view,
it is not only beautiful in itself, but also hfelps to bring o^t
the meaning of the words; It can set the whole mood of the poem.
For this there is no criterion but feeling, and Ti_eok feels
that the iambic metre is strong and virile, trochaic more
(3) (4)
elegiac, and the alexandrine heavy with oratorical pathos.
These are only broad indications of the infinite possibilities
inherent in metrical variation. Tieck insists that, for the
true §oet, the choice of rhythm is never fortuitous but
reflects the ©mojfttional trend of the poem. His ideal is a
"musikalische Schmiegsamkeit" such as he finds exemplified in
(5)
the works of Shakespeare, Calderon and the Minnesinger. Of the
laSter he writes: "So hat jeder Dichter sein Sylbenmass,
T D k.S#, i, 567; ii, p. 44; also pp. 162fV "wie mitthtig 
tBnt die Verzweiflung aus dem Faust."
(2)K.So , i, p. 88. Gf. Tieck»s condemnation of "Hiÿten und 
Anstttsse". (K#S.,n:ii, p. 17); Gf. also K#S., i, p. 346; 
ii, p* 65; Schriften, xi, p® 20.
(3)k .S., iii, ppp. 156f.
(4 TbTd., p! 151.
(5)Ibid., p. 157. Brentano was also very interested in the 
use of metre in Spanish literature, and longed to go to 
Spain to study it. (Of. G»8», viii, p. 39, footnote).
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welchem er am liebsten folgt, je er versucht fast in jedem
Liede eine Verinderung, welche den Gegenstend deutlicher
heraushebt." This interdependence of rhythmical form and
emotional mood is, in his view, essential to true poetry, and
the poet should seek to weld the two together. "Weder eine
Rede noch das ganze Schauspiel wird noch dan nimlichen
Gharakter haben kftnnen, so wie er es in trochiischen oder
jambischen Versmassen schreibt. KBnnte er dies aber dennoch
mBglich machen, so bewiese das eben, das ihm der Ton des Verses
nur etwas Zuf&lliges, ganz WillktirllcheXs, und dass er selbst
(2)
schwerlioh ein Dichter sei." Thus Tieck justifies the wide
(31
variety of metre in his Kaiser Octavianus. He considers
rhythm based on stress far more musical than classical verse
patterns based on quantity. His ideal of musical W
composition in poetry can only be achieved by the mixing of
long and short syllables to produce a fluid melodic line.
In true lyric poetry, he thinks, the melody will be so clearly
marked that the composer setting the lines will find the music
already implicit in the words, and must take care not to run
(5) (i)
counter to its patterns. "Der schBne Sylbentanz", as Tieck
T D R.S#, 1, p7 ÏÔ81
( 2 ) k 7 § 7 ,  iii, p. 155.
(3)Schriften, i, p. xxxix: "Es schien mir gut, fast alle
Versmasse, die ich kannte ,ertBnen zu lassen........ um den
ganzen TJmkreis des Lebens und die mannichfaltigsten 
Gesinnungen anzudeuten."
(4)k .S., i. 111.
(5)3bhriften, xxviii, pp. 303f.
(6)Letter to P. E. Devrient, 27. Nov.,1835 (Letters of Ludwig 
Tieck , ed. cit., p. 416).
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terms it, should be carefully preserved by the actor too.
The metaphor of the dance is used by both Tieck and
(1) .  
Brentano to indicatë two related aspects of music and poetry:
the dynamic movement immanent in the rhythm, and the fact that
the movement is not a simple straightforward one but describes
a pattern. Since words and.musical sounds are, in their view,
(2)
such fluid media, they naturally conceive of the pattern as
composed of curves; poetic phrases, like musical ones seem to
(3)
them to rise and fall and rise again. This K is expressed
(4)
by the images of waves already noted, and by the words Sghwung
(5)
and schwingen. In more complex musical and poetic forms, the 
curves seem to Tieck to become intertwined or to form circles.
(1)Wlth reference tomusic, cf. Tieck, Schriften, v, p. 3Ü7; 
Brentano, S»W., iv, p. 1Ü2. With reference to poetry,cf. 
Tieck, K.S#, i, p. 199; ii, p# 423: "Statt des Schwunges,
.... und des rhythmischen Tanzes des Gedichts..."; Brentano, 
S.W., V, p. 240: "So wechselt der Schritt der Sylben, um 
des Liede8 Tanz hervor zu bringen."; Pk. p. 68.
(2)v. supra, pp. 128f.
(3)For Instance, Brentano speaks of the "Plug und Fall" of poetry
(4)V. supra, pp. 128ff.
(5)Tieck describes some poems as having "einen hochlyrischen 
Schwung"; (K.S., i. p. 88); referring to the combined 
effect of rhyme and rhythm, he speaks of the "Schwung und 
Tanz mannichfaltiger Laute." (Ibid. p. 199); cf. also 
Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 386. Similarly Anne In Brentano»s 
play Victoria u ^  ihre Geschwister says to Siegmuth: "Du 
bist wo hi ein Dichter? Wie du schfan die Worte schwingst."
(G»S., vil, p. 309); cf. the lines in Gu)barre und Lidd:
'Von den Saiten schwingen
Sich die TBne durch die Nacht." (Gf G.S». ii, p. 354). 
Of. also the imagery in the following lines from the 
Qhronika eines farenden Schillers: "...Der Klsoig des Worts, 
das da schallt und verstummt, damit ein andres folge, und d 
damit der Gedanke ganz hingebaut stehe, wie der Bogen einer 
Brücke, leicht aufw&rts steigend und nledersinkend."
(D.L., Reihe Romantik, xvi, p. 352).
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He speaks of "wunderbar versohlungenen Terzinen in ihren
(1)
unbegreiflichen Zirkeln," and-4mpl4 just as he speaks of music
(2)
proceeding in vielfach verschlungener Kunst", and implies that
the dynamic but controlled movement is as essential to poetry
as to music; without it poetry would become flat and sober,
lacking in lilt and cadence like the verfe of the Aufkl&rung.
Indeed, he considers flowing movement to be s^ch an essential
element in music and words, that he uses imagery of music and
language to suggest graceful movement in space, - especially
the walk and gesture of a beloved woman, as in the words: "Es
(3)
3 chwingt sich wie Musik der Bau der Glidder. " The following 
lines describe Marzebille in Kaiser Octavianus: "....schBne
Glieder dem Befehl gehorchen,
Alle sind wie stisse Musik,
Welche klingt in vollen Wogen;
Also tBnen die Gebehrden 
Als ein Echo von den Worten
(4)
Ihrer Augen, ihrer Blicke."
The mingling of impressions appealing to different senses, and 
the packed imagery make the following quotation express the same 
idea still more confusedly:
Sptirst du nicht, sie (die Augex^tragen Worte,
T H  Von der Leyen, i, p* 244. Üf. p. 290.
(2) Schrif ten, iv, p# 427.
(3)Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 377.
( 4 ) Schrif ten ,"T, p. % 221.
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Prühling, Blume, Sonn» im Blicke?
Und so klingt dieselbe Sprache,  ^ ^
In dem Schwjfng der schBnen Glieder."
It is characteristic of Tieck»s attitude to music and poetry 
that, although he continually draws analogies between the two, 
he does not pursue them in accurate detail, and he almost 
always avoids technical terms relating to music. In the few 
cases when he does use these, they are not always well^ 
ghosen. For instance, he compares the alternating rhythms
(2)
in Greek drama to changes of key in music. This is not a
very clear parallel, since modulcLtion need have no effect on
rhythmical movement. All that he means to convey, however,
seems to be a vague impression of the irridescent, fluid
changes of mood in the two arts.
A musical view of poetry naturally involves a
special interest in rhyme, as a poetic device depending
entirely on the sound of words. Brentano implies an analogy
imagines
between rhyme and concord, when he euggeeta that they are
(3)
both children of Imagination and Echo, and thus suggests that 
both are linked not only by similarity of sound, but also by 
some other bond dependent on the imagination. The second link 
cannot be logical content, since this would not be equally 
applicable to musical chords. Emotional mood would apply to 
both, and this tç the j A M K d  analogy that Brentano had in mind.
T D  ibid., p. 24. Of. Schrif ten/ xvi, p. 378.
(2)K.S., iii, p. 154.
(3)37W#, xi, Po 90.
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Tieck agrees that the essence of rhyme lies in these
two main elements: Similarity of sound and unity of emotional
mood. In his view, rhyme originates in the poet's sheer
delight in bringing together similar sounds and in exploiting
the infinite variety of possibilities. Logical content has
no part in this, and hence reason is excluded too; it is
purely a matter of hearing and feeling. There is room for
unlimited variation) tbe rhymes may follow closely on one
another or be widely separated^ ttie scheme may be so complicated
(2)
that the ear needs time to become accustomed to its harmonies^
Rhyme is not restricted to the end of the line but may also
occur at the beginning or in the middle. Tieck compares
the effect of such complex patterns to the effecfe of partial
tones in music. Once again the parallel must not be pursued
too closely, for harmonics sound simultaneously with the main
tone, and not at some other pqnt ih time. Apart from this, it
forms a just comparison, with its suggestion of something
(3)
fleeting and jtnT Insubstantial. Besides their beauty of
(1)k .S., 1, p. 199; "Ëine unerklârliche Liebe zu den TBnen ist * 
es, die seinen[ded PoetenjSinn regiert, eine Sehnsucht, die 
Laute, die in der Sprache einzeln und unverbunden stehen, 
n&her zu bringen."
(2)Ibid., p. 202: "Die dunkle Künstlichkeit Christians von 
Lupin ist von einem unwiderstehliohem Zauber, wenn das Ohr 
einst eingelernt ist, den Einklang dieser Worte zu fühlen."
(3)lbid., p« 201: "Andere Reime werden n&mlich noch oft in
dîi~Mitte gestellt, oder nu Anfang, Oder gegen das Ende 
gehâuft, wodurch ein Gedicht in seln^m Hauptverhlltnisse und 
seiner Melodyle noch viele andere Nabeb NebentBne bekommen 
kann, die im Liede zart und fltichtig, wie in einem leichten 
Elemente spegLlen, sich ganz darin ver lier en und immer 
wieder non neuem hervortreten."
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pure sound, rhyme and assonance have, according to Tieck, an
emotional force; like rhythm they help to set the mood of the
(1) (2) 
work. (Brentano suggests that they fix the key. ) The
sounds gather associations at each repetition and so become
more and more significant, and this implies that, as in music,
memory is important for appréciation . "Der Dichter will den
Ton gar nicht wieder frei geben", Tieck writes of the mediaeval
poet Thûring, "noch eine Bedeutung, noch eine Erinnerung will
(3 )
er ihm einhauchen, ehe er von ihm lâsst." In Tieck*s view,
it is rhyme that gives modern poetry - in contrast to classical
(4 )
poetiy - its very life; this conception again suggests that his
is an essentially musical view of poetry, a suggestion that is
further confirmed by his definition of the aim of rhyme as
"das Be^eben, die Poesie in Musik, in efewas Bestimmt-Uhbestimmte
(5)
zu verwandeln."
ll)Tieck gives concrete examples, e.g. "Der Vokal A assonirt 
neben dem Reim ganz durch das schone Gedicht des Ulrich 
mebfm von Gutenberg, wodurch es einen seltsamen und
schwermtitigen Ton bekftmmt." (£•#§ Ibid. , p. 203). Of a poem 
of Walther von der Vogelweide's he writes: "PrSchtig und 
stolz klingen die dreifachen unmittelbaren Reime."
(Ibid., p. 200) . .
(2 )5 7 ^ ,  V, p. 261: "Der italiânische Reim ist der Ton aus 
dem das Ganze gespielt wind."
(3)K.S., i, p. 202. . -r
(4)^ i d ., p. 198: "...die Entstehung dieses Wohlklangs, welcher 
die ganze neuere Poesie gestimmt und beseelt hat. Of.
letter of J. J. Mnioch to Tieck, 10. Feb., 1801, in which
he quotes Tieck*s saying "dass..... der Gharakter 
rOmanti3 Cher Poesie im grossen modernen Reim liege."
. (Briefe an Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit., ;6 ii. P# 364).
(5)k7sT; Ï, P.-1W. ------ —  —
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Tieck protests against the idea that the rhythm and
rhyme are merelÿ a pattern arbitrarily chosen and applied from
the outside. Par too many poets, he thinks, use them in
this way, "erfinden willkürlicherweise ein Sylbenmass und
nachher ein Gedicht, das sich dann wie der Draht durch die
(2)
Masohine hind\irohwinden muss.” This is mere virtuosity,
obtrusive and worthless. Tieck insists that the form is an
(3)
integral part of the true poetic work. It is not only 4^
inseparable from the content, but is, as it were, content
in itself, for it reveals the very spirit of the poet. "Bei
jedem Dichter ist die Form in der er sich ausspricht ein und
(4)
dasselbe mit seinem Geist und Wesen." He finds this
perfectly exemplified in the Minnesang, and delights in these
mediaeval lyrics just because their melodic pattern of metre
and rhymd is so full of meaning and such an integral part of
the whole. Here he finds no originality in the logical
significance of the words; the same theme of courtly love
( 5 )
recurs in poem after poem. It is the "Weise", the musical
TDlbld., 1, Po 109.
(2)lbR.
(5)[lbld., p. 198. Tieck maintains that in true poetry* liie 
Form und der Gegenstand gerade so und nicht anders 
unzertrennlich zusammenhOren." Of. also p. 109: "Sie 
(jL.e. poetic devices] sind vom Gedichte unzertrennlich, sie s 
sind beide so verwebt, dass man nicht sagen kann, ob, sie aus 
dem Gedichte hervorgegangen, Oder das Gedicht aus i m e n  
hervorgegangen ist.^ Further, K.S#, iii, p. 152. ^
(4)K.S., ill, p. 156. ---
(5)K.S.2 1, pp. 204f: "So ist in diesen Gedichten alle 
Sarstellung ein gemeinsames Gut, welches jeder nur auf 
seine Art gebraueht und mit denselben TBnen stets auf neue 
Weise zu phantasiren sucht."
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quality of the words, that reveals the poet's Individual point
(1)
of view. "Der Poet..* sucht seinen Gegenstand lieber-durch
eine neue Anordnimg der Reime als dtrch neue und auffallende
(2)
Gedanken hervorzuhehen." Thus Tieck-finds-that the verbal
music contains more meaning than the logical content of the
words, and these poems approach his ideal conception of lyric
(§)
poetry, "einer rein musikalisohen Zusammensetzung." He
insists that no originality or ingenuity of ideas can compensate
for lack of lyrical flight, and he condemns Schiller's Wttrde
der Frauen purely on these grounds, "ich vermisse hier”, he
writes, ”einen lyrischen und poetischen Gang, und finde #ur
(4)
einen prosaischen, vernünftigen Zusammenhang.” In his view,
the very expression of the ideas will suffer if the words lack
(5)
music. Conversely, the verbal melody can persuade the listener
(6)
to believe in the content, just as music has the power to lull
(1)lbi(a. ,po 204; ”.. .nur bel wiederholtem und aufmerksamem 
ëetrachten dieser Gedichte ftihlt man die eigenthümliche 
Gesinnung der Dichter und wie sie sich in ihrer Z&rtlichkeit 
so wie in der Spraohe und der Kunst des Verses unterscheiden."
(2)lbid.^
(5)p>ld., po 199.
(4)ïbldr, p* 88. Of. Tieck's rejection of the possibility 
”das3 die St&rke, Oder die Spitafindigkeit des Gedankens 
den Vers bilden und die^goesie ersetzen sollten.” (ibid.,
P# 366) •
(5)Cf. Tieck»s criticism of Englis^ poets, ”dass sie seit Pope 
und Dryden von Shakespeares, Spensers und den früheren 
Reimgedichten nur den Gedanken, aber nicht den Wohllaut me hr 
fas sen kftnnen, und natiirlich auch den Gedanken und Bildem 
Unrecht thun müssen.” (ibid., p. 366).
(G)Cf. Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 338 and ^ . , i, p. 201: ”...das 
Gefuhl kann fas? nTcEt die befltigelten haute zurückweisen, 
die so schmeichelnd und t&ndelnd nahen und in denen der 
Gedanke des Gedichts so demtithig durchscheint.”
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reason to sleep, and persuade us to suspend our disbelief in
(1)
magic. The content is comparatively of minor importance; the
(2 )
poet should feel rather than think,( Should follow the music 
rather than the logic in his mind, and thus it may efe even 
come about that the logical meaning of poetry is not immediately
(3 )
clear to the poet himself.
Such conceptions as thewe obviously relegate
the content of words to the background. In the introduction
to Prinz Zerbino, Tieck warns his audience not to %e be
disturbed wenn's manchmal scheinen sollt*, als ob
In diesem lustigen aus Luft gewebten ^
Gedichte, der Verstand so gânzlich fehle.”
With reference to lyric poetry^ he would not consider any
such warning necessary. The dramatist is, he admits, bound
to some extent by demand!s of reason; the lyric poet has
(5)
complete freedom to disregard them if he chooses. Here the
P (6)
emphasis is entii^y on Sangbarkeit. Prom this it is clearly 
, i, p* 61.
(2)Qf. Tieck»s letter to Wackenroder, 28. Dec ., 1792 (Von der 
Leyen, ii, p* 158): fHüte Dich ja vor dem Pehler so vieler 
Dichter zu denken statt zu emR^lnden.”
(5)CF. letter to Friedrich Sohlegel, 16. Dec., 1803 (Tieck und 
die Brüder Schlegel, ed. cit., p. 150) : ’”Sie[jrieck* s owi- 
Gedichte tiber die hlusUcT sind so ein Erguss innerer ^
ErscbeinuQgen, mir in mànchen Stunden selbst so unverstândlicj) 
und in andern lehrreich und erquickend.”
(4 )Sctoiften, x, p. 5.
(5)k .S., iii, pp. 147f: "Denn wie ich schon fiftej^  angedeutet 
babe, der dramatische Dichter kann durchaus jenen Prageh 
und Porderungen des Verstandes nicht aus dem Wege gehen', auf 
welche der Lyriker wenig Oder gar nicht, und selbst der 
Erz&hler nur bedingte Rucksicht zu nehemen hat."
(6)k .S., i, p. 365.
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only a step to the conception that in lyrical poetry logeai
content is altogether superfluous. Both Tieck and Brentano
suggest this tentatively through fictional characters.
Joduno in Brentano*s Godwi uses the phrase "ein allgemeines
Dichten ohne eigentlichen Stoff"; in Franz Sternbalds ffanderunge^
Tieck makes Ludoviko ask: "Warum soli eben Inhalt den Inhalt
(2)
eines Gedichtes ausmachen? and Florestan in the same novel
wonders why a poem need have an ending,when a waterfall has
(3)
none. Tieck plays with the idea of deprining words of all
(4)
logical coherence, and using them simply for their music,
and suggests that^ in such a musical language as Italian, this 
-f- ( 3 )
might be compaj^atively easy.
T-ieok»s and BiVoentano 's awareness of the— \_
fasoinatlng poesibilitlea of verbal music i-s matctied. by a
tendency te pay little attention to the intellectual aspect
(1)s*w.7 V, pi ibsl
(2)Gchriften, xviq^ i p* 333. Of. Movalis, Schriften. ed. cit., 
ii, P» 279:''Es lassen sich Erz&hlungen ohne Zusammenhang, 
jedoch mit Associationen wie Trftume denken, Gedichte, bloss 
wohlklingend und voll schBner Worte, aber auch ohne alien 
Sinn und Zusammenhang, - httchstens einzelne Strophen 
verstând&ich, wie lauter Bruchstûcke aus den 
yerschledenartigsten Dingen.”
(3/Schriften, xvi, p. 236.
(4)Gcl^iften, V, p. 286.
(5)Gediebbe, ed. cit., p. 286. Ampedo » s words in Portunat,
1Schriften, iii, p. 328):
"Man spricht nicht immer des Verstehens halb;
Soli» s nicht Gesprâche geben dtirfen. Ohm,
Die nur, - versteht mich, - wie^man sagen mBchte,
So gleichsam bloss um willen i ^ e r  selbst 
Ein klein Gerfiusch mit Worten mac hen wollen.
Pur aus Geselligkeit, so Hausmannskost
Still vorgesetzt, Nachtisch wielmehr mit Nüssen."
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Just as Brentano and Tieck emphasize the sound rather than
the sense of words, so they attach great importance to the
music of the human speaking voice rather than to the substance
of its utterances. The words of their fictional characters
are continually accompanied by a description of the t#ne of
their voice, either in a brief phrase, such as "mit tBnender
(1) (2)
Stimme" , "mit matter Stimme", "mit einer bezaubemd lieblichen
(3)
Stimme", or in greater detail,.for example, "ein Seegespenfet
(4)
mit dünner Mftvenstimrae", and es ist ein lieblicher aber' f
unterdrückter Ton in der Rede, der seine Pittige nicht
(5)
auszufalten wagt." Both writers emphasize the power of the
speaking voice to express and arouse emotion purely by its
(6)
sound. There is nothing unusual in this, especially if it 
is the voice of a beloved person; but it becomes unusual if 
carried to extremes, as in the following passage from William
(1)Tieck, Schriften, xxviii, p. 159.
(2)Tieck, Schriften, xxvii, p. 151.
(3)Brentano, S.WJT"xli(l)> p. 190.
(4)Brentano, S*W., x, p. 5.
(5)Tieck, Schriften, xvii, 280. Of. xxvi, p. 557: "Eine
heisere hranntweinstimme."; N.S^, i, p* 83: "der gellend 
helle Ton der Zunge", et passim.
Brentano, 8#W#, xii(l), p# 189: das Meerfrflulein  mit
einer Stimme scharf wie die Waffe eines Schwertfisches."
Xi, p# 262; D»L., Reihe Romantik, xvi, p* 166.
(6) Tieck, K.8.,H i ,  p. 70: " . .durch den krEftigen, vollen Ton 
dex schBnen Organs erschütternd."; Schriften, i, p. 144:
mit herzdurchgehendem Ton"; xiii, p* 1É7; g*S., iii, p* 78. 
Brentano, S.W», v, p. 123# "Der Ton ihrer Stimme rÛhrte 
mich wie eîiTZauber. "
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Lovell, describing Waterloo's reaction to Antonie's voice:
Ohne dass ich oft vernahm, was sie sagte, konnte mich der
biosse Ton ihrer Stimme in Ebitgftcken versetzen, alle meine
Gedanken schliefen gleichsam in Blumen und in sBssen TÜnen,
meine Seele ruhte in der ihrigen aus, und in einem Elements,
das fiir den Menschen zu fein ist, schwamm und spielte ich
(1)
umher." Admittedly this occurs in a novel which abounds in
exaggerated notions, but it is not an isolated example. In
Der junge Tischlermeiater Tieck writes of Leonhard and
Charlotte: "Er vernahm nicht genau, was sie bescheiden einwendetc
 ....  weil er... den einfarbigen, aber angenehmen Ton ihrer
Stimme als Klang an sich selbst so eindringlich fand, dass er
(2)
den Inhalt der Rede überhBrte." And similarly, Godwi in
Brentano*s novel says of Molly Hodefield: "ihr Vortrag war so
lieblich, dass er auf den Genuss des Inhalts gar nicht gierig
(3)
machte." Here the speaking voice is treated just as if it
were a musical instrument, and not as a means of conveying
(4)
connected ideas.~f This is clearly Tieck*s own view, for he
writes : "Man k a n ^  das menschliche Organ der Sprache und des
Tl)Schriften, vii, p. 294% "
(2)Schriften, xxviii, pp. 158f. Of. p. 173.
(5)S.W., v,~p. 58.
(4VCTT the use of voices as musical instruments in some
modern music, e.g. Rout by A. Bliss, and Song of the High 
Hills by Delius. -----------
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■ (1)
Tons als Instrument betrachten,"- and as an instrument he
regards it in his writings pn the actor's art. He speaks, for
(2)
instance of the portamento of the speaking voice, uses other
(3)
terms usually apjblied to song, and insists that a good ear is
(4)
essential to the actor. If the mere speaking voice can seem
(5)
like pure music , and exercise such magical power, ife is not
surprising that men may fall in love with a singing voice,
and seek it everywhere, even though they have never seen its
(6)
owner, - as Aloys follows Imelde's voice, and the Gont in
(7) '
Musikalische Leiden und Freuden follows Julie's.
Tieck's and Brentano's awareness of the fascinating 
possibilities of verbal music is thus matched by a tendency 
to pay little attention to the intellectual aspect.of words. 
Wackenroder holds a different view of this as of other 
aspects of the medium of poetry. He hardly mentions either the 
singing or the speaking voice; nor does he question the 
necessity of logical content, since for him the essence of
(1)Von der Leyen, i , p. 504. Of . Vittoria Accorombona, ed. ci£., 
ii, p« 58: "Das süsse PlBten dieser seelenvollen Stimme."
(2)K.S., iv, pp. 34f; p. 122.
(3)ÜTT Tieck's criticism of the actor Carl Devront: "Dieser
HSngel der Haltung veranlasst ihn  die ganze Tonleiter
seines wohllautenden Organs vernehmen zu lassen , wo die 
HElfte Oder das Drittheil dieser Skala wirksamer und 
natürlicher sein würde." (K.S., pp iv, pp. 116f).
(4)Ibid., po 48. ----
(5)3TT"Brentano's letter to.Sophie Mereau, 20. Nov., 1804 
TBriefwechsel zwischen Clemens Brentano und Sophie Mereau,
cit., 11, p. 130) . " "
(6)Brentano, S.W., ix(2), pp. 25, 38. 45.
(7)Tieck , Schriften, xvii, p. 304: ..jener wunderbare, sÜsse 
Ton hat mlr Llebe, wahre Liebe eingefiBsst."
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(1)
words as a medium is their power to describe and define.
He does admit, however, that words have a way of influencing
the trend of reason, of calling up new ideas by suggestion and
association; but reason is still present, and words always
retain their logical significance. They deal with concepts
(Begriffe), which are a means to the extern%l classification 
(2)
of things.
(1]Von der Leyen, i, p . 10$.
(2)Ibid., po 187. Of. Herder, SEmmtliche Werke. ed, cit,. i 
p. 532: "...die Sprache ,... gar kein Ausdruck der f
Empfindung, sondern mehr der Begriffe."
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4. THE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED BY TIECK AND BRENTANO 
TO VERBAL MUSIC IN TRANSLATION.
If the musical aspect of poetry is of supreme
importance and each language is like a different musical
instrument with its own characteristic tone and range, then
it is clear that perfect translation is impossible; the^best
can be no more than an approximation to the original. Brentano
take! Petrarch's sonnets as an example of podtry which, in
translation, would be merely "ein Regept an ein WBrterbuch..«.
wo mqn des Reimes wgwn we gen immer die Surrogate statt der
(2)
Sache nehmen muss." He and Tieck agree that hower closely
the logical content is rendered into another language, the
essence of the poems will be lost, unless the translator is
himself a true poet with a musical ear and a full ep
(3)
appreciation of the music of words. These qualities will enable
him to realize that the whole character of a poem may lie in
some detail of the verbal music that the unmusical translator
would entirely overlook. This is in Tieck's view the secret of
Tl)s»W», V, p<t 2ëS; "Viele Ober se tzungen. be senders die aus 
dem ItaliEnischen, werden immer TBne der Harmonika Oder 
bla^ender Instrumente seyn, welche man auf klimpernde Oder 
xcl)^tternde übersetzt."
(2)Ibid.
(3)Cf. Tieck, Schriften, xxiii, p. 104.
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the excellence of A* W. Schlegel's Shakespeare translations.
Schlegel'B feeling for the genius of language enabled him to
capture the characteristic quality of the original; this lies,
according to Tieck, not in the content of the words, but "bald.
in dem Gange und Klange eines Verses, welches beibehalÿen
werden musste, bald in einer Wiederholung, Oder einem
Wortspiele; oft war der Reim wiohtiger als der Inhalt des
(1)
Verses." In his own Shakespeare versions, and in his 
translations from Spanish literature, Tieck too aimed at
I (2)
preservptig the original form as far as possible. Similarly,
when Brenàano attempted to translate Italian folksongs, he
took the melody as his starting-point, and made it the basis
(3)
of his metrical pattern. Of the result he writest "Sie 
scheint sangbar, ohne grosse M r t e n  , ziemlich verstEndlich,
( 1 ) Kle 5 #, i, p # 146 . - - - —,
(2)K.Se , II, p. 421; letter to Unger,A? May, 1802j(Letters of 
Ludwig Tieck,ed. cit., p. 45); N.8», ii, pp. 59, 65fF~. 
ïieck even claimed that , in preserving the Spanish verse 
forms in translation, he was attempting something that had 
never before been done in the German language (v. above- 
mentioned letter to Unger), but in making this claim, he 
disregarded Herder's pioneer work in the translation of 
Spanish romances,(for instance, Gasul und Lindarala which 
was included in the 1778 edition of the folksongst, 
SEmmtliche Werke, ed. cit. , v, pp. 224f.)
(3)Letter to his brother Christian, 19. Mar., 1829 (G»3,, ix, 
pp. 225f) : "ich habe das Maf(s nach der Melodie genommen."
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(1)
ohne grosse Untreue." Prom this we may deduce that his ideals 
of poetic translation correspond closely to ë W t  Tieck* s: the 
preservation of the "Ton und Klang" of the original, even at 
the risk of slight unfaithfulness to the logical content.
The similarity to principles enunciated by Herder is striking. 
He too emphasized the supreme importance and extreme
(2)
difficulty of preserving the lilt and cadence of the words, 
and in connectiion with his translation of folksongs he wrote: 
"Die Hauptsorge dieser Sammlung ist also auch gewesép, den 
Ton und die Weise jedes Gesanges und Liedes zu fassen und 
treu zu halÿen. Diese Anmerkung mag wenigstens den Inhalt
mancher Stücke rechtfertigen; nicht der Inhalt, sondem ihr
(3)
Ton, ihre Weise war Zweck derselben."
TDïbid.-------------------------------------------------------
(2) "Auch beim tïbersetzen ist das Schwerste, diesen Ton, den 
Gesangton einer fremden Sprache zu übertragen." (SEmmtliche 
Werke, ed. cit., xxv, p. 333)*
(3)lbId_o
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5. THE MYSTERY OP WORDS AND MUSICAL SOUNDS.
All three authors, more especially Wackenroder,
stress the mysterious nature of the medium of music. Tieck
and Brentano are at the same time keenly aware of a magical
element in words, but as usual, Brentano avoids theoretical
analysis, and discloses this magic mainly in practice in his
own powtry, whereas Tieck deals with it in theory as well as
exemplifying it in practice.
Wackenroder is amazesL by the strange incongruity of
the things that contribute to the making of music. He can
hardly believe that such an unearthly art is entirely based
on rigid mathematical laws, that it can be rôduced to a mere
■ (1)
"elendes Gewebe von Zahlenproportioned." This seems to him
to baffle all logical explanation, as we can see from the image
that he selects to express it: "...alle dèè die tBnenden
Affekten werden von dem trocknen wissenschaftlichen Zahlensystem,
wie von den seltsamen wunderkrEftigen BeschwBrungsformeln eines
' (2)
alten furchtbaren Zauberers, regiert und gelenkt." The
(3)
contrasting effect of major and minor modes, and the mysterious
(l)von der Leyen, i, p. 186. Of. pp. 103, 142: "Dass alle Melodien 
(hatten sie auch die heterogens ten .... 4m. Empfindungen in 
mir erzeugt), alle sich nun auf einem einzigen zwingenden 
mathematischen Gesetze grEndeten!"
(g) l M d . , Po 189.




power of harmony seem equally inexplicable. Brentano too
implies that the relationship of musical sounds in harmony is
one of the most mysterious things he can imagine, for he uses
(2)
it as an image to illustrate the mystery of friendship.
Mode and harmony are factors peculiar to the medium of music,
and have no obvious counterpart in poetry. Tieck suggests
however, that words of similar sound are linked by a mystical
kinship as strange as the relationship of musical sounds in
(3)
harmony. The poet, he thinks, tries to bring such words
together, "damit sie ihre Verwandschaft erkennen und sich
(4)"
gleichsam in Liebe vermEhlen," - and this is the origin of 
rhyme.
Tieck and Wackenroder are both struck by the mystery 
of the musio^al instrument. How, they ask, can all the magic 
of music be imprisoned within strangely constructed things of
(1) Ibid., p. 1451: " ... .den einzigen wundervollen Dreiklang.... 
3en die Natur von Ewigkeit her gegründet hat." Further p. 
186: "..der ursprüngliche Glanz des Dreiklangs."
(2) S#W., v, Po 241: "...die wahre Freunijdschaf t  die in
oben so geheimnisvollen Gesetzen begrÜndet bleibt, als die 
Verwandtschaft der TBne."
(5)K.S.» i, p# 199: ".. das Gefühl, dass die Ehnlich lautenden 
Worte in deutlicher Oder geheimnissvol1er Verwandtschaft 
stehen müssen. Cf. Schriften, iv, p. 428: "...jene einfache 
edle Sympathie, welcîie harmonisch die befreundeten Klfinge 
verbindet." (This refers to the music of Palestrina.)
(4)K.S., i, p. 199. The passage continues: "Ein gereimtes
Gedicht ist dann ein eng verbundenes Ganze, in welchem die | 
gereimten Worte getrennt Oder nEher gebracht ...• sich 
unmittelbar in Liebe erkennen, Oder sich irrend suchen, oder 
aus weiter F e m e  nur mit Se hn suc ht zu einander hinüber
reichen." Cf. p. 198.
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(1)
wood, metal and gut? How did man first come to devise such
instruments? How did the executant discover and develop his
technique? They find no answers to these questions, no
explanation of the fact that a certain manipulation of certain
man-made instruments can produce a whole world of heavenly
music. It seems to them quit^Incongruous, and Wackenroder can
only surmise that God Himself supports man*s efforts with %k
(2)
the music of His divine harp. Although, as we have seen,
Tieck is keenly interested in the human voice as a musical
instrument, he does not exprews any wonder at the way it works,
nor discover any incongruity in its mechanism and its powers
of expression.
It is not surprising that all three writers consider
the musical sound, produced by such mysterious means, a
mystery in itself. According to them, it is by no means an
inanimate medium; it has a life of its own; - in Brentano*s we
words, it is "ein wunderbarer lebender Atem der Dunkelheit",
This is oneeof the few cases where Wackenroder agrees with
the other two writers in attributing similar characteristics
to both musical sounds and words. Both media, he finds, have
a creative power of their own, which is perhaps the most
I D  Tieck: "..Muslk... Bte die Alima cht unbe^eiïlich in Erz 
und Holz und Saiten hineingelegt hat." (Von der Leyen, i, 
p. 290. Of. ppo 293f). Of. also Wackenroder, ibid, p. 166.
(2)Ibid., p, 166.
(3)V. supra, pp. I48f.
(4) 3.W. , V, p. 252. Gf^ . p. 253: "Godwi sagte: Die Tttne sind 
das Leben und die Gestalt der Nacht, das Zeichen allés 
Unsichtbaren und die Kinder der Sehnsucht." Cf. also 
Novaiis, Schriften. ed. cit., i, p. 72; ii, p. 338.
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mysterious thing about them. When the composer listens to his
work, he may find that it expresses much more than he thought
(i)
he had put into it; he may find be amazed at what he has 
produced. Similarly words may /of themselves create new ideas, 
and thus determine the trend of the poet * s thought. This 
second statement however, Wackenroder qualifies with the words
"etwa" and "manchmal", as though he only ventured it as a
(2)
tentative suggestion. Tieck and Brentano, on the other hand,
are quite convinced of the creative power of the word ajss a
(3)
living thing; for them it is "das ewig schaffende Wort", and
(4)
has a power like the power of black magic.
Alii three authors compare man's soul to a stringed 
instrument, - usually the harp, - thus emphasizing its 
sensitiveness enen to the slightest stimulus, and its tendency 
to get out of tune, - and at the same time suggesting that
(1)Von der Leyen, 1, p. 1Ô5: "... dass manche Tonstücke, .•# 
wenn sie auf Instrumenten ausgeiibt werden, eine herrliche 
empf indungsvolle Poe sie reden , obwohl der Meister 
wenig daran gedacht haben mag, dass in seiner gelehrten 
Arbeit der im Reiche der TBne verzauberte Genius, für 
eingeweihte Sinne, so herrliah seine Plügel schlagen wiirde."
(2)Ibid., p. 189: "... so wie etwa die Sprache der Worte 
manchmal von den Ausdrücken und Zeichen der Gedanken neue 
Gedanken zurücks trahit und die Tânze der Vernunf t in ihr en 
Wendungen lenkt und beherrscht." ^
(3) Tieck, K.S., ii, p. 249. Of. p. 147 : "®er GeniusJ gibt so 
dem Worte seine SchBpferkrüFt wieder, die es noch nie 
verloren hat." Cf. also Brentano, Valeria oder Vaterlist, e 
ed. cit., p. 47.
(4)ür. Tieck*s letter to Zimmer, 20. Dec., 1807 (H. W.B. Zimmer, 
Zimmer und die Romantlker, Berlin, 1888), p. 265).
(5)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, pp.187, and letter to Tieck, 
L?jDec., 1792 (ii, p. 135); Tieck, Schriften. viii, p. 272;
xvi, pp. 40, 374; xiii, p. 199; xxv, p. 304; Brentano, S.W., 
iv, p. 38; V, p. 69; letter to Fouque, f?] 1812 (G.S., v i H T  
p. 167).
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there iis something mysterious in it that corresponds
sympathetically to the mysterious elements in music. This is
exactly what 4 Wackenroder believes, for he writes: "Es hat sich
zwischen deb einzelnen mathematischen TonverhEltnissen und den
einzelnen Pibern des menschlichen Herzens eine unerklErliche
(1)
Sympathie offenbart." He finds it impossible to analyse @ny 
further the mysterious effect of musical sound on man, - "das 
Dunkle und Unbeschreibliche...•. welches bei keiner andern Kunst
„(2) (3)
zu finden ist. He can only admit, wir wissen nicht wie.
Tieck agrees that the effect of musical sound is amazing and
inexpliable, "Ja, ich mBchte fast sagen", he writes, "sie (die
Musikjsei das allerunbegreiflichste, das «a wunderbar-seltsamste,
(4)
das geheimnisvollste R&tsel." But he would not agree with
Wackenroder that no other art has a similar effect. Words too
(5)
can be darkly mysterious, and appeal to eer our most secret
(6)
emotions in a way that baffles all attempts at explanation.
(1)Von der Leyen, i, p. 1S3. 6f. p. 145: "... diese TBne, 




(4)T5Iïïo , p. 290. Of. p. 302.
(5)K . S . , i, p. 200:“^... dunkel und tief ist die Art Burkbrts 
von Hohenfels im 46. Liede,^im 27. Kfinig Wenzels wird man 
durch die dunkle und grosstBnende Verknupfung an den 
Oharakter dee Sonetts erinnert."
Ibid., p. 109: ".. es ist eine herrliche magiscj^e 
Erscheinung, die sich nicht wieder wegzaubern lEsst, wo 
Gedanke und Empf indung in jedem Moments zusammenklingt und 
ein freundlicher, unsichtbarer Genius tiber jeden Augenblick 
wachb und unsern Genuss vermehrt, ohne dass wir sagen 
kftnnen, wie ea gesogieht." Gf. also Schriften, xvi. p. 65; 
xix, p, 342; xxvii, p. 81.
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Tieck makes it quite clear, however, that it is the music of
poetry that has this power,* it is the sound that goes to the
(i)
heart, because in word melodies there is something deep and
fundamental. Just as Wackenroder suggests that music originated
in the oracular depths of nature, so Tieck identifies verbal
(2)
music with "Naturtftne" and. "Lebensmelodien". In view of this
conception of words, it is no wonder that he is amazed at the
solemnity with which the Meistersinger tried to reduce ###-
me#*- to hard and fast rules this most mysterious and
(3)
unpredictable art of poetry.
(1)Letter to Zimmer, So. Dec., 18Ô7 (Zimmer und die Romantiker 
ed. cit., p. 265): "Das Wort, das ^  ausgesprochene, wie es 
In unserer inneren Seele den Spiegel vorhElt, in welchem 
sie die eigene Figur erblickt.H OF. K.S., iii, p. 128.
(2)]^., ii, pp. 131, 330; Schriftep, xxviii, p. 34.
(3)K.S. , i, pp. 205f: "Merkwtirdig wird derJ(Ernst immer bleiben, 
mit welchem sich diese Dichter in einef Zunft vereinigten,
 und das Willktirlichste und Geheiranissvollste durch
Übereinkunft in sichere und zuverlEssige Regel bringen 
wollten."
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6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON THE ADEQUACY OR INADEQUACY 
OP WORDS AND MUSICAL SOUNDS AS MEDIA.
Since any artistic medium imposes limitations, it is
natural that the creative artist should sometimes feel
dissatisfied with the means at his disposal, and hampered by
the continual struggle with a medium that seems inadequate.
In general the Romantic writers feel this keenly, because they
are so often attempting to express the inexpressible.
Wackenroder draws a clear contrast between words, which he
finds unsatisfactory, and musical sounds, which seem to him a
(i)
perfect means of expression, to which he longs to turn when
(2)
words fail him. This suggests that he had less practical
experience of musical than of literary composition. He admits
that words are a great, divine gift to man, but he g holds that
(3)
their power can only properly be used to practical ends. We
have already seen that he considers them powerless to express
(4)
emotion, because they are hard and inflexible; this is,
I D  Von der teyen, i , p* 183. (Wackenroder does not mean to 
imply that musial soundss a^e easy to manipulate. On the 
contrary, he considers thatjthe preliminary acquiring of %eo 
technique and the actual creative process entail great effort. 
Gf* pp. 137, 142, 149 and v$ supra, p. 63, notai.j 
(2Tlbid., p. 194: "Kommt, ihr TBne, ziehet daher und errettet 
mich aus diesem schmerzlichen irdischen Streben nach Worten."
(3)Ibid., p. 64: "Die Sprache der Worte ist eine grosse Gabe 
Be8 Himmels..•. Durch Worte herrschen wir tiber den ganzen 
Erdkreis; durch Worte erhandeln wir uns mit leichter Mtihe 
alle Schâtze der Erde."
(4)V. supra, p. ^ 125.
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however, not his only reason for condemning words. Not only
does the logical content weigh them down, making them earthly
(1)
and prosaic, so that they cannot express anything invisible or 
(!2)
divine; but their sound is equally unsatisfactory, - it is
(3)
harsh and ugly as the noises in a poultry yard. Thus from 
every point of view words seem to Wackenroder inadequate as
an aesthetic medium.
Tieck and Brentano on the other hand, realize that
words have sjmusic of their own, which may be as expressive,
even more expressive than the logical content. Thus, in their
view, words have a double power of expression. Yet at times
they too become impatient with the limitations of the poetic
medium. They find words inadequate to depict intangible things,
- a smile or a glance, love or longing, the emotions aroused by
(4 )
music, architecture, colour or nature. Words cannot well
(5)
express any complex individual state of mind, because, as 
Tieck explains, they are by their very nature generalizations; 
they reduce private emotions to a common basis of understanding.
(1)Von der Leyen, i , p. 65, Wackenroder considers words "ein 
allzu irdisches und grobes Werkzeug."
(2)Ibid., p. 64: "Nur das Unsichtbare, das tiber ubs schwebt 
ziehen Worte nicht Tn unser Gemtit hinab.^
(3)Ibldo, p. 164: "GekrEchze ... und Sprachengeschnatter."
Ot• p. 65 and Tieck, Schriften, xxl, p. 118.
(4)îTeck, Scltoifteyf vi, p. iS5; x, p. 4; xvi, pp. 74, 149; 
xix, p. 264; XXV, p. 43; Von der Leyen, i, pn. 297f.
Brentano, G.8@, 1, p. 379.
(5)Tieck, letter to Solger, 24. Mar., 1817 (Tieck and Solger, 
ed. cit., p. 360); Schriften, xxv, #. 18. Brentano,
G#S# I , p . 14 .
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"Wollte ich ganz melne__ Empfindungen niederschreihen," Tieek
writes to WackenroderSo müsst* ich erst eine eigne Sprache
(l)
erfinden, und dann wiirde mich niemand vérstehen." Brentano
(2)
too maintains despairingly, "Man kann nicht sagen, was man ftihlt"
The human soul cannot find words to convey its deepest emotions
even to itself; still less can it hope ky to communicate them
by this means to other people. As we have already seen, all
S
three writers consider that words have an independent life of
their own. Consequently they feel that there is no guarantee
that words will submit to man’s will, and express what he
(3)
Intends to convey. As Valeria says: "ein sprechender ist nie 
allein, es lebt das Wort, und zwei, die reden, sind immer schon
w
zu drei," Thus words are a dangerous medium; they have 
different associations for each person, and may easily not 
merely fail to express the meaning, hut distort it and lead to 
misunderstanding. This pessimistic view of man's isolation is 
brought put most clearly in Tieck's William Lovell. Here the 
characters constantly feel that they are talking past one another
(1)Letter of 28. Dec., 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 159).
Of. Sctoiften, vi, pp. 239f. Cf. also A. F. Bernhardi, 
Sprachlehre, Berlin. 1801, i, p. 107.
(2)Letter to Sophie Mereau,C?] Jul., 1803 (Briefwechsel zwischen 
Clemens Brentano und Sophie Mereau. ed. cit.. t. 1. p. 92).
(^Valeria Oder Vaterlist, ed. cit.I p. 47.
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language seems to them the source of eontention, apter to
(1)
conceal meaning than to communicate it. Tieck and Wackenroder
agree that communication by words Is easier for people who
know one another well, for they have a basis of common
(2)
experience as a starting point. But even then great effort
Is needed, for It Is, Wackenroder thinks, as Ipf the reader
(3)
or listener wore coloured spectacles; similarly Tieck Insists
that the recipient should be extremely perceptive, for he has
to decipher the language, to translate It back again Into
(4)
terms of feeling. In view of this. It is not surprising that 
Tieck - and several of his fictional characters, - should long 
for a means of communication without words, whether it be by
(5)
tears and sighs (whichMtfNKmuch more eloquent), or - In writing
- by a row of dashes, suggesting that the author has given tip
T D cf. Edward Burton’s words: "Es 1st ein Fluch, der auf der 
Sprache des Menschen llegt, dass keiner den andern verstehen 
kann, und dies 1st die Quelle allés Haders und aller Verfolgung 
die Sprache 1st ein tBdtllches Werkzeug, das uns wie hh 
unvorslchtlgen Klndern gegeben 1st, um einer den andern zu 
verletzen." (Sctolften, vll, p# 19l). Similarly, Edward’s 
father writes : "Jeder redet Im Grunde eine Sprache, die von 
der des andern vBlllg verschieden 1st." (Ibid., p. 69).
Of » also Ibid., pp. 37, 98; vl, pp. 258, 356f; and the 
Duchess’s definition o f language as "Zwllllngsschwester der 
Lüge" In Per Schutzgelst, (xxv, p. 16).
(2)Wackenroder, letter to Tieck, 1792^ (Von der Leyen, 11, p* 3) 
Tieck, letter to A. W. Schlegel, {Tl [?]Jan., 1804 (Tieck und 
die Brtider Schlegel, ed. clt., p. 147): ".. Ich zwelfle auch, 
dass ich dir etwas davon elgentllch habe deutllch machen 
kBnnen, denn dazu gehBrten iSngere und vertraullche GesprSche, 
... damlt wir e ^ t  In unserer vérworrenen menschlichen Sprache ^  
elnlge PlEtze fEnden, auf denen wir slcheren Puss fassen kBnntm 
(3;Letter to Tieck, 1792 (Von der Leyen, 11, p. 3).
(4) Letter to Solger, 24. Mar., 1817 (Tieck and Solger , ed. cit.., 
p. 360); "Auch da würde Ich zagen, die rechted Worte zu finden, 
wenn Ich Ihnbn nicht ein so ueberschwEngl1ches Uebersetzer- 
talent zutraute." Of. Brentano, S.W., v, p. 271.
(5) Gedichte, ed. ci^., pp. 371, 357T^Sohrlf ten. 11, p. 106; vl,
If%.
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the struggle for adequate expression, and leaves it to the r
reader’s imagination to supply what is beyond the reach of
(1)
words. Similarly, Johannes in Brentano’s Chronika eines
farenden Schülers put a cross here and there among the words,
(2)
to indicate what he found it impossible to express.
So Tieck and Brentano too turn to music, not as the
one perfect means of expression, but as an alternative to
words, surpassing these only in certain cases. Tieck writes:
"Denkt Ihr nicht so manche Gedanken so fein und geistig^dass
diese sich in Verzweiflung in Muslk hlnelnretten, um nur Ruhe
(3)
endlioh zu finden?" The thoughts of a lover, for example,
(4)
are so Insubstantial that they are beyond the scope of language, 
and for such purposes music proves "eine feinere und dunklere
(5)
und felnere Sprache". Brentano only rarely suggests that
(1)Cf. Schriften, xxi, p. Ill; vl, p. 80.
(2)D.L»7 Reihe Éomantlk, xvi, p. 143.
All three authors suggest that the written word Is particularly 
lifeless and depressing. (Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, 1, p.
164; Brentano, S»W., v, p. 65; Tieck, Schriften, xx, pp. 379f).
(5)Schriften, v, p. 286.
(4)Von der teyen, 1, p. 297: "Llebe denkt In stissen TBnen,
* Denn Gedanken stehn zu fern,
Nur In TBnen mag sie gern 
Allés was sie wlil verschBnen."
Gf. Gedichte, ed. clt., p. 384, where Tieck suggests that,
17 words can speak of love at all. It Is by means^ of their 
sound and not of their logical content. ^
(5)Von der Leyen, 1, p. 298. Of. p. 268: "Sle/dle Muslkj1st 




musical soimds are a higher medium than words, and it seems 
probable that, of the three, he finds words most adequate; but 
he so often thinks of both as inseparably united in song, that 
it Is difficult to disentangle his views on sither.
In judging the adequacy of words, Tieck and Wackenroder 
both make a distinction between ordinary language, and words 
In poetry, which have, in their view, an4 added power of 
expression. Wackenroder, however, attributes this added 
expressiveness to Imagerywhich is still an aspect of the 
word content,“ and implies too^  that it can only be attaindd by 
the concentrated effort of as^inspired poet. Words cannot
(2)
easily be bent to the poet’s will; he must use compulsion.
Tieck on the other hand, considers that the special power of
poetic words lies in their sound. The poet, he thinks, can
without great difficulty make words soft and pliable by means
(3)
of rhyme and assonance, and can use them so skilfully that
CD Johannes In M e  Chronika eines farenden Schftlers finds that 
organ music can express what words cannot: the feeling 
aroused by the beauty of the minster. (D.L., Reihe 
Romantik, xvi, p. 165). On the other hand Molly Hodefield 
In Godwi considers that music, like any other art Is 
hampered by "SchwEche der Masohlenjbie und Tyranney des Hebeisï 
(S.W«, V, p, 88).
(2)Von der Leyen, 1, p. 88: So wie die Insplrlerten orientalise
Dichter ... aus Innerllchem Dr ange die Worte und Ausdriicke 
der Irdischen Sprache durch lauter feurlge Bllder 
gleichsam In die Htthe zwangen."[the choice of verb Is 
significant^ Gf. Tieck, Schriften, vlll, p. 264.
(3)k .S.; 1, Po 2ÔT: "Er ^ der ü)ickterjbeugt die harten Worte 
seiner Sprache Immer wieder In Relmen um." Gf. Schriften, 
xxl, Po 118.
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they have the same effect as music. Ear Instance, poetry can
describe a picture, though ordinary wordsjpan only give a dim
idea of it. "Die Worte bleiben tot und erklâren selbst In der
Gegenwart nlchts: sobald die Beschrelbu/g echt poetlsch 1st,
so erklErt sie oft und ruft ein neues Eiitzücken , ein
frBhllches VerstEndnls aus dem Bilde hervor, well sie wie 
(1)
Muslk wlrkt." Brentano gives a practical example of this in
( 2 ;
his poem E sEngerfahrt on a picture by Kolbe; he dissolves 
it into a series of situations expressed in varied rhythms, 
which give a musical rather than a logical Impression.
VL
All three abhors - even Wackenroder for all his railing 
against words, - use language as their one means of expression 
and use It so skilfully and to such good effect that th$#» 
works continue to live and to arouse delight and Interest In 
the reader.
I D  Von der teyen7 1, p. 268. Gf. Schriften, vl, p<>525. William 
Lovell’s father says; "Aber für meine Geftihle und Ideen 
hat die gw gewBhnllche Sprache, das fühl* lch,kelne Worte, 
Ich mûsste eine Art von Gedlcht schrelben, un Dlch etwas 
nSher In meine Atmosphère zu ziehen."
(2)G.S., 11, p. 359.
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C H A P T E R  V.
THE VIEWS OP TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO 
ON DRAMA, SYMPHONY AND OPERA.
(1)
1. THE DISCOVERY OP DRAMATIC ELEMENTS IN SYMPHONY AND 
MUSICAL ELEMENTS IN DRAMA.
On the basis of his own experience, Wackenroder
(i)
distinguishes two ways of appreciating music. In one case he
listens attentively to the sequebce of musical sounds,
surrenders himself to the emotions expressed and concentrates
on the inherent beauty of the music to the exclusion of all
extraneous elements. He finds that this involves conscious
effort and cannot be maintained for long. In the other case,
he allows the music to act as a stimulus to his imagination,
and then surrenders himself to the associations evoked, and
derives enjoyment from these rather than from the music
Tl)The term symphony Is here used as In t h e R h t e enth century 
(and by Tieck, Wackenroder and Brentano), to denote 
orchestral music In general, wlthoijt the more modern 
Implication of specifically symphonic form. It would thus 
Include the orchestral overture. (v. 0» Adelung, Versuch 
eines vollstEndlgen grammatlsch-krltlschen wBrterbuchs , .
TT74-85 , r, p. 890).
(2)Letter to Tieck, 5, May., 1792 (Von der Leyen, 11, pp. Ilf). 
Wackenroder*s distinction between the^se two methods of 
appreciation, and his estimate of their comparative value, 
are supported by the results of subsequent psychological 
research, (v. E. Sohoen, ed., The Effects of Music.
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(1)
itself. The music becomes a mere accompaniment to the pictures
>
that pass through his mind, and it is when he is listening in
( 2 )
this second way that abstract aesthetic ideas come to him.
He considers that the first is the only correct method of
appreciation, yet evidence in his letters and essays suggests
{3 )
that he usually listened in the second way. He finds, for
example^ that he uses the musical interludes b/etween the Acts
of a play as a canvas, on which to project his conceptions of
(4)
the events of the preceding scenes, and he finds the music as
(5)
clearly evocative as if words were used.
Tieck and Brentano, on the other hand seem to know
only this second method of appreciating music. Fdr them, music
instantaeously evokes a wealth of associations, and so appeals
(6)
to the eye and ear at the same time. Single notes or sequences
Tl)Letter to Tieck, b. May, 1VÔ& (Von der teyen, ii, p. 12): 
"Dann h6re ich nicht mehr die Empf indung, die in dem Stücke 
herrscht, sondern meine Gedanken und Phantasieen werden 
gleichsam auf den Wellen des Gesangs entführt und verlieren 
sich oft in entfernte Schltipfwinkel."
(2)Ibid.
(3)V. Infra*
(4)Letter to Tieck, 5. May, 1792 (Von der Leyen, ii, p. 12): 
*'Ich sehe die Zwischenmusik nur als eine Leinwand oder ein
Tuch an worauf ich mir die S§enen deXs vergangenen
Aktes noch einmal vormale." Gf.1, p. 190. Further, Joseph 
Berglinger’s vision of David dancing before the Ark of the 
Gonenant, evoked by sacred choral music, (i, p. 130).
(5)Von der Leyen, i, p. L32. (v. supra. p. 63, note l).
(6) Tieck, ibid., p. 306: "Und dennoch schwimmen in den Tfinen 
oft so indivi due11-ansohauli c he Bilder, so dass uns diese 
Kunst, mBchte ich sagen, durch Auge une Ohr zu gleicher 
Zeit gefangen nimmt."
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of melody and harmony appear as flames, sparks, lightning
flashes or streams of light and colour. In an attempt to
express this visual aspect of music, Tieck writes: "Parbe
funkelt an Parbe, Glanz erglSnzt auf Glanz, und all das Licht,
der Punkelschein, der Strahlenregen lockt neuen Glanz und neue
(1)
Strahlen hervot..." and there is a wealth of similar
examples in the works of all three authors. The light may seem
(2) (3)
gentle and steady, or it may flicker; xne incoherent sounds of
the tuning of musical instruments reminds Brentano of the
(4)
erratic shimmering of the will-o’-the-wisp. Related to these
images of light and fire is the musical evocation of various
colours, - most often golden. Tieck writes, for instance, of
(5)
"lichten Ton" and "goldnen Klang", and Brentano says: "Golden
(6)
weh’n die Tttne nieder". Both associate the sound of flutes
Tl) Ibid. / p; . Of. vv. 285. 3067 ëchrif te^. ivTn. 305.
Wackenroder, Von der Leyen. i, pp, 179, 186; Brentano, 8.W., 
V, pp. 126, 160, 252; ix(2), pp. 99, 105; G.S., v, p. 273;
iv, p. 91: "..der he lien Tftne G!^zgef unkel".
(2)Brentano, , iv, p. 288; v, pp. 328, 293; ix(2), p. 223; 
Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 162: "..einen
he11strahienden himmlischen Ton."
(3)Brentano, G.8., vii, pp. 242f; Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, 
p. 182; Tieck, Schriften, xxvii, p. 131; Von der Leyen, i,
p. 296: ".. in 3en sch#immernden TÔnen".
(4)Gustav Wasa, (ed. J. Minor, Deutsche Llteraturdenkmale des 
P *  ^nd 15. Jahrhunde^ts, 15, Heilbronn, 18§3) , p." 54.
(5)ge_aicnte, ed. citl, pp. 192, 368, 572; Schriften, iv, p. 313; 
x v H T T p .  539. --------- -
(G)G.S., 11, p. 843. Cf. vll, p. 472; S.g.. v, pp. 154, 280.
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(l)
with sky-blue, and Brentano half jokingly describes a funeral
(2 )
dirge as a "kohlrabenschwarze Melodie". Wackenroder too sees
( 3 )
in music àL 1 the colours of the rainbow. Tieck suggests a
fundamental correspondence between music and colour, when he
maintains that for each painting there must be a complementary
musical work: "Zu jeder schënen Darstellung mit Parben gibt es
gewiss ein verbrûdetes Tonstiick, das mit dem Gem@&lde ^
gemeinschaftlich nur eine Seele hat. Wenn dann die Melodie
erklingt, so zucken gewiss noch neue Lebensstrahlen in dem
Bilde auf, eine gewaltigere Kunst spricht uns aus der Leinwand
an, und Ton und Linie und Parbe dringen ineinander und
(4 )
vermischen sich mit inbrünstiger Preundschaft in eins." All
three authors find that music also evokes more definite
pictorial images, - picture; of nets, grottoes, fountains,
(5)
blossoms. Sometimes the individual notes are personified;
Tl)Tieck, Schriften, x, p. 29Ï1 The flute speaks: ^Unser 
Geist ist himmelblau". (Cf. Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 250, - 
Shakepeare’s Twelfth Night also evokes in Tieck the 
sensatioh of“bluel". Brentano, S»W., ix(2) , p. 451.
Cf. Gustav Wasa, ed. cit., p. 71.
(2)37W/, kil(l) , p. IT3.
(3 ) Von der Leyen, i, p. 182: "Der einfarbige Lichtstrahl des
Sc halle8 ist in ein buntes funkelndes Kunstfeuer zersptittert 
worin alle Parben des Regenbogens flimmern." Cf. Tieck*s 
statement in the essay Die Tttne: "Jeder einzelne Ton eines 
besonderen Instrumentes 1st wie die Nuance einer Parbe und 
sowie jede Parbe ihre Hauptfarbe hat, so hat auch jedes 
Instrument einen einzigen ganz eigentümlichen Ton... I 
(ibid., n. 295.)
( 4 ) TW. , p. 267.
(5)fîêck, Schriften. i, p. 372; iv. p. 313; xvi, p. 414; 
Brentano, S.W.~~v, p. 154; ix(2), p. 223.
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(1)
they appear as solid country folk, or light-footed dancers
(2)
tripping over the grass| or across the strings of an instrument.
Brentano pictures the last note of all, creeping a w e ^  yawning
(3)
in faded garments.
This way of appreciation involves far more than a simple
replacement of auditory by visual imagery,'for the imagination
adds a new sig&ificance to the impression received. This process
is carried still futher in the appreciation of large-scale
orchestral works; complex and detailed series of images are
evoked and chase eachpther through the listener*s mind; visual
(4 )
imagery is accompanied by auditory and kinaesthetic imagery.
The percipient is thus aware of an entirely nev/ poetic 
connotation, which would not be present in the music for any 
other listener. This is clearly an intensely subjective way 
of appreciation, and one which lays stressen on the faet view 
that the Creative artist is trying to express the inexpressible 
and so can only suggest his meaning, and leave the rest to
Tl)Brentano, undated letter to a relative, (^ >S., viiiy p. 126).
(2) Tieck, Schriften, xvi, p. 233; iv, p. 304": .alle TBne
schlttpften so stiss über die Grasspitsen und durch die 
Baumgipfel hin, als wenn sie die schlafende Liebe suchten." 
Further, xx, p. 210; Gedichte, ed. dit.. p. 411; Brettano,
S.W., V , p. 73, - Godwi says: "ich sah, was ich hflrte, denn 
Ihre ^ ttilies^ TBne waren freundliche helle Gestalten, sie 
trugen ein fremdes Gewand."
(3)SeW., V, p. 17.
(4)All three authors use imagery of battle, or of dancing. 
(Bremtano, Gustav Wasa, ed. cit. , p. 54; Undated letter to
a relative, (G .S ., vili, p. 126); Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, 
i, p. 130. Tieck imagines that he hears the sound of 




the imagination. Both Tieck and Wackenroder try to express in
words the sequenüe of images evoked for them by an orchestral
work, - obviously a complicated and difficult process.
Wackenroder admit^s that it is beyond his powers, and escapes
thankfully back into the realm of music. Tieck describes the
whole fantastic series of associations callec^ up in his mind by
(2)
an overture to Macbeth. Still more fantastic are the strange
experiences of BOGS the clockmaker (in the joint worB of
(3)
Brentano and Gfirres), as he listens to a concert of instrumental
music Including a Haydn symphony. Here the subject is treated
(4)
with mock seriousness and recklessly exaggerated. Tieck and 
Brentano also attempt the reverse process, that is, starting
with a series of images, they hApe to conjure up in the
(5)
listener* s m^ind the effect of orchestral music. The views
of all three writers on symphony are revealed by all this
imagery as much as by their direct statements on the subject.
{l)lc is interesting to note that Tieck does not approve of this 
roving of the imagination in the theatre, (Of. K.3., iii,
Po 172), though he has no objection to it in the concert-hall. 
This suggests that he speaks as an expert in on drama, but 
only as a lajaman in the realm of music.
(2)Von der Leyen, i, pp. 307f.
(3) V. Appendix, n.
(4)G^. , V, pp. ^327ff.
(5)v. Tieck*s introductory word symphony to Die verkehrte Welt, 
Schriften, v, pp. 285ff; Brentano*s symphony in words in 
flusfcav Wasa, ed. pit. , pp. 54ff,
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Tieck states that in each art there is one supreme form
which dwarfs all otherw by comparison. In the realm of music
it is the symphony, "der httchfete Sieg, der schfinste Preis der
(1)
Instrumente", and in literature, the drama, die kuhnste
(2)
Verwandlung und die hBchste Spitze der Dichtkunst." His
lifelong preoccupation with the theatre leads him to the
conclusion that there is no enjoyment comparable to that
provided by a great play well acted. "2s ist schwer dén Genuss
Zu bezeichnen", he writes, "wenn sich ein grosser Dichter und
(3)
ein grosser Darsteller auf diese Weise begegnen." Symphony 
and drama both fill him with a feeling of exaltation and
(4) ;
ecstasy. Wackenroder wholly agrees wpth this high estimate of
symphony, which he calls "den letzten hBchsten Triumph der 
(5/
Instrumente"; he also seems to imply that tragedy is forhim
the highest li^terary form, when he urges^ Tieck to devote
himself to it, and adds that he would do so ^  himself, if
Tl)Von der teyen, i, p. 3u5. Of. Schriften, iv$ p, 427.
K.S., ii, p. 192. 
v3)K.S., ^  p. 331. Of. pp. 339 and 34; "Die MndrÛcke, die 
es ^ .e. ‘‘theatre at its bestjerregt, lassen sich kaum noch 
an anderen Kunstgenüssen messeja."




literature were his field. Brentano, on the contrary makes
no such claim for either drama or symphony. He avoids such
speaks of
abstract classification as far as possible, and caii-s Tieck as
( 2 )
"der alte Glasifikator" because he places one musical form
high^er than another. In any case, he is far more interested
in song than in instrumental music. His letter from a poet to
a theatre manager does suggest, however, that he would attribute
(3)
to drama a spesial pre-eminence in literature.
Since drama and symphony are thus placed on the same
high level, it seems natural that affinities should be
discovered between them, and emphasis laid on the dramatic
elements in symphony and the musical elementajin drama. Ad
^ s  Tieck alone of the three writers deals extensively with drama
and the theatre, it is in his works that references to the
musical aspects of drama chiefly o c c u r W e  have already seen
that Tieck and Wackenroder judge the excellence of music or
poetry to a large extent by its power to communicate emotion.
In their view, both symphony and drama are particularly apt
artistic forms for the fulfilment of this aim; for here the
creative artist has infinite scope to express^ and arouse in the
Tl)Letter to Tieck,C?^jan., lVy3 (Von der Leyen, ii, pp. 189f: 
"Diese Gattung wilrde meine Lieblingsgattung sein."
(2)Letter to Sophie Mereau, Sept. 24., 1806tBriefwechsel 
zwischen Clemens Brentano und Sophie Mereau, ed# cit., ii, 
p. iS9) s "Beftlnens Gesang hat Tiecken entziickt, er sagt, nun 
habe er eine Idee über die iSntstehang des Gesangs, er sezt 
ihn noch über die Kirchenmusick, der alte Clasifikator."
(3)G.S., iv, pp. 443ff. Brentano is referring to theatrical 
production rather than the drama itself.
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il)
percipient, an extremely wide and varied range of emotions.
Wackenroder draws a clear parallel between the two forms when
he says that symphony presents "ein ganzes Drama menschlicher
(2) (3)
Affekten", and since as we have seen, he finds music more poÿent
than poetry in the expression of emotion, he naturally concludes
(4)
that symphony surpasses drama in this field. A discussion of 
the introduc^tory music to Macbeth leads Tieck to the same 
conclusion, for he found that the overture expressed the awful 
horror of the drama far more completely than did the play itself. 
Thus he affirms; "Diese Symphonien kUnnen ein so huA buntes, 
mannigfaltiges, verworrenes und achttn ©ntwickeltes Drama
(5)
darstellen, wie ew uns der Dichter nimmermehr geben kann."
This is, however, an isolated statement. Par more often he
stresses the similar achievements of drama and symphony, - for
instance, he claims that the great dramatist, like the great
composer, can express infinite gradations of passion and make
(6)
us feel grief even in the midst of joy. Similarly, he
(1)Tieck, Von der ^eyen, i, p. 306: "Der Romponist hat hier ein 
unendliches Feld. (i.e. in symphony) .TCf. Wackenroder, ibid.'i 
p. 1 9 2 q  K.S., i, p. 62: "Die TragSdie Tst das Gebiet aller 
hohen Àffekte." (Cf. iv, p. 42;.
(2)Von der Leyen, i, p. 192.
(3)V. supra, p. lOOff.
(4)Von der Leyen, i, p. 193.
(5)Ibid., i, p. 306.
(6)IT7Sr7, iii, p. 73.
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emphasizes the boldness and vitality with which drama both
drama and symphony present all these manifold and contrasting
emotions. He points out that tragedy deals with extremes of
(1)
passion; it depicts not just life, but life at its greatest
(2)
intensity. In symphony too^he finds that everything is sudden 
and intense. The fierce and forceful imagery and vocabulary 
in the symphonic descriptions of all three writers reveals 
their agreement on this point. Verbs auch as erzwingen,
ertrotzen, dringen, toben, wtithen; adjectives and advdrbs such
T3)
as wild, vermessen, kühn, heftig, are used to express this vital 
energy, and are gathered into sweeping phrases, for instance, 
Wackenroder's : "mit einem Trompetensiosse brechen alle 
furchtbaren Schrecken der Welt, aiA«
QAgaAAw  von alien Seiten m&chtig wie ein Wolkenbruch herein, 
und wfilzen sich in verzerrten Gestalten ftirchterlich,
(4)
schauerlich wie ein lebendig gewordenes Gebirge ubereinander."
(1)k.8., i, p. 62". “  '
(2)^3., iii, pp. 23, 271; iv, p. 12.
(3)Tieck, Von der Leyen, 1, pp. 305ff; Brentano, Gustav Wasa. 
ed. cit..pp. 54ff.; Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i,pp«
I92ff:
(4)Ibid.. i, pp. 192ff.
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Gonflîot is, for Tieck and Brentano, an essential element
(1)
of drama; there must be dramatic tension, resulting from the
clash of opposing forces. This is what Tieck praises in
(2 )
Eleist*8 Familie Schroffenateln. - and what he misses in
at the end of Schiller* s Wallenstein trilogy, where the hero
seems to be so hedged about that he loses all power of
(3)
independence, and conflict is eliminated. All three writers
are conscious of a similar feeling of tension in the
symphony, « a ringen, streben, as them© succeeds and is
interwoven with theme. To suggest this they use images
of battle, or of intense physical effort. Wackenroder
(5)
imagines an attack by all the hosts of misfortune, and
(6)
Tieck speaks of the "Schlachtgewühl von Tfinen". BOGSJ
led still further by his wild and peculiar fantasies^ sees
(IjBrentano speaks of drama as a literary form "wo win ein 
Conflict herrschen soil". (S.W., x, p. 384). Kfipke 
reports Tieck*s saying of drama: "Der tragische 
Reinigungsprocess erscheint als tragàscher Kampf." (op. cit., 
II, p. 235).
(2)K.S., ii, p# 26: " das Fiir und Wider im Verlauf der
Begebenheit dialektisch entwickelt."
(3)K.S., iii, p. 47.
(4jcTT Gustav Wasa. ed. cit., p. 55.
(5)Wn "der Leyen, 1, p. 152.
(6)Schriften, v, p. 286. Cf. Von der Leyen, 1, p. 307.
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(1)
Samson slaying the Philistines.
The choice of vocabulary and imagery also emphasizes
the dynamic and continuous movement of symphonic music, and
suggests variations of speed; for example, the pictures of men
( 2 )
and maidens dancing on the green, of sirens floating on the
(3)
surface of the water, and of the soul hurling itself into
(4)
seething waves indicate© such wide differences of tempo as 
may be found in the scherzo, adagio and allegro movements of a
symphony. Verbs such as eilen, jagen, httpfen, schreiten,
(3)
schweben, fliehen are used by all three writers to suggest
further variations of rhythm^ and movement. In this respect
too Tieck finds a parallel in drama* He stresses the major
importance of both continuity and variation of speed in
dramatic compostion and production. In the play itself, he
/s ^ (6}
looks for "dramatische StBmung" and he criticizes works that
lack this, - for instance, he considers that Klinger*s
(ij (j.g., V, p. 041.
(2)Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, p. 132.
(3)Tieck, ibid., p. 306.
(4)Wackenroder, ibid., p. 192: "Sierdic tBnende Seelej wagt
sich plfltzlicïi mitten in die schaumenden Pluthen zu stürzeno" 
Cf. Tieck, 4bid., Schriften, v, p# 286.
(5)Brentano, Gustav Wasa, edl cit., pp. 55f; Tieck, Von^der 
Leyen, i, pp. 3Ô5rf; Wackenroder, Von der Leyen, i, pp. 191ff
(6)Schriften, xxviii, p. 258. Tieck places this phrase in the 
mouth of the fictional character Smmrioh, in Der junge 
Tischlermeister. (v. supra, p. 119, not© l).
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ZwlHinge would be a fine play "wenn es nicht an eu einer 
monoton krampfhaften Sprache litte, die den Fluss der Reden 
und acenen immerdar unterbricht und gleichsam die Sache immer 
wieder von vorn sinffingt," üven lyrical outbursts or reflective 
passages of great poetic beauty may be a blemish if they
( 2 i
interrupt the flow of the work. In dramatic production too,
Tieck insists that continuity of movement should be preserved,
(3)
even if this involves simplification of scenery and costume.
He reminds us that Shakespeare's plays were originally produced
(4 )
without intervals or divisions into Acts} and maintains that 
some plays depend for their whole effect on uninterrupted
progress, - his own Blaubart, for instanoë, can, like trout,
T5)
only live in running water. On the other hand, all great 
drama includes Ruhapunkte; these are, like rests in music, not 
an Interruption of the movement, but an integral part of it.
They are used by the poet to effect a momentary slackening of
Tiir;s‘.v Tv', pT'iw:---------------------------- :------------
(2 )TbTd., pp* 208f.: "... in alien Gedichten/i.Oo Schiller's 
pTaysJ in den letzteren mehr und mehr, ist der Portgang der 
Hand lung, die Bewegung des Dramas jenen lyriechen t)rgüsse<ti 
und Reflexionen, Gesinnungen und Meinungen aufgeopfert."
Cf. p. 277.
(3}K.S., iii, p. 173,
(4)TbTd>, p. 259. Shakespeare is his ideal in this as in 
other respects. Cf. p« 275: "...beim Shakespeare .... 
fand ich mich so vom Strome seiner Werke mitgenommen. "
(5)Letter to Immermann, May. 10. , 1835 (grief© an Ludwig Tieck. 
ed. cljb., ii, p. 86): "Ich bin ganz mit Ihnen ©inverstanden, 
Hass g&n so vieldeutige poetische Produkte, die, wie die 
Porellen, nur Im stets erschütterten Wasser am Leben bleiben, 
mit so wenigen Unterbrechungen als mBglich geben muss."
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(1)
tension, and must be resTected in theatriaal production. As a
concrete example Tieck cites the scene between Polonius and
(2)
the servant in Hamlet. He draws a distinct contrast between
such rests and the definite break created by the dropping of
the curtain, and holds that there are too many plays "wo der
Vorhang, welcher f&llt, die Pause des Zwischenactes eine zu
grosse Roll© spielt, und die Gedichte zelbst jene zerstreuenden
Ruhepunkte zu wenig haben, die ich hier und da im Blaubart
(3)
habe anbringen wollen." He considers the question of tempo in
(4)
drama so important that he devotes a whole essay to it, and
0
here his use of musical terms shows that he has musical 
analogies in mind.The rhythm of ordinary conversàtion, he feels^ 
should be the Grundton of theatrical production; but beyond 
this, each character, each scene and line has its own measure,
(Zeitmass), and thus infinite variations of speed are possible,
(5)
from Largo to Allegro, even if there is nothing to indicate
this in the text. Here, however, where there seems to be a
clear and natural analogy between the interpretative art of the
actor and the executant, Tieck draws a contrast,and in so
IjK.è., iii, pp. 239f.
T2) îbïd. The scene in Hamlet to which Tieak refers is Act ii, 
Scene 1.
(3)Letter to Immermann, 10. May, 1835 (Brief© an Ludwig Tieck, 
ed. cit., ii, p. 88).
(4)1TS.7TW, pp. 37ff.
(5)Ibid., ppo 43ff: "h's muss, wenn auch auf dem Grunde der 
natÜrlichen und gewBhnlichen Rede, jedes Schauspiel sein 
eigne8 Zeitmass haben, in diesem jeder Oharakter, und in
laiesem wieder jede Szene, jedes Geftihl, jeder Vers."
f
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doing, betrays himself as a layman where music is concerned.
He writes: "Die Hauptsache ist, dass der dramatische Vortrag
sich unter keine allgomeine Regel bringen lâsst, weil er noch
wait mannichfalt^iger, geistiger und vielseitiger ist, als es
nur iemals der Ausdruck, der Ton Oder die Zeitmasse der Musik
(1)
sein kttnnen." Thus he places the actor's art above that of
the executant,and reverses his earlier view that the symphony
possesses subtler and more varied means of expression than
the drama. He implies that rhythmical variation in music can
be reduced to a general rule and fails to realize that on the 
one
ether hand, the intellectual significance of words in drama,
and the necessity of making oneself understood, limits
variations of speed as exactly as any time signature and tempo
marks in music, - and on the other hand, that these visible
signs of musical notation form a mere skeleton, within which
the exécutantes freedom for individual interpretation as
(2)
infinite as that of the actor.
Tieck, Wackenroder and Brentano all realise that 
the forceful and dynamic expression of violent and varied 
emotion, in both symphony and drama, conceals order even
( I ; ibid., pe 44.
(â)Por a musician’s views on this subject, v. Paderewski's 
essay Tempo Rubato, (included in Success in Music by
H. T. Plnck, London, 1910, pp. 454-Ï61>. He writes, for 
instance: "Mechanical execution and emotion are 
incompatible. To play Chopin's G major Nocturne with 
rhythmic rigidity and pious respect for the indicated rate 
of movement would be as intolerably monotonous, as absurdly 
pedantic as to recite Gray's famous ü'iegy to the beating 
of a metronome."
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beneath apparent confusion. A master hand controls the danci&g
(1)
spirits of symphony; the greatness of Shakespeare's plays
(2)
depends on conscious artistry. Tieck more especially, is aware
pf analogies with orchestral music in dramatic composition
and production. His use of the verb klingen and itz compounds
to convey his ideal of dramatic harmony^ in whict^each part is
subordinate to the whole, suggests that he has a musical
(3)
parallel in mind, - a suggestion that is futher confirmed by
(4)
his praise of Calderon as a master of musical composition.
In Romeo and Juliet too he finds affinities with musical form/
"Durch das ganze Stück gehen die Stimmen der jungen Leute oft
wie in einem vielstimmigen Musiksatze harmonisch durcheinander,
iBsen sich ab, und fliessen wieder win und contrastiren mi
(5)
miteinander." With reference to dramatic production, Tieck
lays particular stress on Zusammenspiel, and on the fact that
a general level of excellence is more valuable on the stage
(6)
than the oustanding performance of one or two virtuosi.
XI)Brentano, Gustav Wasa, ed. cit., p. 56: "
"Âber Im inneren Leben 
Fesselt der Meister das Sein."
(2)v. supra, p. 69, note 1; further, K.8.. iii, p. 227;
BohrIftern, x, pp. 297f.
(3)k,S,, ill, pp. 52f; iv, p. 36.
( 4 } T ^ o ,  p. 154.
(5)Tbid., p. 191. Tieck discerns affinities with musical 
composition at the end of the play too, when the characters 
are mourning Juliet's death, (ibid.)
(6)KftS., iv, pp. 30, 129, 359, 360 passim.
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This suggestion of a parallel between a troupe of actors and an
orchestra is supported by his comparison of a peffectly balanced
production of Goefehe's Tasso with the execution of an orchestral
work: "Die ganze Darstellung lâsst sich mit einem sch^n
ausgeführten Concert vergleichen, ....  kein Instrument, kein
Tto überschreit oder fehlt."
On the other hand, Tieck recognizes that a fundamental
characteristic of musical form is absent from drama, - that is,
recurrence of theme. In his word piftmres of symphony he
suggests this formal element by phrases such as "allés jagt
und verfolgt sich und kehrt zurück", and "allés flieht
(2)
geângstigt und kehrt zurtick." Wackenroder and Brentano also 
draw attention to this feature, and further state that the 
theme may be "verhiillt" or "verschleiert" when it re-appears,
(3) ^
that is, it may recur in varied form. Onl^y Tieck, however,
points out that there is nothing comparable to this in drama
where the impression of unity depends not on repetition but
(5)
on the precise dovetailing of motifs, and the development of
TIlTbid'c", ppT 255f.---------------------------------------------
(2)Von der Leyen, i, pp. 506, 308; Schriften, v, p* 286. 
cf. also the original version of Prinz Zerbino, (in
Bamboociaden, ii, ed. A. P. Bernhardl, Berlin, 1799), p. 107, 
v/here Tieck concludes his word sympnony : .  und so bin ich 
sehr schfin zu dem Satze von dem ich ausging zurÜckgekehrt. "
(3)Wackenroder, 4L, Vifcn der Leyen, i, p. 193; Brentqno, 
Gustav Wasa, ed. cit., pp. 54f.
(4)Tieck's and Bnentano's own plays prove interesting from this 
point of view, v. infra, pp. .
(o)K.S.  ^ iv, p. 2S. Tieck states that drama requires "Einheit,
  Précision und das Ineinandergreifen aller Teile."
Cf. Brentano, G.S., iv, p. 444.
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character and situation in accordance with the laws of pr
(1)
probability. This basic distinction seems to Tieck to afford
symphony greater freedom than drama, and although g he would
never question that consistency of plot and character are
essential to drama, he delights in any element which brings
it nearer to this enviable musical freedom from extraneous
considerations. He belittles the significance of details of
time and place, and terms Shakespeare a "poetic poet", because
(2)
he set^s his comedies in poetic space and imaginary time.
Similarly he praises Wallensteins Lager because he finds no
events in it, - only "die Schilderung eines Lagers und der
(3)
Stimmung c^esselben." His consistent emphasis on Stimmung
suggests that he sees in this one of ÿhe prime means of
lifting drama into the purely poetic world, which is the
(4 )
natural sphere of symphony.
This preoccupation with the music ofi drama and the 
drama of symphony is symptomatic of the Romantic writerà* 
longing for a composite form, in which the two arts should be 
united in perfect balance and harmony. This ideal was to be 
fulfilled later in the century.
T D  dr.k.S., ll, pp. 54, 4Ô; 1 1 1 ,  pp. 30f; l4S,-”iv, 2ÜV.
(2)ICs., iv, p. 14o
(3)g ^ .  , iii, pp, 47f.
(4)îbid., Po 31; N.S., ii, p» 132; Von der Leyen, i, p. 306.
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2. «as RELATION OP MUSIC AND POETRY IN OPERA.
Both Tieck and Brentano were actively interested 
in the setting of words to music, and each tried his hand at 
libretto-writing. In December 1802, Brentano wrote to teèl
(1/
8aVigny about a little opera for which he had written the words.
This was Die lustigen Musikanten, and had as its central
point Brentano's poem of the same title. It took him only
four days to complete the text, and he must have found it
fascinating work, for he immediately resolved to embark on the
composition of a large-scale opera in collaboration with
Bergmtiller, the conductor of the Düsseldorf orchestra. This
ambitious plan however came to nothing, and even the setting
of Die lustigen Musikanten was never completed. It certainly
was not Brentano*s interest that began to flag. His
disappointment at the dilatoriness of his composer is revealed
(2}
in his introduction to the printed text. Here again he
expresses his wish to collaborate with a musician in a work
on a larger scale, - a wish that remained unfulfilled. His
(1;Letter or bee. 1st, 1802 (Unsterbliches Leben. ed. cït.'.“ 
pp, 276f.) Cf. Pk. p. 168.
(2)0.8., vii, pp."^19ff.
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other attempt to unite drama amd music was equally unfruitful.
To celebrate the victory against Napoleon at Kulm, Brentano 
wrote in 1813 a work headed: Victoria und ihre Geschwlster mit 
fllegenden Fahnen und brennender Lunte. He termed^this 
mixture of speech and song "ein klingendes Spiel". Since 
speed was essential in the production of auch a topical work, 
Brentano attempted to llghtem-the composer's task by including 
parodies of exist^g songs; for example, Anna's song "
"Schlummerstille herrscht im Lager" is a parddy of Goethe's
(2)
poem "Meeresstille und gltickliche Fahrt", amd was intended to
(3)
be sung to Reichardt's setting. For some reason this work
(4)
was not performed either.
Tieck only made one attempt at libretto-writing, and 
he too failed to get his work produced. Reichardt suggested 
that he shou&d write a libretto based on the theme of 
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. Tieck agreed to write a text, 
but insisted on selecting his own subject. The result was 
Das Ungeheuer und der verzauberte Wald, (1798), a fantastic 
tale of love and magic which Tieck fully expected to be rejected. 
To his surprise Reichardt accepted At with enthusiasm, and
TTJlb id ., p. 291.----------------------------------------
(2)161?., p. 301.
(3)Tbid., Po 289.
(4)Brentano also wrote the text for two cantatas which were both 
set to music by Reichardt: Cantate auf die Einweihung der 
Berliner UniversitH-t am 15."Okt. 1810, and Cantate a ^  den 
Tod der Ktinigin Luise von Preussen, 1812. (The texts of both 
ar"e printed in Clemens Brentano by P. J. B. Diel. ed. W. 
Kreiten, Freiburg, 1877, i, pp. 415-441).
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began to work on the score. Tieck's disappointment must loave
been all the keener when, some time later, the composer
returned the text with obvious embarrassment but without an|-
explanation, and a Zauberstiick by Kotzebue was produced instead.
In the spring of 1812 Reichardt sent Tieck a scenario for an
opera Sakontala, and eagerly invited his collaboration; but this
time Tieck showed little em interest, and the plan was dropped
(2;
although Reichardt had already written the overture.
Though Tieck did not write another libretto himself, 
his theatrical activities in Dresden and Berlin brought him 
into contact with many composers, librettists and opera-singers. 
For instance, he came to know Weber, who was appointed
(3)
as conductor of the newly founded Dresden opera-house in 1817, 
and Meyerbeer, who in 1844 solicited his advice on the
(4)
production of a work for the opening of the Berlin opera-house.
He took a kindly interest in the opera TannhSuser of H. Mangold, 
and after its rejection by the Intendant von Küstner, on 
account of religious elements which were considered unsuitable
(1) Tieck, Schriften, x i , pp. xlviiiff. jricie production of this 
ZaubersXück was a failure I]
(2)Letters from Reichardt to Tieck, 1. Mar., 17. Mar., 27. Jul., 
31. Oct., 1812 (Briefe an Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit., iii,
pp. 107-118.)
(3)Letter from Tieck to Riihs,/}) Jul. , 1820, and to Winkler,
1824] (Letters of Ludwig Tieck. ed. cit., pp. 207, 244).
(4)Letter from Meyerbeer to Tieck, 26. Nov., 1844 (Brfeefe an 
Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit.. i'i, pp. 348f ) .
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on the stage, Tieck made suggestions^for the alteration of the
libretto to make it more acceptable. Naturally he was also
interested in the use of incidental music in the theatre. In
Mendelssohn he found a composer who could provide exactly what
he wanted, - music that was an integral part of the produetion
(2)
and summed up the,mood of the play. Mendelssohn's Midsummer
Night's Dream music was composed for Tieck's produetion of
the play, and in 1842 Tieck invited him to write settings
for the choruses In the Medea of Euripides; Mendelssohn replied
that this wax too difficult a task for him, but in 1845 he
agreed to compose and rehearse music for Tieck's production of
(3)
Oedipus.
Brentano's works contain very few hints about his 
theoretical views on opera. He does, however, make it clear
that as a librettist he is prepared to subordinate his own
(4}
ideas to those of the composer. Tieck on the other hand 
expresses his views in considerable detail. He finds grand 
opera perfectly exemplified in the works of Gluck which, he 
considers, demonstrate the exact nature of the genre as distinct
(1)Letter from Tieck to Geheimer Eablbettarat ITlaire, 9. Mar., 
1847 (Letters of Ludwig Tieck, ed» cit., p, 541)»
(2)Letter from Tieck to King Prederîck William iv, 19. Jan., 
1844(Ibid., p. 469).
(3)Letters from Mendelssohn to Tieck, 15, Oct., 1842; 18. Jul., 
1845; 4. Sept., 1845 (Briefe an Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit.,
pp. 337-340).     —  -----
(4)G.S., vii, p. 220.
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(1)
from tragedy. But light opera (or Romantic opera, as ha also
terms it), seems to him comparatively ill-defined, and so he
confines his discussion mainly to this subject; he states too
that he intended Das Ungeheuer und der verzauberte Wald to
" (2] 
be a practiaal illustration of his views. In his opinion.
Romantic opera is a truly German product, and its great exponent
is Mozart, whose works indicate the wide range of
(3)
possibilities afforded by this genre. Two things^ however^ all 
light operas should have In common. The first is unity of 
emotional mood - an aspect of music and of literature to 
which Tieck invariably attached great importance. He agrees 
with Brentano that the librettist should submit to the 
composer's wishes, but at the same time stresses that the two 
should work in such close collaboration from the very é
beginning, that there can be no misunderstanding about the
(4)
general atmosphere and the predominant passions. The second
feature consistently stressed by Tieck as essential tOi
(5)
Romantic opera is the supernatural element. He maintains 
that, after all^the world of faery is the true realm of music, 
and large tracts of it are still waiting to be explored. Here
T D K .S .j iv71>p."8'9, 93.-------------------------------------------------------------------
(2)Schrifte», xi, p. 149.
(3)Ibid«,~p7 1; K.S., iv, pp. 86, 94,
(4)This demand for perfect accord between foet and composer 
suggests that the ideal solution would be for the same 
person to create music and words together, but Tieck does not 
draw this conclusion. (E. T. A. Hoffmann was later to do so. 
V. infra, p.ii'^ .).
(5 )S'chriften, xiy pp, liii, 148; K.S. i, p, 50.
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he found a rich source of the fantastic and grotesque for his
(1)
own libretto.
As a poet, Tieck is naturally more interested in the
W
wards thgn the music of opera, and - like Goethe - he insists 
that the words should be audible; they should be sung
(Î)
distinctly and not drowned by the orchestral accompaniment.
He attaches importance to^ the careful choice of words too, 
and points out that Goethe did not include in his Singsplele 
any of hsi his most perfect lyric poems, for these are in 
themselves complete works of art and would lose rather than 
gain in an operatic setting. The words of a libretto should, 
in Tieck's view, be simple and straightforward, so that the 
music can add something to them and the two arts can thus su
(4^
support instead of hampering one another.
TlfSchfiften, x l . n. l6o. Tieck says that he deliberately 
sought ’'das grelle und ghantastische".
(2)Nothing annoyed Goethe more than to hear people praise a 
singer's powers of expression if the words were inaudible.
At the end of the song, he would enquire i^itely whether it 
was written in German or Italian. It is reported that after 
listening to s setting of one of his own poems, he once said 
to the singer: "Das Lied waJç'^recht hübsoh, doch mSchte ich 
nur gern wissen, in welcher Sprache der Text abgefasst war." 
"Es war ja von Ihnen", the singer replied. "So, said Goethe, 
"das habe ich nicht befaerkt." (Biedermann, Goethe-Gesprâche,
Weimar, 1808, iv, p* 510. Cf. 1, pp. 503, 551; Sâmmtliche
Werke, ed. cijb., xxi, p. 8ÎT.
(3) Schriften, iv, pp. 89f ; letter to his wig wife and 
daughter 9 , 14. jun., 1825 (Letters of Ludwig Tieck. cit. 
pp. 302f : " . . .©s (das Orchesterl hlelt und trug nicht den 
Gesang, sondern kâmpfte ihn gewaltsam zu Boden."^
(4)Letter to Reichardt,I?]1801 (Briefe an Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit.,
iii, pp. 105ff); K.S., iv, pp. l52f.
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Since Tieck was especially sensitive to the musical
value of words, it is not surprising that he deprecates the
tendency to make a rigid distinction between song and speech
and to exclude the latter from light opera and opereèta. He
considers prolonged recitative wearisome, and can see no reason
why arias should not be linked by speech. This need not destroy
the poetic atmosphere; on the contrary, the composer might well
use "das Ausruàhen des Ohrs im Hedevortrag als poetisches
(1)
nothwendiges Element". In Das Ungeheuer und der verzauberte Wald
he introduces two speaking characters - the king and his
minister Sameli, - who never sing at all. This is particularly
appropriate, for these are the two Philistine characters, who
lack all appreciation of music, as well as belief in love and
(2)
magic. Tieck counters ali the objection that an alternation of
song and speech is unnatural by implying that, where music is
concerned, the words natural and unnatural have no significance,
and continues: "Der schneidende Widerspruch des Gesanges und der 
A«dt (4)
polite hier aufgehoben warden, und wieder dem Gansen dienen."
The use of the distinction between speech and song as an element
in characterization suggests an awarenei^ that the mean^ and
uilagew of music can be employed to express manifestations - mord
particularly those connected with magic or emotion, - which lie
outside the sphere of reason, and hence beyond the reach of
everyday language as a means of expression.
T i)s c h rifte Q , x l , pp. l i v ,  l40.




C H A P T E R  V I .
MUSICAL ELEMENTS IN THE LITERARY WORKS OP 
TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO.
1. INTRODUCTORY: THE MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
MUSICAL EXPERIENCE OP TIECK, WACKENRODER AND BRENTANO.
There is little doubt that Tieck had less theoretical
knowledge of music, and was in general less gifted musically
(1)
than either Wackenroder or Brentano. After the failure of his
(2)
early attempts to play the violin, he seems to have approached 
music only as an untutored listener, although his interest in 
it must surely have been kept alive by his friendship with 
Wackenroder, and by frequent visits to the composer Reichardt. 
He also spent long periods at the country-house of Graf von 
Pinkenstein, who, with his daughters, formed the nucleus of a 
group of music-lovers. Prom 1819 onwards his theatrical
_______     L
Tl)of. R. Minder, Ludwig Tieck, Paris, 1936, Part ii. Capter 
X, pp. 323-338; also KBpke, op. cit., ii, p. 266.o'^o ootj A.opKe,
(2)K5pke, op. c&t., i, pp. 55fTT
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(1)
activities brought him into contact with many musicians.
Great singers and instrumentalists visited him, and lesser ones
would often arrive in Dresden or Berlin with an introductory
(2)
letter to him. Yet he himjéslf seems to have had no wish to
acquire further musical knowledge, and he clearly stated that
\3 i
he was a layman in this sphere.
Like Tieck, Brentano had many musical friends, among
them Reichardt, and Count Pinkenstein and ^ s  daughters, "die
(4)
gSttlichen Kirchenmusik-Prftulein", as he called them. He was a
great lover of vocal music, especially of spontaneous song, and
his interest in the collection of folk-songs was as much
musiaal as literary. He was himself far more gifted musically
than Tieck; his contemporaries* enthusiastic descriptions of
his singing to the guitar suggest that he was perhaps the most
( 5 ) J uÀ/'ctr
musical of %he all the Romantic writers. Besides playing the
(l;v. supra, pp. ïùVfl
(2)?f.Érlefe an Ludwig Tieck, ed. cit., i, pp. 22, 179. 219f; 
TTi,”pp;"93T";- lv7 pp. 125f. ---
(3)Schriften, xi, p. xlix; K.S., iv, p. 372.
(4)tetter to Savigny,[? Mar., 1805} (Unsterbliches Leben, ed. cit. 
Po 327.
(5}0f. J. Von Kichendorff, Sj^tliche Werke, ed. W. Kosch and 
A. Sauer, Regensburg, |N.6], x, p* 4^3; Erinnerungen der 
Frau von Ahlefeld. quoted by H. Cardauns in Die Mkrchen 
Clemens Brentanos7 Koin, 1895, pp. 93ff.
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he also had violin loasons and tried to play the clarinet and 
flageolet. He improvised music and words simulta^ously with 
ease and brilliance. According to Bettina's account of a letter
in the Prühlingskran^ he once arranged to have lessons in
-----
composition, but there seems to be no further reference to this.
Br^^ano was always impatient of theory, and it is probable that 
his own musical compositions were the product of intuition rather
than technical knowledge. He himself #a claimed to know nothing
(3)
about music.
Wackenroder on the other hand, had a real interest in
the theory of music and in practical composition; and he also
(4)
played the piano. In his first letter to Tieok in 1792 he wrote; 
"iSs bleibt nooh immer mein Verlangen, einmal in der
praktischen Komposition nooh welter au kommen, ... wenn auch nur 
so weit, dass ich kleine Arien, Duetten, Ohëre usw. komponieren
(f)
konnte,” and he eagerly seized every opportunity of acquiring
deeper insight into the nature of music. Ho had regular lessons
from Pasch sind, according to Kfipke, he also found a musical
T D O f . letters to Sophie Mere au, 0.8/21 Aug., 170qJ1j u1. 180^
26. Sept., 1804 (Briefwechsel zwisc^n Clemens Brentano vukT 
Spphie Mereau. ed. cit.~ 1, pp. 7 and 1Ô1; ii, p. l44); 
letters to his sTster Sophie,C? Jun., 1797J; 28. Aug., 1799 
(unsterbliches Beben, ed. cit.. pp. 87 and 124); letter to 
his sister Gun<la,/jun., 17Ü7jUbid., p. 91) and to his 
brother Franz,[20. Dec., 179% (ibid.. p. 105).
(2/Pk., p. 168. Of. p. 194.
(3)57'. Brentano und die Brüder Grimm, ed. R. Stèis. Stuttgart 
und Èerlln, 1914, p. 88y.
(4)Letter from Tieok to Wackenroder, 29. M ^ ,  1792 (Von der 




advisor in Zelter. In 1792 he attended a series of weekly 
concerts with Bernhardi. When Tieok became a student in 
dôttingen, one of Wackenroder•s first requests was for informati@ 
about Professor Porkel, a prominent music critic and author of 
a history of music. It is therefore extremely probable that, 
when Wackenroder entered 08ttingen bhiverstty himself, he 
attended Porkel*s lectures, though we have no proof of this.
A list of the books that he borrowed from the university
library includes Porkel*s Allgemeine Geschichte der Musik,
(2)
vol. i, Leipzig, 1788, and J. P. Eirnberger*s Kunst des reinen
(3)
Satzes. This suggestys that his interest in musical form was 
undimini shed ; and since he was an extfemely conscientious 
student, he almost certainly idead the books he borrowed.
Moreover, the story of Joseph Berglinger, which is to a certain
(5;
extent based on Wackenroder*s own experience, shows an acute 
realization of the amount of technical knowledge ^ needed by the 
composer.
Tl)op# Git, 1, p. %22. —
(2)Volume ii had not yet appeared.
(d)v, A. Gillies, "Wackenroder*s Apprenticeship to Literature"
Tn German Studies presented to H. G. Fiedler, Oxford, 1938, 
p. JJÔ4. Wackenroder also borrowed Gahusai* s Historische 
Ab^ndlung von der alten und neuen Tanzkunst, contained in 
the first two volumes of Sammlung vermlsohter Schriften 
zur Befërderung der schttnen Wissenschaften und der freyen 
Künsbe" 6 volsT, feerlln, l7s0-63, and Dubos * s Réflexions 
critiques sur la poésie et sur la peinture (with its section 
on music;, 3 vols., Paris, 1756.
(4)KÔpke, op cit., îk, p. 177.
(5)v. supra, p. 63.
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Since Wackenroder had studied musical composition, he
must have realized that music is as highly organized as any
other form of art, both in broad outline and in the smallest
details. He must have recognized and delighted in the careful
arrangement of TSterial in music, the development and recurrence
of themes, the growth of melody and harmony. He knew, as we
(1)
have seen, that intense concentration is necessary for a full 
appreciation of music. On the other hand, all the evidence 
suggests that Tieck, approaching &t as a layman, discerned in it 
only a shimmering ebb and flow of sound, with occasional echoes 
of something that had gone before, and had little realization 
of the underlying thematic form. Brentano *z position was 
probably somewhere between the two. It is therefore interesting 
to note that the closest approximation to musical form in the 
literary works of these three writers, is to be found in the 
ezsays of Wackenroder.
(l)v. supra, ppy 167f.
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2. MUSICAL FORM.
(^IM THE ESSAYS OF WACKENRODER.
Musical form is based on repetition and contrast.
One of the simplest and most frequently used forms consists of
two successive, contrasting themes, followed by a re-statement
(l)
of the first. Wackenroder*s word pictures of music suggest
this ternary themktic scheme (for example, his synç»hony in
words has a quiet beginning and ending, enclosing a violent
(2)
dramatic passage ), and a similar form is characteristic of
(3)
his essays. It is particularly clear in Rafaels j&rscheinung . 
This essay begins with an introductory theme : - the inability 
of the prosaic Philistine to comprehend the mystery of 
aesthetic inspiration. The first section closes with a 
quotation from a letter of Rafael*s and a reference to the 
ancient manuscript in which the author found the story that 
follows; the legend of Rafael's vision of the Virgin forms the 
central theme of the essay, and this is followed by another
j
reference to the manupicript and a repetition of the quotation,
which introduces a brief re-statement of the initial theme.
Tl;Por example the third movement in sonatas and symphonies’ 
(Minuet and Trio, or scherzo), is usually composed in this 
form. Folk-song also provides many instances, e.g. "Drunten 
im Unterland."
(2)Von der Leyen, i, pp. 192f. Cf. p. 132.
(3)Ibld., pp. 1-9.
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Ttiua the two contrasting themes are used in orderly and 
symmetrical form. And this is not an isolated example. The 
essay Francesco Francia is similarly reminiscent of the 
ternary form in music. The story of Francis's rise and to 
fame, his self-humiliation and ultimate glorification, is 
preceded and followed by a comparison of the magnificence of 
Ital^ian Renaissance art with the spiritual and artistic 
poverty of more modern times. The beginning and e^nding are
further linked by an image of light, which represents the fire
(2)
of divine inspiration. Similarly the essay on Albrecht Durer 
begins and ends with a glorification of mediaeval Nürnberg and 
of Dürer as its foremost representative.
in each case the initial and final themes are linked 
not only by a recurrence of idea, but still m&re firmly by the 
repetition of words and phraxes, which present in concentrated 
form the main themes of the essay. The quotation in Rafael^s 
A>3cheinung is an obvious example. If the theme phrases are 
very short, - only two or three words - they are usually 
impressed on the reader*s memory b^ repetition within the 
initial section, and are thus immediately recognizable when they 
recur at the end. For instance, in the essay on Albrecht Dürer,
(1)ïbid., pp. ib-lv. ~ ~ ~ ~
(2)T5Tar., ,pp> 11 and 17.
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the words "vaterl&ndische Kunst" are repeated in the first
(1)
paragraph, and then recur again in the final one. Similarly,
the phrases "wo die Gebeine Albrecht Mrers ruhen", "so ruhro
die vergessenen Gebeine unseres alten Albrecht Dürers" are
re-echoed in the closing paragraph: "Priede sei mit deinen
(2)
Gebeiben, mein Albrecht Dürer". l*his again suggests an analogy 
with musical form, where the initial section is frequently 
repeated before the second themejf/( is introduced, as well at the 
end.
The theme of the essay ginige Worte über Allgemeinheit 
Toleranz und Menschenliebe in der Kunst is that all art is a 
gift from God and rises up to return to Him again ; and the
beginning and end are united by the recurrence of the key-image
of a sacrifice. In this context, therefore, the return to the 
point of departure has symbolic as well as formal significance, 
and in the concluding sentence Wackenroder purposely draws the 
reader*s attention to this: "ich habe meine Rede angefangen vo^n 
Ihm, und ich kehre wieder zu Ihm zurück: - wie der Geist der 
Kunst, wie aller Geist von Ihm ausgeht und durch die Atmosphere
(iTols., pp. bfe and 65. " "
(2) ibid., pp. 53 and 63. The phrase "kÜhnen Gewttlben" (p. 53)
is also echoed by the word "SpitzgewBlben" (p. 63). Cf. also 
the beginning and ending of Rafaels Erscheinung (pp. 3"^ and $) , 
and of Wie und auf welche Wei se man die Werke der grossen 
Künstler der Erde eigentllch betrachten..... müsse. (pp« 79f. A3;
(3)Thia7, pp. 45-51.--- ^---— ----
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(1)
der Krde, Ihm zum Opfer entgegendringt". The secondary theme, 
emphasizing the wide variety of artistic products, runs in 
counterpoint to the primary one.
Thus the /  element of musical form in these essays 
is far more than a mere external arrangement of material.
It is a means of concentrating attention on the salient points. 
The essences of the main themes is distilled into a phrase or
image in much the same way as Wagner concentrates emotional
(2)
content into a leitmotiv, and the initial theme returns with
a fresh significance derived from the interven&àg material, as
in a well-constructed piece of music. Tieok*s essays, on the
other hadd give no such unified impression. Frequently the
order of the paragraphs could be altered, additions or
omissions could be made without dt detriment to the whole.
In the essay uiin paar Worte über Billigkeit, M&ssigkeit und
(3) --------------------------
Toleranz for instance, there is no orderly development, but,
as the title itself suggests, - a haphazard conglomeration of
ideas. Wackenroder»s essays end with the rounded finality
11) Ibid., p. 6Tl For the use of the image at the beginning, 
y.pp. 45f.: "das Opfer der ganzen lebendigen und lebloseb 
îTa-Çur/*, and p* 46: "das Opfer der ganzen Natur."
(2)The^leitmotiv is said to have been invented by Hans von 
Wolzogen, a contemporary of Wagner * s and commentator of 
his works; but the musical device was used before the time 
of Wagner, e.g. Blondel*s song in Grétry*s Richard Ooeur 
de Lion,1184; the motif of vengeance in Mehul*s Ariodant, 
T75ÏÏT The principle of the leitmotiv is also found in
J. S. Bach* s allusive use of chorales throughout the 
Church cantatas and similar works.
(3)Von der Leyen, i, pp. 257-262.
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of a full cadence: Tleck*a frequently ce«se for no apparent re
{i> (aj
reason, (e.g. Die Farben, Wateaus Oemâlde.) The musical 
form of Wackenroder•s essays thus seems all the more striking 
in contrast with this comparative formlessness.
C1)TEIïïT ; pp. 263-269.
(a)T5IcT., pp. 250-252.
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(3) IN TEa DRAMAS OP TII2CK AND BRhNTANO.
The dramas of Tieok and Brentano have often been
called formless, and it is true that they lack the taut
interweaving of character and situation, the economy and
concentration, which are characteristic of great drama. Nor
can they be called musical in form, in the same sense that
the form of Wackenroder*s essays is musical, since this too
implies significant and balanced arrangement of thematiw
(1)
mte material. Yet these dramas are not entirely without
(2) (3)
pretension to form; Genoveba and Die Gründung Prags for
instance, abound in complex correspondences, parallels and
contrasts. $he basis of their construction is not a
tightly-knit dramatic web, but an indistinct ebb and flow of
emotional mood such as was experienced by Tieck and Brentano
themselves in listeningjK to music.
Tl)h‘ven less systematized musical forms such as the Rhapsody 




Dramatic contrast is a device frequently used to set 
character and situation in relief, - but the contrasts in the 
plays of Tieck and Brentano are of an unusual kind; they are 
contrasts of emotional mood and have little connection with 
character or situation. In Genoveva, for instance, Tieck 
conjures up on the one hand the tense pent-up, storm-ladnn 
atmosphere of the Golo-Genoveva scenes, and on the other hand 
(rather lews convincingly), the unconstrained, war-like 
atmosphere of the battle scenes. In Die Gründung Prags, the 
wild but colourful violence of paganism is set against the 
quiet gentleness of Christianity. These contrasts in broad 
outline are supported by similar contrasts in details of 
construction. For example, the elegiac half-wentimental 
mood of the prison scenes in Genoveva is twice immediately 
succeeded by the gaiety of lovers favoured by fortune. Par 
from clarifying the action, the continual kaleidoscopic 
shifting of interest tends to give an impression of confusion 
Repetition and similarity of theme or situation are 
usually avoided by dramatists, because repetition tends to 
deprive a situation of some of its significance, and thus the 
dramatic interest is weakened. In music on the other hadn 
hand, repetition and vaiçktion of theme is one of the 
fundamental formal characteristics, one of the chief means 
of producing a unified whole. Par from losing signifi^cance
11. pp. 147a and 158; pp. 158 and 159.
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the musical theme gains at each recurrence, and a large 
measure of our delight in music springs from recognition^ 
and comparison. Tieck and Brentano attempt to transfer this 
musical device to the sphere of drama. In Die Gründung Prags 
for instance, there are many echoes and reminiscences of 
something that has happened before. The beginning of Act^iv 
runs parallel to a passage near the beginning of Act i ; in 
both cases, each of the three sisters, Libussa, Tetka and 
Kascha has a strange dream, which she afterwards recounts at 
length, and which has a mysterious connection with a symbolic 
gift placed in her lap while she sleeps. The variation is 
to be found An the transference of the scene froma a pagan 
atmosphere in Act i to a Christian atmosphere in Act iv.
Thus it is not the situation that grewe develops, but only
an abstract theme. The motif of the desecration of a sacred
(21
tree occurs five times, but its relation to the drabatic 
action becomes more and more obscure. Libussa * s accusation 
against Wlasta occurs three times,’ and the number three indeed
recurs again and again, sometimes with symbolic significance,
(3)
sometimes without. A  /An analysis of Genovevai reveals a
 ^ (4/
similarly complex series of links and parallel themes.
Ti>Brentano, 8»W., x, pp. and 244ff.
(2)Ibid., pp. 47f., 92f., 102, 15Off., 257.
(5)^ l d ., pp. 49. 104, 124, 220-224, 250, 299, 510, 555, 552.
(4)Sf. J. Ranftl, Ludwig Tiecks Genoveva als romantlsche 
Sfchtung betracEtet.Graz.1899. espécialIv d p . ibOff.
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Kaiser Ootavlanus consists of jumbled variations on the four 
themes represented by allegorical figures in the Prologue: - 
Liebe, Tapferkeit, Scherz und Glaube. It would imply an 
injustice to music to call the form of these play^js musical 
without further w qualification. It is true that they share 
with music a freedom from logical coherence ; but they are also 
marked by a diffuseness that is not characteristic of great 
music, any more than it is characteristic of great drama.
The recurrence of actual lines as a contributory 
factdr of unity of mood in these plays may more justly be 
compared with musical form. Word for word repetition is a 
purely musical device; nothing is added to the actual logiwal 
content, yet at each repetition the phrases gain in emotional 
significance. Like the recurrent phrases in Wackenroder• s 
essays, these too suggest an analogy with the leitmotiv in 
music. In Genoveva, for example, the willow song gradually 
gathers meaning until it becomes the a main factor in bearing 
the general mood of the play. Its intellectual content is 
very slight, - simply the lament of an unhappy lover, - but 
the tonal values of words and word clusters turn it into a
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(1)
1^  musical unit in itself. The strophes are musically linked
byjfcfthe recurrence of the same three rhymes throughout, by
parallelism of phraseology in successive lines, and still more
by echoes of whole phrases. The third strophe is composed
almost entirely of echoes and variations of lines from the
preceding ^ strophes. This has the effect of deepening the
elegiac mood of the first twelve lines into hopeless gloom.
Thus, apart from any context, the song is highly evocative of
emotional atmosphere, and at its first appearance, even the
first four lines, sung by the young shepherd Heinrich, are
enough to introduce a note of melancholy into the cheerful
T D Schriften, ii, p. 11. Z
*T5icht von Pelsen eingescjglossen.
Wo die stillen B&chlein gehn,
Wo die dunklen Weiden sprossen,
Wiinsch* ich bald mein Grab zu sehn.
Dort im kühlen abgelegnen Thai
Such ich Ruh für meines Herzens Quaal.
Hat sie divh ja doch verstossen, 
und sie war so süss und schfin!
Tausend Thrânen sind geflossen, 
und sie durfte dich verschmfihn - 
Suche Ruh für deines Herzens Quaal ,
Hier ein Grab im einsam grünen Thai.
Hoffend und ich ward verstossen.
Bitten zeugten nur Verschmâhn - 
Dicht von Pelsen eingeschlossen.
Wo die stillen Bftchlein gehfin.
Hier im stillen einsam grünen Thai,
Such zum Troste dir ein Grab zumal."
(2)Strophe^ i, lines 2 and 3.
( Strophe iii, lines 1 and 2.
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X (1)
pasoral scene. It is immediately made clear that the song has
no personal significance for Heinrich; it is only one ff many
that Dietrich has taught him. Hence, when the song is ^
interrupted by the appearance of Golo, we have a vague and
quite illogical feeling that the motif and its melancholy
atmosphere must be connected wAth him. This impression is
confirmed by an evil omen: - the fact that Golo's horse
stumbles and throws him. The second occurrence of the
willow song follows closely on the first, - just as in music
a theme important for the construction of the whole is often
repeated almost immediately, and so impressed on the listener's
memory. At this second hearing, the song is still more
( 2 )
definitely dissociated from Heinrich and attached to Golo,
(3)
on whom it makes a deep and immediate impression. He finds
it continually running through his head, and the next time
(4)
it recurs in the play, he is the singer and Genoveva the 
listener; and an atmosphere of tragedy, oonjure^d up almost 
entirely by this musical means, begins to close in around them.
TT)'ïbld.“, p. 9.-------------------------------------------
(2)Heinrich also sings another song, which he has composed 
himself, and which is prophetic of his own good forÿune. 
(Ibid., pp. 12f.)
(3)Golo says of the song: "ü’in trübseligew Lied und hflchst 
klftgliche Weise, die sich meines Ohrs so leise bemeistert 
hat, so mein Herz überwftltigt, dass ich mich kaum der 
Thrânen enthalten kann." (ibido, pp# Ilf.)
(4)Ibido, p. 43.
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At the end of the first four lines Golo drops the lute and
weeps. Genoveva attributes his tears to a longing for
Siegfried's return, but the allusion to the willow song tells
the audéence that these tears sprAng from Golo*s unfortumXate
passion for Genoveva, although as yet he has haAdly admitted
this even to himself. Thus, with the immediacy of music, that
is, without the intervention of logical explanation, a direct
(1)
understanding is established between poet and audience. The
song is now indissolubly connected with Golo'a love, and the
(2)
fragments of it which twice accompany his passionate wooing
are enough to evoke the atmosphere of the whole song. Only 
after his second violent declaration of love does Golo realize 
what has long been made clear to the audience, - that the song 
is applicable to his own personal fate.
"Mein wartet , - hBrt, da singt's in Wolken,
Aus Wassern, aus dem tiefen Thai herauf ,
Wo die stillen Bfichlein gehn -
(à)
Sollst du bald, - o bald, - drum barmt euch melneri"
The emotional and prophetic significance of these confused
words can only be appreciated because the line "Wo die stillen
Bâchlein gehn" touches a chord of memory, and sets the
Tl] Üi". the scene in Wagner* s opera Siegfried, where Wo tan""asks 
ïTîe dwarf Mime, who will forge the sword Nothung. The 
dwarf knows no answer, but the orchestra supplies it for the 
audience by playing the Siegfried motif.
(2)Schriften, ii, pp. 106 and 122.
(5)r6Td:. p. 122.
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leitmotiv echoing through our minds, carrying with it a whole
train of associations. We can supply the rest of the line
"Sollst du bald " The final allusion to the motif occurs
when this prophecy is fulfilled. The first pastoral scene is
brought to mind bylji a return to the same setting; agaip
Heinrich is singing, and again his song is interrupted by Golo,
now being led in fetters to his death. He identifies himself
entirely with the lover in the song. All he asks is a grave
(1)
Hinder the willows; "Nur ein Grab! das Lied hat's so vers^chen"
His last prayer, incoherent and half-crazed, is interspersed
with scraps of the willow song, which now have acquired a
significance far exceeding their actual logeai content, a
significance emphasized by Golo himselg, when he says in a
momentary flash of clear vision: "Wie hat dies Lied prophetiseh
mir geklimgen."
The mood of Brentano*s play Aloys und Imelde is
reinforced by a somewhat similar use of leitmotiv; but in this
case the motif is not attached to any particular character, but
to the main general theme of the play. It is a Homeo-and-Juliet
story,of lovers separated and destroyed by the virulent hatred
feud between their families and the essence of this conflict
of love and hatred is distilled into two six-lined strophes,
T T l ' I b l d , ,  p .  2 5 5 . -------------------------------------------------------------------
(2)THÎÏÏ.
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beginning: "0 Zorn, du Abgrund des Verderbens,
Du unbarmherziger Tyrann," 
and "Wo ist, 0 Liebe, deine Tiefe,
(1)
Der Urgrund deiner Wunderkraft."
The first time these lines occur, they are quite colourless
and not even particularly evocative in themselves, but they
rapidly gain significance from attendant circumstances. The
whole of Act 1 is dominated by hate. Prom the moment Aloys
returns home from his travels, he is embroiled in a web of
enmity, and the Act appropriately ends with a recurrence of
(2|
only the first two lines. Both halves of the poem echo
(3)
through Act ii, where love and hate are held in delicate
balance. When Aloys burns the papers giving him a claim to
his enemies' land, the momentary triumph of love is marked by
the introduction of a counter-theme : the metaphor of the rose
(4)
(or lily) and the bee. But the harmony is soon shattered by
the arril^ alj^  of Aloys's father; the rose-bee motif disappears
and the Act closes with the love-hate motif, which is now
weighted with past associations and portents for the future.
Amidst the complex intrigues of the last three Acts, fragments
of it recur occasionally, at moments when the lovers* situation
(Dà.Wo, ix(2;, p. % .
(2}T5Td., p. 36.
(3)TEH., pp. 76, 87, 89.
(4) ibi'^., pp. 97, 101, 102. In the unfinished second version
of Ibhe play, this motif becomes more important as a 
specifically musical element. (v. pp. 367f. , 404, 436f, 454 
456, 459). Of .also the rose an3T lily motif in Tieck's 
Kaiser OctavTanus, Schriften, i, pp. 23, 45, 222, 398, etc.
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(1)
seems particularly hopeless. The play ends with a final
repetition of the whole poem by the characters in chorus.
This gives the closing scene a heavy finality, and by bringing
to mind all the confusion of love and hate, it emphasizes the
irony of the catastrophe; Lussan and Gomingo, the heads of the
two houses, are reconciled, but the Jovers,Aloys and Imelde
are dead. Here, as in Genoveva, the leitmotiv is used as a
unifying element with both emotional, and structural significance
Tieck* s device of linking the beginning and end of his
plays seems to be used with similar intent, and is also
reminiscent of musical form. Tlie first and last scenes of
Genobeva both take place in the chapel, and strike the same
note of sentimentalized religiosity. Prinz Zerblno is
introduced and concluded by the huntsman with his motto-phrase:
"Waldgesang und Hërnerklang." In Kaiser Ootavlanus, one of
the Characters, - King Dagobert - draws our attention to the
frrest framework with the words: "Im Walde hier sei allés
(2 )
Vollendet, wie es in dem Wald begann", 
and besides this, the famous lines:
Mondbeglfinzte Zaubernacht,
(3)
Die den Sinm gefangen halt ... u.
occur in the Prologue and again in the final scene, and enclose 
a realm of confused unreality in much the same way as the magic
TDITird,, pp. 161, 170, 2êô.----------------------------------
(2)Schriften, i, p. 418.
(3)Ibid., pp. 33, 419ff.
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chords at the beginning and end of Mendelssohn's Midsummer 
Night *3 Dream overture open and close the world of faery.
The great difference is that in Mendelssohn’s overture the 
intervening material is organized with almost classical 
symmetry of form. Whereas Tieck’s Kaiser Ootavlanus, like his 
other plays, presents^ a diffuse collection of loosely related 
scenes, and therefore, the beginning is almost forgotten long 
before the end is reached, and the return to the original 
setting comes with a sense of shock rather than of inevitable 
rightness.
In the plays of Tieck and Brentano, diffuseness of
content is matched by diffuseness of expression, üivery device
of rhythm, rhyme,and assonance, and vowel sind consonant music
is used, - often to produce passages of great lyrical beatity
or evocative power, -for example, the whole of the moonlight
(1)
scene in Genoveva, and in Die Grundung Prags, Kascha*s speech
recalling the time when spirits still lived in the shadow of
(2)
oaks. But again and again such passages hold up the dramatév 
action. Where dramatic economy is essential, it is replaced o
by the static presentation of passion, as in the pre-Wagneriam
(3)
operatic aria. in Die Grundung Prags the high points are not
important for their dramatic intensity, but for a kind of
(1;Tieck, Schriften, ii, pp. 70fl. Tieck later realized that 
passages of great lyrical beauty might be detrimental to 
the dramatic whole. (v. supra, p. 179).
(2)Brentano, S.W., x, pp. 45ft
(ff)For example, Wlasty’s passionate speech: "Was hilft di^v^ 
Liebe ube und was hilft mir Gnade?" (ibid., p. 352)•
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transfiguration of the characters. This is marked by a
corresponding heightening of expression. Whenever the emotion
becomes more tense, or the mood more solemn, the iambic
pentameter is replaced by a more complex verse form, such as
(1 )
terza rlma or ottava rima, e.g. Libussa's prophecy at the end
of Act 11, with the thrice repeated refrain: "O liebe dlch
(2)
mein Volk", or her final prophetic speech, musically H i k e d
within Itself by the parallelism of the final line of each
(o)
octqve. This Is a world of opera rather than drama, and the
operatic atmosphere Is further suggested by actual musical
Interludes. Kaiser Octavlanus opens and closes with choruses
of soldiers and shepherds to an accompaniment of trumpets and
(4) (5/
flutes; in Prinz Zerbino there is an anvil chorys, and in
Aloys and Imelde rival musicians sing and play beneath
(^ )
Imelde »s window. Die Griindung Prags which, according to a 
letter of Arnim’s, was originally planned as an opera, echoes 
with music from beginning to end. The pagan festivals are
(%l
celebrated in song by priests and maidens, the battle scenes
|l)ln Genoveva Tieck even makes use of the sonnet form tv.
SchfirtenT' Ü ,  pp. VO, 72.)
(2)ferentano, S.W., x, pp. 140f.
(3)Ibido, ppô 377ff. Of. Primislaus* s speecft, pp. 313f.
(4)Tieck, Schriften, i, pp. 34, 418f.
(5)Tieck, 3chr1ften, x, p. 154.
< 6 )Brentano, S.W., ix(2), pp. I 0 0 -IO 6 .
(7)Of. letter~to Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm, 8 . Sept., 1812 
TÂchim von Arnim und Jakob und Wilhelm Grimm, ed. H. Steig, 
Stuttgart, 19b4, p. 2 Ï 0 ).
(8 )Brentano, S.W., x, pp. 327f.; 369f., 374f.,
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are accompanied toy war-songs with full orchestra and the
(1)
clashing of shields. Zwratka's minions sing strange
(2)
Incantations to the music of the harp, and LItoussa's 
ceremonial entrance Is marked by a horn melody, which Is
O )
echoed in a different key. The musical directions are
clear and detailed, and the actual instruments to be used are
nearly always mentioned.
All these devices of musical form and musical sounds
are important in the plays of Tieck and Brentano as a meaAs
of evoking emotional mood; but they do not serve the main
dramatic purpose. Music can only express and arouse general
emotion, but drama depShds a definite situation and group
of characters, an action moving logically in accordance with
laws of cause and effect* In these plays the characters are
shadowy and, for the most part, lifeless; they hardly emerge
from the atmospheric haze. The action is incoherent and diffuse
Par from being treated with dramatic econAmy, it is extended
to inordinate length. (Die Grtindung Prags, for instance, is
almost as long as three ordinary pl^ys). The recurrence and
contrast of theme, and use of leitmotiv is too insubstantial




a means to unite this unwieldy mass of material into a 
convincing whole. The links are too tenuous to bear the strain. 
The willow song might successfully unite the Golo-Genoveva 
scenes into a lyrical whole, but it has no hold over the mass 
of unrelated incidents and characters. The development of 
theme and mood, rather than character and action/is 
reminiscent of symphonic development; but in great symphonies 
there is a feeling of symmetry and inevitability which is 
completely lacking here. jc.ven a long symphony, such as the 
great C major symphony of Schubert, (number 7), for all its 
^wealth of material, keeps a balance between organized 
pattern and musical eventfulness. The evocation of
emotional mood in these plays, - their characteristic "climate"
(1)
as Tieck termed it - cannot compensate for lack of dramatic 
coherence. Yet they cannot justly be called formless, for 
they present an experiment unsuccessful experiment in a new 
type of form.
(1)Letter to Solger, 30. Jan., lêl7 (Tieck and àolger, ed. cit.. 
p. 335).  ^  '
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(fe) IN THii* MÂRCHEN OP ALL THREE AUTHORS.
In the fairy-tale, evocation of mood is of primary 
importance as a means of transporting the reader from the 
everyday world to a world remote from reality. Tieck wrote 
of symphonies: "Sie hângen von keinen Gesetzen der 
Wahrscheinlichkeit ah, sie brauchen sich an koine Geschichte
rv
und an keinen Gharakter zu schliessen, sie bleibe> in ihrer 
rein-poetischen Welÿ." In the "M&rchen too, the depiction of 
character is of slight importance, and the action can follow 1
its own laws, which are often at variance with the normal
-P
laws o«t cause and effect. Thus the very devices which, as we 
have seen, loosen dramatic tension and stifle dramatic action, 
are an ideal man means of producing and maintàining the 
fairy-tale atmosphere.
This is clearly demonstrated in Tieck*s tale, Der 
blonde Eckbert. Here exactly the same elements of musical form 
occur as in his dramas: recurrence and contrast of theme and 
the use of a leitmotiv. The prosaic atmosphere of ordinary 
life alternates with the mystery of irresistible magic forces 
hostile to man. Both these themes are sounded in the 
Tl)Von der Leyenÿ 1, p. 306.
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(1)
introductory passage. At first the atmosphere of everyday 
normality prevails, and the feeling of mystery if only a dim 
counter-theme; but at each recurrence the latte* gains in 
force, until it is completely dominant and the everyday world 
seems remote and unreal. Closely conneeted with this fu 
fundamental alternation of two contrasting moods is the use 
leitmotiv-like Ase of the formula: "Waldeinsamkeit,
Die mich erfreut,
So morgen wie heut 
In ew’ger Zeit,
0 wie mich freut
(2)
Waldeinsamkeit."
Like a magic incantation, these lines have very little
logical significance; but the theme-word "Waldeinsamkeit" alone
calls up an atmosphere of green glooA and whispering silence,
which strikes the key-note of the tale. Bertha * s description
of the sound of these linew, sung by the magic bird, dissuades
the reader from examining their intellectual significance.
She says: "Wenn ich es beschreiben soil, so war es fast, als
wenn Waldhorn und Schallmeie ganz in der F e m e  durcheinander
(3)
spielen." In addition to their intrinsic evocative power, 
these verses gain associations from their context, and so, like 
a musical leitmotiv, increase in meaning at each repetition.




They first occur when Bertha meets the strange old woman,
and thus they come to epitomize the unreal atmosphere of the
remote forést world. Later, when Bertha escapes to the world
of reality again, a very differment atmosphere is evoked by
the prosaic words: "in einer angenehmen Stadt miethete ich
mir ein kleines Haus mit einem Garten und nahm eine AufwMrterin
(1)
zu mir, .... und so lebte ich ijoi Ganzen recht zufrieden." 
Amidst this apparently normal security^^ the magic song
(2 )
suddenly sounds again,and immediately all the mystery of the
forest, and of Bertha’s life there, is recalled more vividly
and swiftly than would be possible by more usual epic means.
At the same time a nuw note is sounded in the slight variation
of the theme: the same two rhymes re-echo, but the third and
fourth lines now run: "0 dich gereut
Einst mit der Zeit", - and besides
conjuring up mémorisa of the past, they point threateningly
into the future. The final repetition occurs, as in Genoveva.
(3)
when the prophecy is fulfilled. It marks the triumph of the 
world of Waldeinsamkeit over the normal world, and by a new 
variation of the words: "Von neuem mich freut
Waldeinsamkeit", - our minds are 
deliberately cast back to the first occurrence of the 
leitmotiv. Thus in each case, these lines mark a sudden





incursion^ of the Beeà world into the real world, and, by
linking the salient points, they gain formal as well as
emotional significance. The tale is further united by the
recurrence of secondary themes; for example, the theme of
the requital of good by evil occurs three times: first when
Bertha ungratefully deserts the old woman, again when she
kills the bird which was the source of her wealth, and finally
when Eckbert murders his friend Walther. The theme of a secret
betrayed also recurs: twice Eckbert is irresistibly impelled
to open his heart to a friend, and on both jft occasions he
immediately regrets this impulse and his friendship turns to
suspicion. This complex intertwining of themes continually
awakens fleeting reminiscences of something that has already
happened; together with the merging of identity of three
(1)
characters into one, it evokes a shadowy dr earn ^ atmo sphere,
in which there is nothing solid or static. The effect is
closely analogous to the effect of music as it appeared to
Tieok under the image of an ever-changing, irridescent,
(2)
emotion-laden stream.
Per blonde Eckbert is the most successful example of
Tieck’s use of this indefinite musical form, but it is not an
isolated one. A similar development of theme by means of
repetition and contrast occurs in his other Mflrchen. In
Tl)The three characters are Bertha, Hugo and Waltherl
(2)Von der Leyen, i, p. 296.
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Tannhâuser, the magical atmosphere of the Venusberg is gradually
evoked , and becomes stronger each time it impinges on the
(1) J
ordinary world. In Der Runenberg too, the comfortable
atmosphere of village life, of flower gardens and harvest .
festivals, is shattered again and again by the incursion of
the mysterious world of the mountains, where forces inimical
to man hold sway. In both^the swift transition from one
atmosphere to the other creates an uncanny feeling of tension,
which could not be produced so well by straightforward epic
narrative. In both these tales, the magical mood is
concentrated into a symbol, which, like the leitmotiv in
Der blonde Eckbert, becomes indissolubly linked with a whole
series of associations in the course of the story. The
Venusberg music and the Runenberg Queen's magic tablet both
acquire the force of a leitmotiv. In Liebeszauber, it is the
colour red, which comes into prominence every time the
malignant forces of evil hold sway, and which dominates the
(2)
scene of the final catastrophe, when the old hag's red garment 
and the lurid glow of the sunset are matched by the red blood 
of the bride.
A further analogy exists between Tieck's own persobal
conception of musical form, and the construction of his tales.
In the essay Die Tflne he writes: ” ... die Musik hat eben daran
Tl)Tieok, Èohriften, iv. pp. 182, 194ff.m 209ff.
(2)Ibid., pp.“?56, 266, 282.
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ihre rechte Ppeude, dasn sle niohts zur wahren Wlrklichklit
gelangen lïsst, denn mit einem hellen El ange zerspringt d a ^ ^
allés wieder, und neue SchBpfnngen sind in der Zubereitimg.”
This exactly describes the violent effect of the moment in
Der blonde Eckbert, when Walther uncannily is able to supply
the dog's name which Bertha herself had forgotten. Bertha
comes to the end of her story and concludes with an air of
finality: ”lch gab ihm(Eckbert}meine Hand, - und hiermit,
Herr Walther, 1st meine Geschichte g e e z & g t ; but Walther
replies: "Ich kann mir Euch recht vorstellen.......wie Ihr
(2)
den kleinen Strotmian füttert” , thus showing that Bertha is 
still a prey to malignant forces, and that her story is by 
no means ended. The word Strohmian cuts through the atmosphere; 
it is like a harsh interrupted cadence when we anticipate a 
full close. In Liebeszauber there |s a similarly sudden 
break when Emil's illusions about the fair lady at the window 
opposite are shattered by her complicity in the murder of^an 
innocent child, and by the baleful green glance of a dragon. 
After this break the story seems to begin afresh in a different 
key. In Der Pokal it is the real world that shatters the world
--------------------  (4)
of magic, but the effect la similar.
^1)Von der Leyen, 1. p. 296. Ofl Tleck*s word picture of a 
symphony (p. 308)i Here TlecE Imagines a monster 
suddenly breaking Its bonds.
(2)Schrlften, Iv, p, 162.
(5)^ld. , 266f.
(4)îblà., p. 401. Ferdinand trie* to grasp the magic vision, 
and It melts Into thin air.
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Wackenroder*s Wunderbares mdgenlândisches Mftrchen von
A
einem naokten Helllgen also falls into two distinct parts, 
but though the contrast of mood is as complete as in Tieck's 
talew, the transition is less violent. After a short introducto 
passage, swift disjointed variations ef on a few phrases mirror 
the incessant restless turning of the wheel of time, and the 
incessant purposeless convolutions of a crazed mind. The 
main theme, "das Rad der leit” recurs again and again in 
various forms, - "das ftirchterliche Rad, ..... ein ungeheures 
Rad, ... das rauschende Rad der Zeit, ... unter dem grftsslich^n
Portrollen der Zeit,.... das einfërmige taktm&ssige Portsausen
\
der Zeit, das Sausen des mâchtigen Zeitrades, ....  dem
gewaltigen sausenden Rade der Zeit..... ", and this is
(1)
supported by a complex interweaving of similar themes. Only 
a quotation of the whole passage could show how a series of
key-words (e.g. heftig, gewaltig, wild, angestrengt, ewig,
k
dre^en, arbeiten, Angst) recur in ever-varying combinations.
The succeeding section is linked together in the saipe way, and 
in the first sentence the new motifs are sounded: "Einst aber 
war eine wunderschëne^ mondhelle Sommernacht ....." The jerky
phrases of the first half now are replaced by smoothly flowing
dL
periods, united by the recurring words Mond, Nacht, punkel.
TilVon der Leyen, i, pp. lb?ff.; e.g. the phrase "Tag und 
Nacht" occurs three times; "seinen sausenden Umschwung" 
is echoed by "dem tobenden, pfeilschnellen Umschwung^, 
and "den unaufhaltsamen Umschwung".
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dâiranernd, Liebe, wogen and wallen. Thus the contrast of 
theme is largely effected by musical means.
In comparison with this, the M&rchen of Brentano 
seem to consist mainly of clear-cut epic narrative. The 
reader is not lad into misty distances; the tale is % e  een 
convincing by the reverse process, - the recounting of the 
strangest events in a matter-of-fact way, with plenty of 
concrete detail. The recurrebt verse formulae are 
Erinnerungsmotive rather than Leitmotivs ; they are repeated 
too indiscriminately to have constructional force, and though 
they cast the mind back to previous events, they do not 
epitomize these aquations, and so they gain little extra 
significance by repetition. They are not intended to become
I
bearers of emotional mood (li^ke the motifs in Tieck's tales); 
but they do combine with the rhythm and cadence of the words 
to gve give Brentano's M&rchen their own characteristic 
atmosphere, which is reminiscent of the Volksmâchen 
atmosphere with its ingenuous simplicity. In Brentano's 
later fairy-tales, where he is led astray by his uncontriblled 
delight in spinning a tale and in juggling with words, these 
recurrent m o t i ^  degenerate into a meaningless jingle, - 
for instance, the wearisome repetition of "Schiirzchen 
Pemotalia, Pantfiffelchen Sandalia” in the ^.onger version of 
Das Mflrohen von Fanferlieschen SohBneftisschen. In one .9 #» 
Tl) 3 .W., xi iTïïn" PP". ■■ 3'47-Tôô'  ---------------------------------
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Of the earlier M&rchen there is however, a disinct approximation
(1)
to musical form; the M&rchen von dem Hause StaarenbegR
consists of five variations on the "%lusine theme", each
(2)
centred in a Mg magical figure and each accompanied by
magical songs. The series is introduced and concluded by songs
(3)
of Frau Lureley and her seven maidens, and though there is no
word for word repetition , the complex structure is held
together by àhe five-fold recollection of mood and texture.
In Brentano's Geschichte vom braven Kasperl und dem
(4)  ------------
schBnen Annerl ^which is a Kovelle rather than a M&rchenl ,
as in Tieck's tales, the atmosphere is the salient feature.
The result is, however, very different from the hazy 
remoteness and haphazard inconsequence of Tieck's stories.
The tale moves with the measured inevitability of a fugue, and 
as in a fugue the pattern is closely woven, and the theme is 
echoed and re-echoed swiftly, even before the first statement 
has come to an end. As the dire consequences of an over­
emphasis on sense of honour are gradually revealed in the 
unhurried, unemotional speech of the old se woman, the 
key-word Ehre (or ehrlich) comes to dominate her words; it 
occurs over and over again in one context after another, until
ri)î5.w., xi“," ppr ib‘9-247.-------------- ------------
(2)The five central figures are Pra^oireley, Frau Edelstein,
Frau Mondenschein, Frau PhBnix Feederschein and Frau 
Feuerschein.
(3)8.#., xi, pp. 128ff. and 234ff.
(4)g TÏÏ., iv, pp. 169-210.
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it becomes weighted wiÿh portent, and we begin to feel at each
repetition as the old woman herself felt: "Ich weiss nicht",
she says, "aber das Wort Elp?£ fuhr mir dareh recht diirch alle
(1)
Glieder.” This feelings Is stregthened by the continual
association of the words Ehre and Grab. The sound of these
words, and of the phrase ehrliches Grab, incessantly falling
on our ears, produces an indesc^bable sense of tension, a grim
foreboding that, even as the grandmother talks timelessly on,
the sands are running out. Twice the conviction of impending
tragedy is crystallized into the warning; ”Gib Gott allein
(2)
die Ehre". Three times a counter-theme:
"ihr Todten, ihr Todten sollt auferstehen,
(3)
Ihr sollt vor das jtingste G§richt gehnl" suggests
the inevitable retribution that follows on disregard of this
warning. When the tfei first theme recurs a third time, aftert
(4)
the catastrophe, as the text for the funeral oration, it 
recalls past events whose rigid consistency only now becomes 
entirely clear; and like the pedal-point at the end of 
Tschaikowsky/s Pathetic Symphonyembodies the blank despair 
of the whole.
IT?Ibid., p ngg;--------------------------------------
(2m i a 7 , pp. 179, 189.
(5)ïbid., pp. 183, 184, 201. (In the version on p. 184, the 
second line runs "Ihr sollt zum jüngsten Gerichte gehnl")
(4)Ibid., p. 208. The third repetition runs: "Gebt Gott allein 
aieTEhre."
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(B) IN THE POEMS OP TIEOK AND BRENTANO.
In their poems, Tieck and Brentano use on a smaller 
scale the same devices of musical recurrence as in-their 
plays and fairy-tales. The me emotional ebb and flow is 
punctuated by the echoinj and re-echoing of words and phrases, 
lines and whole strophes. Tieck's poetic patterns are in 
general more complicated and, at the same time more indefinite 
than Brentano»s, which come closer to the simplicity and 
spontaneity of folk-poetry. Since Brentano was so much 
interested in the collection of folk-songs, it is not 
surprising that their melodÿic patterns crept into his own poeti^ 
The influence of the folk-song can be seen espeeially 
in Brentano's continual and varied use of refrain. Often the 
strophes are linked by a short burden, with little logical 
significance in itself and little logical connection with the 
rest of the poem, e.g. the onomatopoeic refrain:
"Gute RuhS, gute Ruh'i » -
(1)
0 siisse Turtel, wie qu&lest du?" or the
(2)
folksong-like line: "Treulieb, Treulieb ist verloren".
c (3)
sometimes it is more closelÿ interwov)to with the poem
and occasionally it forms the most significant part, as for
T1)(3#S., ii, p. 252. also p'.“Sai" l47.
(2) Ibid., p. 151. Of.also p. 221.
(3)i7g7 Ibid., p. ÏÏ54.
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(1)
Instance, in Die lus tl gen Muslkanten, where rhythm, rhyme, 
assonance and the tonal values of words combine to form a 
musical unit, which bears the emotional mood of the poem.
In some, the use of refrain is more specifically reminiscent
(2)
of musical form. In An den Mnnd and Lied vom Tod der A. G.
(3)
Emmerich a refrain of several lines introduces the poem, and
then is repeated at the end of each strophe, suggesting the
pattern of the rondo. The refrain may be slightly variedkn
(4) ^
each strophe, or, as so often ifi music, only at the final
(5) (6)
'Repetition. The pbem Schweig Herz, kein Schrei is linked by
a more complex pattern of refrain and counter-refrain: "Allés
geht vorbei", and "Das hat Bestand". One of the most perfect
examples of the achievement of formal and emotional unity
by musical means is Brentano»s Spinning Song:
"Es sang vor langen Jahren
Wohl auch die Nachtigall" in the Ghronika eines
(7) --------------
farenden Schillers. Here there is no regular recurrence of
refrain, but the two themes:- wistful recollection of past
happiness and elegiac contemplation of present sadness - recur
i
In alternate strpphes. Each new variation of these themes 
brings a musicâ. echo from the previous statement, and each
Tl7Tbrd. , p. ^333.------------------------------------ —
(2)lHc[., p. 406.
(3)ï?737, i, pp. 104ff.
(4)5,à», ii, pp. 58ff.
(5)T5Td;, pp. 235f.
(6)TBIc[,, pp. 199f.
(7)5TB,. iv, p. 22.
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theme is musically characterized by the continued recurrence
of the same two rhymes. The very form of the poem thus turns
our attention backwards tléugh reminiscences o ^  the past,
and so reflects the content.
Tieck's poems contain comparatively few examples of
regularly recurring refrain; indeed it is often impossible to
find in them any formal features at all, except for a
meandering line, which begind and ends for no apparent reason. 
What (l)
y^Pranz Sternbald says of the poem" Über Reisen kein Vergnttgen
is true of many others: "Es wandelt gerade so fort, wie sich
(2)
unsre Gedanken in einer schBnen he item Stunde bilden."
There are, however, sometimes word echoes, which recur at 
irregular intervals, as for instance in Wohlauf und geh in
(3 )
den vielgrünen Wald • This poem is similar in theme to
Brentano»s Spinning Song, - a melancholy looking back to
former ^ppiness, - but its rambling lengjjit forms a sharp
comtrast to the economy of Brentano's poem. The only formal
links are purely qiusical - the recur agence of the phrases
of
"vielgrüner Wald", "Qual und Pein" and^the words VBgelein. 
and Sonnenschein. The second strophe seems like a variation 
of the first in a minor key, and as the gloom deepens, the ï 
theme of bird-song and sunshine, which originally runs: 
Tl)3ohrlfteh, xvi, p. iSST
(2)Tbld., pp. 136f. Of. Gefühl der Llebe (Gedlchte, cit., 
p. 37.) Here the gist of the poem does not become clear until 
the fifteenth of the sixteen strophes.
(3)lbid^, p. 75.
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"Es blizt und funkelt Sonnenschein
(l)
Wohl in das grtine Gebüsch hinein" is gradually 
deprived of all its vitality and reduced to the bald repetition 
of the two words: "vttgelein,
(2)
Sonnenschein." Apart from this the
poem streams on fnrmlessly. Somcof Brentano*s poems, however,
(3)
are equally diffuse (e.g. Hyacinth which Is â T inadequately 
held together by the leitmotiv "Glühende Rosen, Blûthen und 
Blâtter"), but most of these belong to his earlier work, 
when he was deliberately imitating Tieck's manner.
Both poets make frequent use of parallelism, not as 
a rhetorical embellishment, but for its incantatory effect;
for example, Brentano writes: "Aller Himmel bald verschwindet,
' (4)
Alle Sterne bald vergehen."
and Tieck: "Und in jedem Jahre kam der Prûhling,
^ (5)
Und in jedem Jahre weint' ich Thrânen."
(6)
Occasionally two whole strophes run parallel, or lines
syntactically parallel link the end of one strophe with the
(7)
beginning of the next in an unbroken flow. As in musical 
form, the end of the poem often echoes the beginning, either 
by exact repetition or by similarity of theme : Brentano's
IDïbid., p. 75. —
(2)T5Iïïf. p. 77.
(3)TnFT, ii, pp. 308ff.
(4)p r d . , p. 355. Cf. pp. 91, 550; S#W., iv, p. 106.
(5)9e3Tchte, ed. cit., p. 19. Cf. pp. 8, 9.
(6)Brentano, G.S.T~IT, p. 101.
(7)Ibid., p. ÏÏ5T
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Sprlch au3 der Feme begins and ends with the same evocative
quatrain: "Sprich aus der Perne
Heimliche Welt,




Some of Tieck's poems, (e.g. Trennung) begin with a vag&e
impression of nature, evoking a particular mood, and return
to a similar nature impression after an intervening passage
of abstract meditation. Less often the affinity between
(3)
beginning and end is a rhythmical one: in Auf der Reise ,
the healthy vitality of nature is depicted in vigorous swiftly
moving rhythm; the line "Nur der Mensch geht in der Irre"
introduces ^ slower pace, suggestive of man's straying, but in
thejl^ last lines, describing his swift progress when he sees a
definite goal, there is a return to the original metre. It is
very rare to find a new or striking idea at the end of either
(4)
Brentano»3 or Tieck's poems. If there is no link with the
beginning, the poem concludes witt^ gentle dying away, and
often the last strophe has am extra line, lust as a final
(5)
phrase in music is often extended.
IT)Ibid.', p. 253'.---------------------------------------- —
(2)qedlchte, cit., p. 380. Of. p. 403: Klage des 
Midchens im Walde. l
(3)ïblcl., p. 25. or. p. 105: Prü&ing und Leben.
(4)Of. the reverse in the poems of Rebbel and Heine.
(5)e.go Brentano, G.S*, i, p. 63; ii, pp. 116, 395.
Tieck, GedlcSte, edl cit.. pp. 91, 177.
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The structure of all these works, - plays, tales 
and poems - like the structure of music, depends largely 
on recurrence, echo and reminiscence; ancd therefore quickness 
of ear and auditory memory play an important part in their 
appreciation, as in the ppa appreciation of music. At 
many points the actual logical significance of the words 
forms only a small part of the total impression, for itjls 
accompanied by complex undercurrents. This suggests an 
analogy with musical texture, for in music too the main 




Tieck and Bfentano longed to express emotion with the 
immediacy of m^sic; and thus they delighted in evefy musical 
device which could soften the concrete logic of words and make 
them more like the meditim ef miieie. This is seen most clearly 
in their poetry, where patterns of rhythm/ and rhyme already 
provide a musical basis with infinite possibilities of
Ç
variation. Of Brentano»s poetry^GBrres wrote: "Pliesst-nieht-
der Rhythmus seiner Verse nicht oft in so natilrlicher
Harmonie dahin, ais seyen aie von isiwigkeit zu einander
(1)
geschaffen?" and numbers of poems can be adduced to demonstrate
(2)
the aptness of this description, (for instance, Sangerfahrt,
(3) (4)
Lebensmüde, Sprioh aus der F e m e  ). In general Tieck ugfses
(5)
more complex metrical schemes and lines of more unequal length, 
and perhaps this is one reason why his word melodies seem to 
flow less spontaneously tha^ Brentano's. But they are 
characterized by the same gentle musical movement, which just 
avoids monotony, and in its unbroken progress mirrors the mood 
with its sequence of weaker and stronger emotional stresses.
(1)ïnti^uction to his édition of Die M&rchen dea 0 1  amena RveTi^tnno 
Stuttgart and Tübingen, 1846, i, p. xxvii.
(2)0.8., ii, p. 359.
(3)TETd.. p. 293.
(4)I E R ., p. 301.
(5)V for example Der Minnesfinger and Trennung (Sedichte. ed. eit. 
“pp. 194, 380):------------      —  ---
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(1)
In Tieck's Lied der Einsamkeit and Mondscheinlied , in
(2)
Brentano * 3  Gultarre und Lied and Am Ufer bin ich gangen, for 
instance, the words seem to float on the rhythm , and the effect 
is slightly hypnotic; it blunts the edge of cool reason and 
makes the mind more open to suggestion), more disposed to 
accept associations, which it would reject if they were 
presented in plain prose. This is the kind of verse that 
A. W. Schlegel must have had in mind when he wrote; "Es gibt 
eine Art vAn Poesie, die ein zu einsamer Beschaulichkeit
gestimmtes Gemüth leise anregt, ungeffihr wie gelinde Ltifte
(3Î
Accorde aus einer Aeolsharfe hervorrufen."
On this accom^feying ground-bass, Tieck and Brentano
build up their complex musical patterns. We have already
noted Tieck's mystical conception of rhyme, and his delight
injthe fdeling of anticipation, which is aroused and then 
 ^ (4)
fulfilled by this recurrence of sound. His own practice
coincides with his theoretical viewa. He uses complicated







Allés erfreut ihn mit schBner Gestalt."
pp. 127 and 1 2 2 . (2)0,3,, 1 1 , pp. 352 and â72. :
(3)Vorlesmigen fiber dramatischelŒüist und Literstur ed, cit., 1, 32.
(4) V.''supra, pp. 1411". , Ibb.---------------------------------- ' '''
(5)gedlchte, ed. cit., p# 69.
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the ear expects line 4 to rhyme with line[2, instead of which
a new rhyme is introduced and the anticipation only fulfilled
(1)
in the final line. Ocasionally the longing for recurrence of
(2 )
sound remains altogether unfulfilled, for instance, in Der Wald 
where all the lines rhyme except one: "Der streckt die Zweig* 
in die Weite", and the isolation of thè^line emphasizes its 
meaning. A similar prolonging of anticipation by means of 
complex rhyme schemes is found in the Minnesang, and in view 
of Tieck * 3  close study of the mediaeval lyric, a literary 
influence from this source seems extremely probable.
On the whole Brentano prefers simpler rhyme schemes, 
but like Tieck, he delights in rhyme as a musicàJL embellishment. 
Both poets often use very short lines, so that the rhymes 
follow closely on one another and their music dominates the 
poem, -as in Tieck* s Klage und Trost:
"Die Bfiume bltihn.
Die Rosen gltihn
Und winterlicher nur mein Herz,
Vom Verlangen fe 
Befangen,
(3)
Zerrissen von der Trennung Schmerz.
Sometimes the rhyme extends across the whole line, as in 
Brentano * s verses: "Im Herzen tief,.... In Schmerzen schllef"f
Tl)Of. Ibid., pp. l48f: Das Licht. and l94ff; Per MinnesMnger.
(2)^ l d ., pp. 52F.
(3)îbid., p. 47. Of. Schriften, x, pp. 5f. Also Brentano,
G.S., ii, p. 03.
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(1)
and "0 Widerhall, .... die Lieder all." In the poem
Wie sich auch die Zeit will wenden, Brentano reinforces the  -
end-line rhyme with sin echo, and Tieck uses the same musical 
device in Kaiser Octavianus with dramatic significance, to 
tell Félicitas that all is not hopeless;
Félicitas: "Immer ist mein Kind entschwunden.
- Gefunden.
L0we hat ihm Tod gegehen. ^
- Leben. (X3)
BndG End-line rhyme is sometimes supported by initial rhyme,
so that each line is enclosed in a musical framework:
"Sonne der Seelen so warm und so hell,
(4)
Wonne des Herzens, du Lebensquell."
Medial rhyme also occurs frequently; the final rhyming word of
(5) (6 )
one line may recur within the next line - or the converse.
Assonance is used so continually that almost every poem
provides examples. Again and agâAn the vowel of the rhyming
(7)
word is echoed elsewhere in the same linç, words of succeeding
(8 )
lines are linked by assonance, a whole line, even a whole
(9)
strophe is dominated by o n ^  vowel, or an alternation of 
T D g .S., li, P* 123.
(2)Ibid., po 127; "Wie sich auch die Zèit will )^nden, enden
Will sich nimmer doch die F e m e ,
Preude mag der Mai mir spenden, senden 
Mflcht dir allés gerne, w e U  ich Freude nur erlernell 
Cf. H. Jftger, Clemens Brentanp-^s Fpulyrik. Frankfurt, 1926, 
p. 216, (Ungedruckte Gedichte, number 1  )
(3)Schriften, i, p. 124.
(4)Brentano, G#8 ., i , p. 57. ^
(5)Ibid., pp. 6 0 , 399; G^., ii, p. 194;fieck. Gedichte ed. citv^
(6 )Brentano, G ^ . , i, pT37; ii, p. 132; Tieck,* Gedichte. ' 
ed. cit., p. 407.
(7) tTo ckT,^ Gedlchte, ed. olt., pp. 10, 21^ 51 et. passim; Brentano,
, 1, pp. 275, 371, 17, 32, 61 et passim.
(8 ) T r ^ ,  Ibid., pp. 22,35^40; BrentanoT G7STT, pp 17,72;ii 256
(9)Tieck, Ibid., pp. 29 51; Brentano, G.S. i, pp.37, 81, 94,' 
155. ^
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vowels Imparts a musical s y m m e t r y A l l  these devices combine 
to produce a melodious interlinking of the lines, which 
contributes to the impression of unbroken movement. Tieck*s 
poem Augen is one of many instances:
"0 Augen 1 wohin fiihren mich die süssen S^heine?
Ich meine, dass ich nur zu btissen ein muss saugen 
Der Augen lieblich Grüssen; wie ich freudig weine 
Und mich der Deine fûhl im Ktissen, fragen mich die Augen
Mit sanftem Schimmer: wird auch immer dieses Glück mir
(2)
lachen?"
Brentano»s poem Zum Eingang, already closely knit by the
interlining pattern of the terza rima, is further linked,
(3)
line to line, by a consistent use of assonance. .
Tieck and Brentano use vowels as the main bearers of
verbal melody, but their delight in the musical value of
consonants is also revealed by their choice of alliterative
word groups. Tieck most frequently selects the liquid
consonants f , 1 , m, ^  n, and r for repetition. Lines such as
(4) (5)
"Lôsche, iBsche, letztes Licht", "Murmelt fort ihr Melodien",
(e;
‘Ein sehnend Leid, wie Prühlingsluft gelinde", phrases such
(V) (8)
as "flimmernde Plaramen", "ein lustleeref Leben" fall softly
of. Brentano, G.S., ii, p. 555: "Aller Himmel bald verschwin^
(2)Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 407. Of. pp. 148. 174.
(3)G:S.-'i, -pp— IfTT- —




(8)T5Id., p. 7 5 .
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on the ear and are appropriate to the general moods of his
(i;
poems. Brentano*s contain similarly melodious lines, but 
he also makes full use of the dynamic quality of explosive 
consonants, as in the lines:
"Und die arbeitblu(gen Hftnde
(2)
Brennen in den bittern Wogen."
In Die Grûndung Frags, Brentano uses alliteration with the
specific purpose of giving his lines an Old Germanic ring,
and so evoking the atmosphere of pagan times; '
"Der Wurzeln Wunderwirkung gen die Wunden,
Der heil * gen KrSute Kr&fte ftir die Wunden Kranken,
Und der Gesteine gut und gift* ge Geister, '
. (3)
Der Sterne Siegel auf der Stirn der y Stunden."
Delight in consonantal similarity is also revealed in phrases
. (4)
such as "vom Triebe Betrtibt", "Leise wehte durch die Huh'ge
(5)
Weite", in which assonance is reversed since the consonants 
recur but the vowel changes.
In the works of both poets, it sometimes seems as thougl 
association of sound takes precedénce over logical connection 
of ideas and affects the course of the poem. For instance, 
in Tieck’s lines: "Alle meine Wünsche flogen
In der Lûfte blaudn Raum,
(6)
Ruhm schien mi* ein Morgentraum. " ^
G.S., pp. 9b, 140, 243, 245, 352.
(2)U7S.7T, p. 33.
(3)S.W., X, p. 43.
(4)CT*S., i, p. 78.
(5)GTS., 11, p. 287. Of. 1, pp. 452, 517, 540.
(6)5eg'ichte, ed. cit., p. 73.
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the sound sequence Raum, Ruhm seems more important àhan the 
logical sequence of the words. A similar example occurs in 
Brentano»s poem DAe Schiffer und die Sirene:
"Die arme Liehe ruht mir aelig in den Armen,
(1)
Armselige, du trâumst, dich wieget mein Erbarmen.
The logical thread in such poems is in any case so slight, 
that sound rather than thought seems to determine the direction 
of the poem.
The association by sound of words logically unrelated
bears a close affinity to the pun, which likewise marks the
triumph of sound over sense. Brentano is an incorrigible
punster. He uses the puns in prose and in poetry, bot$t
(2)
seriously and as a source of amusement. In Ponce de Leon
there is such an incessant play on words that the effect is
bewildering. Often his puns are so far-fetched, that the
logical meaning ès partially obscured, - for example, in
Aloys und Imelde, Othon’s play on the name Imelde: "Jetzt aber
fort den Me ini gen «u-melden das Glück zu me Id en, im Melden
werde ich Imelden so vergolden und versüssen. als wenn die
(3)
Imme Mel, den Honig trfigt." From this it i® only a step to 
the onomatopoeic use of language, in which sound is completejty 
predominant over sense. Both Tieck and Brentano experiment
Ti7a:"5;; ’irpr258. pV"sg3;----------------------
"Wenn des MonSes still lindernde Thrânen 
LB 8 en der Nftcht verborgenes Weh,
Dan^n wehet Priede."
(2)Of. Examples of the humorous effect of versprechen and 
verhBren (Brentano, S ^ . , xii(l) pp. 92, 199, 200).
(3)S.W., ix(2), p. 97.
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with this in a lighthearted way. In RotteSppchen, Tieck uses 
words to suggest the barking of a dog, the cuckoo’s call and
(1) V
the nightingale’s song. Brentano displays great Virtuosity 
in the use of tonal values of words to reproduce the swallow’s 
incessant twittering song:
"l, wie ziehn die Winde 
So geschwinde durch die Linde,
Dass die Blâtter zwitschern
(2)
Und die Grasspitzen glitzern  "
Brentano ’ 3  invention of proper names in the Mârchen also
reveals his delight in the evocative power of vowel and
consonant combinations apart from any logical significance.
For instance, the cat is called Schurrimurri, the giant
Knarratschki, the king of the land of bells Pumpam, and his
daughter Princess Pimperlein. Tieck and Brentano both make
more serious attempts to exploit the evocative power of word
sounds; they try to reproduce by this means the character of
various musical instruments. Tieck writes poems entitled
Schalmeiklang, Posthornschall, 4v/aldhorn4(melodiie, Alphornlied,
(47
and Brentano a Phantasie (ftir Clarinette ^ Waldhorn und Fagott).
But although these poems are almost as devoid of intellectual 
content as music, they fail to suggest any particualr instrumen ^ A
In all these examples the normal relation between
(1 )S c h r i f t e n , i i , p. 358.
(2)S.W., xT, pp. 258ff.
(3)Gedichte, ed, cit. , pp. 40ff
(4)G7S.~, Ti , p. 348ff.
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sound and sense is reversed: instead of the words s ^ i n g  the
idea, the idea is subordinate to the word. As Brentano himself
wrote of a play on words: "in allem Biesm diesem ist das Wort
(1)
die Peitsche und der Gedanke der Krâusel".
It is far easier to enumerate all these dev0ces of word 
music than to analyse and assess their effect. Sometimes the 
magic of a happy phrase can clearly be attributed to the
(2)
incantatory effect. The line "ich sehe f e m e  SchStze schimmern" 
with its rising sequence of vowel sounds, seems to lead into
misty distance, and a similar result is achieved by similar
T 1 (3)
means in (Die Liebe) die unser Herz zum httchsten Himmel schwingt."
Assonance and explosive consonants in combine in "Ruthen
(4)
schlugen ihn auf s Elut" to evoke the whizz and crack of the
rods. The arrangement of the two vowels in "Allés Peld ein
(5)
enges Grab" conforms to the sense and the words "Und sich
(6)
schwingend um sich schlingert" suggest free circling movement.
The hollow sound of subterranean waters is evoked by the dull
(7)
assonance in the words: Es murren dumpf Gewâsser unten", and
this may be contrasted with the cheerful rippling produced by
C2)
skilful vowel and consonant combinations in the lines:
Tl)Letter to Savigny, 15. Dec., 1802 (Unsterblich.es Leben, 
ed. cit., p. 279) .
(2 )Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 6 .
(3) Ibid/, ■ —  ---
(4)Brentano, G.S., i, p. 37.
(5)Tieck, Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 38.
(6 )Brentano, G.S., i, p. o7.
(7)Tieck, Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 144.
(8 )Ibid., p. 1 Ô.
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"Hinter mit httrt* ich ein leises Rieseln,
4l*)-
Wie wenn Bâchlein über Kiesel jauchzen."
We have already noted Tieck’s view, that assonance in ’a ’
(1)
produces an atmosphere of gloom. His own poems and Brentano’s
give practical proof of this, in lines such as^: "Da# sprach
(2)
der Gram in banger Geisterstunde", and "Die lange Nacht lag
(3)
ic% verzaget." Both poets also use serieè of words with the
same ending to suggest a feeling of weariness or hopelessness,
(4)
e.g. "Dumpfes, Bdes,totes Schweigen", "Dich werden alle
(5)
Menschenfreuden fliehen." Their prose works too contain 
many passages in which the sound of the words has a strangely 
evocative power, for instance, the passage evoking an 
atmosphere of dreamy tranquillity to Tieck’s tale Die Freunde: 
"Es entstand ein klingendes Sumsen in dem hohen Grase, und die 
Halme neigten sich gegeneinander, als wenn sie ein Gesprâch 
führèen, und ein leichter warmer Frûhlingsregen plâtscherte 
dazwischen, als wenn er alle schlummernde Harmonien in den
(_G)
Wâldern, in den Gebtischen, in den Blumen, «ufweckén woi^lte. " 
Even these few examples are enough to demonstrate 
a basic principle of the happy use of verbal music: the music 
of words gains its peo;iliar onchantment from its indefinable
(1)v. supra, p. l42, note 1 ^
(2)Tieck, Sediohte, ed. oit. .p. 5. Of. pp. 14, 47.
(3)Brentano, O.S., ii~i, p. 463. Of. pp. 70, 71, and Ü ,
p. 289: "Lag schwarz wie Grab mein Schattan hingeballt."
(4)Tiock, Gediwhte, ed. cit.. p. 37.
(5)p i d .. p T - C   —  ---
(6)3ohriften. xiv, p. 149. Of. Brantqno, v, pp. 70, 219.
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appropriateness to the general meaning or mood expressed by
their intellectual significance. The verbal music makés its -
own positive contribution to the total effect, but the phrases
owe their Unforeseen felicity not to an independent effect of
sound, but to the perfect correspondence of sound and sense.
This fusion of the two aspects of words distinguishes a
number of Brentano*s poems, e.g. the folksong-like Loreley.
Nach Sevilla, Der Schiffer im Kahne, and the more elusively
musical Sprich aus der F e m e , Spinnerinlied and Abendstâfldchen.
It is possible to analyse these poems line by line and to note
(1)
the various musical devices. In Abendstândchen, for instance, 
the assonance in the first line: "RBrj es klagt die PlBte wieder" 
recurs in the word Tftne in the third line, and in this cohtext 
suggests the thin sound of the flute. The monotonous *en* 
endings in lines two and three, together with the predominance 
of soft consonants, especially *n* and *1 *, evoke an 
atmosphere of quiet melancholy; and in the last two lines, 
the contrast between the darkness of night and the brilliance 
of the musical sounds, is reflected in the contrast of the 
heavy vowel sounds in "Durch die Nacht*^ die mich umfangen", 
with the lighter ones in "Blickt zu mir der TÔne Licht."
But the total effect cannot be explained in terms of such 
devices, nor even be attributed to their cumulative force.
The incantatory power of such lines defies analysis; any
Tl)S".â,, ir,“ . 243o* -- - ------------------------------
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attempt to explain it must, however, reveal the inexplicable
inter-dependence of sound and sense which is inherent in the
medium. Of all the poems that Tieck and Brentano wrote in an
effort to express in words the impression of music, Brentano*s
(1)
Symphonie perhaps comes nearest to achieving its aim. The
others consist of a vaguely musical flow balanced precariously
on empÿy words ; but in Symphonie the word melody is firmly
based in intellectual content. The echoes and varia^tjbns of
sound reflect the theme of the poem:- the symphonic balance
(2)
between unity and variety.
In his theoretic&l writings, Tieck frequently insists
(3)
on the importance of this inter-dependence of form and content 
but in his own poems[Lt is not easy to find practical examples 
of this fusion. Compared with Brentano*s best poems, Tieck’s 
seem either completely formless or else too carefully and
(4 )
consciously composed. Poems such as Prtihlings- und Sommer lust
(5)
and Trennung suggestjthat, like Franz Sternbald, Tieck pours
his emotions into poetry when they arè too vagye vague and
(6)
confused to be ordered i>nto prose. On the other hand, most
(7 ) (8)
of the Alma sonnets, and Brief der Minne are composed with
T D üustav Wasa, ed. cit., pp. 55Ï.
(2)For example, bEe line "Alle in einem verschlungen" is 
echoed by "Alle in einem erstanden".
(3)v. supra, p. 143.
(4)GedTchte, ed. cit., p. 108.
(5)Tbld., p. 350.
(6)Schriften, xvi, p. 413.
(7)Gedichte, ed. cit., pp. 35lff,
(8)lbid., p. 354.
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suoh conscious sophistication, that their music forces itself
on our attention. A. W# Schlegel^ was full of praise for
the verse interludes in the fairy-tales (especially in the
Liebei^^eschichte der schftnen Magelone);he wrote: "Es liegt
ein e*gner Zauber in ihnen, dessen Eindruck man nur in Bildern
wiederzugeben versuchen kann. Die Sprache hat sich gleichsam
allés Rërperlichen begeben, und iBst sich in einen geistigen
Hauch auf. Die Worte scheinen kaum ausgesprochen zu warden,
so dass es fast noch zarter wie Gesang lautet: wenigstens ist
es die unmittelbarste und unlftslichste Verschmelxung von Laut 
wad (l)
und Seele." The insubstantial, fluid, musical effect of these
(2)
verses is indisputable, but at first sight the rest of Schlegela
praise seems to be unfounded, - the poems seem aimjess and
lacking in content. They are, however, not meant to be judged
independently. They grow out of the surrounding prose text,
which provides the concrete situation and details of attendant
circumstanced, and they concentrate the emotional mood into a
imprecise
poetic moment in much the same^way as music does. Exactly the
same may be said of some of the shorter verse interludes in 3
(|)
Brentano' 3  Godwi, e.g. "Um die Harfe sind Krftnze geschlungen.
T 1  ) Athenaeum, ed.
(2 )vl “Muss es e
cit., 1, p. 175.
rne Trennung geben" (Schriften. iv, p. 341); 
“WTe schnell verschwindort so Li cht alx Glanz" (p. 339) ; 
"Willst du des Armen..." (p. 314).
(3)S.W., V, p. 67.
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In these particular cases, the reduction of logical content 
to a minimum may be justified. In the lullaby it is even 
an essential, since the primary purpose would be defeated by 
any stimulus to intellectual activity. Both Tieck and Brentano 
wrtte exquisite lullabies, in which the logical coherence is 
so slight, that the sound of the words approaches the direct 
appeal of music. The key-note of Tieck*s Schlaflied is 
sounded in the o p ^ n g  couplet •
"Ruhe Silssliebchen im Schatten - 
Der grtinen dâmmernden Nacht", 
and the dreamy mood evoked is gradually deepened by gently 
moving rhythm and softly persuasive words. The three strophes 
are interlinked by coincidence of rhyme and echoes of phrases; 
soft liquÈd consonants and dark vowels become more and more 
predominant, until the poem dies away with the sleep-ladem 
lines: "Durch den fliisternden Hain ’
Schwfinen goltne Bienelein,
Und sumraen zum Schlummer dich ein."
In Brentanù * s slumber-song for the children at the bottom of 
the Rhine (in the Mftrchen vom Haus Staarenberg) , ^ ^Ihere is a 
similarly indeterminate murmur of sound, intermingled with 
suggestions of rippling water, as in the line*
"Wie die Quellen auf den Kieseln."
TDSchrlften, iv, p. S 3 0 .
(2)S.W., xi, po 234.
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In such poems, the very vagueness of the subject matter
allows the musician in words unparalleled freedom to use
(1)
language as a purely musical medium - a "Sache selbst"
appealing directly to feeling without the mediation of reason.
But these are exceptional cases, a kind of freak poetry in VF.
which the medium is stretched to the utmost. These poems
can only capture and hold the emotional mood for a brief
moment, and any attempt to prolong this moment is doomed to
failure, because it must inevitably lead either to dilution
or to virtuosity. The longer verse interludes in Franz
Sternbalds Wanderungen, Brentano*s Hyazinthe and Der Verirrte
show how wearisome such extended dùffuseness can be. Both
poets wrote too easily; Tieck especially let himself be
carried away by the hypnotic musical flow of the words when
(2)
he really had no more to say. Verbal music cannot compensate
for triviality of content. Still less can blatant virtuosity
in the use of musical devices. In Det Zeichen im Walde
Tieck uses assonance in *u* in the final word of alternate
lines throughout the 114 quatrains of the poem with the
purpose of evoking a gruesome atmosphere. Sense and even
(4)
grammaticfii forms are subordinated to this scheme; and the 
same rhymes (Qrunde, Stunde, Ruhe,) occur over and over/again . 
T D  Von der Ley en, i, p. 268.
(2)Por instance. Willst du dich zur ReisT bequemen (Schriften, 
xviy p. 10. The beginning of this poem evokes the cheerful 
mood of the leisurely traveller, but i ^  quickly degenerates 
into bald triteness and a mere irritating jingle.
(5)Gedichte, ed. cit., p. 468.
(4)The forms anhube, bedunken, blumend, gulden, begunnte 
are used.
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The influence of the folk-song usually saved Brentano from
such indiscriminate use of musical devices; hut sometimes he
too was carridd a w a ^  by the fascination of coincidences of—
sound, and wrote lines more exuberant than Tieck*s but equally
artificial, e.g. "Liebe, die leibt und lebt,
Liebe, die treibt und webt,
Liebe, die rankt und rebt,
Liet^, die verlangt und strebt.
Kind mit der Binde, ich
Find bei der Linde dich.





Such childish playing with words inexitab]^ has a h^imorous 
effect, and is only justified when it is not meant to be 
taken seriously, as in Tieck*s sonnet on the sonnet:
"Ein nett honett Sonett so nett zu drechseln
(2)
1st nicht 3 0  lelcht, ihr Kinderchen, das wett' ich."
In his letters and critical writings, Tieck frequently
insisted that true poetry is inexhaustible, that it can be
read over and over again, and that there is always something
new to discover. He even established this as a criterion of
IT,’p. 228. or. pp. 403f; vii, p. 396.
(2)Geâichte, ed. cit., p. 535.
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(1)
great literature. Yet much of his own work cannot stand this
test.The gentle music and the occasional ft happy turns of
phrase in his poems may have a momentary eharm, but soon pall.
Wackenroder was, as we have seen, less fascinated
by the musical aspect of language than Tieck and Brentano.
He uses words because he ha* something to say, but at the
same time his prose has a natural music appropriate to the
subject matter. In his description in words of the three
(2)
kinds of sacred music, for example, the sound and content 
are in perfect harmony. He only uses verbal music more yiT 
insistently whew, he has a special reason for doing so, for 
instance, to bring out the contrast between the two halves of
(3 )
the Morgenlftndisches M&rchen. The first half, as we saw, is
full of harsh disjointed phrases, and the effect of the
glottal stop in the words: "die gewaltige Angst, die ihn in
immerwâhrender Arbeit anstren^te", and "ewig, ewig, ohne
augenblicklichen Stillstand"^ suggests the crazed man*s
unceasing efforts to turn the wheel of time. The second half
is expressed in soft harmonious words, culminating in the sen
sentence: "Da klangen alle Sterne, und drÔhnten einen
letter to Sophie Bernhardi and A. W. Schlegel, 15. Oct., 
LIÏÏO2 3 (Tieck und die Brtider, Schlegel, ed. cit., p. 128;) 
letter to A. W. Schlegel,!?]June7 1801, (ibid., p. 78); 
letter to Immermann, 10. May, 1835 (Briefe and Ludwig
Tieck, ed. cit., ii, p. 84); K.S., i, pp. 13V, l49, 159,
168, 205T; KSpke, op. cit., ii, p. 220.
(2)Von der Leyen, i, pp. l?3ff.
(3)V. supra, p. 222.
(4)Von~der^Leyea, i, p. 157.
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hells trahi enden Ton durch die Liifte, bis der Genius sich in
(1) some
das unendliche Firmament verlor." Here, as in m m y  of the
tales of Tieck and Brentano, the music of the words is intended
to evoke in addition to the logical content an emotional
atmosphere which could not be produced by any but musical
meqns. This is a legitimate poetic method, - indeed, it
belongs to the very essence of poetry. It only involves a
danger if too great a part of the burden of expression is laid
on the verbal music, for this (except in very special cases),
will upset the balance between sound and content. Both Tieck
and Brentano realized how delicate is this balance, ahd
Brentano aptly used the image of a bubble to express the
fragility of perfect fusion: "Rehmen 81e eine Seifenblase an,
demken Sie, der innere Raum derselben sey ihr Gedanke, so ist
ihre Ausdehnung dann die Gestalt. Nun aber hat eine Seifenblase
ein Moment in ihrer Ausdehnung, in de* ihre Erscheinung und die
Ansi cht derselben in vollkommner Harmonie stehen, ihre Form
verhâlt sich dann «u.... zu dem Lichte so, dass sie einen
schBnen Blic j; von sich giebt. Alle Farben der Umgebubg in ihr
schimmem und sie selbst steht nun auf dem letaten Punkte ihrer 
’ (2)
Vollendung." Just because Tieck and Brentano were so keenly 
aware of the expressiveness of word sounds, they were beset by 
a temptation from which Wackenroder was free: - the temptation 
of attaching undue importance to the tonal aspects of language, 
and thus uprooting the verbal music from its natural
foundation in the logical significance.
(1)Ibld., p. 162.
(2)3.W:, V, pp. 259f. Of. Tieck*s use of a similar image to 
express the same idea (K.S., i, pp. 199f.).
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C H A P T E R  V I I
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CONCEPTION -OP --TÎ»
RELATION OP MUSIC AND POETRY IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY.
The infiltration of musical means into the art of
words is a literary phenomenon which must inevitably lead to
a point beyond which further development is impossible or
unsatisfactory. Tieck and Brentano strained the poetic medium
to the utmost limits in their attempts to achievé effects that
lie beyond the reach of poetry. This development was
paralleled a little later by the approximation of music to
poetry in the programme music of Berlioz, Liszt and many minor 
(1)
composers. This too leads away from the main stream of the 
art, and easily degenerate* into mere virtuosity in the use of 
musical sound for non-musical purposes. Both musicians and 
poets were attempting something extraneous to their own art as 
determined by the nature of its medium, something that could 
only adequately be achieved with the help of the sister art.
(1)e .g. feerlloz * s Symphonie fantastique. 18^8-âO.
Ëarold en Italie, 1834.
Liszt * 8 Symphonie poems, lëSO-»éO, among them Ce qu'on 
entend sur la montagne (after a poem by Victor Hugo), and 
bie Ideale (based on a poem by Schiller).
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In the course of the nineteenth century, music and
poetry were gradually brought into ever closer and more
intimate unity in the composite f o r m ^  of song and opera.
Theoretical utterances of composers reveal a dissatisfaction
(1)
with the earlier song-form "wo das Gedidht nur so nebenherlief ",
and with the conventional operatic form in which music was
reduced to the role of "zufâllige Begleiterin des Schauspiels"î
and had little connection with the dramatic action. One
composer after another stresses the importance of the
cumulative effect of the two arts, and proclaims the ideal of
perfect fusion. E. T. A. Hoffmann, for example, insists "dass
die Oper in Wort, Handlung und Musik als ein Ganzes erscheinen
ufed und dieses untrennbare Ganze im Totaleindruck auf den
(3)
Zuhttk»er wirken mûsse," and Weber formulates his conception of
the perfect German opera as X  "ein in sich abgeschlossenes
Kunstwerk, wo alle Teile und Beitrâge der verwnndten und
benutzten Künste ineinanderschmelzend verschwinded und auf
(4J
gewisse Weise untergehend - eine neue Welt bilden."
Hoffmann did not possess the musical genius to carry 
his theo^tical views into effect. In his light opera Undine
(1)Schumann, Gesammelte Scbrlften tiber Musik und Musiker, 
ed. Ho Simon, Leipzig,LN.D., fteclam edition,j iii, p. 154.
(2)E. T. A. Hoffmann, Werke, ed. G. Ellinger, Berlin, 1927, 
i, pp. 298f.
(3)Ibid.
(4)Weber, Sâmtliche Schriften, ed. G. Kaiser, Berlin und 
Leipzig, 1908, p. 129.
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(1)
(after Pouque's Mftrchen)» he retained the conventional operatic 
design and the intermittent use of spoken dialogue; yet even
<JU
here there Is^real though not altogether successful attempt 
to make the arias grow naturally from the dramatic action, and 
to use the resources of instrumental tone-colour as an element 
in characterization. This is especially clear in the case of 
the elemental spirit Ktihlhorn, who is accompanied at each 
appearance hy music of a peculiar texture, suggestive oifi the 
presence of demonic powers. Hoffmann * g rather tentative 
attempts to bring both voice and orchestra into closer 
dependence on the words were far surpassed by Weber in 
Der Frfeischtttz and üiuryanthé. Here the vocal melody in each 
case perfectly fits the character who sings it, and 
characterization is consistently reinforced by devices of 
instrumentation. In Euryanthe Weber discarded the rigid mould 
of traditional operatic design in favour of a more continuous 
musical composition, which fits piiae pliantly to the words 
and brings the two arts into still closer interdependence.
In the sphere of song, the prevailing trend towards a
closer union of music and poetry is revealed by a comparison
of the songs of Zelter or Zumsteeg with those of Schubert and
Schumann. Zelter and Zumsteeg repeat the same simple melody
Xljündlne was produced in 1Ô16 but was not published. 0ne~~ 
must therefore rely on musical history and criticism for 
information about it.
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in each strophe, without reference to the changing mood of
the words, and the instrumental part in their aongs forms a 
mere supporting accompaniment and makes little positive 
contribution to the whole. Schubert's songs show a vocal line 
fitting more supply to the movement of the words, and a piano 
part which, while it remains an accompaniment, reinforces the 
mood and clarifies the situation expressed in the poem, - for 
instance, the contiku#A&ously rippling figures suggesting 
running water in the cycle Die schBne Mûllerin, or the wild 
galloping music of ErlkBnig. Schumann's song-writing reveals 
an even more complete fusion of the two arts, - a more
h\
consistent attention in composition, not only to the sense
content and mood of the words, but to their own rhythmical
movement and natural speech accentuation; the instrument does
more than reinforce and embellish; it expresses tlÿugh
its own medium the very essence of the poem. The music fits
the words to the tiniest detail and voice and instrument are
in perfect equipoise. Thus Schumann 6r attained the ideal that
he himself formulated: "das Gedicht mit seinen kleinsten
(1)
Zûgeh im feineren musikalischen Stoffe nachzuwirken".
Both in song-writing and opera in the Romantic period, 
the verb nachwirken sums up the relation of the two arts: on 
the one hand, the composer takes a ready-made poem and aims at
(l) Schrif ten über Musik und Musiker, ed. cit., iii, p. 3Ï.
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giving it full and perfect musical utterance, and on the other, 
he has in mind a musical conception in connection with sd>me 
dramatic theme, and claims the right to alter, - or to ask 
the librettist to alter the text until it fits this conception. 
It seems doubtful whether the absolute unity of music and 
poetry for which the Romantic writers longed could be attained 
by this means. In his dialectical Rovelle Dichter und Komponist* 
Hoffmann discussed the problem of the composite art form, and 
put forward the suggestion that perfect fusion of the two arts 
could in only be the work of a poet-composer; at the same time, 
he wondered whether such a unique combination of talents 
could really exist and, though himself a master of literary 
expression, he turned to Pouque to find a libretto for his 
own opera. The answer to his problem and to the aspirations 
of the Romantic writers was provided in the Gesamtkunstwerk 
of Richard Wagner. Here the two arts are in perfect equipoise, 
in contrast to the French opera of intrigue where the text was 
all-important, and to the conventional * Italian operatic form
in which the music was predominant, and the words little more
(1)
than a convenient sound to sing on. In Wagner's works the two 
arts are so closely intertwined as to be quite inseparable; 
they are e&& calculated from the beginning only to attain their 
( 1>Wagner, Sftmt 11 Che Werke, ed. cit., iïT, p7 &6; iv, p. 20l7
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full effect in interdependence. For this Wagner's model was
the folk-song^of which he wrote: "Das Volkslied ging ans
einer nnmittelbaren, eng unter sich verwachsenen, gleichzeitigen
Gemeinwirksamkeit der Dichtkunst und Tonkunst hervor... Hier
ist Wort- und Tondichtung eins. Dem Volke fftllt es nie ein,
seine Lieder ohne Text zu singen; ohne den Wortvers gftbe es
fûr das Volk keine Tonweise,.... irgendwelche Trennung ist
( 1 )
ihm unfasslich." This absolute fusion of music and poetry
is the guiding conception behind Wagner's innovations in both
the musical and the poetic idiom. The music is no lënger -an
(2)
end in itself - "Wirkung ohne Ur sache" ; it does not run
parallel to the text but is intimately bound up with it even
to the smallest detail. Every modulation, Wagner claimed, has
its basis in the poetic theme and is more than a mere musical
embellishment. The conventional operatic design of aria and
recitative is replaced by a freer composition in perfect
consonance with the movement of the words. The leitmotiv is
consistently used as a means of uniting the action and
clarifying the situation, of of gathering the poetic mood into
a pregnant symbol. The resources of instrumentation are
exploited to an unprecedented degree, to take an active part
Tl)S&mtliche Werke, ed. cit., iii, p. S4g. Of. pp. 85,112.
Eveh Beethoven* s W e  at ment of Schiller s Lied an die Preude 
did not seem to Wagner to present a satisfactorv fusion, 
since the music was only "spread over the word* . (iv, 
pp. I50f; iii, p. 135.)
(2)Ibid., p. 301.
2si
in the expression of the dramatic intention. IPn the text 
the musical devices of metre and rhyme, which so delighted the 
Romantic writers, are frequently discarded as hindrances to 
the absolute union with music. But this does not imply a 
disregard of sens'ous elements in language; on the contrary.
in Wagner's view the sense of hearing surpasse^ reason in
(1)
its power of synthesis, and hence the sound of words is of 
great importance. The most important words are often linked 
by alliteration, and the rigid metrical scheme of ordinary 
poetry replaced by a freer arrangement of stressed and 
unstressed syllables, similar to the natural rhythms of 
tensely emotional speech. At the same time everything 
superfluous is omitted, and the meaning compressed into g few 
significant and emphatic words which find perfect completion 
in music. By this means, Wagner maintains, the poet can restore 
to words some measure of the Urmelodie that they have lost in 
the course of civilization, and the result is poetry made for 
fusion with music: "der nach dem wirklichen Spraohakzente zur 
natürlichsten und lebendigsten Rhythmik sich fügende, zur 
unendlich mannigfaltigstej^ Kundgebung jederzeit leicht sich 
befâhigende, £tab^ereimt£ Vers/ in welchem einst das Volk 
selbst dichtete."
(1)samtliche Werke, ed. cit., iv, p. 1321
(2)Ibid., p. 3<^ 91
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Wagner gives a simple instance of the way in which poetry 
of this kind finds a perfect counterpart and complement in 
music; the lines "Die Liebe bringt Lust und Leid,
(1)
Doch in ihr Weh webt sie Wonnen" are each
united by alliteration of the key-words, but there is no
sensuous link between the related ideas Li ebe and Lust in one
line and Wonnen in the next. Music can supply this link for
the ear by means of modug/ition to a different key on the word
Leid, followed by a return to the original key on the word
Wonnen; and thus the logical coherence of poetry is
supplemented by the emotional immediacy of music. There is no
the
questioij of a limitation of one art by^*aother; on the contrary
each gains, because in combination with the other it can
concentrate entirely on its own particular contribution to the
whole. Poetry alone is, in Wagner's view, "unverwirklichte
(2)
dichterische Absicht"; it gives den Katalog einer Bildergalerie,
aber nicht die Bilder selbst";^it can only experience life
at second hand through the window of intellectual activity.
Music on the other hand can present feelings and moods, but
can give no reason for them, nor for the transition from one to
the other: "die Musik kann nicht denken, sie kann aber
l[l)loid., pp.
(2)lbid7, p. 198.
(5)3&mtliche Werke, ed. cit., iii, p. 105. Of. iv, p. 198.
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(l)
Gedanken verwlrkllohen." Thus, though each art alone can only
(2)
express and appeal to half of man's nature, each provides
exactly what the other lacks, and their longing for completion
finds natural and perfèct fulfilment in a combined form: ‘^Sie
(3)
sindjln der Liebe somit ganz, was sie irgend sein kftnnen."
In both theory and practice Wagner found a new solution for
the problem of the relation of music and poetry in the
composite art form. Whereas eighteenth-century writers 
considered that the two arts could only be united if one made 
concessions to the other, and the Romantic writers longed to 
widen the bounds of each art until their spheres coincided 
in ultimate unity, Wagner conceived of a natural partnership
in which music and poetry meet in loving surrender, and each
is most perfectly itself in dependence on the other.
(1)sftmtllche Werke, ed. cit., iv, p. lëiX
(2)Ibid., p. 136: "Der Dichter wie ddr Musiker teilte bisher 
nur den halben Menschen mit."
(5)Ibid,, p. 207. Of. vii, p. lllf.: "Den Weg hierzu wird 
dle~Poesie leicht^Tindnn, und ihr letztes Auf ge hen in die 
Musik als ihr eigen##es, innigstes Verlangen erkennen, 
sobald sie an der Musik selbst ein^ Bedtirfnis inne wird, 
welches wiederum nur die Dichtkunst stillen kç^nn."
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APPENDIX.
The authorship of the passages referring to music 
in the Wunderhare Geschlchte von BOGS dem Uhnnacher.
This is a joint work of Brentano and Gflrres; the word 
BOGS is formed from the initial and final letters of their 
names.
Gftrres: letter to his mother-in-law, 30. Mar., 1807:
"Wir hahen viel gelacht, Brentano und ich, wir hatten 
ehen eine Concertanzeige in der Arbeit, die nun zum 
Büchelchen angeschwollen ist: Begebenheiten des 
Uhrmachers BOGS, die ihr in e ini gen Wochen durch 
Zimmer erhalten werdet, und deren Geschichte ich euch 
erz&hlen will, wenn ihr sie gelesen habt," (Gesammelte 
Schrif%e Briefe: Schriften, vii-ix, München, 1858, 
vii, p.4(»7) Further, letter to his mother-in-law,
15. Apr., 1807: "Der Name ist aus den Anfangs- und 
Endbuchstaben von Brentano's und meinem Namen 
zusaimnengesetzt, und das Ganzae ist gehôrig toll, so dass 
verehrungswürdige Leute bei Ansicht des ersten Bogens 
geglaubt haben, ein VerrÜckter habe das Ding geschrieben 
(Ibid., p. 489); and letter to Brentano, 25. July, 1825: 
^....  und Du wolltest gegen Deinen Bruder, der mit Dir
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unter einer Haut den Uhrmacher componirt also wüthen." 
(Gesammelte Briefe, ed. cit., ix, p. 175).
Pranz Schulz maintains that most of the passages referring 
to music were written hy Gfirrew:
"GBrres setzte in seiner Art die musikalischen 
Sinneseindriicke des BOGS in telle malerische 
Visionen um." (Joseph GBrres als Herausgeber, 
Literarhistoriker, jfritiker, im Zusammenhange mit 
ddr jüngeren Romantik, 1902, Palaestra, 12, p. 62.)
" aus stilistischen und inhaltlichen Merkmalen
ergibt sich mir die folgende Scheidung des 
Eigentums der beideb Verfasser." (A list of 
references follows, attributing the musical passages 
to GBrres). (Franz Schulze's review of Joseph 
Gttrres als Literarhistoriker by A. Wibbelt. 
Zeitschrift für deutsches Alterturn, xxvii, 1901, 
p. 77). Pranz Schulze does not seem to have 
published any further details about the evidence 
for his statements.
R. Guignard suggests that these same passages may be 
attributed to Brentano:
"si la fin du récit avec toutes ses allusions 
scientifiques et médicales nous parait plutôt due 
a la plume de GBrres, nous serions portés a
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croire que Brentano est 1 'auteur du-r^cit - -
fantastique du concert, morceau de bravoure plein de
poesie, qui n'est pas sans analogie avec certains
passages de Gustav Wasa." (Un poete romantique
allemand, 1933, Publications de la Faculté des
Lettres d'Alger, Ser. iii. Torn. 5, p. 220),
I am inclined to agree with Guignard with regard to
similarity of idea and phraseology between BOGS (G.8., v, pp.
3 4 5 -3 5 2 ) 9  and Gustav Wasa (ed. cit.,pp. 55-68). Both these
passages are fantastic attempts to express in words the effect
of a symphony. In both this is achieved by imagery of light
and colour, and by personification of sounds and musical
instruments; and both are the product of a wild and bizarre
free
imagination given fn&â rein. In other works indubitably by 
Brentano, there are occasionally phrases which have some 
similarity to phrases in BOGS.
I append a selection of similarities in tabulated 
form, but they are not wholly convincing, and the question 
remains open. It is possible that the work arose in such 
close collaboration, that the Authors themselves would hardly 
be able to distinguish their contributiobs.
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A COMPARISON OP THE IMAGERY USED TO EXPRESS MUSIC 
in the Wunderhare Geschichte von BOGS and in works that are 
indubitably by Brentano.
BOGS (G.S., V, pp. 327-369). Gustav Wasa,(ed. cit.)
and other works by Brentano.
".... aus den Brutschen und 
Vi oyfloncellen stiegen t au send 
Philister." (#. 341).
"Da sprangen plBtzlich viele 
Pontainen und kreuzten ihre 
brillantenen ktihlen Bogen zur 
Laube." (p. 345).
". . .da stieg eine ernste 
schwarze Sphinx aus dem Bass 
und sang im Grabeston." (p. 341)
"... brennender Schwefel, der 
mich mit süssem, blauem, gelbem 
Giftlichte t&ubte." (p. 340).
"... leichto Blitze zuckten 
über die graue Pluth."
(p. 347).
"... es donnerte heftig."
”... das donnernde Schiff 
wankté in den tBnenden Welien." 
(p. 348); "eine dunkle WeIke 
bedeckte den Pelsen." (p. 349), 
"Eine dunkle WoIke zog wie ein 
Gewitter über den See."(0.347).
"Fliegende Sonnen schwebten 
aus alien Violinen."(p. 342).
"Bratschen (Oekonomen, 
Schullehrer, Kalendermacher.)" 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 59).
"Gluth
Strfimet in schimmemden Bo gen. " 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 55.)
Büsse: "Schwarzes Geschick 
Im finstern Blick, 
Leichenzug im weiten 
HimmelsgewBlbe." 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 57)
"Blaue Augen, goldnes Licht." 
"Es tauchen 
Sich Himmelblau und
Wolkenlioht in Wogen," 
(Gustav Wasa, pp. 57f./
" ....... helle Blitze hauchen
Ein schrecklich Leben durch
den SturmZ 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 56).
"rollend und dumpf 
Zieht des Dormers Triumph." 
Bllsse: "Ernst und machtig
schreiten 
Wir Donnerwolken einher."
"Des Meeres Mauren zittern 
In Gewittern."
"ein grausGs Bild 
Auf dunklem Wolkengrund...
Die Ttine flechten es."
(Gustav Wasa, po. 56ff.)
Schweben die tBnenden Geister". 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 55).
BOGS.
ft . eine schimmernde Golddec 
(p. 348). "Klarin riss d^n 
schimmemden Leiohnam 
der Geliebten empor." (p.348) 
".•.das brennende Schiff 
schimmerte immer ferner."
(p. 349).
"..plBtzlich wuchs blanker 
Stahl unter ihren Fils sen." 
(p. 345). These words refer 
to a singing voice.
".. in den TBnenden Wellen". 
(p. 348).
"violinen ... webten einen 
feurigen Teppich." (p. 340). 
"die Engel webten singend 
einen blinkenden Schleier." 
(p. 343).
"... oben tiber 
spannte sich ein glSnzender 
Strahl". (p. 346/.
"...Viele Pontainen kreuztdn 
ihre brillantenen ktihlen 
Bogen sur Laube, die wie ein 
chinesisches Feuerwerk 
hinauf funkelte." (p. 345).
Ii
"... kleine feuchte Plammen 
leckten an den W&nden hinauf.
(p. 340).
es sttirzten tausend 
Plammen aus den Violinen." 
(p. 341).
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tee. "tiber dampfende Trtimmer 
Pliehen schrecklich goldne
Schimmer 
Aus den gltihenden Posaunen. " 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 57).
"Schimmert im eigenen Glana 
Der Tflne bunt wechselnder Kranz" 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 55).
Der Pltigel: "... im Stahlgefieder 
meiner spiegelnden Wellen." 
(Gustav Wasa, p. 56).
"PlBtzlich webet sich ein 
grauses Bild.... die TBne 
flechten es."
(Gustav Wasa , p. 56).
"Es (das Lied]durc^rang die Nacht 
mit einem lebenden schBnen 
Strahl." (Die Rose, G&S., v, p. 
273). "das Lied... mit
fltinzendan einzelnen TBnen." Godwi, G.8., V, p. 126).
"in einem Peuerwerk der TBne." 
(Alovs und Imelde, S»W., IX(2) 
p. 99)•
"Hier nahm Godwi ein kleineife 
silbernes Jagdhorn... und tat 
einige helle StBsse hinein, 
die wie Plammen an der Kuppel 
durch die grtinen Wânde 
hinauf lief en. (Godwi, S.W. p. 
p. 253).
"eine herrliche MuAik.... die 
gBttlichen Plammen."(Ibid.p.160) 
"Ndn ihr Trompeten, werfet 
eure Plammen aum dunklen 
Firmament." (Aloys und Imelde 
8*W., ix(2) , p. 10^)". ~
BOGS.
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eine Leiter kam herab, 
und allés wimmelte mit Engeln." 
(p. 343).
"... aus alien Violinen 
Myriaden brennender 
Zinnoberschlangen." (p. 340).
"Die Symphonie war aus, ...
Der ganze Bienenkorb b%gann 
nun zu schwSrmen, es war ein gr^
Gesumme......   ich selbst kam
zu Verstand." (pp. 34Iff.)
"Und sie lehrt' die junge Seele 
Sich erschwingen im Gesange,
Und mit iSngeln auf der TBne 
Himmelswleiter freudig tanzen." 
(Romanzen vom Rosenkranz," S.W. 
iv, p. lôè). "
"Aus sprühender Hand 
Zuckt eine feurige
Himmelsleiter." 
(Gustav Wasa, pp. 66f.)
"Ihrer Lieder hell'ge '
Schlangen."
(S.W., iv, p. 101. Romanzen 
vom Rosenkranz).
"ich aah mich um,
Und hBrt im ganzen Hause 
ss Kin sonderbar Gesausse, 
Verwirrt Gesumm.
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